
ATTACHMENT A 

NOTICE OF DEFICIENCY: 

TECHNICAL ADEQUACY REVIEW OF PART B PERMIT APPLICATION 
SUBMITTED TO HRMB BY LOS ALAMOS NATIONAL LABORATORY (LANL), 

NEW MEXICO. 

JUNE 10, 1997 

A. General Description of the Facility as required by 20 NMAC 4.1.900 incorporating 40 CFR 
$2 7O.l4(b) (1). LANL (The Permit Applicant) must: 

1. Provide general dimensions and a structural description of the Open Burning/Open 
Detonation (OB/OD) treatment units located at Technical Area 14 (TA-14). (This may 
include an active trench with adjacent buried trenches, a single active trench that is 
groomed and reused, an open burn containment device, and secondary containment or 
other design conJigurations.); 

Response: See Section 4.1 of the "Part B Permit Application, Open Burningfopen 
Detonation Units at Technical Areas 14, 15, 36, and 39," Revision 1.0 (hereinafter 
referred to as the revised OBIOD Part B). 

64. 2. Submit to the New Mexico Environment Department (NMED) Hazardous and 
Radioactive Materials Bureau (HRMB), engineering drawings that approximate the 
units' dimensions horizontally and vertically, shows ramps, berms, fencing and any other 
man-made features used in association with the OB/OD units; 

Response: See Section 4.1 of the revised OBIOD Part B. 

3. Provide the best available description of all wastes that have ever been managed or 
treated at the OB and OD units. Include a summary of historical information on the 
volume and composition of these wastes; 

Response: See Section 4.1 of the revised OBIOD Part B. 

B. Topographic Map as required by 20 NMA C 4.1.900 incorporating 40 CFR $2 7O.l4(b) (1 9). 
Since the map of TA-14 that HRMB receivedfiom LANL was compiled on a scale other than 
1 inch to 200, LANL must submit to HRMB, a topographic which: 

1. Shows the terrain for a distance of 1,000 feet (radius) outside the Open Burnindopen 
Detonation units, at a map scale of 1 inch equal to not more than 200 feet, with 
appropriate contour lines shown on the map; 

Response: The note at the end of the requirements of 20 NMAC 4.1.900 incorporating 
40 CFR $270.14(b)(19) states that "For large HWM facilities the Agency will allow the 
use of other scales on a case-by-case basis." LANL has routinely provided topographic 



maps at various scales due to the areal extent of the facility. As was stated in 
Sections 2.1 and 2.1.1 of the OBIOD Part B (Revision 0.0), the OBIOD units at TA- 14 
are shown on Map 2 of the OBIOD Part A permit application (Revision 0.0). This 
topographic map shows the terrain for a distance exceeding 1,000 feet beyond the units, 
is at a scale of 1 inch equals 250 feet, and has contour lines to clearly show the pattern 
of surface water flow in the vicinity of and from each unit. 

2. Contains a wind rose diagram showing prevailing wind directions and velocities; 

Response: As stated in the introduction to Section 2.0 of the OBIOD Part B 
(Revision 0.0), a LANL-wide facility description addressing additional regulatory 
requirements is provided in Section 2.0 of the "General Part B Permit Application 
Information for Los Alamos National Laboratory" (the General Part B), submitted to 
NMED in August 1996. The General Part B was developed to consolidate general, 
LANL-wide facility information, applicable to all of LANL's current and future 
hazardous waste management units, into a single document for submittal to NMED to 
eliminate repetitive information. NMED verbally approved the General Part B strategy 
in December 1996. LANL provided a copy of the General Part B with the response 
package for the NOD. 

Wind roses were discussed in Section 2.1.4 and were shown on Figures 2-3 and 2-4 of 
the General Part B. As presented therein, average wind directions at LANL are 
measured at four sites. TA-6, located approximately 1 mile north of TA-14, is the site 
closest to TA-14; therefore, its wind rose data are most applicable. m 

3. Shows the legal boundaries of the OB/OD units. (The map should also have a title); 

Response: The boundaries of the OBIOD units were shown on Map 2 [titled "Contour 
Map Showing Hazardous Waste Units at Technical Area (TA) 14"] of the OBIOD 
Part A, Revision 0.0. The legal boundary of LANL, the HWM facility, was shown on 
Map 1 [titled "Contour Map Showing All Technical Areas (TA) at Los Alamos National 
Laboratory (LANL)"] of the OBIOD Part A, Revision 0.0. 

4. Contains access control to the OB/OD treatment units; and 

Response: Access control to the OBIOD treatment units was shown on Map 2 of the 
OBIOD Part A, Revision 0.0. An industrial fence surrounds the entire area (see map 
legend), a gate is located at the roadway entrance to the area (see map), and a second 
gate is located adjacent to TA-14-23 (see map). The gates are locked when operations 
are not being conducted at TA-14. The fence and site entry gate were also shown on 
Figure 5-1 of the OBIOD Part B. A revised Map 2 is provided in the revised OBIOD 
Part A to clarify the map symbols used. 

Access is controlled administratively through implementation of SOPs (e.g., 
DX-4:SOP 1.0, DX-4:SOP 3, DX-4:SOP 4, and DX-4:SOP 27). Copies of these SOPs 
are included in Appendix B of the revised OB/OD Part B. 



5. Shows the SWMUs, on-site or off-site wells, buildings, and drainage and flood control 
barriers at, and in the vicinity of TA-14. 

Response: The locations of SWMUs in the vicinity of the OBIOD units at TA-14 were 
shown on Figure 10-1 of the OBIOD Part B, Revision 0.0. All existing water supply 
wells, monitoring wells, test wells, springs, and surface water sampling stations within 
the LANL boundary (i.e., on-site) and surrounding LANL (i.e., off-site) were shown on 
Map 6 of the OBIOD Part A, Revision 0.0. Buildings in the vicinity of the OBIOD 
units were shown on Map 2 of the OBIOD Part A, Revision.0.0, and buildings at the 
LANL facility were shown on Map 1 of the OBIOD Part A, Revision 0.n. The locations 
of a proposed berm downslope of the OBIOD units and of the existing natural drainage 
upslope of and the road adjacent to the units to provide drainage control are shown on 
Map 2 of the revised OBIOD Part A. 

C. Description of the OWOD Treatment Units as required by 20 NMAC 4.1.900 incorporating 
40 CFR $270.23. The Permit Applicant must: 

1. Provide detailedplans and engineering drawings of the OB container device in addition 
to the description that was provided in the Permit Application of September 1996. 
Include a description of the lining material within and below the OB container device, 
and the secondary containment that will be located around it. 

Response: See Section 4.1 and Appendix A of the revised OBIOD Part B. 

2. Describe how the OB/OD treatment units will be designed, constructed, operated and 
maintained to minimize run-off of hazardous constituents during the active life of the 
units, in compliance with 20 NMAC 4.1.500 incorporating 40 CFR $264.273(b). 

Response: See Section 4.1 of the revised OBIOD Part B. 

3. Explain how a run-on control system will be designed, constructed, operated, and 
maintained to prevent flow onto the OB/OD units during peak discharge jiom at least 
a 24-hour, 25-year storm, as required by 20 NMAC 4.1.500 incorporating 40 CFR 
§264.273(c). Include a description of how ditches, berms or other diversion structures 
may need to be designed and constructed to prevent vertical and horizontal migration 
of waste constituents into the environmental media at and around TA-14. 

Response: See Section 4.1 of the revised OBIOD Part B. 

4. Explain how the OB/OD units will be managed to control the releases of propellants, 
explosives, pyrotechnics as well as wind dispersal of ash and particulate matter to the 
environment, in order to meet standards required by 20 NMAC 4.1.500 incorporating 
40 CFR $264.601 (a) and 20 NMAC 4.1.900 incorporating §270.23(c). 

Response: See Section 4.5 of the revised OBIOD Part B. 

5. Provide a description of methods to control the deterioration of the open burning 
devices, and the installation of a cover to prevent the accumulation of precipitation in 



the OB device during periods of inactivity. Explain how accumulation of precipitation 
in the OB container device will be handled. 

Response: See Section 4.5 of the revised OBIOD Part B. 

D. Contingency Plan as required by 20 NMA C 4.1.900 incorporating 40 CFR $2 7O.l4(b) (7) 
and 20 NMAC 4.1.500 incorporating 40 CFR $264.53. The Permit Applicant must submit 
information that: 

1. IdentiJies where copies of the Contingency Plan will be located; and 

Response: As stated in Section 7.1 of the General Part B, a current copy of the 
contingency plan will be retained by the appropriate facility operators. A copy of the 
General Part B contingency plan and the OBIOD Part B contingency plan will be located 
at TA-14-23, Room 101. In addition, copies will be maintained at DOE/LAAO, 
ESH-19, and the DX Facility Management Office. 

2. Describes a schedule of remedial action. 

Response: See Section 7.3 of the revised OBIOD Part B. 

E. Traffic Patterns in accordance with 20 NUAC 4.1.900 incorporating 40 CFR 
$2 7O.14@) (1 0). Submit to HRMB additional information as follows: 

n 1. Provide an estimate of the number and types of vehicles at and around the TA-14 
OB/OD units; 

Response: See Section 2.4.3 of the revised OBIOD Part B. 

2. Provide information about hazardous waste transfer or pick-up stations and the 
loading/unloading procedures; 

Response: See Section 4.5 of the revised OBIOD Part B. 

3. Include a description of the quantity of waste moved per movement per vehicle; and 

Response: See Section 4.5 of the revised OBIOD Part B. 

4. Present a description of the route surface composition and load bearing capacity. 

Response: See Section 2.4.3 of the revised OBIOD Part B. 

F. Soil and Vadose Zone Monitoring in accordance with 20 NMAC 4.1.500 incorporating 
40 CFR $264.278; $264.601 (b) and $264.13(b). 

6"4 Provide the following additional information on soil and vadose zone monitoring program: 



I. Describe sample collection, sample preservation, shipment, sampling and analysis 
procedures, and chain of custody control; 

Response: See the revised OB/OD Part B Sections 4.6.3.2 (for soil monitoring) and 
4.6.1 (for vadose zone monitoring). 

2. Indicate the parameters selected and the EPA approved or equivalent acceptable 
analytical method for each parameter; 

Response: See Section 4.6.3.2 and Table 4-1 of the revised OBIOD Part B. 

3. List background vaiues for each proposed monitoring parameter or hazardous 
constituent; 

Response: See Section 4.6.3.2 and Table 4-2 of the revised OBIOD Part B. 

4. Give details of the proposed sampling, analysis and statistical comparison procedures 
for the soil sample analytical results; 

Response: See Section 4.6.3.2 of the revised OBIOD Part B. 

5. Specijj the sampling method which will be used to obtain a representative sample of the 
contaminated soil to be analyzed [A representative soil sample may be obtained using 
either one of the sampling methods found in Appendix I of 20 NUAC 4.1.200 
incorporating 40 CFR $261 or an equivalent acceptable method]; 

Response: See Section 4.6.3.2 of the revised OBIOD Part B. 

6. Provide details of the sampling and analysis plan for monitoring the vadose zone during 
treatment operations and for the potential of waste constituents to migrate into the 
ground water as required by 20 NMAC 4.1.500 incorporating 40 CFR $264.273; 

Response: See Section 4.6.1.2 of the revised OBIOD Part B. 

7. Describe how "kick-out" residues and unexploded ordnance will be managed. Some 
types of reactive waste will not detonate but rather dejlagrate. Results of detonation of 
these types of wastes can cause dispersions of untreated explosives into the environment. 
Explain how this has been considered in the management of the reactive wastes at TA-I 4 
OB/OD sites; 

Response: See Section 4.5 of the revised OBIOD Part B. 

8. Describe how background soil samples will be taken, the appropriate locations of the 
background samples, and depths @om which the samples will be obtained; and 

Response: See Section 4.6.3.2 of the revised OBIOD Part B. 



9. Explain how the results of soil and soil pore liquid monitoring will be expressed for the 
determination of statistically significant changes over background values for Arsenic, 
Barium, Cadmium, Chromium, Lead, Mercury, Selenium, Beryllium, Silver and 
Antimony. [20 NMAC 4.1.500 incorporating 40 CFR $264.2 78fl J. 

Response: LANL proposes to analyze only for the metals that may be in the waste 
stream (barium) and in the detonator caps (chromium). Arsenic, cadmium, lead, 
mercury, selenium, beryllium, silver, and antimony are not constituents in the waste 
stream; therefore, samples will not be analyzed for these metals. The method to be used 
for determination of statistically significant changes over background values is described 
in Section 4.6.3.2 of the revised OBIOD Part B. 

G. Waste Analysis Plan as required by 20 NMAC 4.1.500 incorporating 40 CFR §264.13@) 
and 20 NMAC 4.1.900 incorporating 40 CFR §270.14@)(3). 

I .  Land Disposal Restrictions as required by 20 NMAC 4.1.800 incorporating 40 CFR 
$268.30 and $268.35. 

a. Explain the chemical composition, and the nature of F005 wastes listed in the 
Part A Permit Application on Page 6 of 7. Are these spent solvent wastes, solvent 
wastes contaminated with soil and debris, 2-ethoxy ethanol, 2-nitropropane, or 
benzene? 

Response: See Section 3.1 of the revised OBIOD Part B. 

b. What is the characteristic toxicity ofthe Barium-bearing DO05 waste based upon? 
Also, explain why LANL plans to detonate these 0005, and F00.5 wastes contrary 
to the Land Disposal Restrictions that apply to them. 

Response: See Sections 3.1 and 3.5.1 of the revised OBIOD Part B. 

2. Submit separate lists of all the waste propellants, explosives, and pyrotechnics that will 
be treated at the OB and the OD units by re-categorizing the list of waste munitions that 
were provided in Attachment 3 of the September 1996 Part B Permit Application. 

Response: See Section 3.3 of the revised OBIOD Part B. 

3. Present a detailed Quality Assurance/Quality Control Program (QMQC), or QA@C 
Management Plan that will be applied during soil sampling and analysis to ensure that 
representative discrete soil samples are taken. 

Response: See Sections 3.3.2 and 4.6.3.2 of the revised OBIOD Part B. 

4. Describe how LANL plans to monitor non-reactive hazardous waste treated 
simultaneously with reactive waste at the OB and OD units. Such non-reactive wastes 
include lead projectiles of small arms munitions and hazardous constituents of 
containers, housings, and casings. 



Response: See Section 3.1 of the revised OBIOD Part B. 

5. Speclb where copies of the Waste Analysis Plan (WAP) will be located at TA-14. 

Response: Copies of the WAP from the OBIOD Part B and the General Part B will be 
located at TA- 14-23, Room 10 1.  

6. Identifi the designated personnel position(s) and organization responsible for updating 
the WAP. 

Response: Personnel from LANL's Hazardous and Solid Waste Group (ESH-19) will 
be responsible for updating the WAP, when required. 

7. Ifpost-detonation soil monitoring or ground water monitoring is chosen as the method 
of compliance with the Waste Analysis Plan, describe sampling methods that will be 
used to obtain discrete representative samples of the soil or water to be analyzed. List 
the parameters that will be analyzed for in each reactive and non-reactive hazardous 
waste, the rationale for the selection of these parameters, and the test methods which 
will be used for these parameters. 

Response: Soil and groundwater monitoring are discussed in Sections 4.6.3 and 4.6.1, 
respectively. LANL proposes to conduct soil monitoring as a distinct activity separate 
from waste analysis. 

8. Submit to HRMB, the analytical results of soil samples takenfiom Building 35 located 
in TA-14. The "Results Summary of the Soil Sampling Survey" presented in 
Attachment 4-3 of the unit-speciJic Part B Permit Application is insuficient for NMED 
to interpret. 

Response: See Section 4.6.3.1 and Appendix C of the revised OBIOD Part B. 

H. Closure and Post-Closure Plans in accordance with the requirements contained in 20 NMAC 
4.1.500 incorporating 40 CFR $264.11 2 through $264.11 5, $264.1 1 7-1 18, and 20 NMAC 
4.1.900 incorporating 40 CFR §270.14@). 

1. Explain why closure activities are described for container storage areas, tanks, and 
surface impoundments on page 9-3, Section 9.1.3 of LANL1s General Part B Permit 
Application. Since these units are not part of the OB/OD units LANL must: 

a. Provide spec@ information on the container storage areas and tanks, their 
locations, and the purpose for which they are used at TA-14. 

Response: As explained in the response to Comment B.2, the General Part B was 
developed to consolidate general, LANL-wide information, applicable to all of 
LANL's current and future hazardous waste management units, into a single 
document to eliminate repetitive information. NMED verbally approved this 
strategy in December 1996. Certain sections of the General Part B (e.g., 
Section 9.1.3) include language that is broad or generalized in nature. It is 



indicated throughout the General Part B that units for which a permit is sought will 
be addressed in TA- or unit-specific Part B permit applications (e.g., the OBIOD 
Part B) to be submitted separately. LANL is not seeking permitted status for 
container storage areas, tanks, or surface impoundments at TA-14 because there are 
none of these unit types subject to RCRA regulation at TA-14. Permitted status is 
being sought for the OBIOD units located at TA-14 and described in the OBIOD 
Part B. 

b. Submit a separate Part B permit application for the. surface impoundments, 
container storage units, and tanks mentioned on page 9-3 of the LANL General 
Part B Permit Application of August 1996. 

Response: See previous response. 

2. Provide information on the TA-14 OB/OD units which must include the following 
information: 

a. Provide a description of the maximum extent of the unclosedportion of the OB/OD 
units during their permitted lve; 

Response: See Section 9.2.1 of the revised OBIOD Part B. 

b. Submit an outline of the procedures for removal of hazardous waste, residues or 
post investigation derived waste, and contaminated soils as well as the location of 
disturbed soils when removed; 

Response: See Sections 9.1 and 9.3 of the revised OBIOD Part B. 

c. Provide the estimated year of closure of the OB/OD units; 

Response: See Section 9.1 of the revised OBIOD Part B. 

d. Submit a description of the location and number of copies of the Closure and Post- 
Closure Plans for OB/OD; 

Response: At a minimum, copies of the closure plan for the OBIOD units at 
TA-14 will be located at TA-14-23, Room 101. In addition, copies will be 
maintained at DOELAAO, ESH- 19, and the DX Facility Management Office. 

e. Name the personnel responsible for storage, updating of facility copies of the 
Closure and Post-Closure Plans, and the procedure for updating all other copies 
of the subject plans. 

Response: As stated above, personnel at DOELAAO, ESH-19, the DX Facility 
Management Office, and TA-14 will be responsible for storing their respective 
copies of the closure plan. Personnel from ESH-19 at LANL will be primarily 
responsible for updating the plan. The names of these personnel are not provided 
here because they are subject to frequent change. Updated plans will be identified 



with the latest revision number throughout the document. See response to 
Comment H.2.g. 

J: Explain the potential request for extension of closure time. 

Response: LANL does not anticipate the need to request an extension of the time 
allowed for closure of these units. However, as was stated in Section 9.1.3 of the 
General Part B and as allowed by the regulations cited therein, LANL may request 
an extension if unforeseen events occur prior to or during closure activities and 
these events necessitate such a request. 

g. Submit a detailed contingency Post-Closure Plan and Post-Closure Care 
mechanisms as per 20 N M C  4.1.500 incorporating 40 CFR $264.603 in order to 
fuIJil1 the requirements of 40 CFR $264.601. This required information was not 
included in the Subject Application. 

Response: See Section 9.1 of the revised OBIOD Part B. 

I. Protection of Ground Water 

1. Hydrology as required by 20 N M C  4.1.900 incorporating 40 CFR §270.23(b). The 
Permit Applicant must provide a detailed description of the hydrology below the OB/OD 
units at TA-14. (This may be available through published or private reports. Include 
a copy or copies of the references used,) 

Response: See Sections 4.6.1.1 and 4.6.1.2 of the revised OBIOD Part B. 

2. Provide site-specijk data for initially characterizing the OB/OD units and the 
surrounding area. Hydrology and geology supportive of published reports must be 
con$rmed through direct methods of data collection. Any saturated zones must be 
identiJied. Discuss appropriate spacial and temporal intervals for data collection prior 
to initiating any data collection program. 

Response: See Section 4.6.1.2 of the revised OBIOD Part B. 

3. Prevention of Releases - Explain what measures will be incorporated into the OB/OD 
treatment unit design to exclude waterJi.om entering the units. [Direct rainfall entering 
the open burn device and the open detonation pit (created by the blast) could cause a 
hydraulic head that would drive waste constituents into the vadose zone. Some facilities 
have used weather covers over their OD pits and burn container devices during periods 
of inactivity]. 

Response: See Section 4.1 of the revised OBIOD Part B. 

4. The location map of water supply wells (Map Number 6 in Part A Permit Application) 
that LAM submitted to HRMB does not show any ground water monitoring or test wells 
in the vicinity of TA-14. NMED acknowledges receipt of the December 6, 1996 
Hydrogeologic Work Plan Porn LANL. HRMB will evaluate this section within the 



context of that Plan. However, LANL is required to present the following information 
to HRMB: 

a. Submit a Ground Water Detection Monitoring Program in accordance with all the 
requirements contained in 20 NMAC 4.1.500 incorporating 40 CFR $264.98. The 
ground water monitoring wells must include one upgradient and at least two 
downgradient monitoring wells. Attach a topographic map that shows the location 
of background water quality monitoring wells at the site of the OB/OD treatment 
units. 

Response: See Section 4.6.1.2 of the revised OBIOD Part B. 

b. Provide a description of well design, sample collection, preservation, shipment, 
QA/QC procedures, sampling and analysis procedures, data evaluation and 
reporting that satis& the requirements of 20 NMAC 4.1.500 incorporating 40 CFR 
$264.97. List the indicator parameters and hazardous waste constituents that will 
be analyzed for, and how monitoring well evacuation will be conducted at TA-14. 

Response: See Section 4.6.1.2 of the revised OBIOD Part B. 

5. Provide a description of any plume of contamination that has entered the ground water 
due to previous OB/OD activities. Indicate on the topographic map the vertical and 
horizontal extent of the plume. 

Response: See Section 4.6.1.2 of the revised OBIOD Part B. 

6. Present a description of the proposed sampling and analysis and the statistical 
comparison procedures and data evaluation that will be applied to ground water 
samples in accordance with 20 NMA C 4.1.900 incorporating 40 CFR $2 7O.l4(c) (6) (iv). 

Response: See Section 4.6.1.2 of the revised OBIOD Part B. 

7. Provide an account of how background values for each proposed monitoringparameter 
or constituent will be determined to meet the requirements contained in 20 NMAC 
4.1.900 incorporating 40 CFR $2 7O.l4(c) (6) (iii). 

Response: See Section 4.6.1.2 of the revised OBIOD Part B. 

8. Describe how LANL would determine the direction, ground water flow rate, and the rate 
of plume migration in case of ground water contamination. [20 N M C  4.1.500 
incorporating 40 CFR $264.601 (a) (5)]. 

Response: See Section 4.6.1.2 of the revised OBIOD Part B. 

9. Provide an account of the precipitation patterns at TA-14, proximity to and withdrawal 
rates of current and potential ground water users in accordance with the standards 
required by 20 NMAC 4.1.500 incorporating 40 CFR $264.6Ol(b)(3) and 40 CFR 
$264.601 (b) (5). 



Response: See Section 4.6.1.1 of the revised OBIOD Part B. 

10. Provide an account of water quality standards, water quality data and uses. These data 
will allow NMED to evaluate the impact of the activities at the OB/OD units on surface 
aquatic environment in compliance with the requirements of 20 NMAC 4.1.500 
incorporating 40 CFR $264.601 (b) (7), and 40 CFR $264.601 (b) (8). 

Response: See Section 4.6.2.2 of the revised OBIOD Part B. 

J. Air Quality Assessments as required in 20 NMAC 4.1.500 incorporating 40 CFR 
$264.601 (c)(I) and 20 NMAC 4.1.900 incorporating 40 CFR §270.23@). 

LANL must submit the following information to NMED: 

I. Provide a description of the operating conditions of the OB and OD units on a case-by- 
case basis. [Examples are: not to expose ash residues@om the OB unit to the open air 
when wind speed is greater than 15 miles per hour (24 Mhr ) ,  allowable quantities of 
waste per unit, operating timepames, acceptable meteorological conditions, ambient air 
monitoring requirements, meteorological, monitoring etc.]. 

Response: See Section 4.6.4.3 of the revised OBIOD Part B. 

2. Submit a description of the eflectiveness and reliability of any systems and structures 
used to reduce or prevent emissions of hazardous constituents to the air. This may be 
demonstrated by semi-annual sampling and analysis programs following the last semi- 
annual waste treatment event; [20 NMAC 4.1.500 incorporating 40 CFR 
$264.601 (c) (2)]. 

Response: See Section 4.6.4.3 of the revised OBIOD Part B. 

K. Risk Analysis 

Provide a Risk Analysis that includes the following issues: 

1. A description of the existing air quality, other sources of contamination and the potential 
cumulative impact on human health and the environment. Present an estimate of the 
individual excess lifetime cancer risk. 

Response: At a meeting on August 12, 1997, NMED requested that the language in 
Comments K. 1 and K.2 be modified and treated as one comment. See Section 4.12.1 
and Appendix D in the revised OBIOD Part B. 

2. An outline of the potential for health risks caused by human exposure (including the 
explosive ordnance disposal personnel) to hazardous waste constituents; 

Response: See response to Comment K. 1 .  



3. A discussion of potential damage to domestic animals, wildlife, crops, vegetation, and 
physical structures caused by exposure to hazardous waste constituents @om the OB/OD 
units. Discuss other exposure pathways such as: plant ingestion by herbivores, prey 
consumption by carnivores, and water ingestion pathways; 

Response: At a meeting on August 12, 1997, NMED requested that the language in 
Comment K.3 be modified to read only "Evaluate the food web." See Section 4.12.1 
and Appendix D of the revised OB/OD Part B. 

4. An account about the presence of the following endangered or threatened species at or 
around the TA-14 OB/OD treatment units: 

a. Bald Eagle (Haliaeetus leucocephalus alascanus); 
b. Jemez Mountains Salamander (Plethodon neornexicanus); 
c. American Peregrine Falcon (Falco peregrinus anatum); 
d Whooping Crane (Grus americana); 
e. Broad-billed Hummingbird (Cynanthus latirostris magicus); 
j Southwestern Willow Flycatcher [Empidonax ludovicianus (3ssp.)]; 
g. Gray Vireo (Vireo vicinior); and 
h. Meadow Jumping Mouse (Zapus hudsonius luteus) 

Response: At a meeting on August 12, 1997, NMED requested that the language in 
Comment K.4 be modified by deleting "An account about the presence of' and replacing 
this language with "In the evaluation, consider the potential exposure of'. In addition, 
NMED requested that LANL add the Mexican Spotted Owl (Strix occidentalis lucida) 
as Item K.4.i. See Section 4.12.1 and Appendix D of the revised OBIOD Part B. 

5. A description of any sensitive receptors within a 2 kilometer radius, and an estimate of 
exposed individuals living andor working on the OB/OD premises; 

Response: At a meeting on August 12, 1997, NMED requested that the language in 
Comments K.5, K.6, and K.9 be modified to read only "Evaluate the potential residential 
and workers exposure scenarios. Consider all potentially affected media and relevant 
exposure pathways." See Section 4.12.1 and Appendix D of the revised OBIOD Part B. 

6. Calculations of the lifetime cancer risk as a Jirnction of downward concentrations, unit 
risk value, and exposure duration; 

Response: See Section 4.12.1 and Appendix D of the revised OBIOD Part B. 

7. An explanation of how atmospheric air quality will be monitored to detect air borne 
hazardous waste contaminants and constituents during the active life of the OB/OD 
units. Section 4.6.4.2 of LANL's Part B Permit Application mentioned that eflorts to 
detect "air borne contaminants at TA-14 have not yet been established", explain why. 

Response: See Section 4.6.4.2 of the revised OBIOD Part B. 



8. Provide a detailed network of receptor points to permit the estimation and identijkation 
of receptor points that are exposed to maximum contaminant concentrations. 

Response: See Section 4.12.1 and Appendix D of the revised OBIOD Part B. 

9. Provide a detailed estimation of the exposed population. The noninhalation pathways 
(ingestion and dermal) must be addressed using appropriate pathway exposure models. 
(The U.S. Army Environmental Hygiene Agency Guide may be used for reference]. 

Response: See Section 4.12.1 and Appendix D of the revised OBIOD Part B. 

10. If operating procedures will require wetting of the open burn area before and after each 
operation, describe how this will be accomplished and what measures will be taken to 
minimize release of hazardous waste to the environmental media. 

Response: See Section 4.5 of the revised OBIOD Part B. 

1 I. Provide a brief historical description of TA-14 and the OB/OD areas, and the presence 
of any archeological sites. 

Response: See Section 4.13.1 of the revised OBIOD Part B. 

L. Potential Pathways of Exposure and Potential Exposure Magnitude as required in 
64 20 NMAC 4.1.900 incorporating 40 CFR 2 70.23(c). The Permit Applicant must describe the 

potential for the public to be exposed to hazardous wastes. Include 

I .  Information on how long waste will remain in the unit before it is detonated, the length 
of time after operation of the unit before re-entry of personnel to the detonation site is 
allowed, and 

Response: See Section 4.5 of the revised OBIOD Part B. 

2. Procedures for management of ash residues, unexploded ordnance, and post-detonation 
soils. 

Response: See Sections 4.5 and 4.6.3.2 of the revised OBIOD Part B. 

M Health and Safety Plan 

Provide health and safew procedures during waste management operations in the form of 
a stand-alone health and safety plan for routine operations at the OB/OD units. 

Response: The health and safety procedures followed by site personnel during routine 
operations are discussed in the SOPS included in Appendix B of the revised OBIOD Part B. 

e N. Nohe Considerations and the distance of OB/OD units@om OH-plant inhabited buildings, 
and minimum safety distances to the property of others in compliance with 20 NMAC 4.1.600 
incorporating 40 CFR $265.382. 



I .  Describe how noise @om open detonation activities will be controlled, since noise will 
be carried in the direction of the wind towards the city of Los Alamos. 

Response: See Section 4.14.1 of the revised OBIOD Part B. 

2. Describe a method for determination ofground vibration at the OD unit, and spec@ the 
maximum ground vibration resulting fiom OD blasts. 

Response: See Section 4.14.1 of the revised OBIOD Part B. 
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 1.0  INTRODUCTION 
 
This unit-specific Part B permit application has been prepared for submittal to the New Mexico 
Environment Department (NMED) to meet certain requirements of the New Mexico Hazardous 
Waste Act and implementing regulations, specifically, the New Mexico Administrative Code, 
Title 20, Chapter 4, Part 1 (20 NMAC 4.1), revised November 1, 1995.  The U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency (EPA), Region 6, is also being provided with a copy of this unit-specific Part B 
permit application.  General information applicable to all waste management units at Los Alamos 
National Laboratory (LANL) is provided in the "General Part B Permit Application Information for 
Los Alamos National Laboratory" (LANL, 1996a), hereinafter referred to as the LANL General Part 
B.  This unit-specific Part B permit application contains only the information specific to the waste 
management units addressed herein; the LANL General Part B addresses other permit application 
requirements and is referenced in this document, as appropriate. 
 
This unit-specific Part B permit application addresses the open burning/open detonation (OB/OD) 
thermal treatment units at Technical Area (TA) 14, TA-15, TA-36, and TA-39 that have been 
previously included in a LANL Part A permit application submittal.  The Part A permit application 
for hazardous waste (LANL, 1988) was submitted to NMED in November 1988 and included waste 
management units at the TAs addressed in this unit-specific Part B permit application.  In 
accordance with direction from NMED, a unit-specific Part A permit application (LANL, 1997) for 
the waste management units addressed in this unit-specific Part B permit application is being 
submitted to NMED, pursuant to 20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart IX, 270.72, revised November 1, 1995.  
The unit-specific Part A permit application, hereinafter referred to as the OB/OD Part A, is being 
submitted with this unit-specific Part B permit application as a separate document (LANL, 1997).  
Following is a list of the hazardous waste management units at TA-14, TA-15, TA-36, and TA-39 
for which this unit-specific Part B permit application is being submitted. 
 
  TA-14:  Two Thermal Treatment Units, included in LANL's Resource Conservation and 

Recovery Act (RCRA) Part A permit application for hazardous waste, comprise an OB 
unit and an OD unit near TA-14, Building 23 (TA-14-23).  These units may be used to 
treat hazardous explosive waste by OB and OD, respectively.  (A definition of hazardous 
waste is provided in Section 3.0 of this unit-specific Part B permit application.) 

 
  TA-15:  A Thermal Treatment Unit, included in LANL's RCRA Part A permit application 

for hazardous waste, is an OD unit near TA-15-184.  This unit may be used to treat 
hazardous explosive waste by OD. 

 
  TA-36:  A Thermal Treatment Unit, included in LANL's RCRA Part A permit application 
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for hazardous waste, is an OD unit near TA-36-8.  This unit may be used to treat 
hazardous explosive waste by OD. 

 
  TA-39:  Two Thermal Treatment Units, included in the 1988 Part A permit application, 

are OD units near TA-39-6 and TA-39-57.  These units may be used to treat hazardous 
explosive waste by OD. 

 
In both the Part A and Part B permit applications, a unit to be permitted may sometimes be 
referred to as a "facility" (e.g., the Drum Prep Facility).  The term "facility," as it appears in this 
context, is used only to denote building names and does not imply the regulatory meaning of 
"facility" as defined in 20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart I, 260.10, revised November 1, 1995.  However, 
pursuant to 20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart I, 260.10, revised November 1, 1995, the LANL facility as a 
whole does meet the regulatory definition of a facility. 
 
Table 1-1 provides a list of regulatory references and the corresponding section location in the 
unit-specific and/or the LANL General Part B permit application(s).  Where applicable, regulatory 
citations in this unit-specific Part B permit application and in the LANL General Part B permit 
application reference 20 NMAC 4.1, which adopts, with a few limited exceptions, the Code of 
Federal Regulations, Title 40, Parts 260 to 266, Part 268, and Part 270. 
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 Table 1-1 
 
 Regulatory References and 
 Corresponding Permit Application Location 
 

Regulatory Referencea    

20 NMAC 4.1, 
Subpart IX 

20 NMAC 4.1, 
Subparts V and VIb 

Description of Requirement Location in this 
Part B Permit 
Application 

Location in 
General Part B 

Permit Application 

270.10(a) -- Permit application Entire 
Document 

Entire 
Document 

270.10(g)(1) -- Updating permit application 1.0 1.0 

270.11(a) -- Signatories 12.0 12.0 

270.11(d) -- Certification 12.0 12.0 

270.13 -- Contents of Part A permit 
application 

Part Ac NAd 

270.13(a) --   Activities conducted Part A NA 

270.13(b) --   Name, mailing address, and 
  location 

Part A NA 

270.13(c) --   Principal standard industrial 
  classification codes 

Part A NA 

270.13(d) --   Operator information Part A NA 

270.13(e) --   Owner information Part A NA 

270.13(f) --   Whether located on Indian lands Part A NA 

270.13(g) --   New or existing facility Part A NA 

270.13(h) --   Scale drawing and photographs Part A NA 

270.13(i) --   Description of waste processes Part A NA 

270.13(j) --   Specification and quantity of 
  hazardous waste 

Part A NA 

270.13(k) --   List of permits and construction 
  approvals 

Part A NA 

270.13(l) --   Topographic maps Part A/2.0 NA 

270.13(m) --   Description of nature of business Part A NA 

270.13(n) --   Hazardous debris Part A NA 

270.14(b)(1) -- General facility description 2.0 2.0 

270.14(b)(2) 264.13(a) Chemical and physical analyses 3.0 3.0 

270.14(b)(3) 264.13(b) Waste analysis plan 3.0 3.0 
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Regulatory Referencea    

20 NMAC 4.1, 
Subpart IX 

20 NMAC 4.1, 
Subparts V and VIb 

Description of Requirement Location in this 
Part B Permit 
Application 

Location in 
General Part B 

Permit Application 

 264.13(b)(1) Parameters and rationale 3.0 NA 

 264.13(b)(2) Test methods 3.0 NA 

 264.13(b)(3) Sampling methods 3.0 NA 

 264.13(b)(4) Frequency of analyses 3.0 3.0 

 264.13(b)(5) Waste analysis for off-site facilities 3.0 NA 

270.14(b)(4) 264.14 Security procedures and equipment 5.0 NA 

270.14(b)(5) 264.15 General inspection requirements 6.0 6.0 

 265.377 Monitoring and inspections for 
thermal treatment units 

4.0 6.0 

270.14(b)(7) 264 Subpart D Contingency Plan 7.0 7.0 

 264.51 Contingency plan design and 
implementation 

7.0 7.0 

 264.52(a) & (c?f) Contingency plan content NA 7.0 

 264.52(e) & (f) Contingency plan content 7.0 -- 

 264.53 Contingency plan copies NA 7.1 

 264.54 Contingency plan amendment NA 7.13 

 264.55 Emergency coordinator NA 7.1.1 

 264.56 Emergency procedures NA 7.3 - 7.12 

270.14(b)(8) 264 Subpart C Preparedness and prevention 5.0 5.0 

 264.31 Design and operation of facility 4.0/5.0 4.0/5.0 

 264.32 Required equipment 5.0 NA 

 264.33 Testing and maintenance of 
equipment 

5.0 NA 

 264.34 Communications/alarm system 5.0 NA 

 264.35 Required aisle space 5.0 NA 

 264.37 Arrangements with local authorities NA 5.0/7.0 

270.14(b)(9) 264.17 Prevention of accidental ignition or 
reaction 

4.0/5.0 NA 
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Regulatory Referencea    

20 NMAC 4.1, 
Subpart IX 

20 NMAC 4.1, 
Subparts V and VIb 

Description of Requirement Location in this 
Part B Permit 
Application 

Location in 
General Part B 

Permit Application 

270.14(b)(10) -- Traffic patterns, volume, and 
controls 

2.0 2.3 

270.14(b)(11)(i) & 
(ii) 

264.18(a) Seismic standard 2.0 2.2.1 

270.14(b)(11)(iii) 264.18(b) Floodplain standard 2.0 2.2.2 

270.14(b)(12) 264.16 Personnel training NA 8.0 

270.14(b)(13) 264 Subpart G Closure and post-closure plans 9.0 9.0 

 264.111 Closure performance standard NA 9.1.1 

 264.112(a) & (b) Written content of closure plan 9.0 9.0 

 264.112(c) Amendment of closure plan NA 9.1.4 

 264.112(d) Notification of partial and final 
closure 

NA 9.1.2 

 264.112(e) Removal of wastes and 
decontamination/dismantling of 
equipment 

9.0 NA 

 264.113 Time allowed for closure NA 9.1.3 

 264.114 Disposal/decontamination 9.0 NA 

 264.115 Certification of closure NA 9.1.6 

 264.116 Survey plat NA 9.1.10 

 264.117 Post-closure care and use of 
property 

NA 9.1.10 

 264.118 Post-closure plan; amendment of 
plan 

NA 9.1.10 

 264.119 Post-closure notices NA 9.1.10 

 264.120 Certification of post-closure NA 9.1.10 

270.14(b)(19)(i) 
(vi)(vii) & (x) 

-- Topographic maps Part A 2.1.2 

270.14(b)(19)(ii) 264.18(b) 100-year floodplain 2.0 2.2.2 

270.14(b)(19)(iii) -- Surface waters Part A/4.0 2.1.3 
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Regulatory Referencea    

20 NMAC 4.1, 
Subpart IX 

20 NMAC 4.1, 
Subparts V and VIb 

Description of Requirement Location in this 
Part B Permit 
Application 

Location in 
General Part B 

Permit Application 

270.14(b)(19)(iv) -- Land use NA 2.1.5 

270.14(b)(19)(v) -- Wind rose NA 2.1.4 

270.14(b)(19)(viii) 264.14(b) Access control 5.0 NA 

270.14(b)(19)(ix) -- Wells Part A 2.1.3 

270.14(b)(19)(xi) -- Drainage barriers Part A/4.0 NA 

270.14(b)(19)(xii) -- Location of operational units 2.0 2.1 

270.14(b)(20) -- Other federal laws NA 11.0 

270.14(c) 264 
Subpart F 

Groundwater monitoring 
requirements 

2.0/4.0 2.2.5.1 

270.14(d)(1) -- Requirements for solid waste 
management units (SWMU) 

10.0 NA 

270.14(d)(1)(i) -- Location of SWMUs on topographic 
map 

10.0 NA 

270.14(d)(1)(ii) -- Types of SWMUs 10.0 NA 

270.14(d)(1)(iii) -- Structural description of SWMUs 10.0 NA 

270.14(d)(1)(iv) -- Dates of operation 10.0 NA 

270.14(d)(1)(v) -- Waste types managed at SWMU 10.0 NA 

270.14(d)(2) -- Information on releases from 
SWMUs 

10.0 NA 

270.23 264 Subpart X Miscellaneous units 4.0 NA 

270.23(a) 264.601   Detailed unit description 4.0 NA 

270.23(b) 264.601   Hydrologic, geologic, and 
  meteorologic assessments 

2.0/4.0 2.0 

270.23(c) 264.601   Potential exposure pathways 4.0 NA 

270.23(d) --   Demonstration of treatment 
  effectiveness 

4.0 NA 

 264.602   Monitoring, analysis, inspection, 
  response, reporting, and 
  corrective action 

4.0/6.0/10.0 4.0/6.0 
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Regulatory Referencea    

20 NMAC 4.1, 
Subpart IX 

20 NMAC 4.1, 
Subparts V and VIb 

Description of Requirement Location in this 
Part B Permit 
Application 

Location in 
General Part B 

Permit Application 

 264.603 Post-closure care 9.0 9.0 

 265 Subpart P Thermal treatment 4.0 NA 

 265.373   General operating requirements 4.0 NA 

 265.375   Waste analysis 3.0/4.0 NA 

 265.377   Monitoring and inspections 4.0 6.0 

 265.381   Closure of thermal treatment 
  units 

9.0 NA 

 265.382   Open burning; waste explosives 4.0 NA 

 265.383   Special waste management 
  practices 

NA NA 

 
a The New Mexico Administrative Code, Title 20, Chapter 4, Part 1 (20 NMAC 4.1), adopts, with a few limited exceptions, 

Title 40 of the Code of Federal Regulations (40 CFR), Parts 260?266, Part 268, and Part 270 (1995).  20 NMAC 4.1, 
Subparts V, VI, and IX, contain equivalent regulations to 40 CFR Parts 264, 265, and 270, respectively. 

b Where there are no applicable 20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart V, Part 264 standards, 20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart VI, Part 265 
standards are used, when appropriate. 

c Part A = Los Alamos National Laboratory "Part A Permit Application?Open Burning/Open Detonation Units at Technical 
Areas 14, 15, 36, and 39," Revision 1.0 (LANL, 1997). 

d NA = not applicable. 
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 2.0  FACILITY DESCRIPTION 
 
The information provided in this section is submitted in accordance with the applicable 
requirements of the New Mexico Administrative Code, Title 20, Chapter 4, Part 1 (20 NMAC 4.1), 
revised November 1, 1995.  The following subject areas are addressed in this section: 
 
  Site-specific location information for compliance with seismic and floodplain standard 

requirements [20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart IX, 270.14(b)(11)(i through iii), and 20 NMAC 4.1, 
Subpart V, 264.18(a and b), revised November 1, 1995]; 

 
  Site-specific groundwater monitoring and protection information [20 NMAC 4.1, 

Subpart IX, 270.14(c), and 20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart V, 264.90(a), revised November 1, 
1995]; 

 
  Site-specific traffic patterns and control [20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart IX, 270.14(b)(10), revised 

November 1, 1995]. 

 
A Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)-wide facility description addressing additional 
regulatory requirements is provided in Section 2.0 of the "General Part B Permit Application 
Information for Los Alamos National Laboratory" (LANL, 1996a) (i.e., the LANL General Part B). 
 
2.1. UNIT LOCATION/DESCRIPTION 
The hazardous waste management units addressed in this Part B permit application include the 
following: 
 
  Two thermal treatment units near Technical Area (TA) 14, Building 23 (TA-14-23); one for 

open burning (OB) of explosives-contaminated materials and one for open detonation 
(OD) of hazardous explosive waste. 

 
  A thermal treatment unit near TA-15-184 for OD of hazardous explosive waste. 
 
  A thermal treatment unit near TA-36-8 for OD of hazardous explosive waste. 
 
  Two thermal treatment units near TA-39-6 and TA-39-57 for OD of hazardous explosive 

waste. 

 
The following sections describe the hazardous waste management units addressed in this Part B 
permit application and the wastes managed or planned at each unit.  The locations of these waste 
management units are shown on Maps 2 through 5 and Figures 2 through 6 of the unit-specific 
Part A permit application (LANL, 1997) (i.e., the OB/OD Part A).  Maps 2 through 4 of the OB/OD 
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Part A are topographic maps with a scale of 1 inch = 100 feet.  Map 5 has a scale of 1 inch = 
250 feet. 
 
2.1.1 TA-14 Hazardous Waste OB/OD Thermal Treatment Units 
TA-14 is located in the western portion of LANL on the southern edge of Three-Mile Mesa.  Mesa-
top elevations at TA-14 range from approximately 7,350 to 7,450 feet above mean sea level 
(amsl).  TA-14 was established in 1944 to study small-explosive charges, and since that time has 
been actively used for the development and testing of explosives (LANL, 1994a).  Structures at the 
site include explosives magazines, a control building, and equipment boxes. 
 
The OB/OD thermal treatment units at TA-14 are located in the vicinity of structure TA-14-23; this 
area is referred to as Q-Site East.  The locations of these units are shown on Map 2 and Figure 2 
of the OB/OD Part A.  OB operations are conducted in a burn cage located adjacent to Firing 
Mound 3.  Hazardous explosive waste treated (i.e., open burned) in the burn cage includes 
explosives-contaminated materials.  The OD treatment area is located approximately 180 feet 
south of TA-14-23 on Firing Mound 3 and is used to treat (i.e., open detonate) hazardous 
explosive waste.  Nontreatment-related, experimental test detonations are also performed at TA-
14, Q-Site East. 
 
2.1.2 TA-15 Hazardous Waste OD Thermal Treatment Unit 
TA-15 is located on a mesa that is bifurcated by Potrillo Canyon.  Mesa-top elevations at TA-15 
range from approximately 6,800 to 7,280 feet amsl.  TA-15 is primarily a firing site with supporting 
offices where research is conducted with various types of explosives (LANL, 1993a). 
 
The OD thermal treatment unit, located near TA-15-184 at the eastern end of TA-15, extends 
approximately 150 feet to the northeast and southeast of TA-15-184, as shown on Map 3 and 
Figure 3 of the OB/OD Part A.  Solid and liquid hazardous explosive waste may be treated (i.e., 
open detonated) at this unit.  Nontreatment-related experimental test detonations (i.e., shots) are 
also currently performed at this location. 
 
2.1.3 TA-36 Hazardous Waste OD Thermal Treatment Unit 
TA-36 is spread over several mesa tops between a branch of Pajarito Canyon to the north and 
Water Canyon to the south.  Mesa-top elevations at TA-36 range from approximately 6,380 to 
7,120 feet amsl.  TA-36 contains several other firing sites and supporting offices where research is 
conducted with various types of explosives (LANL, 1993b). 
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The OD thermal treatment unit near TA-36-8 is located in the southern portion of TA-36.  The unit 
includes an irregularly shaped area near TA-36-8, as shown on Map 4 and Figure 4 of the OB/OD 
Part A.  Solid and liquid hazardous explosive waste may be treated (i.e., open detonated) at the 
unit.  Nontreatment-related experimental test detonations (i.e., shots) are also currently performed 
at this location. 
 
2.1.4 TA-39 Hazardous Waste OD Thermal Treatment Units 
TA-39 is located in the southern portion of LANL and includes much of the mesa between Water 
Canyon on the north and Ancho Canyon on the south (LANL, 1993c).  Mesa-top elevations at 
TA-39 range from approximately 6,500 to 7,000 feet amsl.  The area was established in 1959 for 
testing of explosive materials and has been used continuously for that purpose.  TA-39 contains a 
number of structures located in the north fork of Ancho Canyon (LANL, 1993c).  The remainder of 
TA-39 is unoccupied and serves as a buffer zone for open detonation operations. 
 
The two OD thermal treatment units at TA-39 are associated with structures TA-39-6 and 
TA-39-57.  The locations of these units are shown on Map 5 and Figures 5 and 6 of the OB/OD 
Part A.  These units may be used to treat solid hazardous explosive waste by OD.  Nontreatment-
related, experimental test detonations are also performed at these locations. 
 
2.2 LOCATION INFORMATION 
2.2.1 Seismic Standard [20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart IX, 270.14(b)(11)(i and ii) and 20 NMAC 4.1, 

Subpart V, 264.18(a)] 
The hazardous waste management units addressed in this Part B permit application are exempt 
from the seismic standards in 20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart IX, 270.14(b)(11), and 20 NMAC 4.1, 
Subpart V, 264.18(a), revised November 1, 1995, because these units existed prior to January 25, 
1985, when the State of New Mexico received hazardous waste authorization. 
 
Consistent with the criteria provided in 20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart IX, 270.10(e) and 270.14(b)(11)(i), 
and 20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart V, 264.18(a), revised November 1, 1995, the waste management units 
addressed in this Part B permit application existed prior to the effective date of regulations; thus, 
seismic standards are not applicable. 
 
2.2.2 Floodplain Standard [20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart IX, 270.14(b)(11)(iii) and 270.14(b)(19)(ii); 

20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart V, 264.18(b)] 
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In accordance with 20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart IX, 270.14(b)(11)(iii), revised November 1, 1995, the 
OB/OD thermal treatment units addressed in this Part B permit application are not located within 
the 100-year floodplain boundary.  The units at TA-14, TA-15, and TA-36 are located on mesa 
tops.  The units at TA-39 are not on a mesa top; however, a survey conducted in September 1996 
indicates that these units are not within the 100-year floodplain boundary (McLin, 1996).  
Additional information regarding the 100-year floodplain boundary is provided in the LANL General 
Part B. 
 
2.2.3 Soils 
The following sections describe the soils in the vicinity of each of the OB/OD thermal treatment 
units addressed in this Part B permit application. 
 
2.2.3.1 TA-14 Soils 
Soils in the vicinity of the OB/OD thermal treatment units at TA-14 are Carjo loam and are 
classified in the Unified Soil Classification System (USCS) as loam, clay loam, and clay loam-
loam.  Color and texture of Carjo soils vary with depth.  From 0 to 10 centimeters (cm), these soils 
are a grayish-brown loam or very fine sandy loam.  From 10 to 50 cm, the soils are brown or 
reddish-brown clay loam or clay.  Between 50 and 63 cm, Carjo soils are a light brown, very fine 
sandy loam.  Permeability in the upper (i.e., 0 to 10 cm) and lower (i.e., 50 to 63 cm) regions 
ranges from 1.5 to 5.0 cm per hour (cm/hr); in the middle region (i.e., 10 to 50 cm), permeability 
varies from 0.15 to 5.0 cm/hr.  The shrink-swell potential is low in the upper and lower regions and 
moderate in the middle region.  Soil pH ranges from 6.3 to 7.8.  Available water-holding capacity 
ranges from 0.14 to 0.21 cm per cm (cm/cm).  Vegetation native to Carjo series soils include blue 
and black grama and ponderosa pine (Nyhan et al., 1978). 
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2.2.3.2 TA-15 and TA-36 Soils 
Soils at TA-15 in the vicinity of TA-15-184 and at TA-36 in the vicinity of TA-36-8 are Nyjack sandy 
loam and are classified in the USCS as sandy loam, sandy loam-sandy clay, loam, clay loam-
loam, and clay loam.  Nyjack soils typically range from a brown loam, a very fine sandy loam, or a 
sandy loam approximately 10 cm thick to a subsoil of brown clay loam approximately 50 cm thick.  
The substratum is typically a gravelly sandy loam about 40 cm thick.  Permeability rates range 
from 5 to 15 cm/hr in the top layer to 1.5 to 15 cm/hr in the lower layers.  The shrink-swell potential 
is low in the top layer, with a moderate shrink-swell potential existing in the clay loam layer.  
Available water-holding capacity is 0.07 to 0.21 cm/cm, and the soil pH ranges from 6.1 to 7.8.  
Vegetation typical for this soil type is mainly piñon pine, one-seed juniper, and blue grama (Nyhan 
et al., 1978). 
 
2.2.3.3 TA-39 Soils 
Soils in the vicinity of the OD thermal treatment units at TA-39 are Totavi series soils and are 
classified in the USCS as gravelly loamy sand or sandy loam.  Totavi soils are brown, gravelly 
loamy sand to a depth of approximately 150 cm.  The permeability rate in Totavi soils is greater 
than 51 cm/hr and the shrink-swell potential is considered low.  Water-holding capacity varies from 
0.06 to 0.08 cm/cm.  The pH of Totavi series soils ranges from 6.6 to 7.8.  Native vegetation is 
blue grama, piñon pine, one-seed juniper, and annual grasses and forbs (Nyhan et al., 1978). 
 
2.3 GROUNDWATER MONITORING [20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart IX, 270.14(c) and 20 NMAC 4.1, 
 Subpart V, 264.90(a)] 
Requirements for groundwater monitoring and protection specified in 20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart IX, 
270.14(c), and 20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart V, 264.90(a), revised November 1, 1995, apply to owners 
and operators of the following �regulated units� only: surface impoundments, waste piles, land 

treatment units, and landfills.  This document addresses thermal treatment units, which are not 
regulated units subject to 20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart IX, 270.14(c), revised November 1, 1995.  For 
additional information on groundwater monitoring, see Section 4.6.1 of this document. 
 
2.4 TRAFFIC PATTERNS AND CONTROL [20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart IX, 270.14(b)(10)] 
The OB/OD thermal treatment units addressed in this Part B permit application are used to treat 
hazardous waste generated at various TAs at LANL.  Waste generated off site may also be 
treated at these units. 
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2.4.1 Routes of Travel 
The primary traffic routes that may be used to transport hazardous explosive waste to the thermal 
treatment units at TA-14, TA-15, and TA-36 include State Road 501 (West Jemez Road), 
Contractor's Road, R-Site Road, and Potrillo Drive (Figures 2-1 through 2-3 in this section and 
Figure 2-10 in the LANL General Part B).  The primary traffic routes that may be used to transport 
hazardous explosive waste to TA-39 include State Road 4, State Road 501, Pajarito Road, and 
Ancho Road (Figures 2-4 and 2-5 in this section and Figure 2-10 in the LANL General Part B). 
 
2.4.2 Traffic Control Signals 
Traffic control signals within TA-14, TA-15, TA-36, and TA-39 in the vicinity of the waste 
management units addressed in this Part B permit application include stop signs, posted speed 
limits, and other traffic and pedestrian control signs.  The locations of existing signs at these TAs 
in the vicinity of these waste management units are shown on Figures 2-1 through 2-5 of this 
section. 
 
2.4.3 TA-14 
Due to the nature of operations at TA-14 and because the TA is in a secured area, traffic volume 
in the area of the OB/OD units at TA-14 is minimal (typically about 10 vehicles per month).  
Vehicle types are generally cars and light- and medium-duty trucks and vans.  Vehicles are usually 
parked in the parking area adjacent to TA-14-23; occasionally, a truck or van may drive on the 
gravel road adjacent to the OB/OD units. 
 
Roads within TA-14 are generally two-lane roads with asphaltic concrete surfaces.  Load-bearing 
capacity for these roads is 32,000 pounds per axle.  They are typically constructed with a 6-inch-
thick base overlain with a 6- to 8-inch asphaltic concrete surface and are designed and 
constructed to meet American Association of State Highway Transportation Officials standards. 
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 LIST OF DEFINITIONS 
 
Acceptable knowledge - A term broadly defined to include process knowledge, any waste 
analysis data, and/or facility records of analysis.  
 
Explosive - Any chemical compound or mechanical mixture which, when subjected to heat, 
impact, friction, shock, or other suitable initiation stimulus, undergoes a very rapid chemical 
change with the evolution of large volumes of highly-heated gases that exert pressures in the 
surrounding medium.  The term applies to materials that either detonate or deflagrate. 
 
Hazardous waste - The criteria for establishing a waste as a hazardous waste are provided in the 
New Mexico Administrative Code, Title 20, Chapter 4, Part 1 (20 NMAC 4.1), Subpart II, revised 
November 1, 1995.  A waste is considered hazardous if it meets the definition of a solid waste 
described in 20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart II, 261.2, revised November 1, 1995; is not exempt from 
regulation; and exhibits one or more of the characteristics described in 20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart II, 
Part 261, Subpart C, revised November 1, 1995, or is listed in 20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart II, Part 261, 
Subpart D, revised November 1, 1995. 
 
Heterogeneous waste - Waste that is of dissimilar or diverse composition. 
 
Homogeneous waste - Waste that is of uniform composition. 
 
Open burning - The combustion of any material without control of combustion air to maintain 
adequate temperature for efficient combustion; without containment of the combustion reaction in 
an enclosed device to provide sufficient residence time and mixing for complete combustion; and 
without control of emission of the gaseous combustion products. 
 
Open detonation - An explosion in which chemical transformation passes through the material 
faster than the speed of sound. 
 
Process knowledge - Described in 20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart V, 264.13(a)(2), revised November 1, 
1995, as data developed under Subpart II and existing published or documented data on a 
specific hazardous waste or on hazardous waste generated from similar processes. 
 
Solid physical form waste - Any waste stream in a solid physical form.  In this document, use of 
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the term "solid physical form waste" has no additional regulatory meaning. 
 
Solid waste - Any waste stream that meets the definition of a "solid waste" as specified in 
20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart II, 261.2, revised November 1, 1995. 
 
Thermal treatment - The treatment of hazardous waste that uses elevated temperatures as the 
primary means to change the chemical, physical, or biological character or composition of the 
hazardous waste, pursuant to 20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart I, 260.10, revised November 1, 1995. 
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 3.0  WASTE ANALYSIS PLAN FOR THERMAL TREATMENT BY OPEN BURNING AND 
 OPEN DETONATION 
 
This waste analysis plan (WAP) presents information on the chemical and physical nature of 
hazardous explosive waste treated at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL), Technical Area 
(TA) 14, TA-15, TA-36, and TA-39.  The waste analysis information contained herein is specific to 
thermal treatment by open burning (OB) or open detonation (OD) (see List of Definitions).  The 
content of this WAP generally follows the guidance provided in "Waste Analysis at Facilities that 
Generate, Treat, Store, and Dispose of Hazardous Wastes�A Guidance Manual" (U.S. 

Environmental Protection Agency [EPA], 1994a); and "RCRA Part B Permit Writers' Guidance 
Manual for Department of Defense Open Burning/Open Detonation Units" (U.S. Army 
Environmental Hygiene Agency [AEHA], 1987). 
 
Hazardous waste is defined and regulated by the New Mexico Administrative Code, Title 20, 
Chapter 4, Part 1 (20 NMAC 4.1), revised November 1, 1995.  This WAP addresses hazardous 
waste as defined in the List of Definitions.  LANL-wide WAP information is presented in 
Section 3.0 of the LANL General Part B. 
 
This WAP is organized as follows.  Section 3.1 provides information on hazardous explosive 
waste-generating processes and activities, including a facility description, identification of wastes 
managed, and discussion of associated treatment units.  Section 3.2 presents waste parameters, 
including the criteria and rationale for selection.  Section 3.3 includes requirements for the 
characterization of hazardous explosive waste.  Section 3.4 provides verification analysis 
requirements.  Section 3.5 addresses special procedural requirements (i.e., procedures for 
ignitable, reactive, and incompatible waste and procedures to ensure compliance with land 
disposal restrictions [LDR] requirements).  LANL�s waste profiling system is discussed in 

Section 3.0 of the LANL General Part B. 
 
3.1 FACILITY WASTE-GENERATING PROCESSES, ACTIVITIES, AND IDENTIFICATION OF 

HAZARDOUS EXPLOSIVE WASTE MANAGED 
Hazardous explosive wastes are generated at LANL primarily from research and development 
activities.  Table 3-1 provides information on potential hazardous explosive waste treated by 
OB/OD at LANL, including brief waste descriptions, waste-generating processes, waste-
generating locations, the characterization basis for hazardous waste designation (i.e., process 
knowledge and/or analysis), potential EPA Hazardous Waste Number(s), potential hazardous 
constituents in and/or characteristics of the waste, and regulatory limits.  As indicated in Table 3-1, 
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the F005 wastes are spent non-halogenated solvents.  They may include toluene and methyl ethyl 
ketone potentially present on explosives-contaminated rags or wipes.  Table 3-2 provides 
information on waste parameters, characterization methods, and rationale for parameter selection. 
 
Explosive waste is generated by the Dynamic Experimentation (DX) and Engineering Sciences 
and Applications (ESA) Divisions as a result of research and development or testing activities.  
The explosive compounds are generally nitrated organic compounds such as trinitrotoluene, 
nitrocellulose, trinitramines, and pentaerythritoltetranitrate.  Metals may also be associated with 
the explosives.  Barium in the form of barium nitrate or barium carbonate is a common component 
of explosives (e.g., the explosive Baratol may be 76 wt% barium nitrate).  Because the barium 
level in these wastes could potentially exceed the regulatory level (100 mg/L), LANL assigned the 
EPA Hazardous Waste Number D005 to these wastes.  Waste explosive materials may be in the 
form of discrete pieces, chips, or scraps.  Both homogeneous and heterogeneous waste forms 
exist, as described in the following sections. 
 
LANL does not treat non-reactive wastes at the OB/OD units at TA-14.  Ancillary components 
(e.g., containers, housing, and casings) used during waste treatment consist of nonhazardous 
materials only (e.g., aluminum, plastic). 
 
3.1.1 Homogeneous Hazardous Explosive Waste 
Homogeneous (i.e., uniform composition) hazardous explosive waste treated by OB/OD at LANL 
are described generally in the following paragraphs. 
 
Solid Hazardous Explosive Waste 
Solid hazardous explosive waste consists of off-specification explosives. 
 
Scrap Hazardous Explosive Waste 
Scrap hazardous explosive waste consists primarily of discrete pieces of explosives left over from 
research and development activities and testing operations. 
 
Liquid Hazardous Explosive Waste 
Liquid hazardous explosive waste consists of off-specification liquid explosives. 
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3.1.2 Heterogeneous Solid Hazardous Explosive Waste 
Heterogeneous (i.e., dissimilar or diverse composition) solid hazardous explosive waste treated by 
OB/OD at LANL generally consists of material from failed experimental detonations, paper/tissue 
(wipes), rags, oil, wood, and machine tools.  These wastes are contaminated with explosives. 
 
3.1.3 Description of the OB Unit 
The OB thermal treatment unit at LANL addressed in this WAP is located at TA-14 and is currently 
operating under the requirements of 20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart VI, revised November 1, 1995.  This 
unit consists of a small metal burn cage placed within a metal tray.  Combustible, hazardous 
explosives-contaminated materials that cannot be safely transported to TA-16 are treated (i.e., 
open burned) in the cage. 
 
3.1.4 Description of the OD Units 
The OD thermal treatment units at LANL addressed in this WAP are currently operating under the 
requirements of 20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart VI, revised November 1, 1995.  These units include: 
 
  A thermal treatment unit, located approximately 180 feet south of Building 23 at TA-14 

(TA-14-23), used to treat hazardous explosive waste. 
 
  A thermal treatment unit near TA-15-184 used to treat hazardous explosive waste. 
 
  A thermal treatment unit near TA-36-8 used to treat hazardous explosive waste. 
 
  Two thermal treatment units located near TA-39-6 and TA-39-57 used to treat hazardous 

explosive waste. 

 
Specific design features and operations of these units are fully described in Section 4.0 of this 
Part B permit application. 
 
Hazardous explosive wastes are stored only at temporary staging/storage areas at the OB/OD 
thermal treatment units addressed in this Part B permit application. 
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3.2 WASTE PARAMETERS [20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart V, 264.13(a)(1)] 
Parameter selection and waste characterization of explosive waste is based solely on process 
knowledge due to the explosive properties of the waste.  Chemical and physical characterization is 
performed prior to treatment of hazardous explosive waste, as required by 20 NMAC 4.1, revised 
November 1, 1995.  Waste parameters are selected to ensure that the characterization will contain 
all necessary information to properly treat the waste in accordance with general facility standards 
and LDR requirements.  Characterization is performed using the procedures described in 
Section 3.3. 
 
3.2.1 Proposed Analytical Parameters and Methods [20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart V, 264.13(b)(1), 

and Subpart IX, 270.14(b)(2)] 
Proposed analytical parameters and characterization methods for the hazardous explosive waste 
treated by OB/OD at LANL are summarized in Table 3-2.  The parameters listed in Table 3-2 were 
selected based on process knowledge for the various homogeneous and heterogeneous waste 
forms described in Sections 3.1.1 and 3.1.2.  Analytical parameter selection and waste 
characterization of explosive waste are based solely on process knowledge due to the explosive 
properties of the waste. 
 
3.2.2 Criteria and Rationale for Parameter Selection [20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart V, 264.13(b)(1)] 
Waste analysis parameters were selected to characterize hazardous explosive waste in 
conformance with 20 NMAC 4.1, revised November 1, 1995.  These parameters are based on 
knowledge of raw materials and physical/chemical processes of waste-generating activities.  The 
rationale for parameter selection are identified in Table 3-2. 
 
3.3 CHARACTERIZATION OF EXPLOSIVE WASTE 
Hazardous explosive waste is not analyzed at LANL.  Only limited types of explosives are used by 
DX and ESA Divisions, and the composition and reactive characteristics of these materials, used 
in testing and experiments, are well documented.  Additionally, methods contained in "Test 
Methods for Evaluating Solid Waste, Physical/Chemical Methods" (EPA, 1986a), cannot be used 
for explosive waste due to the explosive properties of these wastes. 
 
Established explosives have fairly consistent chemical composition for successful experimental 
usage.  Attachment 3-1 contains a list of established explosives and their chemical composition.  
All of the compounds listed in Attachment 3-1 are highly reactive.  They may be used as 
propellants, explosives, or pyrotechnics, depending on their intended use.  For example, black 
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powder may be used as a pyrotechnic (e.g., fireworks), as a propellant (e.g., to propel 
projectiles/ammunition), or as an explosive, depending on confinement conditions.  Thus, the 
explosives listed in Attachment 3-1 have not been divided into separate lists of propellants, 
explosives, and pyrotechnics.  Off-specification explosives contain approximately the same 
composition as product explosives.  Off-specification explosive waste material has successfully 
undergone thermal treatment by OB/OD in the past, with no additional or alternative procedures 
required to effectively treat these wastes.  Thus, explosive waste is sufficiently characterized by 
process knowledge (see Table 3-2).  In addition, there are safety considerations that preclude 
routine analysis of explosive wastes. 
 
Reevaluation of an explosive waste will occur only under the following conditions: 
 
  Use of different raw materials (different formulation) in the product explosive 
 
  A change in the results of the OB/OD process occurs (e.g., a difference in the visible 

characteristics of the resulting airborne plume or a premature detonation) 
 
  Visual inspections of the waste indicate a change in the waste characteristics. 

 
If plans are made to treat a hazardous explosive waste that has not previously been treated by 
OB/OD, LANL will collect sufficient information/documentation for the waste (i.e., Waste Profile 
Forms, process knowledge, material safety data sheets, or any additional information for 
acceptable knowledge [see Section 3.3.1]) to ensure that the waste stream can be effectively 
treated by OB/OD prior to initiating the treatment process. 
 
3.3.1 Acceptable Knowledge [20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart V, 264.13(a)(2), and Subpart IX, 

270.14(b)(2)] 
Acceptable knowledge, as defined in the List of Definitions, is relied upon to characterize 
hazardous explosive waste at TA-14, TA-15, TA-36, and TA-39. 
 
Extensive sampling and analysis of hazardous explosive waste is constrained or restricted due to 
dangers associated with managing explosive waste and the chemical and physical nature of 
hazardous explosive waste and waste forms (e.g., debris, equipment, and instruments).  Factors 
associated with the difficulty of sampling heterogeneous waste include: 
 
  Waste streams may contain disparate elements and thus require segregation into similar 

forms 
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  Large objects cannot be made to fill standard-size sample containers 
 
  Laboratories may not be capable of sampling large objects (EPA, 1992). 

 
3.3.2 Sampling and Analysis for Hazardous Explosive Waste 
The inherent nature of explosive waste makes sampling and analysis dangerous.  LANL personnel 
routinely use established explosives products of consistent and documented chemical composition 
for research.  Historically, explosive waste has successfully undergone thermal treatment by 
OB/OD with no additional or alternative procedures required.  Due to the possible safety and 
handling dangers associated with explosive waste, LANL will rely on process knowledge to 
characterize these wastes.  Therefore, sampling and analysis of explosive waste will not occur at 
LANL. 
 
QA/QC for soil sampling to be conducted as part of the proposed Soil Monitoring Program is 
addressed in Section 4.6.3.2.  LANL proposes to conduct the Soil Monitoring Program as a distinct 
activity separate from waste analysis.  This approach is supported by AEHA (1987), which does 
not require soil sampling as part of waste analysis.  The presence of potential waste residues on 
the soil as a result of OB/OD treatment will be determined and monitored via implementation of the 
proposed Soil Monitoring Program, which will meet the monitoring and analysis requirements of 
20 NMAC 4.1.500 incorporating 40 CFR 264.602. 
 
3.4 VERIFICATION ANALYSIS FOR HAZARDOUS EXPLOSIVE WASTE [20 NMAC 4.1, 

Subpart V, 264.13(a)(3)] 
Verification of explosive waste is done through knowledge of process and strict administrative 
control of the waste generated. 
 
Verification of process knowledge may be performed to confirm the accuracy of the initial waste 
characterization, to verify that treatment standards have been met, when there is a change in a 
waste-generating process, or when the generator requests a review.  If appropriate, verification 
analysis for hazardous explosive waste may be conducted at LANL's or an approved 
subcontractor's laboratory facilities.  Any verification analyses will be conducted in conformance 
with appropriate methods. 
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3.5 SPECIAL PROCEDURAL REQUIREMENTS [20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart V, 264.13(b)(6)] 
Waste management requirements specific to ignitable, reactive, and incompatible waste, as well 
as for compliance with LDR regulations, are described below. 
 
3.5.1 Procedures for Ignitable, Reactive, and Incompatible Waste [20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart V, 

264.17] 
LANL personnel take precautions necessary to prevent accidental ignition or reaction of ignitable 
and/or reactive waste managed at TA-14, TA-15, TA-36, and TA-39.  Wastes treated by OB/OD at 
LANL are ignitable and/or reactive.  Therefore, LANL relies on standard operating procedures for 
specific safety and handling procedures associated with the disposal of explosive waste.  Solid 
physical form wastes are segregated from any potential liquid-bearing wastes within each waste 
management unit.  Thus, ignitable and reactive wastes will not likely be capable of commingling 
and, therefore, would not react with other wastes or materials. 
 
Treatment of these highly reactive wastes by open detonation is an appropriate treatment method 
under RCRA, is necessary to mitigate hazards associated with explosives-contaminated waste, 
and is the preferred waste management practice for health and safety concerns.  Although LDR 
treatment standards for D005 and F005 specified in 40 CFR 268 are not met, attempts to remove 
the toxicity characteristic (D005) or the spent non-halogenated solvents (F005) prior to treatment 
by OB/OD to render the wastes no longer reactive (D003) or ignitable (D001) pose unacceptable 
safety risks. 
 
3.5.2 Procedures to Ensure Compliance with LDR Requirements [20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart VIII, 

268.7(a) and 268.7(b)(3), (4), and (5)] 
In accordance with LDR regulations, treatment standards are expressed in two ways:  (1) as 
constituent concentrations in the waste (from either an extract of the waste, as determined by the 
toxicity characteristic leaching procedure, or from the total volume of the waste, referred to as total 
waste analysis) or (2) as specified treatment technologies.  The specified treatment technology for 
explosive waste (i.e., ignitable and/or reactive) is deactivation; therefore, verification through 
analysis is not necessary.  LANL will document in its operating record that the appropriate 
treatment technology has been employed prior to land disposal.  An example of LANL's Land 
Disposal Restrictions Notification Form is provided as Figure 3-2 in the LANL General Part B 
(LANL, 1996a). 
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 4.0  DESIGN, OPERATIONS, AND PROCESS INFORMATION 
 
This section presents a brief description of the open burning/open detonation (OB/OD) thermal 
treatment units addressed in this Part B permit application as well as an overview of the design, 
general operations, and process information applicable to these waste management units.  
Information provided in this section is submitted to address the applicable miscellaneous unit 
requirements of the New Mexico Administrative Code, Title 20, Chapter 4, Part 1 (20 NMAC 4.1), 
Subpart IX, 270.23, and 20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart V, Part 264, Subpart X, revised November 1, 
1995, as well as the requirements for thermal treatment units in 20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart VI, 
Part 265, Subpart P, revised November 1, 1995.  Information that is identical for Technical Area 
(TA) 14, TA-15, TA-36, and TA-39 is consolidated. 
 
4.1 HAZARDOUS WASTE OB/OD THERMAL TREATMENT UNITS NEAR TA-14, BUILDING 23 

(TA-14-23) [20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart IX, 270.23; 20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart V, Part 264, Subpart X; 
and 20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart VI, Part 265, Subpart P] 

This section provides unit descriptions and an overview of the waste management practices for 
the hazardous waste OB/OD thermal treatment units located near TA-14-23 at Los Alamos 
National Laboratory (LANL).  The OB/OD thermal treatment units at TA-14 include a burn cage for 
OB of explosives-contaminated items such as paper, tape, debris, and soil, and an OD area for 
treatment of waste explosives.  The OD thermal treatment unit is also used for nontreatment-
related experimental test detonations (i.e., shots).  The descriptions include the location, the 
physical parameters, the materials of construction, and the maximum treatment capacity of the 
OB/OD thermal treatment units.  A discussion of waste management practices, including those 
related to waste packaging and handling, is presented in Section 4.5. 
 
The two thermal treatment units at TA-14 are located approximately 180 feet south of structure 
TA-14-23 (the control building); this area is also known as Q-Site East.  OB treatment operations 
are carried out in a burn cage located in the eastern portion of Firing Mound 3, adjacent to the OD 
area.  The burn cage, which measures approximately 3 feet high and 2 feet in diameter, is 
constructed of 1/4-inch-thick steel and sits in a steel tray with three-inch raised edges.  The steel 
tray measures 4 feet long and 2.5 feet wide.  The secondary containment tray prevents run-on into 
the burn cage.  The steel tray rests on bare soil.  The burn cage, which is not lined, has a wire 
mesh and steel door measuring 2 feet 10 inches high and 1 foot 7 inches wide.  The door is 
attached to the front of the unit and closes with a latch.  A steel mesh screen is located inside the 
unit one foot above the containment tray.  Explosives-contaminated wastes to be burned are 
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placed on this screen.  A wire mesh screen also covers the top of the OB unit.  An engineering 
drawing of the OB unit is provided in Appendix A of this document.  OB operations are monitored 
from the control building (TA-14-23). 
 
Ash resulting from OB operations is removed from the secondary containment tray within 
approximately 24 hours after each burn; it is not allowed to accumulate.  The ash is placed in a 55-
gallon drum and stored in a satellite accumulation area near TA-14-23.  The OB unit is covered 
with a tarp once the ash is removed.  In addition, the OB unit is covered with a tarp when not in 
use (per DX-2:SOP 6.1.5) to prevent accumulation of precipitation in the unit that could potentially 
result in run-off to the environment. 
 
The OD area, referred to as Firing Mound 3, is a gently sloping, sand-covered area measuring 
approximately 40- by 75-feet.  There are no trenches or pits associated with the OD unit; thus, no 
hydraulic head will be created to drive waste constituents into the vadose zone.  A berm will be 
constructed downslope of the OB/OD units to prevent runoff from both units and to minimize the 
erosion potential.  The berm will be inspected routinely and maintained, as necessary.  A natural 
drainage upslope and just north of the OD unit (along the dirt road) and the paved road just west 
of the OD unit divert potential run-on away from the unit (for the locations of these roads and the 
proposed berm see Map 2 of the "Part A Permit Application�Open Burning/Open Detonation Units 

at Technical Areas 14, 15, 36, and 39," Revision 1.0 (hereinafter referred to as the revised OB/OD 
Part A).  In addition, the parking lot adjacent to the control building (TA-14-23) is upgradient of the 
OB/OD units and slopes to the east, which further prevents potential run-on to the OB/OD units.  
Because the OD unit is simply an area on soil-covered tuff, an engineering drawing cannot be 
developed for the OD unit.  The topography and areal extent of the OD unit are shown on Map 2 of 
the revised OB/OD Part A.  Following waste placement at Firing Mound 3, detonation operations 
are conducted from the control building.  Operations at the OD unit require post-detonation visual 
surveys for materials not consumed by the detonation.  This practice minimizes the potential for 
precipitation contacting untreated hazardous waste, if any.  The locations of the thermal treatment 
units at TA-14 are shown on Figure 4-1 of this document and on Map 2 of the revised OB/OD Part 
A. 
 
A maximum of 50 pounds of explosives-contaminated materials may be burned per treatment at 
the OB unit.  A maximum of 20 pounds of waste explosives may be detonated per treatment at the 
OD thermal treatment unit.  Since RCRA Subtitle C regulations became effective in November 
1980, an average of 100 to 150 pounds of waste has been treated at the OB unit annually, and an 
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average of 40 to 80 pounds of waste has been treated annually at the OD unit. 
 
The wastes treated are both homogeneous (e.g., solid explosives, scrap explosives) and 
heterogeneous (e.g., explosives-contaminated paper, rags, wood).  These wastes have been 
assigned the following EPA Hazardous Waste Numbers:  D001 for ignitability; D003 for reactivity; 
D005 (for the barium in the explosives); and F005 (for spent nonhalogenated solvents, which here 
include toluene and methyl ethyl ketone on the explosives-contaminated rags and wipes).  
Historically, there have been no significant changes in waste compositions.  The wastes are 
treated to remove the characteristic of reactivity, although other characteristic (ignitability, toxicity 
for barium) and listed (solvents on the explosives-contaminated rags and wipes) hazardous waste 
may be present in the wastes being treated. 
 
4.2 HAZARDOUS WASTE OD THERMAL TREATMENT UNIT NEAR TA-15-184 [20 NMAC 4.1, 

Subpart IX, 270.23; 20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart V, Part 264, Subpart X; and 20 NMAC 4.1, 
Subpart VI, Part 265, Subpart P] 

This section provides a unit description and an overview of the waste management practices for 
the hazardous waste OD thermal treatment unit located near TA-15-184.  The description includes 
the location, the physical parameters, the materials of construction, and the maximum treatment 
capacity of the OD thermal treatment unit.  A discussion of waste management practices, including 
those related to waste packaging and handling, is presented in Section 4.5. 
 
The OD thermal treatment unit at TA-15 is located near TA-15-184 and may be used to open 
detonate solid and liquid hazardous explosive waste.  As shown on Figure 4-2, the unit extends 
approximately 150 feet from the northeast to the southeast of TA-15-184.  The area, which covers 
approximately 17,663 square feet, is generally flat and sand-covered and slopes gently to the 
southwest.  Two steel plates that measure 0.5 foot thick, 5 feet wide, and 20 feet long are located 
on the ground adjacent to TA-15-184.  The plates are laid lengthwise end-to-end with one end 
against the building.  Various small housings for cameras and instrumentation are located at the 
site.  Sand bags are used to protect TA-15-184 and the small housings from the impact of 
detonations. 
 
The OD thermal treatment unit may be used to treat a maximum of 500 pounds of explosive waste 
per detonation.  The unit is currently used for nontreatment-related experimental test detonations 
(i.e., shots); however, waste treatment has not yet been conducted. 
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4.3 HAZARDOUS WASTE OD THERMAL TREATMENT UNIT NEAR TA-36-8 [20 NMAC 4.1, 
Subpart IX, 270.23; 20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart V, Part 264, Subpart X; and 20 NMAC 4.1, 
Subpart VI, Part 265, Subpart P] 

A description of the hazardous waste OD thermal treatment unit located near TA-36-8 is provided 
below.  The description includes the location, the physical parameters, and the maximum 
treatment capacity of the OD thermal treatment unit.  A discussion of waste management 
practices, including those related to waste packaging and handling, is presented in Section 4.5. 
 
The OD thermal treatment unit located near TA-36-8 may be used to treat solid and liquid 
hazardous explosive waste.  The OD thermal treatment unit is an irregularly-shaped, sand- and 
grass-covered area that measures approximately 550 feet east to west and 300 feet north to 
south, as shown on Figure 4-3.  The area is relatively flat. 
 
The OD thermal treatment unit has a maximum treatment capacity of 2,000 pounds of explosive 
waste per detonation.  The unit is used primarily for nontreatment-related experimental test 
detonations and may occasionally be used for treatment of hazardous explosive waste. 
 
4.4 HAZARDOUS WASTE OD THERMAL TREATMENT UNITS AT TA-39 [20 NMAC 4.1, 

Subpart IX, 270.23; 20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart V, Part 264, Subpart X; and 20 NMAC 4.1, 
Subpart VI, Part 265, Subpart P] 

This section provides a description of the hazardous waste OD thermal treatment units associated 
with structures TA-39-6 and TA-39-57 at TA-39.  The description includes the location, the 
physical parameters, the materials of construction, and the maximum treatment capacities of the 
thermal treatment units.  A discussion of waste management practices, including those related to 
waste packaging and handling, is presented in Section 4.5. 
 
The OD thermal treatment units at TA-39 are associated with TA-39-6 and TA-39-57 (Figures 4-4 
and 4-5).  Each of the areas is a relatively flat sand-covered area, measuring approximately 40- by 
40-feet, and is located in the canyon bottom.  Steep canyon walls rise to heights of 100 feet or 
more in the immediate vicinity of each OD area, roughly forming a semicircle around each area.  
The canyon walls serve to attenuate the force of the blasts.  The associated control buildings (i.e., 
TA-39-6 and TA-39-57) are reinforced concrete structures extending partially beneath the 
detonation areas. 
 
The maximum treatment capacity at each of the TA-39 OD units is 1,000 pounds. 
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4.5 WASTE MANAGEMENT PRACTICES [20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart V, Part 264, Subpart X] 
There are two basic categories of explosives that may be managed at the OB/OD thermal 
treatment units addressed in this Part B permit application.  The first category consists of 
explosives-contaminated waste; the second category consists of explosive material.  Explosives-
contaminated waste is further divided into subcategories as follows:  (1) make-up room wastes, (2) 
Type I material, (3) Type II material, and (4) Type III material.  These wastes are defined as 
follows: 
 
  Make-up room waste - Explosives-contaminated waste, such as paper towels, swabs, 

and similar materials that contain no tangible pieces of explosives but are used in the 
preparation of shots in the make-up building. 

 
  Type I material - Firing mound debris that is potentially contaminated with explosives and 

consists of wood scraps, cardboard, burlap, and Plexiglass/Lexan. 
 
  Type II material - Firing site debris that is potentially contaminated with explosives and 

consists of plastic, glass, styrofoam, electrical cables, and metallic foils used for pin 
switches. 

 
  Type III material - Firing site debris that is potentially contaminated with explosives and 

consists of metals such as target plates.  Type III material also includes corrective action 
wastes or wastes generated as a result of investigation or remediation. 

 
The second category (i.e., explosive material) includes the following subcategories:  (1) explosives 
assemblies and explosives that are unsafe to handle; (2) identifiable scrap explosives that are safe 
to handle; (3) identifiable booster charge scrap; and (4) any other process or cleanup wastes that 
are believed to be potentially reactive. 
 
Waste to be treated is collected from various accumulation areas in and around nearby buildings 
at the facility.  When loading waste, the cargo compartment of the transport vehicle is checked to 
ensure that it is clean and contains no loose items such as tools or pieces of metal.  For transport, 
the wastes are placed in an enclosed compartment or secured with tie-downs.  As stated in DX-
16:SOP 1.9, the load limit for transporting explosives is 55 pounds.  Wastes are transported by 
appropriately trained personnel in a designated vehicle to the OB/OD thermal treatment unit on the 
day of planned treatment.  Only the amount of waste that can be treated in one day is transported 
to the unit.  The waste is then unloaded from the vehicle and placed at the OB or OD location by 
qualified technicians/specialists.  Depending on preparation activities, the time during which waste 
may remain at the unit typically ranges from several minutes to a few hours.  A visual examination 
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is conducted after unloading to ensure that no explosive material remains.  Preparation room 
operations and explosives charge handling and assembly are addressed in DX-4:SOP 3; 
packaging and transportation procedures are presented in DX-DO:SOP 3.  OB of explosives-
contaminated waste consists of placing the waste in the burn cage, coating the waste with starter 
fluid, and igniting the waste.  OD of waste is accomplished by using a predetermined amount of 
explosive to initiate the detonation.  The detonation may create temperatures up to 3,000 degrees 
Fahrenheit (1,649 degrees Celsius).  Initiation for all waste treatment operations will be performed 
remotely by qualified personnel from inside a control building/bunker.  Thermal treatment 
operations are conducted in accordance with the most recent, approved versions of LANL 
standard operating procedures (SOP) (see Appendix B).  Other relevant LANL SOPs will also be 
followed, as appropriate. 
 
SOPs do not require wetting of the TA-14 open burn area before and after each operation.  
Measures taken to minimize releases of hazardous waste from the TA-14 open burn area to 
environmental media include using sufficient fuel to aid in ignition and enhance waste destruction, 
covering the top of the burn cage with wire mesh to minimize the release of burning material, not 
conducting operations during adverse weather conditions (e.g., high winds), and using secondary 
containment beneath the OB unit to contain treated or undestroyed material and ash residue.  Ash 
residues from the TA-14 OB unit are removed 24 hours or more after treatment (a time sufficient to 
allow complete cooling) and are containerized and managed appropriately outside of TA-14-23. 
 
SOPs for OD require a thorough survey of the area after detonation, collection of identifiable 
pieces of material not consumed by the detonation, and subsequent detonation of these materials. 
 The Firing Leader determines when it is safe to re-enter the detonation site, as described in DX-
4:SOP 27. 
 
Waste containers for explosives-contaminated waste and explosive material generally consist of 
paper-lined cardboard boxes.  Most wastes contaminated with explosives and actual pieces of 
explosives will not be packaged together.  Explosives-contaminated waste will be placed within a 
paper-lined cardboard box with a lid.  Once a cardboard box is filled, it will be closed, sealed with 
tape, and marked "HE Hazardous Waste."  These waste containers will then be stored in an 
accumulation area. 
 
Pieces of damaged explosives resulting from a misfire, sensitivity experiment, incomplete 
detonation, or exposure to severe testing will be packaged separately from excess explosives.  
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The waste explosives will be stored in an accumulation area.  Exceptions to handling will be done 
on special items and will be handled safely and appropriately. 
 
Releases of propellants, explosives, or pyrotechnics are minimized by following the procedures in 
DX-4:SOP 3, DX-4:SOP 4, and DX-4:SOP 27 (see Appendix B of this document) to ensure 
maximum burns or detonations and to minimize misfires.  Materials that are not consumed during 
a burn or detonation are collected and treated until consumed.  During OB treatment operations, 
the heavy gauge wire mesh door and screen control dispersion of materials.  Materials not 
consumed during a burn are collected after the cooling period (i.e., after 24 hours); ash that has 
collected in the containment tray is removed and managed appropriately.  Materials not consumed 
during a detonation are collected after the Firing Leader ensures that the area is safe.  Treatment 
operations are not conducted during adverse conditions (see Section 4.6.4.3) in order to minimize 
wind dispersal of ash and particulate matter to the environment. 
 
The TA-14 OB unit is covered with a tarp when not in use to minimize the potential for 
deterioration of the unit and prevent the accumulation of precipitation.  Accumulation of 
precipitation would only occur while the OB unit is not covered during the cooling period after a 
burn; in such a case, the wet residual ash would be removed from the containment tray, placed in 
appropriate containers, and stored temporarily in a nearby satellite accumulation area. 
 
LANL minimizes the impact to the environment by conducting treatment operations in strictly 
controlled, remote areas within the LANL boundaries.  Residues (metallic shards and occasional 
pieces of propellants, explosives, or pyrotechnics) are managed in accordance with SOPs for the 
OB/OD units; the SOPs require a thorough survey of the area after each detonation and collection 
of all identifiable pieces of material not consumed by the detonation.  Pieces not consumed are 
collected for detonation.  Trained operators ensure that sufficient and appropriate initiating 
explosives are used so that these materials detonate rather than deflagrate.  Any deflagrating 
material is carefully collected for detonation.  Unexploded ordnance is not treated at the TA-14 
OB/OD units. 
 
4.6 ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE STANDARDS APPLICABLE TO MISCELLANEOUS 

TREATMENT UNITS [20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart V, Part 264, Subpart X] 
The OB/OD thermal treatment units addressed in this Part B permit application are located in 
remote areas of LANL and will be operated, maintained, and closed in a manner that will ensure 
protection of human health and the environment, in accordance with 20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart V, 
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264.601, revised November 1, 1995.  Geologic and hydrologic characteristics of the LANL facility 
and land use patterns in the Los Alamos area are discussed in Section 2.0 of the LANL General 
Part B. 
 
The OB/OD thermal treatment units have been designed to facilitate safe handling and treatment 
of wastes in order to prevent adverse human health and environmental impacts.  Design 
information and waste management practices for these units are detailed in Sections 4.1 through 
4.5.  The waste analysis plan for these units is included as Section 3.0 of this Part B permit 
application.  A description of emergency response actions to be taken to minimize adverse 
impacts of unanticipated events are described in the contingency plan (see Section 7.0 of this 
document and Section 7.0 of the LANL General Part B). 
 
SOPs are followed at the OB/OD thermal treatment units to minimize the potential for 
environmental contamination that may result from precipitation contacting treatment residues.  
Residues resulting from treatment activities may consist of metallic shards and occasional pieces 
of propellants, explosives, or pyrotechnics.  SOPs for the OB/OD thermal treatment units require 
that the firing-site leader thoroughly survey the area after each detonation and collect all 
identifiable pieces of explosives.  The damaged explosives are then weighed and an estimate of 
the amount of material remaining at the unit is recorded in the site record logbook.  Every effort is 
made to minimize the quantity of explosive and nonexplosive residues remaining at a unit.  SOPs 
that are applicable for access and operations at the OB/OD thermal treatment units described 
herein are included as Appendix B. 
 
4.6.1 Protection of Groundwater/Vadose Zone [20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart V, 264.601(a)] 
As required by 20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart V, 264.601(a), revised November 1, 1995, the OB/OD 
thermal treatment units addressed in this Part B permit application are located in remote areas 
and are operated in a manner that prevents releases that may have adverse affects to human 
health or the environment due to migration of waste constituents through the vadose zone to 
groundwater.  The following sections provide information on the potential for adverse effects on 
human health or the environment as a result of operations at the OB/OD thermal treatment units 
as well as describe monitoring and reporting efforts that have been or will be undertaken to assess 
the impact of thermal treatment operations. 
 
4.6.1.1 Hydrogeologic Assessment and Potential Pathways and Exposure Routes 
Each of the OB/OD thermal treatment units addressed in this Part B permit application is located 
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in a semiarid, temperate, mountain climate.  The average annual precipitation in Los Alamos is 
18.73 inches (LANL, 1996b).  The evaporation rate of free standing water exceeds the average 
annual precipitation.  Site-specific information for the soils at the OB/OD thermal treatment units, 
including permeability rates and available water-holding capacity, is provided in Section 2.2 of this 
Part B permit application.  In addition, it is estimated that 600 to 1,200 feet of unsaturated tuff and 
volcanic rock separate the facility's soil surface from the main aquifer (Figure 2-7 in the LANL 
General Part B).  Collectively, the depth to the uppermost aquifer and the annual moisture deficit 
significantly limit the potential for contaminants to migrate through the vadose zone to 
groundwater. 
 
An evaluation of possible waterborne waste transport pathways for groundwater and their potential 
for migration is included as Attachment 4-1, which lists the possible contaminants of concern and 
shows their origin and nature. 
 
The only aquifer in Los Alamos capable of municipal and industrial water supply is the main 
aquifer.  No supply wells or test wells are located within the boundaries of TA-14, TA-15, TA-36, or 
TA-39 or within 3,500 feet of any of the OB/OD thermal treatment units described herein. 
 
TA-14 
A detailed description of the hydrogeologic characteristics immediately below the OB/OD units at 
TA-14 is not currently documented in published or internal reports.  However, a conceptual 
hydrologic model of the area is presented in Section 3.5 of the "RFI Work Plan for Operable 
Unit 1085" (LANL, 1994a).  Published precipitation data for TA-14 do not exist; however, a 
precipitation measurement site is located at TA-16, just south of and adjacent to TA-14, and 
annual precipitation at this site is 23.28 inches per year (LANL, 1996b).  As stated above, no 
supply wells are located within 3,500 feet of any of the OB/OD units at LANL, and there are no 
supply wells located within the boundaries of TA-14.  In addition, there are no supply wells located 
at TA-15, TA-36, and TA-39; these are the locations of the remaining OD units at LANL.  
Therefore, withdrawal rates are not applicable to any of the OB/OD units at LANL. 
 
4.6.1.2 Monitoring and Reporting 
LANL has established an extensive groundwater monitoring system to assess and protect the 
quality of groundwater in the Los Alamos area.  The monitoring network includes test wells, supply 
wells, gaging stations, observation wells, and other hydrogeologic devices located both inside and 
outside LANL boundaries.  Routine samples are analyzed for toxic constituents, basic water 
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quality, and resource depletion.  The results are published in the annual "Environmental 
Surveillance Report" and the annual "Water Supply Report."  Details on the Environmental 
Surveillance Groundwater Monitoring Plan can be found in the "Groundwater Protection 
Management Program Plan" (LANL, 1995). 
 
TA-14 
The U.S. Army Environmental Hygiene Agency's "RCRA Part B Permit Writer's Guidance Manual 
for Department of Defense Open Burning/Open Detonation Units" (AEHA, 1987) states that 
"ground-water monitoring would only be required for OB units that burn directly on the ground 
without leak detection and containment systems" and that "OD units, where proper operational 
procedures are followed (particularly management of residuals), are exempt from the ground-
water protection requirements" presented in the manual.  It goes on to state that "ground-water 
monitoring at OD units was deemed to be both impractical and unnecessary."  The OB unit's 
design prevents burning directly on the ground and the unit has a containment system.  Proper 
operational procedures are followed at the TA-14 OD unit and materials not consumed in a 
detonation are collected for detonation.  Together, the OB unit design and operation and the 
proper operating procedures at the OD unit meet the criteria for exemptions from groundwater 
monitoring. 
 
NMED's August 17, 1995, letter to DOE/LAAO (see Appendix C of this document) required LANL 
to develop a RCRA site-wide hydrogeologic workplan and to submit this workplan to NMED and 
EPA for review and approval.  Part of the workplan objective was to address RCRA groundwater 
monitoring requirements for regulated units; implementation of the plan will also provide 
information on the hydrology below the OB/OD units at TA-14.  Because the workplan will address 
groundwater monitoring requirements and because its implementation will provide hydrologic 
information for TA-14, LANL wishes to defer to that plan where appropriate for relevant 
groundwater monitoring issues.  NMED and LANL are currently addressing LANL's groundwater 
monitoring program and hydrogeologic characterization requirements under the "Hydrogeologic 
Workplan," submitted to NMED in December 1996 (LANL, 1996d). 
 
The "Hydrogeologic Workplan" proposes the construction and subsequent sampling of 4 alluvial 
wells and 4 regional aquifer wells upgradient from, adjacent to, and downgradient from TA-14 in 
Cañon de Valle and in Water Canyon.  Well installation will characterize the alluvial, intermediate 
perched, and regional aquifer zones for a more complete understanding of the hydrogeologic 
setting.  However, the proposed iterative characterization and well installation process will 
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incorporate new data with existing data as input to modeling activities and then be used to 
reassess additional data needs; therefore, it may be determined that one or more of the wells are 
not necessary.  In any case, the general objectives of the 8 proposed wells near TA-14 are 
described in Sections 4.3.5.2 and 4.3.6.4 of the plan and are summarized herein. 
 
The planned alluvial wells include A-45 and A-46 upgradient in Cañon de Valle, A-47 
downgradient near the confluence of Cañon de Valle and Water Canyon, and A-48 further 
downgradient in Water Canyon.  Alluvial wells A-45 and A-46 are proposed to confirm the 
presence of alluvial saturation, to measure the parameters in the alluvium that control contaminant 
migration, and to analyze the quality of the alluvial water.  The well A-45 location is upgradient of 
LANL activities and will provide background water quality characteristics of the alluvial water.  Well 
A-46 will identify the presence of alluvial water, and data from the well may be compared to that 
from well A-45 to assess impacts of operational practices upgradient from the OB/OD units at TA-
14.  Alluvial wells A-47 and A-48 are proposed to evaluate the presence of alluvial water and the 
possible migration of contaminants from Cañon de Valle into Water Canyon alluvium.  Well A-47 
will also be used to measure the saturated thickness, water quality, and parameters controlling 
infiltration and contaminant migration.  Well A-48 will be used to determine the downstream extent 
of alluvial water. 
 
The planned regional aquifer wells include R-24 and R-25 upgradient in Cañon de Valle, R-27 
downgradient near the confluence of Cañon de Valle and Water Canyon, and R-28 further 
downgradient in Water Canyon.  All of the regional aquifer wells will characterize the intermediate 
perched zone(s) as the wells are drilled.  Well R-24 will be located near the trace of the Pajarito 
Fault system west of the LANL boundary.  Its purpose will be to provide water quality on the 
upthrown block of a major splay of the fault system.  Water level data from this well will be 
compared to similar data from well R-25 to evaluate the influence of the Pajarito Fault system on 
the regional aquifer piezometric surface and the role of the fault as a recharge zone for the 
regional aquifer.  Water quality data from R-24 will define the expected background distribution of 
constituents upgradient from LANL operations.  These background data will be used to estimate 
the impact of LANL operations and provide input data for geochemical and hydrological modeling 
of the groundwater systems.  Well R-25 will be located adjacent to MDA P at TA-16, which is 
upgradient from the TA-14 OB/OD units.  This well will provide needed regional aquifer water level 
and water quality information and water quality data for any intermediate perched zones 
encountered.  Core will be collected from R-25 to support sitewide studies of the hydrogeologic 
framework and constrain geologic and hydrologic relationships in surrounding cored boreholes 
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(e.g., wells R-24 and R-27).  Data from wells R-24 and R-25 will also provide important information 
on flow conditions near the LANL boundary that will enhance groundwater flow modeling.  Well R-
27 will be located below the confluence of Water Canyon and Cañon de Valle, which is 
downgradient from the OB/OD units at TA-14.  This well will be used to identify intermediate 
perched zones and the depth to the regional aquifer, and data from this well will be used to 
characterize the water quality of the intermediate perched zones and in the regional aquifer.  Well 
R-28 will be located downgradient of well R-27.  It will also be used to provide water quality 
information for any intermediate perched zones and the regional aquifer.  As shown on Map 6 of 
the OB/OD Part A, there currently are no groundwater monitoring or test wells in the vicinity of TA-
14.  LANL has been working with HRMB to plan and develop a facilitywide groundwater program.  
The placement of a detection monitoring well(s), if deemed necessary, will be determined by 
implementation of the "Hydrogeologic Workplan."  Well designs will follow specifications in 
Section 4.1.1 of the "Hydrogeologic Workplan."  As presented in Sections 4.1.3 and 4.1.4 of the 
"Hydrogeologic Workplan," sample collection, preservation, shipment, QA/QC procedures, 
sampling and analysis procedures, data evaluation, and reporting will be conducted according to 
Environmental Restoration (ER) Project Quality Assurance Project Plans (QAPjP), SOPs, RFI 
Work Plans, and sampling and analysis plans (SAP).  The parameters that will be analyzed for 
include those listed in Table 4-1.  Monitoring well evacuation will be conducted in accordance with 
guidelines in EPA's "RCRA Ground-Water Monitoring Technical Enforcement Guidance 
Document" (EPA, 1986b).  Currently, there are no wells in place near the OB/OD units at TA-14.  
The risk assessment conducted for TA-14 (see Appendix D of this document) concludes that after 
40 years of operations at TA-14, the current level of contaminants for both surface soil and surface 
water does not pose a potential significant risk to human health.  Therefore, it is highly unlikely that 
contaminants from previous OB/OD activities have migrated to the groundwater and created a 
plume of contamination.  However, the "Hydrogeologic Workplan" described above will provide 
information on water quality in this area.  Procedures to be followed for proposed sampling and 
analysis, statistical comparison procedures, and data evaluation will adhere to those contained in 
ER Project QAPjPs, SOPs, RFI Work Plans, and SAPs.  Background groundwater values for 
barium and chromium will be collected from planned alluvial well A-45 and planned regional 
aquifer well R-24.  These background data will be used to calculate a background mean and 
variance, per the guidance in Appendix IV of 20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart V, incorporating 40 CFR 264. 
 According to current published reports, the direction of groundwater flow in the Los Alamos area 
is generally southeast, as shown on Figure 2-9 of the General Part B.  The flow rate depends on 
which rock formation the groundwater is located in, as discussed in Section 2.2.5 of the General 
Part B.  Data collected during activities performed for the "Hydrogeologic Workplan" will provide 
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more detailed information on groundwater direction and flow rate, and on plume migration rate in 
case of groundwater contamination. 
 
Previous hydrogeologic studies at LANL (IT Corporation, 1987) have shown that the combination 
of very low moisture content in the Bandelier Tuff, the empirical determination that moisture from 
precipitation does not infiltrate below a depth of 10 to 22 feet, and very low calculated flux rates all 
suggest that aqueous transport of contaminants through the tuff is not a viable mechanism for 
contaminant migration from mesatops.  In addition, the "RFI Work Plan for Operable Unit 1085" 
(LANL, 1994a), which includes TA-14, does not consider the vadose zone to be a major exposure 
pathway for contaminant transport; the major pathways discussed therein include surface water 
runoff and soil/sediments in surrounding drainages.  Furthermore, the risk assessment conducted 
for TA-14 concludes that after 40 years of operations at TA-14, the current level of contaminants 
for both surface soil and surface water does not pose a threat to human health.  Therefore, rather 
than conducting vadose zone monitoring for the OB/OD units at TA-14, LANL proposes to first 
address surface systems (surface water, soil, and sediments) and use resulting surface systems 
analytical data in conjunction with existing data in an iterative manner to reassess additional data 
needs and thus optimize characterization and monitoring activities.  Soil and sediment data will be 
collected as described in Section 4.6.3.2 for soil monitoring; surface water runoff data will be 
collected in accordance with the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System Storm Water 
Permit for the site.  This proposed iterative process is similar to the iterative characterization and 
well installation process proposed in the "Hydrogeologic Workplan" (LANL, 1996d).  The purpose 
of the "Hydrogeologic Workplan" is to characterize the hydrogeologic setting beneath LANL; new 
data will be incorporated with existing data as input to modeling activities and will be used in an 
iterative manner in reassessing additional data needs.  Similarly, the proposed iterative process 
for the OB/OD units at TA-14 will allow technical prudence by first addressing the surface systems; 
proceeding with vadose zone monitoring would then be conducted only if continuing 
reassessments indicate a need, depending on the interpretation of the surface data.  If surface 
sampling data indicate that RCRA contaminants resulting from OB/OD treatment are present and 
if the mobility of these contaminants so warrants, a vadose zone monitoring program will then be 
established and conducted. 
 
4.6.2 Protection of Surface Water/Wetlands [20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart V, 264.601(b)] 
As required by 20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart V, 264.601(b), revised November 1, 1995, the OB/OD 
thermal treatment units addressed in this Part B permit application are located in remote areas 
and are operated in a manner that prevents any releases that may have adverse affects on human 
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health or the environment due to migration of waste constituents to surface waters or wetlands.  
The following sections provide information on the potential for adverse effects to human health or 
the environment as a result of operations at the OB/OD thermal treatment units as well as 
describe monitoring and reporting efforts that have been or will be undertaken at each of the units 
to assess the impact of operations. 
 
4.6.2.1 Hydrologic Assessment and Potential Pathways and Exposure Routes 
Net annual precipitation for the Los Alamos area, including the sites of the OB/OD thermal 
treatment units, is low.  In addition, surface waters within LANL are limited to ephemeral, 
interrupted, or intermittent flows in the canyon bottoms that result from rainfall or snowmelt.  The 
locations of these surface waters, including intermittent streams, are shown on Map 6 of the 
OB/OD Part A (LANL, 1997).  Drainage from the TA-14, TA-15, and TA-36 sites flows into nearby 
canyons.  Both of the TA-39 sites are located in a canyon bottom. 
 
Canyon bottom surface waters downstream of the firing sites at TA-14, TA-15, and TA-36 
eventually flow into Water Canyon, and canyon bottom surface waters downstream of the TA-39 
firing site eventually flow into Ancho Canyon.  A gaging station in Water Canyon, located about 
2.5 miles upstream of the Rio Grande, recorded a maximum discharge of 0.21 cubic feet per 
second in the 1995 water year.  There was no flow most of the time (LANL, 1996b).  Gage ratings 
for a gaging station in Ancho Canyon, located about 2 miles upstream of the Rio Grande, are to be 
established. 
 
The OB/OD thermal treatment units included in this Part B permit application are a part of LANL's 
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) General Permit for storm water 
discharges associated with industrial activity (Permit Number NMR00A384).  A Storm Water 
Pollution Prevention (SWPP) Plan, as required by the NPDES General Permit, has been 
developed for the OB/OD thermal treatment units.  The plan is designed to identify any potential 
pollutants and to provide pollution prevention or control methods to prevent the discharge of 
pollutants in storm water runoff at the unit and the surrounding area.  Under the SWPP Plan, the 
facility is required to implement best management practices to reduce the likelihood of pollutants 
entering the storm water discharges.  To this end, the following practices have been adopted at 
each of the OB/OD thermal treatment units: 
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Good Housekeeping 
 
  Regular maintenance of the area is performed to ensure that it is clean and orderly 
 
  SOPs have been written specifying proper waste handling to minimize the exposure of 

waste and waste residues to precipitation 
 
  Regular inspections of the area are performed to ensure SOPs are being followed 
 
Spill Prevention and Response 
 
  Personnel are trained in material handling and release notification procedures 
 
Visual Inspections 
 
  Pollution prevention personnel inspect and log information concerning site drainage, 

erosion, non-storm-water discharges, and changes in adjacent facilities that may affect 
the potential for storm water pollution. 

 
Under the NPDES General Permit, the measures described in Attachment 4-2 also apply to each 
of the OB/OD thermal treatment units. 
 
An evaluation of possible waterborne waste transport pathways for surface water and their 
potential for migration is included as Attachment 4-1, which lists the possible contaminants of 
concern and shows their origin and nature. 
 
TA-14 
Surface waters in the vicinity of the OB/OD thermal treatment units at TA-14 are limited to 
ephemeral streams in the bottoms of canyons near the site, namely, Cañon de Valle, and 
Threemile and Pajarito Canyons.  Cañon de Valle lies approximately 1,000 feet due south of the 
TA-14 OB/OD thermal treatment units; Threemile Canyon is roughly 2,000 feet northeast of the 
units; and Pajarito Canyon is situated approximately 3,000 feet to the north.  According to the "RFI 
Work Plan for Operable Unit 1085" (LANL, 1994a), drainages from the central part of TA-14, 
including the TA-14 OB/OD thermal treatment units, flow only into Cañon de Valle.  If water 
volume is sufficient, flow from this canyon may reach the Rio Grande. 
 
Contaminants that may potentially be released from TA-14 OD operations may include residual 
explosives, barium, chromium, or non-halogenated solvents.  Potential contaminants from the TA-
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14 OD thermal treatment unit may reach nearby surface waters in one or more of the following 
ways: (1) direct (airborne) deposition from OD operations; (2) transport by surface water runoff; 
and (3) wind erosion and deposition of contaminated soils. 
 
Potential contaminants resulting from OB operations at TA-14 may include the following:  carbon 
monoxide (CO), nitrogen oxides (NOx), methane, ammonia, hydrogen cyanide, sulfur oxides, 
particulates, and volatile organic compounds (VOC).  With the exception of particulate material 
(i.e., ash), each of these potential contaminants is either a gas or has a relatively high vapor 
pressure and, thus, would not be expected to contaminate surface waters. 
 
TA-15 
The TA-15-184 OD thermal treatment unit is bordered by Potrillo Canyon to the north and Water 
Canyon to the south.  Waters from both of these canyons flow into the Rio Grande.  The stream 
flow in Potrillo Canyon is ephemeral and occurs only as the result of rainfall or snow melt.  Water 
Canyon may receive flow from Cañon de Valle.  Contaminants that may potentially be released 
from the TA-15 OD thermal treatment unit may include beryllium or lead (LANL, 1994c).  These 
contaminants may reach nearby surface waters in one or more of the following ways: (1) direct 
(airborne) deposition from OD operations; (2) transport by surface water runoff; and (3) wind 
erosion and deposition of contaminated soils.  The nature and extent of contamination at the 
TA-15-184 firing site is described in Section 4.6.3.1. 
 
TA-36 
The TA-36-8 OD thermal treatment unit is located in the vicinity of the headwaters of Fence 
Canyon.  Fence Canyon waters flow into Potrillo Canyon and then into Water Canyon, which 
eventually flows into the Rio Grande.  The stream flow in Fence Canyon and Potrillo Canyon is 
ephemeral and occurs only as the result of rainfall or snow melt.  A discharge sink, which is 
geomorphologic feature, has been identified in Potrillo Canyon.  The discharge sink absorbs 
stream flow and traps incoming sediments.  Immediately downstream from the sink, there is no 
evidence of stream flow.  It is suspected that surface waters generated from the watershed 
upstream of the sink do not reach the Rio Grande (LANL, 1993b). 
 
Contaminants that may potentially be released from the TA-36 OD thermal treatment unit are likely 
to include residual explosives or lead (LANL, 1994d).  These contaminants may reach nearby 
surface waters in one or more of the following ways: (1) direct (airborne) deposition from OD 
operations; (2) transport by surface water runoff; and (3) wind erosion and deposition of 
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contaminated soils.  The nature and extent of contamination at the TA-36 firing site is described in 
Section 4.6.3.1. 
 
TA-39 
The firing sites at TA-39 are located in the bottom of Ancho Canyon and are in close proximity to 
intermittent streams located there.  If the water volume is sufficient, these flows may reach the 
Rio Grande approximately three miles away.  Contaminants that may potentially be released from 
the TA-39 OD thermal treatment units may include residual explosives or lead (LANL, 1994e; 
LANL, 1994f).  These contaminants may reach nearby surface waters in one or more of the 
following ways:  (1) direct (airborne) deposition from OD operations; (2) transport by surface water 
runoff; and (3) wind erosion and deposition of contaminated soils.  The nature and extent of 
contamination at the TA-39 firing site is described in Section 4.6.3.1. 
 
4.6.2.2 Monitoring and Reporting 
Under the current NPDES General Permit, surface water monitoring is not required at these sites. 
 The General Permit expires in October of 1997, and an application for coverage of these sites 
under the next tier, the Multi-Sector General Permit, will be submitted.  The following paragraphs 
detail surface water reporting and proposed monitoring strategies for the units addressed in this 
Part B permit application in accordance with the requirements in 20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart V, 
264.602, revised November 1, 1995. 
 
TA-14 
Water quality standards are contained in 20 NMAC 6.1, effective January 23, 1995.  General 
standards that apply to LANL are contained in 20 NMAC 6.1, Section 1102.  Surface water runoff 
sampling was conducted downslope of the OB/OD units during the summer of 1995 to quantify the 
concentrations of potential hazardous constituents.  Gas chromatography/mass spectrometry 
results showed no detectable amounts of volatile and semivolatile organic compounds.  Graphite 
furnace atomic absorption spectroscopy results for metals showed the following:  barium, 
120 µg/L; beryllium, 3 µg/L; cadmium, 1.0 µg/L; chromium, 5.8 µg/L; and lead, 11 µg/L (see QEW-

1 data in Appendix E of this document).  As stated above, surface waters in the vicinity of the 
OB/OD units at TA-14 are limited to ephemeral streams in Cañon de Valle; thus, these surface 
waters do not provide municipal or industrial water supply.  Under LANL's NPDES permit issued 
August 1, 1994, water uses include livestock and wildlife watering.  Wildlife habitat standards are 
contained in 20 NMAC 6.1, Section 3101, Paragraph L.  Future surface water monitoring will be 
conducted in accordance with the NPDES Storm Water Permit for the site. 
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In order to maintain compliance with the NPDES General Permit, annual site inspections are 
conducted at TA-14 to evaluate the effectiveness of the SWPP Plan.  The inspections are 
documented in an inspection report that describes any major observations, incidents of 
noncompliance with the SWPP Plan, corrective actions, and any observations or changes made 
with respect to the SWPP Plan. 
 
TA-15 
In order to maintain compliance with the NPDES General Permit, annual site inspections are 
conducted at TA-15 to evaluate the effectiveness of the SWPP Plan.  The inspections are 
documented in an inspection report that describes any major observations, incidents of 
noncompliance with the SWPP Plan, corrective actions, and any observations or changes made 
with respect to the SWPP Plan. 
 
According to the "RFI Work Plan for Operable Unit 1086" (LANL, 1993a), the TA-15-184 firing site 
has met the recommended criteria as a potential release site for which corrective actions are to be 
deferred until the site is decontaminated and decommissioned.  Available information has shown 
that there is no current health risk to site workers and that hazardous material is not migrating off 
LANL property.  Details on the criteria for this recommendation can be found in the work plan. 
 
TA-36 
In order to maintain compliance with the NPDES General Permit, annual site inspections are 
conducted at TA-36 to evaluate the effectiveness of the SWPP Plan.  The inspections are 
documented in an inspection report that describes any major observations, incidents of 
noncompliance with the SWPP Plan, corrective actions, and any observations or changes made 
with respect to the SWPP Plan. 
 
The "RFI Work Plan for Operable Unit 1130" (LANL, 1993b) proposes collecting water and 
sediment samples from sediment catchment areas identified in Fence, Potrillo, and Water 
Canyons.  The sampling will be conducted to determine contaminant redistribution via surface 
water runoff.  The water samples will be collected in accordance with LANL-ER-SOP-06.13, 
"Surface Water Sampling" (LANL, 1992a).  Quality assurance/quality control (QA/QC) samples will 
be collected and analyzed in accordance with LANL�s Environmental Restoration Program 

Generic Quality Assurance Project Plan (LANL, 1991). 
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TA-39 
In order to maintain compliance with the NPDES General Permit, annual site inspections are 
conducted at TA-39 to evaluate the effectiveness of the SWPP Plan.  The inspections are 
documented in an inspection report that describes any major observations, incidents of 
noncompliance with the SWPP Plan, corrective actions, and any observations or changes made 
with respect to the SWPP Plan. 
 
The "RFI Work Plan for Operable Unit 1132" (LANL, 1993c) proposes immediate (i.e., before unit 
decommissioning) field sampling at and around the active firing sites at TA-39 to characterize the 
extent of contamination.  The primary impetus for conducting field sampling immediately is to 
evaluate whether contaminants are moving off site.  A geomorphic characterization will be 
conducted prior to field screening and sampling.  This characterization will identify major landform 
features, stream channels, drainage patterns, and sites of active erosion (LANL, 1993c). 
 
A field radiation survey and a field metals survey (using x-ray fluorescence instrumentation) will be 
conducted prior to actual sampling.  These surveys will be conducted on 10- by 10-foot grids 
within a 100 foot radius of the center of each firing pad and will include the adjacent stream 
channels (LANL, 1993c).  Samples will then be collected from the stream channels adjacent to the 
OD thermal treatment units based on the information provided by the geomorphic characterization. 
 In addition, to determine whether contaminants have been transported to the flood plain channel 
downstream from the OD thermal treatment units, the canyon bottom will be sampled in three 
locations (LANL, 1993c).  Samples will be analyzed for explosives, polychlorinated biphenyls 
(PCB), SVOCs, petroleum hydrocarbons, metals, cyanide, and radiological analytes (i.e., gamma 
radiation, uranium, thorium).  If it is determined that contamination exists, additional sampling will 
be performed to establish a more detailed analysis of contaminant distribution and transport 
pathways (LANL, 1993c). 
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4.6.3 Protection of Soil Surface [20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart V, 264.601(b)] 
As required by 20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart V, 264.601(b), revised November 1, 1995, the OB/OD 
thermal treatment units addressed in this Part B permit application are located in remote areas 
and are operated in a manner that minimizes or prevents releases that may have adverse affects 
to human health or the environment.  The following sections provide information on the potential 
for adverse effects to human health or the environment as a result of operations at the OB/OD 
thermal treatment units as well as describe monitoring and reporting efforts that have been or will 
be undertaken at each of the units to assess the impact of operations at the units. 
 
4.6.3.1 Geologic Assessment and Potential Pathways and Exposure Routes 
The texture of the soils in Los Alamos County range from very fine clay and sandy loams to 
gravelly, sandy loams and stony, clay loams.  Soil erosion by storm water or winds could 
potentially transport contaminants from the OB/OD thermal treatment units to surrounding areas.  
Natural sediment storage features created by surface water runoff, such as stream bank and bar 
deposits or drainage channels, could contain heavy metals or explosives residues redistributed 
from the OB/OD thermal treatment units. 
 
SOPs for the units have been developed and are followed to limit the amount of contamination that 
may enter or remain in the soil after a detonation.  Preventative measures include good 
housekeeping procedures and using a sufficient charge to ensure complete destruction and 
effective treatment of the explosives. 
 
TA-14 
In June 1993, soil, sediment, and rinsate sampling was performed at the TA-14 firing sites, 
including the Firing Mound 3 area near TA-14-23.  Samples were laboratory-analyzed for TCLP 
metals, total metals (beryllium, lead, and mercury), VOCs, SVOCs, and explosives residues.  The 
results of the 1993 soil sampling are presented in Attachment 4-3; the analytical results (raw data) 
are included in Appendix F (note:  a typographical error in a LANL memo incorrectly stated the 
building number [Building 35]; the actual building number is Building 23).  Potential contamination 
is believed to be limited to the surface (i.e., the first few inches) of the site.  Potential contaminants 
from OB operations are not likely to impact soils in the area, as supported by the baseline human 
health and ecological risk assessment conducted for TA-14 (see Section 4.12 and Appendix D). 
 
TA-15 
In April 1993, soil, sediment, and rinsate samples were collected in the vicinity of TA-15-184.  
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Samples were laboratory-analyzed for TCLP metals, total metals (beryllium, lead, and mercury), 
VOCs, SVOCs, and explosives residues.  The results of the 1993 soil sampling survey are 
summarized in Attachment 4-4 of this section.  Potential contamination is believed to be limited to 
the surface (i.e., the first few inches) of the site. 
 
TA-36 
In August and September of 1992, soil, sediment, and rinsate samples were collected from the 
TA-36-8 OD area.  Samples were laboratory-analyzed for TCLP metals, total metals (beryllium, 
lead, and mercury), VOCs, SVOCs, and explosives residues.  The results of the 1992 soil 
sampling surveys are summarized in Attachments 4-5 and 4-6 of this section.  Potential 
contamination is believed to be limited to the surface (i.e., the first few inches) of the site. 
 
TA-39 
It is anticipated that widespread contamination exists on and around the firing sites at TA-39 and 
that contaminant transport is active and ongoing.  Potential contamination is likely to be limited to 
the surface (i.e., the first few inches) of the site.  Ingestion or dermal contact with the soil on site 
may pose health risks to the operators of the unit, damage to wildlife that live at the site, and 
damage to the surrounding vegetation.  In addition, contaminated soils/sediments may have been 
carried via surface water runoff to adjacent stream channels, nearby canyons, and possibly to the 
Rio Grande. 
 
In March 1993, soil, sediment, and rinsate samples were collected from the TA-39-6 and TA-39-57 
OD areas.  Samples were analyzed for TCLP metals (i.e., arsenic, barium, cadmium, chromium, 
lead, mercury, selenium, and silver), total metals (lead, mercury, and beryllium), SVOCs, VOCs, 
and explosives residues.  The results of the 1993 soil sampling at TA-39 are summarized in 
Attachments 4-7 and 4-8. 
 
4.6.3.2 Monitoring and Reporting 
The following paragraphs detail soil monitoring efforts that have been or are scheduled to be 
performed at the units addressed in this Part B permit application in accordance with the 
requirements in 20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart V, 264.602, revised November 1, 1995. 
 
TA-14 
LANL proposes the following Soil Monitoring Program as the preferred approach to meet the 
monitoring and analysis requirements of 20 NMAC 4.1.500 incorporating 40 CFR 264.602.  Details 
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of the proposed Soil Monitoring Program are presented below. 
 
Annual Soil Sampling/Risk Assessment Approach.  This approach for a Soil Monitoring 
Program will require one soil sampling event during the first year of the program, and using the 
data collected as additional input to the baseline risk assessment conducted for TA-14.  The 
baseline risk assessment concludes that, after 40 years of operations at TA-14, the current level of 
contaminants for both surface soil and surface water does not pose a potential significant risk to 
human health.  In addition, the overall ecological risks at the site are expected to be low.  The 
annual soil sampling/risk assessment approach will meet the monitoring and analysis 
requirements of 20 NMAC 4.1.500 incorporating 40 CFR 264.602 and ensure protection of human 
health and the environment.  After the samples have been analyzed and the additional risk 
assessment is conducted, LANL proposes to meet with NMED to determine a reasonable 
schedule for potential additional activities using the risk assessment approach for the Soil 
Monitoring Program. 
 
For the annual soil sampling/risk assessment approach, 10 soil samples will be collected from the 
area of the OB/OD treatment units during a single sampling event the first year of the Soil 
Monitoring Program.  For the combined OB/OD area, LANL personnel will collect 10 discrete (non-
composited) samples.  One sample will be collected from approximately the center of the OD area 
and 5 equally spaced samples will be collected along a circle with a radius of approximately 100 
feet from the center of the OD area (for a total of 6 samples for the OD area).  Four discrete 
samples equally spaced along a circle with a radius of approximately 15 feet will also be collected 
in the OB area. 
 
Sample collection, preservation, shipment, and chain-of-custody procedures and sampling and 
analysis procedures are discussed below. 
 
LANL and NMED have discussed a Soil Monitoring Program based on a quarterly sampling 
approach; as an alternative, however, LANL evaluated the two approaches described herein.  The 
evaluation concludes that, while both approaches will meet the monitoring and analysis 
requirements of 20 NMAC 4.1.500 incorporating 40 CFR 264.602 and ensure protection of human 
health and the environment, the annual soil sampling/risk assessment approach is LANL's 
preferred approach because it also allows technical prudence and, most importantly, is a fiscally 
responsible alternative approach.  LANL estimates that the expense of implementing this cost-
effective alternative approach (including sampling, analysis, surveying, and the additional risk 
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assessment) will be approximately one third the amount of implementing the quarterly sampling 
approach, described below. 
 
Quarterly Sampling Approach.  This approach for a Soil Monitoring Program will require that soil 
samples be collected within 30 days following each OB/OD treatment operation, with a maximum 
sampling frequency of once every three months (i.e., quarterly).  Data collected would be 
evaluated using Cochran's Approximation to the Behrens-Fisher Students' t-test discussed below. 
 The quarterly sampling approach will meet the monitoring and analysis requirements of 20 NMAC 
4.1.500 incorporating 40 CFR 264.602 and will ensure protection of human health and the 
environment; however, the estimated cost may exceed 3 times the cost of the risk assessment 
approach.  After 1 year of quarterly sampling (if this approach is selected), LANL proposes to meet 
with NMED to evaluate the quarterly sampling approach to the Soil Monitoring Program to 
determine if the quarterly sampling frequency may be justifiably decreased (e.g., if the sampling 
data indicate no significant adverse effects to human health and the environment as a result of 
treatment activities). 
 
For the OD area, LANL personnel will collect 5 discrete samples.  One sample will be collected 
from approximately the center of the OD area and 4 equally spaced samples will be collected 
along a circle with a radius of approximately 100 feet from the center of the OD area.  For the OB 
area, LANL personnel will collect 4 discrete samples equally spaced along a circle with a radius of 
approximately 15 feet from the OB unit. 
 
Procedures.  Each discrete sample will be placed in a labeled glass sample container.  To ensure 
that representative discrete soil samples are collected, all soil sampling activities will be conducted 
in accordance with the LANL Hazardous and Solid Waste Group (ESH-19) Sampling and Analysis 
Plan (SAP). 
 
Protective gloves will be worn during soil sampling activities and the spade and scoop method will 
be used by LANL personnel collecting samples.  Sample containers will be labeled with the date, 
time, exact sampling location, and the name of the individual collecting the sample.  For any 
sampling event, a field duplicate soil sample will be collected from one of the sample locations and 
analyzed to assess laboratory quality control.  The field duplicate will be collected and handled in 
the same manner as the field samples.  In addition, a trip blank and a field blank will be collected 
for each sampling event, as appropriate.  Following the collection of each sample, the disposable 
scoops used will be containerized and stored appropriately, pending receipt of analytical results.  
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Therefore, equipment rinsate blanks will not need to be collected. 
 
Following each soil sampling event, LANL personnel will transport the field and QC samples to 
LANL�s High Explosives Science and Technology Group (DX-2) for explosives analysis, to 
LANL�s Organic Analysis Group (CST-12) for organics analysis, and to LANL's Inorganic Trace 

Analysis Group (CST-9) for metals analysis, or will arrange for transport to LANL-approved off-site 
analytical laboratories.  Samples will be transported to the respective analytical laboratories in a 
timely manner to ensure that sample holding times specified in the U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) "Test Methods for Evaluating Solid Waste, Physical/Chemical Methods" (SW-846) 
(EPA, 1986a) are met.  In addition, samples will be preserved, as appropriate, as specified in 
SW-846.  At the time of sample collection, sample collection personnel will complete chain-of-
custody forms and will place custody tape on all sample containers to ensure that sample custody 
is maintained.  Sample collection personnel will maintain physical custody of the samples until the 
samples are relinquished to laboratory personnel.  Upon receiving the soil samples, the laboratory 
technician will assume custody of the samples, noting the date, time, and name of the person 
relinquishing custody of the samples to the laboratory. 
 
The analytical parameters, EPA Hazardous Waste numbers, rationale for parameter selection, 
and EPA SW-846 analytical methods to be used for the samples collected as part of the Soil 
Monitoring Program for the TA-14 OB/OD units are presented in Table 4-1. 
 
Because explosives and the two volatile organic compounds proposed for monitoring are not 
naturally occurring, background values for these compounds will likely be below instrument 
detection limits.  The background concentrations of the metals proposed for monitoring (barium 
[from the explosives] and chromium [from the detonator caps]) were estimated using data 
collected as part of LANL�s Environmental Surveillance Program; these existing data include a 

number of on-site (within LANL boundaries) and off-site perimeter (within approximately 
5 kilometers of LANL boundaries) sample locations.  The values given in Table 4-2 represent the 
average concentrations of samples collected at the 16 on-site and off-site perimeter locations 
during 1995 (LANL, 1996b).  The background sample data and locations are provided in Appendix 
G of this document.  If the quarterly sampling approach to the Soil Monitoring Program is 
implemented, these data will be supplemented with data obtained from the "area-specific" 
background samples to be collected as described below; all of the background data will be used to 
calculate a background mean and variance, per the guidance in Appendix IV of 20 NMAC 4.1, 
Subpart V, incorporating 40 CFR 264. 
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If the quarterly sampling approach to the Soil Monitoring Program is implemented, the statistical 
analysis to be used in the interpretation of analytical data will be Cochran's Approximation to the 
Behrens-Fisher Students' t-test in Appendix IV of 20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart V, incorporating 40 CFR 
264.  This method of statistical analysis will be performed by LANL to identify statistically 
significant differences between background mean and background variance.  If at any time during 
the permitted life of the OB/OD units, analysis reveals statistically significant differences between 
background concentrations and waste constituent concentrations attributable to OB/OD treatment 
operations, LANL will notify NMED in writing.  However, after one year of performing quarterly soil 
sampling (if this approach is implemented), LANL proposes to meet with NMED to evaluate the 
Soil Monitoring Program and to determine if the quarterly sampling frequency may be justifiably 
decreased (e.g., if the sampling data indicate no significant adverse effects to human health and 
the environment as a result of treatment activities). 
 
In addition to the background soil data presented in Table 4-2, four "area-specific" background soil 
samples will be collected at TA-14 and analyzed for barium and chromium.  The area-specific 
background soil samples will be collected only if the quarterly sampling approach is implemented.  
These additional background soil samples will be collected from a distance of 750 to 1250 feet to 
the north, east, west-northwest, and northeast of the OB/OD area.  The proposed distances will 
allow samples to be collected beyond the hazard zone yet within the flatter regions of the 
mesatop.  (Note:  A canyon located approximately 600 feet south of the units prevents the 
collection of a background sample from the area 750 to 1250 feet due south of the units).  All 
background samples will be collected from the 0 to 6-inch depth interval. 
 
TA-15 
A corrective action program will be conducted at the TA-15-184 OD thermal treatment unit to 
determine if hazardous constituents may be migrating off site.  The study will evaluate samples for 
TCLP metals, beryllium, SVOCs, and explosives. 
 
TA-36 
The "RFI Work Plan for Operable Unit 1130" (LANL, 1993b), which includes the area 
encompassing the TA-36-8 OD thermal treatment unit, proposes conducting a geomorphic survey 
along Fence, Potrillo, and Water Canyons.  The survey will identify sediment catchment areas and 
establish locations where sediment sampling will occur.  Surface sediment samples will be 
collected from areas in all three canyons from depths of 0 to 6 inches.  Sediment samples will be 
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collected in accordance with LANL-ER-SOP-06.09, "Spade and Scoop Method for Collection of 
Soil Samples" (LANL, 1992b). 
 
TA-39 
The proposed field sampling effort for the TA-39 firing sites is described in Section 4.6.2.2 of this 
permit application.  In addition, soil samples will be collected from each firing pad, from adjacent 
hill slopes, and from adjacent mesa tops.  Four surface soil samples will be collected at each of 
the firing pads.  Surface and subsurface (i.e., 10 inches below surface) soil samples will be 
collected at 150-foot intervals along predetermined transects on the adjacent hill slopes and mesa 
tops (LANL, 1993c).  Samples will be analyzed for explosives, PCBs, SVOCs, petroleum 
hydrocarbons, metals, cyanide, and radiological analytes (i.e., gamma radiation, uranium, 
thorium). 
 
4.6.4 Protection of the Atmosphere [20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart V, 264.601(c)] 
As required by 20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart V, 264.601(c), revised November 1, 1995, the OB/OD 
thermal treatment units addressed in this Part B permit application are located in remote areas 
within LANL boundaries and are operated in a manner that prevents any releases that may have 
adverse affects to human health or the environment due to migration of waste constituents to the 
atmosphere.  The following sections provide information on the potential for adverse effects to 
human health or the environment as a result of operations at the OB/OD thermal treatment units 
as well as describe monitoring and reporting efforts that have been or will be undertaken at each 
unit to assess the impact of operations at the units. 
 
4.6.4.1  Meteorologic Assessment and Potential Pathways and Exposure Routes 
Surface winds in Los Alamos are light, averaging seven miles per hour.  The predominant 
prevailing wind direction is from the southwest to the northeast.  Under normal conditions, 
resuspension of particulates is limited.  Detailed information on winds in Los Alamos is provided in 
Section 2.1.4 of the LANL General Part B.  In addition, the LANL General Part B presents 
information on wind roses for the Los Alamos area in Section 2.1.4 and on Figures 2-3 and 2-4. 
 
By definition, OD units do not utilize air pollution control equipment.  Releases resulting from the 
treatment of waste at the OD thermal treatment units are not likely to exceed a maximum 
exposure duration of 15 minutes and would most likely be a one-time exposure for any individual 
receptor.  Various types of explosives mixtures are treated at the OD thermal treatment units.  The 
regulated pollutants produced as a result of these detonations are the criteria pollutants (e.g., CO, 
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NOx, and particulate matter), some heavy metals (e.g., lead), and a small amount of hazardous air 
pollutants (HAPs - e.g., hydrogen chloride [HCl], hydrogen fluoride [HF]). 
 
An EPA-type gaussian plume model was employed with a puff type release function to simulate 
the airborne release resulting from the TA-36 thermal treatment unit.  The worst-case waste 
treatment and receptor location were used in the scenario (i.e., a 2,000-lb treatment).  Release 
heights and release fractions for a detonation cloud resulting from a typical 50-lb explosive 
detonation were determined.  Airborne effluents were assumed to be transported directly to the 
potential receptors, using median dispersion factors for the Los Alamos area.  Source terms or the 
pollutants generated during treatment activities were estimated using published emission factors 
(AP-42, developed by EPA), mass balance calculations, process knowledge, and engineering 
estimates.  Impacts were evaluated for pollutants generated as a result of treatment and regulated 
under National and New Mexico Ambient Air Quality Standards.  The results of this analysis 
indicate that none of the regulated air contaminant concentrations exceed federal or state ambient 
air quality standards. 
 
4.6.4.2 Monitoring and Reporting 
The following paragraphs detail atmospheric monitoring efforts that have been or are scheduled to 
be performed at the units addressed in this Part B permit application, in accordance with the 
requirements in 20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart V, 264.602, revised November 1, 1995. 
 
TA-14 
Air quality impact modeling, provided as Attachment 4-9 of this document, shows that a worst-
case scenario using 100 times the allowable volume capacity of the OD unit at TA-14 resulted in 
concentrations far below the ambient air quality standards.  Air quality impact modeling, provided 
in Table 9 of Appendix H of this document, for the OB unit at TA-14 also resulted in concentrations 
below the ambient air quality standards.  In addition, the National Park Service, NMED, and LANL 
all agreed in 1994 that the low levels of ambient air criteria pollutants measured over a three-year 
period at the site of the nearest receptor did not warrant further ambient air monitoring.  Therefore, 
ambient air quality monitoring is not warranted at the TA-14 OB/OD units. 
 
TA-15 
Air samplers and other means for detecting airborne contaminants have been deployed at the 
TA-15 OD thermal treatment unit.  Data collected from these measurement devices have indicated 
that only small amounts of contaminants are aerosolized.  The maximum amount of beryllium 
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aerosolized is estimated at 2 percent.  Efforts are currently underway to repeat this study and gain 
additional sampling data for this unit. 
 
TA-36 
The "RFI Work Plan for Operable Unit 1130" (LANL, 1993b) proposes field screening to predict 
potential hazards and health and safety conditions for on-site workers at the TA-36-8 firing site.  
The plan suggests using a portable flame ionization detector and/or photoionization detector to 
screen for VOCs.  Field-screening data are not yet available. 
 
TA-39 
Atmospheric monitoring efforts to detect airborne contaminants at TA-39 have not yet been 
established. 
 
4.6.4.3 Operating Conditions/Effectiveness and Reliability of Systems and Structures 
 
TA-14 
Operating conditions for the TA-14 OB unit include removing ash residue after a safe period of 
time (approximately 24 hours) and then covering the OB unit with a tarp; accepting only 50 pounds 
of combustibles per burn, which is the maximum allowable quantity of waste for this unit; 
transporting waste to the OB unit on the day of the treatment; conducting only one burn per day 
due to the 24-hour post-burn waiting period; and not conducting burning operations during 
adverse weather conditions (e.g., electrical storms, high winds).  OB operations are postponed if 
the mean wind speed is equal to or greater than 10 meters per second, atmospheric stability 
conditions are unsuitable, and/or the mixing depth is less than 200 meters (see Appendix I of this 
document).  Operating conditions for the OD unit include not conducting detonation operations 
during adverse weather conditions (e.g., electrical storms, high winds); accepting only 20 pounds 
of waste explosives per detonation, which is the maximum allowable quantity of waste for this unit; 
and transporting wastes to the OD unit on the day of the treatment.  Beginning in 1990, NMED 
operated the LANL-owned criteria pollutant (ambient air) monitoring station at TA-49, adjacent to 
Bandelier National Monument and approximately 10,000 feet SSE of TA-14.  The original purpose 
of this site was to collect baseline data for Bandelier National Monument over a three-year period. 
 In 1994, the National Park Service, NMED, and LANL all agreed that the original purpose of the 
study was fulfilled and that the low levels of pollutants measured did not warrant further study at 
the site.  Therefore, the ambient air monitoring was discontinued on September 30, 1994.  
Because the measured pollutants are so low and because air quality impact modeling results do 
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not indicate the need (see below), ambient air monitoring is not conducted at TA-14.  The closest 
meteorological monitoring station is located at TA-6, approximately 1 mile north of TA-14.  Wind 
speed data are available from this station.  By definition (see 20 NMAC 4.1.101 incorporating 40 
CFR 260.10), "open burning means the combustion of any material without ... control of 

emissions of the gaseous combustion products."  As such, emissions of hazardous constituents to 
the air are not prevented; however, the burn cage is operated with a wire mesh cover during 
treatment operations to reduce the potential for releases of burning particles to the environment.  
Air quality impact modeling was performed assuming a worst-case waste treatment and receptor 
location for open detonation; results of this modeling are provided in Attachment 4-9 of this 
document.  Air quality impact modeling was also performed for the TA-14 OB unit; results of this 
modeling are provided in Table 9 of Appendix H of this document.  Ambient air sampling is not 
conducted at the site because the air quality impact modeling results for the OB unit at TA-14 and 
for a worst-case OD scenario do not support the need for ambient air sampling. 
 
4.7 OPERATING REQUIREMENTS [20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart VI, Subpart P] 
In accordance with the requirements specified in 20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart VI, 265.373, revised 
November 1, 1995, an entire thermal cycle will be completed for treatment of hazardous waste at 
each thermal treatment unit (i.e., a noncontinuous [batch] thermal treatment process). 
 
As required in 20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart VI, 265.382, revised November 1, 1995, OD of wastes at 
any of the OD thermal treatment units will be conducted in a manner that does not threaten human 
health or the environment.  A minimum required distance of 1,750 feet will be maintained between 
the point of detonation and the property of others. 
 
4.8 TREATMENT EFFECTIVENESS [20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart IX, 270.23(d)] 
To address the applicable miscellaneous unit requirement specified in 20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart IX, 
270.23(d), revised November 1, 1995, a demonstration of treatment effectiveness must be 
included for the OB/OD thermal treatment units addressed in this Part B permit application.  As 
indicated in the U.S. Army Environmental Hygiene Agency (AEHA) guidance document titled 
"RCRA Part B Permit Writer's Guidance Manual for Department of Defense Open Burning/Open 
Detonation Units" (AEHA, 1987), a demonstration of treatment effectiveness can be based on 
laboratory or field data.  For wastes treated by OD, data demonstrating that any residues or 
fragments remaining after the detonation are not reactive (i.e., as defined by the Resource 
Conservation and Recovery Act) should be provided.  If any waste remains, it is treated again.  
The areas are visually inspected and explosive remnants are burned in place in conjunction with 
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safety practices and SOPs. 
 
4.9 IGNITABLE, REACTIVE, AND INCOMPATIBLE WASTES [20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart V, 

264.17(a)] 
Applicable requirements for the management of ignitable, reactive, and incompatible wastes will 
be met at the OB/OD thermal treatment units addressed in this Part B permit application.  
Pursuant to the requirements of 20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart IX, 270.14(b)(9), revised November 1, 
1995, a description of the precautions exercised by personnel at the units to prevent accidental 
ignition or reaction of ignitable, reactive, or incompatible wastes is included in Section 5.0 of this 
Part B permit application. 
 
4.10 INSPECTION [20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart V, 264.15] 
In accordance with the requirements of 20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart V, 264.15, revised November 1, 
1995, each of the OB/OD thermal treatment units will be inspected daily when in use (i.e., when 
wastes are managed at the unit) and weekly when not in use.  Inspection parameters are specified 
in Section 6.0 of this Part B permit application and in Section 6.0 of the LANL General Part B.  
Inspection records will be maintained by responsible personnel and a copy of the record will be 
sent weekly, as appropriate, to LANL's Hazardous and Solid Waste Group. 
 
4.11 RECORDKEEPING AND REPORTING REQUIREMENTS [20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart V, 

Part 264, Subpart E] 
The various recordkeeping and reporting requirements applicable to all waste management units 
at LANL and addressed in this Part B permit application are detailed in Section 4.1 of the LANL 
General Part B. 
 
4.12 RISK ANALYSIS 
 
4.12.1 TA-14 
An evaluation of human health risks was conducted and included a complete description of 
available on-site analytical data and off-site modeled concentrations (including those for air, 
surface water, and soil).  This evaluation also included an exposure assessment (with potential 
receptors and complete exposure pathways), a toxicity assessment, and a risk characterization 
which, together, assess the potential cumulative impact on human health and the environment.  
The evaluation of human health risks is included in Appendix D of this document, and includes 
both hazard quotients and incremental lifetime cancer risks.  An estimate of the individual excess 
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lifetime cancer risk is summarized in Table 3-4 of Appendix D.  The potential receptors at TA-14 
include residential, occupational, and recreational.  An evaluation of complete and incomplete 
exposure pathways for each of the potential receptors is also presented in Appendix D of this 
document.  For OB/OD operations at TA-14, the primary receptor is an on-site worker. 
 
An evaluation of ecological pathways and predicted risk is presented in Appendix D of this 
document.  The ecological receptors selected include:  a non-specific perennial plant, vagrant vole 
(insectivore), western harvest mouse (omnivore), Montane vole (herbivore), gray fox (omnivore), 
American kestrel (insectivore), and Mexican spotted owl (carnivore).  Using the 95 percent upper 
confidence limit of the mean concentration, potential ecological risk was only predicted for the 
mouse, vole, and fox exposed to HMX, RDX, and TNT; and the kestrel exposed to bis(2-
ethylhexyl) phthalate (hazard quotient = 10.3).  TA-14 is not utilized by domestic animals or crops. 
 Surface water associated with the site consists of infrequent runoff and was not evaluated as a 
source of drinking water.  However, potential impacts to aquatic biota in surface water associated 
with the drainage in Cañon de Valle were assessed.  For this evaluation, barium, beryllium, 
cadmium, and total lead were included as the constituents in surface runoff that may be 
hazardous to aquatic biota using the 95 percent upper confidence limit as the exposure 
concentration. 
 
The following accounts describe the potential for exposure of each of the species as a result of 
thermal treatment operations at the TA-14 OB/OD units. 
 
  a. Bald Eagle.  Bald eagles migrate and winter along the Rio Grande, roosting in White 

Rock Canyon and hunting on Cochiti Reservoir, as far upstream as Alamo Canyon.  
Storm water runoff from the area of the OB/OD units is hydrologically connected to 
this part of the Rio Grande through Cañon de Valle and Water Canyon, over a 
distance of about 9 miles, making possible a pathway for chemicals from this site to 
enter the food chain for this species.  However, the large degree of dilution occurring 
along the path to the Rio Grande coupled with dilution within the reservoir itself 
would make this exposure pathway insignificant. 

 
  b. Jemez Mountains Salamander.  The Jemez Mountains salamander has been 

recorded in several canyons that cross LANL boundaries.  The species occurs in 
moist locations, such as rotting logs, and especially on north-facing slopes with 
slopes greater than 37 percent.  It has been recorded at elevations ranging from 
over 10,000 feet down to 7,180 feet (in Los Alamos Canyon).  In Cañon de Valle, the 
Jemez Mountains salamander has been found at an elevation of 8,101 feet.  Thus, 
the OB/OD units are situated at the lower extreme of the known elevation range of 
this species and nearly 700 feet below its known occurrence in Cañon de Valle.  
Because the slopes below this site are south-facing, it is highly unlikely that the moist 
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microhabitat conditions necessary for this species exist on these slopes.  Therefore, 
due to the absence of favorable habitat conditions, it is unlikely that this species will 
be affected by thermal treatment operations at the OB/OD units. 

 
  c. American Peregrine Falcon.  American peregrine falcon nesting habitat (cliffs) has 

been identified in Los Alamos County, north of LANL.  The species has been 
observed on occasion in the area of LANL, but no nests have been recorded there.  
Lower Water and Ancho Canyons are marginally suitable for falcons, but no 
observations of the species have been made in the area of TA-14.  Therefore, the 
potential for exposure of this species to chemical constituents resulting from thermal 
treatment operations at the OB/OD units is very low. 

 
  d. Whooping Crane.  Whooping cranes migrate with sandhill cranes along the 

Rio Grande to and from their wintering areas in central New Mexico (e.g., the 
Bosque del Apache National Wildlife Refuge) and other locations farther south.  
They use open fields and shallow bodies of water for feeding and resting during 
migration.  Migratory flights between these locations tend to be at high altitudes for 
extended distances.  Because open habitats favorable to this species do not occur at 
LANL, it is not expected that this species will be present within LANL boundaries 
except possibly as a fly-over.  Thus, the potential for exposure of this species as a 
result of thermal treatment operations at the TA-14 OB/OD units is very low. 

 
  e. Broad-billed Hummingbird.  The broad-billed hummingbird nests in arid scrublands 

of southern New Mexico and occurs as far north as LANL as a vagrant.  Thermal 
conditions limit the northern extent of successful breeding in this species.  Therefore, 
its potential for occurrence at or near the OB/OD units is low, and the possibility of it 
nesting in the area is very remote.  Consequently, the potential for exposure of this 
species to hazardous constituents resulting from thermal treatment operations at the 
TA-14 OB/OD units is low. 

 
  f. Southwestern Willow Flycatcher.  The southwestern willow flycatcher is known to 

occur in the Jemez Mountains, but breeding has not been confirmed there.  Willow 
flycatchers nest in wooded riparian areas, particularly in willow-cottonwood 
associations.  This species has been detected on LANL property.  Although potential 
habitat exists for this species in Pajarito Canyon, it is unlikely to occur at or near the 
TA-14 OB/OD units due to the lack of favorable habitat in Cañon de Valle.  
Consequently, the potential for exposure of this species to hazardous constituents 
resulting from thermal treatment operations at the TA-14 OB/OD units is very low. 

 
  g. Gray Vireo.  The gray vireo nests in piñon-juniper woodlands throughout much of 

central New Mexico, occasionally being as far north as Santa Fe.  It has not been 
recorded in the area of TA-14.  Consequently, the potential for exposure of this 
species to hazardous constituents resulting from thermal treatment operations at the 
TA-14 OB/OD units is very low. 

 
  h. Meadow Jumping Mouse.  The meadow jumping mouse is typically found in dense, 

tall, grassy vegetation, especially near streams, meadows, and other wetlands.  The 
species occurs at higher elevations and populations have been found along the Rio 
Grande in the central part of New Mexico.  It has not been recorded in Los Alamos 
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County and species-specific surveys at LANL have failed to document it in areas of 
favorable habitat.  Because favorable habitat for this species does not occur at or 
near the OB/OD units at TA-14, it is highly unlikely that this species will be affected 
by thermal treatment operations at the site. 

 
  i. Mexican Spotted Owl.  The Mexican spotted owl has been documented at LANL, 

and nesting and roosting habitat for this species has been identified along Cañon de 
Valle, adjacent to TA-14 (LANL, 1997b).  Therefore, the potential exists for this 
species to occur at or near the OB/OD units.  This species was used in the 
evaluation of ecological pathways. 

 
As summarized above, all potential receptors within a 2 kilometer radius are evaluated in 
Appendix D of this document.  For the human health evaluation, the only receptors within a 
2 kilometer radius are LANL employees.  Calculations of lifetime cancer risk are summarized in 
Table 3-4 of Appendix D of this document.  Included in these calculations are risks to on-site 
personnel during routine operations using on-site analytical data, and risks to off-site personnel 
using available air modeling concentrations.  All major exposure pathways are included in the risk 
calculations.  For surface soil, these pathways include ingestion, dermal contact, and inhalation of 
fugitive dust.  A complete description of the exposure models used in the risk calculations is also 
provided in Appendix D.  Several ecological receptors occupying different trophic levels were used 
in the ecological risk assessment for TA-14 (see Appendix D).  In each instance, the lower value of 
either the maximum detected concentration in soil or the 95 percent upper confidence limit of the 
mean concentration was used as the exposure concentration. 
 
4.13 ARCHEOLOGICAL SITES 
 
4.13.1 TA-14 
A brief historical description of TA-14 and the OB/OD areas is provided in Section 2.1.1 of this 
document.  There are 4 archeological sites within a 1,200-foot radius of the OB/OD units; the 
closest site is approximately 800 feet from the units (LANL, 1996e).  There are no archeological 
sites within the hazard zone (a radius of approximately 700 feet) surrounding the OB/OD units. 
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4.14 NOISE, MINIMUM DISTANCE, AND GROUND VIBRATION CONSIDERATIONS 
 
4.14.1 TA-14 
Noise resulting from treatment activities is controlled by conducting treatment in a remote area 
within LANL boundaries.  Impulse noise measurements were made at TA-14 during the detonation 
of explosives on two separate occasions in 1991.  The TA-14 noise level data are provided in 
Appendix J of this document.  The noise levels of three 20-pound detonations were recorded at 
four locations in relatively close proximity to the detonation area.  (Note:  20 pounds of explosives 
waste is the maximum amount of waste that can be treated by OD at TA-14).  The average noise 
level at the TA-14 site gate, located approximately 460 feet away, was 145 decibels (dB).  
Although noise level readings were not taken beyond the distance to the site gate, it is reasonable 
to assume that the noise level exposure to the nearest public receptor located over 6,000 feet 
away would be within acceptable limits.  (For comparison purposes, six noise measurements 
made in White Rock [located more than four miles to the southeast] during detonations at the 
TA-15 PHERMEX site yielded a maximum peak noise level of 71.6 dBA for a 100-pound 
detonation.  The TA-14 OD site is nearly six miles from White Rock and over two miles from the 
nearest approach to the Los Alamos townsite.)  Workers involved in actual OD operations are 
stationed in the control room during detonation and, based on the levels measured, would receive 
exposure to approximately 122 dB, which is below the occupational exposure limit of 140 dB set 
by the American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists. 
 
LANL fully meets the minimum distance requirements of 20 NMAC 4.1.600 incorporating 40 CFR 
265.382.  The maximum amount of waste that can be treated at the OD unit at TA-14 is 

20 pounds; this amount requires a minimum distance of 670 feet from the property of others.  As 
can be seen on Map 2 of the OB/OD Part A, LANL maintains a safe distance greatly exceeding 
the minimum required distance. 
 
LANL does not measure ground vibration during OD treatment operations.  Due to the unit's 
remote location, the limited amount of waste treated per detonation, and the infrequency of 
treatment operations (up to 6 OD treatment operations per year), potential impacts to human 
health and the environment resulting from ground vibration are reasonably assumed to be 
minimal. 
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 Table 4-1 
 
 Selected Parameters and Test Methods for Proposed Soil 
 Monitoring Program at Technical Area 14 
 

General 
Chemical 

Class 

Parameter EPA 
Hazardous 
Waste No. 

Rationale for 
Parameter Selection 

SW-846 Test 
Methoda 

Explosives HMXb D003 Determine the presence of 
explosive waste residues 

8330 

 RDXc D003 Determine the presence of 
explosive waste residues 

8330 

 1,3,5-TNBd D003 Determine the presence of 
explosive waste residues 

8330 

 1,3-DNBe  D003 Determine the presence of 
explosive waste residues 

8330 

 Tetrylf D003 Determine the presence of 
explosive waste residues 

8330 

 NBg D003 Determine the presence of 
explosive waste residues 

8330 

 2,4,6-TNTh D003 Determine the presence of 
explosive waste residues 

8330 

 4-Am-DNTi D003 Determine the presence of 
explosive waste residues 

8330 

 2-Am-DNTj D003 Determine the presence of 
explosive waste residues 

8330 

 2,4-DNTk D003 Determine the presence of 
explosive waste residues 

8330 

 2,6-DNT D003 Determine the presence of 
explosive waste residues 

8330 

 2-NTl D003 Determine the presence of 
explosive waste residues 

8330 

 3-NT D003 Determine the presence of 
explosive waste residues 

8330 

 4-NT D003 Determine the presence of 
explosive waste residues 

8330 

Metals Barium D005 Determine the presence of 
barium metal associated with the 
explosive-contaminated waste 
treated at the OB/OD units 

7081 

 Chromiumm D007 Determine the presence of 7191 



 
 
 
 
 Table 4-1 (Continued) 
 
 Selected Parameters and Test Methods for Proposed Soil 
 Monitoring Program at Technical Area 14 
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General 
Chemical 

Class 

Parameter EPA 
Hazardous 
Waste No. 

Rationale for 
Parameter Selection 

SW-846 Test 
Methoda 

chromium metal which may 
originate from detonator caps 
used in OD waste treatment 
process 

VOCsn Methyl Ethyl 
Ketone 

F005 Determine the presence of 
methyl ethyl ketone which may 
be present on explosive-
contaminated rags and wipes 
treated at the OB unit 

8260 

 Toluene F005 Determine the presence of 
toluene which may be present on 
explosive-contaminated rags and 
wipes treated at the OB unit 

8260 

 
a U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1986, �Test Methods for Evaluating Solid Waste, 

Physical/Chemical Methods,� SW-846. 
b Octahydro-1,3,5,7-tetranitro-1,3,5,7-tetrazocine 
c Hexahydro-1,3,5-trinitro-1,3,5-triazine 
d TNB = trinitrobenzene 
e DNB = dinitrobenzene 
f Methyl-2,4,6-trinitrophenylnitramine 
g NB = nitrobenzene 
h TNT = trinitrotoluene 
i 4-Amino-2,6-dinitrotoluene 
j 2-Amino-4,6-dinitrotoluene 
k DNT = dinitrotoluene 
l NT = nitrotoluene 
m Analyzed for in OD area samples only. 
n VOCs=volatile organic compounds; analyzed for in OB area samples only. 
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 Table 4-2 
 
 Average Background Concentrations for Selected Metalsa 
 

Element Average Background Concentration 
(ppm) 

Barium 108 

Chromium 9.7 

 
  a Source:  "Environmental Surveillance at Los Alamos During 1995," 1996, Los Alamos 

National Laboratory. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 PURPOSE 
This attachment addresses the requirements of the New Mexico Administrative Code, Title 20, 
Chapter 4, Part 1 (20 NMAC 4.1), Part 264, Subpart X�Miscellaneous Units. The requirements of 

this subpart applies to owners and operators of facilities that treat, store, or dispose of hazardous 
waste in miscellaneous units. A model was constructed to simulate the migration of a contaminant 
that may result from contaminant spills followed by an unusually heavy rainstorm at the open 
burning/open detonation (OB/OD) thermal treatment units.  This model specifically addresses the 
requirements of Subpart X that deal with potential contaminant migration transport pathways. 
 
Table 1 is a cross-reference guide, listing the requirements of Subpart X and the section where 
each requirement is addressed, either in the main body of the Part B permit application, or in this 
attachment. 
 
 TABLE 1 
 
 Subpart X Cross Reference 
 

Subpart X Requirement Where Addressed 

 264.601 Environmental performance standards. 

 

A miscellaneous unit must be located, designed, constructed, operated, maintained, and closed in a manner 

that will ensure protection of human health and the environment. Permits for miscellaneous units are to 

contain such terms and provisions as necessary to protect human health and the environment, including, 

but not limited to, as appropriate, design and monitoring requirements, and requirements for responses to 

releases of hazardous waste or hazardous constituents from the unit. Permit terms and provisions shall 

include those requirements of subparts I through O of this part, part 270, and part 146 that are appropriate 

for the miscellaneous unit being permitted. Protection of human health and the environment includes, but is 

not limited to: 

 

(a) Prevention of any releases that may have adverse effects on human health or the environment due to 

migration of waste constituents in the ground water or subsurface environment, considering: 

 

(1) The volume and physical and chemical characteristics of the waste in the unit, including its potential 

for migration through soil, liners, or other containing structures; 

Part B permit app., Section 4.0; 

Attachment 4-1, Section 4.0, 6.1 

(2) The hydrologic and geologic characteristics of the unit and the surrounding area; Part B permit app., Section 4.0; 

Attachment 4-1, Section 3.1, 3.2 

(3) The existing quality of ground water, including other sources of contamination and their cumulative 

impact on the ground water; 

Part B permit app., Section 4.0; 

Attachment 4-1, Section 3.3 

(4) The quantity and direction of ground-water flow; Attachment 4-1, Section 3.1 
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(5) The proximity to and withdrawal rates of current and potential ground water users; Part B permit app., Section 2.0 

(6) The patterns of land use in the region; NA 

 TABLE 1 (cont.) 
 
 Subpart X Cross Reference 
 

Subpart X Requirement Where Addressed 

(7) The potential for deposition or migration of waste constituents into 

subsurface physical structures, and into the root zone of food-chain crops and 

other vegetation; 

To be addressed during ER Project characterizations for OU 

1132 

(8) The potential for health risks caused by human exposure to waste 

constituents; 

To be addressed during ER Project characterizations for OU 

1132 

(9) The potential for damage to domestic animals, wildlife, crops, 

vegetation, and physical structures caused by exposure to waste constituents; 

To be addressed during ER Project characterizations for OU 

1132 

(b) Prevention of any releases that may have adverse effects on human health or the environment due to migration of waste constituents in 

surface water, or wetlands or on the soil surface considering: 

(1) The volume and physical and chemical characteristics of the waste in 

the unit; 

Part B permit app., Section 3.2 

(2) The effectiveness and reliability of containing, confining, and collecting 

systems and structures in preventing migration; 

Part A 

(3) The hydrologic characteristics of the unit and the surrounding area, 

including the topography of the land around the unit; 

Part A 

Part B permit app., Sections 2.0 and 4.0; 

Attachment 4-1, Section 3.1, 3.2 

(4) The patterns of precipitation in the region; Attachment 4-1, Section 3.3.1 

(5) The quantity, quality, and direction of ground-water flow; Attachment 4-1, Section 3.2 

(6) The proximity of the unit to surface waters; Part B permit app., Section 4.0; 

Attachment 4-1, Section 2.0, 3.2 

(7) The current and potential uses of nearby surface waters and any water 

quality standards established for those surface waters; 

Attachment 4-1, Section 3.4 

(8) The existing quality of surface waters and surface soils, including other 

sources of contamination and their cumulative impact on surface waters and 

surface soils; 

Attachment 4-1, Section 3.4 

(9) The patterns of land use in the region; NA NA 

(10) The potential for health risks caused by human exposure to waste 

constituents; 

To be addressed during ER Project characterizations for OU 

1132 

(11) The potential for damage to domestic animals, wildlife, crops, 

vegetation, and physical structures caused by exposure to waste constituents. 

To be addressed during ER Project characterizations for OU 

1132 
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(c) Prevention of any releases that may have adverse effects on human 

health or the environment due to migration of waste constituents in the air, 

considering: 

[response to (c) and its subparagraphs (1) through (7) being 

prepared by Air Quality Group] 
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 TABLE 1 (cont.) 
 
 Subpart X Cross Reference 
 

Subpart X Requirement Where Addressed 

(1) The volume and physical and chemical characteristics of the waste in 

the unit, including its potential for the emission and dispersal of gases, 

aerosols and particulates; 

Part B permit app., Section 3.0 

(2) The effectiveness and reliability of systems and structures to reduce or 

prevent emissions of hazardous constituents to the air; 

 

(3) The operating characteristics of the unit;  

(4) The atmospheric, meteorologic, and topographic characteristics of the 

unit and the surrounding area; 

Attachment 4-1, Section 3.0 

(5) The existing quality of the air, including other sources of contamination 

and their cumulative impact on the air; 

 

(6) The potential for health risks caused by human exposure to waste 

constituents; 

 

(7) The potential for damage to domestic animals, wildlife, crops, 

vegetation, and physical structures caused by exposure to waste constituents. 

 

 264.602 Monitoring, analysis, inspection, response, reporting, and corrective 

action. 
Monitoring, testing, analytical data, inspections, response, and reporting procedures 
and frequencies must ensure compliance with 264.601, 264.15, 264.33, 264.75, 

264.76, 264.77, and 264.101 as well as meet any additional requirements needed to 

protect human health and the environment as specified in the permit. 

Part B permit app., Section 4.0, 10.0 

 264.603 Post-closure care. 

A miscellaneous unit that is a disposal unit must be maintained in a manner that 
complies with 264.601 during the post-closure care period. In addition, if a 

treatment or storage unit has contaminated soils or ground water that cannot be 

completely removed or decontaminated during closure, then that unit must also 
meet the requirements of 264.601 during post-closure care. The post-closure plan 

under 264.118 must specify the procedures that will be used to satisfy this 

requirement. 

NA 

 

 

 

1.2 SCOPE 
Subpart X of 20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart V, Part 264, requires permit applicants to show that they 
prevent any releases that may have adverse effects on human health or the environment due to 
migration of waste constituents in the ground water, surface water, soil, or subsurface 
environment. 
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This attachment evaluates possible waterborne waste transport pathways and their potential for 
contaminant migration by use of a simple model. The attachment lists the possible contaminants 
of concern and shows their origin and nature. It presents scenarios for possible waterborne 
migration, based on site geology, hydrology, and meteorology. 
 
The model simulates the migration of a contaminant that may result from a contaminant spill 
followed by an unusually heavy rainstorm at two OD thermal treatment units.  Contaminant 
concentrations were then estimated at the point where contaminants mix with runoff from the 
watershed associated with each OD thermal treatment unit, and where the runoff may reach 
receptors. 
 
Maximum possible concentrations are estimated for contaminants of concern in the model and 
compared to Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) screening action levels (SAL). 
 
2.0 SITE SELECTION RATIONALE 
The OD thermal treatment units at Technical Area (TA) 39-6 and TA-39-57 were chosen for use in 
this demonstration because of their location.  These sites are in the bottom of Ancho Canyon and 
are in close proximity to intermittent streams.  A heavy rainstorm of sufficient volume could 
possibly transport potential contaminants to the Rio Grande approximately three miles away.  It is 
expected that runoff at these OD thermal treatment units in the canyon bottom have a greater 
chance of reaching the Rio Grande than runoff from the sites on the mesa tops.  For this model, 
contaminant concentrations were estimated at each OD thermal treatment unit, at State Road 4, 
and at the Rio Grande. 
 
3.0 SITE CONDITIONS 
3.1 GEOLOGY 
LANL is located on the Pajarito Plateau on the eastern flank of the Jemez Mountains.  This area is 
dominated by volcanic deposits associated with caldera formation and collapse; these deposits 
form broad plateaus surrounding the Jemez Mountains.  The Pajarito Plateau consists of narrow 
mesas separated by deep canyons formed by southeast-trending intermittent streams.  TA-39 is 
drained by a number of intermittent streams, tributaries of the main stream channel that runs 
through Ancho Canyon and joins the Rio Grande in White Rock Canyon.  All of the canyons, 
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through which these tributaries flow, contain alluvium of unknown thickness.  Other canyons on 
the plateau with a similar geology and topography (Mortandad, Canada del Buey, and Pajarito) 
contain alluvial deposits that vary greatly in thickness, from less than 3 feet (ft) thick to greater 
than 100 ft thick (Devaurs and Purtymun, 1985). 
 
LANL is perched on a plateau consisting of mostly upper Tshirege and lower Otowi members of 
the Bandelier Tuff.  At TA-39, the Bandelier Tuff ranges in thickness from several feet, along the 
northeastern margin of the site, to 600 feet, just west of TA-39 in Borehole DT9 (Purtymun, 1984). 
 
3.2 HYDROLOGY 
Ancho Canyon heads on the Pajarito Plateau on LANL property near the center of the southern 
LANL boundary and extends across the property to its confluence with the Rio Grande.  The total 
drainage area of this canyon is approximately 7 square miles (LANL, 1993).  The main channel 
length is approximately 6.9 miles (mi) long.  The floor elevation of the canyon starts at just above 
7,100 ft and drops to just below 5,400 ft at its confluence with the Rio Grande. 
 
Ancho Canyon contains an ephemeral stream that is within LANL boundaries.  It is at a 
approximately 0.8 mi upstream from the canyon�s confluence with the Rio Grande.  At this point, 

perennial flow to the Rio Grande is supported by a perennial spring, known as Ancho Spring.  
Ancho Canyon has no significant snowmelt runoff (LANL, 1996). 
 
The surface of the main aquifer rises westward from the Rio Grande within the Santa Fe Group 
into the lower part of the Puye Conglomerate below the central and western part of the plateau.  
The main aquifer depths below the mesa top range from about 1,200 ft along the western margin 
of the plateau to about 600 ft at the eastern margin.  The main aquifer is separated from the 
alluvium by 350 to 620 ft of tuff and volcanic sediments.  The main aquifer is unconfined in the 
western part of the plateau and exhibits semiartesian to artesian conditions in the eastern part 
along the Rio Grande (Purtymun, 1994). 
 
Available hydrologic data indicate that the major recharge area for the main aquifer is west of 
LANL, presumably in the Jemez Mountains, although this is still being investigated.  Water in the 
main aquifer moves from its major recharge area toward the Rio Grande, where part is discharged 
into the river through seeps and springs.  The hydraulic gradient of the aquifer averages about 60 
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to 80 ft/mile within the Puye Conglomerate but increases to 80 to 100 ft/mile along the eastern 
edge of the plateau as the water in the aquifer enters the less permeable sediments of the Santa 
Fe Group.  The rate of movement of water in the upper section of the aquifer varies, depending on 
the aquifer materials.  Aquifer tests indicate the movement ranges from 20 ft/year in the Tesuque 
Formation to 345 ft/year in the more permeable Puye Conglomerate (Purtymun, 1984). No supply 
wells or test wells are located within the boundaries of TA-39 or within 3500 ft of the thermal 
treatment units. 
 
Perched ground water zones, of limited extent, are known to occur below canyon alluvium and 
above the main aquifer in the Guaje Pumice bed at the base of the Bandelier Tuff and in the 
underlying conglomerates and basalts in parts of Pueblo Canyon, Los Alamos Canyon, and 
Sandia Canyon.  Samples, from these zones, are routinely collected from two test wells and one 
spring which discharges from one of the zones (LANL, 1995). 
 
Shallow alluvial ground water zones are known to exist in Pueblo Canyon, Los Alamos Canyon, 
Mortandad Canyon, and Pajarito Canyon.  Shallow ground water may exist in parts of Water 
Canyon, Sandia Canyon, Potrillo Canyon, and Canon de Valle; however, several boreholes and 
observation wells have failed to confirm its presence.  Alluvium in Ancho Canyon probably 
contains ground water due to recharge from storm runoff.  While the extent of saturation in the 
alluvium is not known at present, it is probably small and occurs seasonally. 
 
3.3 METEOROLOGY 
3.3.1 Precipitation 
Total annual precipitation, which includes rainfall and water-equivalent snowfall, averages 
approximately 19 inches (in.) at Los Alamos.  Annual precipitation declines eastward, with the 
normal White Rock precipitation at 13.5 in., and increases westward to more than 25 in. in the 
Jemez Mountains.  The higher precipitation toward the mountains is very noticeable during the 
summer when thundershowers develop over the mountains.  Showers tend to form, or be 
stronger, over the mountains for much of the year.  Winter storms associated with upslope winds 
drop more snow at higher elevations on the plateau. 
 
Los Alamos precipitation is characteristic of a semiarid climate.  Variations in precipitation from 
year to year are quite large.  Annual precipitation extremes range from 6.80 to 30.34 in. over a 71-
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year period.  In 1986, 30.01 in. fell at the North Community site, near the Jemez Mountains. 
 
3.3.2 Temperature 
Despite Los Alamos' southern location, temperatures are cool at the 7,400-ft above mean sea 
level (amsl) elevation.  Mean temperatures vary with altitude, averaging 5 degrees Fahrenheit (ΕF) 
higher in and near the Rio Grande Valley (6,500 ft amsl) and 5ΕF to 10ΕF lower in the nearby 
Jemez Mountains (8,500-10,000 ft amsl). 
 
Winter temperatures typically range from 15ΕF to 25ΕF during the night and from 30ΕF to 50ΕF 
during the day.  Cold arctic air masses occasionally invade the Los Alamos area from the N and 
NE, but often a shallow layer of coldest air is dammed to the east by the Sangre de Cristo 
Mountains.  Occasionally, Los Alamos temperatures drop to 0ΕF or below. 
 
Summers have moderately warm days and cool nights.  Afternoon temperatures are in the 70s 
and 80s (ΕF) and occasionally reach 90ΕF.  The relatively thin air, light winds, clear skies, and dry 
atmosphere cause nighttime temperatures to drop to the 50s (ΕF), even after the warmest day. 
 
3.4 WATER, SOIL, AND AIR QUALITY 
Surface water, ground water, soil, and sediments are routinely sampled at LANL as part of the 
environmental surveillance and environmental restoration activities.  Data on the concentrations of 
various chemical constituents of interest in these media are published annually in the 
environmental surveillance reports (i.e., Environmental Surveillance at Los Alamos during 1992 
(LANL, 1994), and at scheduled times in Environmental Restoration (ER) Resource Conservation 
and Recovery Act (RCRA) Facility Investigation (RFI) reports. 
 
4.0 POTENTIAL CONTAMINANTS 
LANL's Environmental Protection Group (ESH-8) collected surface soil, sediment, and rinsate 
samples at the TA-39-6 and TA-39-57 OD units for the Corrective Activities Program. 
 
At each site, four transects radiating outward from the center of the detonation were sampled.  
Sampling plans (Fresquez, 1993) indicate that samples were screened for gross alpha, gross 
beta, and gross gamma.  Samples were analyzed for: 
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  Toxicity characteristic leaching procedure (TCLP) metals (arsenic, barium, cadmium, 

chromium, lead, mercury, selenium, and silver) 
 
  Total beryllium, lead, and mercury 
 
  Semivolatile organic compounds (SVOC) 
 
  Volatile organic compounds (VOC) 
 
  Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB) 
 
  Total uranium (U) 
 
  High explosive (HE) residues (TNT, 2,4-DNT at both sites and HMX, RDX, TETRYL at 

TA-39-57) 

 
Summary memos (Fresquez, 1994) discuss the analytical results. 
 
At TA-39-57 no metals were detected above U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) action 
levels.  Five SVOCs were detected in samples; only 2,4-dinitrotoluene was detected above EPA 
action levels.  Four VOCs were detected at parts per billion levels and were below EPA action 
levels.  No PCBs were detected. The average concentration of total U over this site was 134.2 (+ 
or - 243.8) milligram per gram (mg/g) compared to an upper limit for total U in background 
samples in the Los Alamos area of 3.4 mg/g.  Some HE residues of HMX and RDX were detected 
within 80 ft of the detonation area. 
 
At TA-39-6 four soil samples exceeded TCLP-Pb proposed EPA action levels.  All other metals 
analyzed were below EPA action levels.  Four different SVOCs were detected below EPA action 
levels.  Five VOCs were detected at parts per billion levels and were below EPA action levels.  
One soil sample contained traces of PCBs at 1.1 mg/g.  No HE residues were detected.  Total U in 
samples ranged in concentration from 0.833 to 72.3 mg/g, with the average concentration over the 
site being 15.35 (+ or - 21) mg/g. 
 
The results of these sampling events give a limited picture of potential contaminants at the sites.  
Additional sampling is proposed at these sites to meet ER requirements for potential release site 
characterization.  It is proposed that samples be analyzed for a more complete analytical suite, 
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collected at depth as well as surface levels, and collected at biased locations. 
 
5.0 ACTION LEVELS 
The ER Program at LANL takes its primary direction from EPA guidance (EPA, 1989).  
Subsequent guidance, Corrective Action for Solid Waste Management Units (Subpart S) (EPA, 
1990), a proposed regulation under RCRA, presents a methodology for calculating action levels to 
determine the need for further evaluation of contamination in various environmental media (i.e., 
ground water, surface water, air, and soil).  The action levels are calculated using chemical-
specific toxicity values and default exposure parameters.  In order to comply with the Hazardous 
and Solid Waste Amendments Module for the Laboratory, SALs have been developed that follow 
the Subpart S methodology for exposure parameter defaults but incorporate more recent toxicity 
values available from the EPA's Integrated Risk Information System data base (EPA, 1993) and 
Health Effects Assessment Summary Tables, (EPA, 1992), which are updated periodically. 
 
In deriving SALs for constituents in water, it is assumed that a 70-kilogram (kg) adult ingests water 
at a rate of 2 liters/day over a 70-year exposure duration.  These SALs apply to constituents in 
both ground water and surface water. 
 
SAL derivations are based on assumptions and equations contained in proposed Subpart S.  A 
complete discussion of assumptions and equations is given in the Installation Work Plan 
Appendix J (LANL, 1993). 
 
6.0 HYPOTHETICAL SCENARIO 
The model simulates contaminant migration resulting from a contaminant spill followed by an 
unusually heavy rainstorm at two OD thermal treatment units.  Contaminant concentrations were 
estimated at the point where contaminants mix with runoff from the watershed associated with 
each thermal treatment unit, and where the runoff may reach receptors. 
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6.1 CONTAMINANTS OF CONCERN FOR SCENARIO 
Contaminants of concern for the thermal treatment units are those that may potentially migrate 
from the site in quantities above established SALs.  Barium dinitrate and 2,4-dinitrotoluene 
(2,4-DNT) were chosen for this scenario.  Barium dinitrate is a major compound present in HE 
before it is flashed; and 2,4-DNT was one of the SVOCs detected above EPA action levels in the 
Environmental Protection Group�s sampling activities discussed in Section 4.0. 

 
In the scenario it is assumed that barium dinitrate (Ba[NO3]2) and 2,4-DNT are spilled onto the soil 
surface in amounts and forms that are typical for residues after a detonation.  Rainfall in a 2-year 
6-hour storm then falls on the spill, completely dissolving the Ba(NO3)2 and dissolving the 2,4-DNT 
to saturation.  The water is then assumed to runoff the spill area without attenuation of the 
contaminant concentrations and mix at two points downstream with runoff from the storm over a 
24-hour period. 
 
6.2 PRECIPITATION EVENT FOR SCENARIO 
A 2-year 6-hour precipitation event will drop 0.82 in. of rain at TA-39-6 and 0.98 in. of rain at 
TA-39-57 (McLin, 1996; Floodplain Elevations and Flows in Ancho Canyon).  Table 2 lists the 
discharges and the discharge volumes over a 24-hour period, at locations downstream entering 
the main drainage, resulting from the hypothetical 2-year 6-hour precipitation event . 
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 TABLE 2 
 
 Peak Discharges and Discharge Volumes 
 From a 2-year 6-hour Precipitation Event 
 

Cross Section Peak Discharge 
(cubic feet per 

second) 

24-Hour 
Discharge Volume 

(acre-feet) 

24-Hour 
Discharge Volume 

(L) 

FS-6 1 0.20 246,723 

FS-57 3 0.50 616,809 

State Road 4 3 0.99 1,221,283 

Rio Grande 1 0.50 616,809 

 

 

6.3 CONCENTRATION CALCULATIONS FOR SCENARIO 
For the calculation it is assumed that barium and 2-4-DNT spills at TA-39-6 and at TA-39-57. Each 
consists of 1/2 kg of barium (as soluble Ba(NO3)2) plus pieces of 2,4-DNT with a total surface area 
each of 0.06 square feet. The mass of 2,4-DNT is sufficient to saturate the rain falling on the 
surface area of the 2,4-DNT pieces over the entire storm event.  The solubility of 2,4-DNT is 
240 milligrams per liter.  The solution is then diluted as the runoff moves away from the site and is 
combined with runoff from larger watersheds.  Concentrations calculated at the site, at State Road 
4, and at the Rio Grande are shown in Table 3. 
 
 TABLE 3 
 
 Concentrations Calculated at Open Detonation Thermal Units 
 Technical Area (TA)-39-6 and TA-39-57 
 

Contaminant TA-39-6 
Discharge 

Point 

TA-39- 
Concentration at 
Discharge Point 

TA-39-57 
Discharge 

Point 

TA-39-57 
Concentration at 
Discharge Point 

SAL 

Barium FS-6 2.0 mg/l FS-57 0.8 mg/l 2 mg/l 

 State Road 4 0.34 mg/l State Road 4 0.27 mg/l  

 Rio Grande 0.24 mg/l Rio Grande 0.20 mg/l  

2,4-dinitrotoluene FS-6 0.113 µg/l FS-57 5.4x10-2 µg/l 73 µg/l 

 State Road 4 0.019 µg/l State Road 4 1.8x10-2 µg/l  

 Rio Grande 0.013 µg/l Rio Grande 1.4x10-2 µg/l  
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Footnotes: SAL = screening action levels µg = micrograms 

  mg = milligrams l = liter 

 
 
7.0 GROUND WATER TRANSPORT 
The potential for precipitation to carry contaminants from the canyon bottoms downward to ground 
water aquifers is low due to the thickness and extreme dryness of the underlying soils and rock. 
Depth of penetration of the infiltrating waters will depend on the amounts and duration of rainfall 
and whether the waters intercept a fracture or fault. 
 
Water will be present in the canyon bottom more frequently than during the 2-year 6-hour 
hypothetical precipitation event. This will dilute the waters that may contribute to ground water, 
resulting in significantly lower concentrations. Barium will likely precipitate out of the infiltrating 
waters primarily as sulfate and build up in the upper soil horizon.  2,4-DNT will chemically 
precipitate in the soil horizon and will be degraded in a matter of months.  While the canyon 
bottom is the most likely pathway to ground water aquifers, the concentration of contaminants in 
these waters will be very low. 
 
Additional sampling will further define constituents of concern and indicate areas where further 
analysis may be necessary. 
 
8.0 CONCLUSIONS 
The calculated concentrations are the results of an unlikely scenario where significant quantities of 
toxic materials remain on the ground after detonation. The concentrations calculated are higher 
than any values anticipated as a result of inadvertent releases from thermal unit operations.  
Under this scenario the concentration of only barium among the contaminants of concern are 
close to the SALs at one of the points calculated.  These calculations ignore topography, 
degradation, and sorption to soils or sediments, as well as physical mass transport of HE solid 
particles.  It was also assumed that momentary contact with rainwater is sufficient to cause full 
dissolution or chemical saturation.  While these calculations are conservative, they do emphasize 
the importance of carefully evaluating the results of the planned sampling events. 
 
While the concentrations are, in some cases, close to SALs, it should be noted that the SALs 
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represent concentrations assuming that a 70-kg adult ingests water at a rate of 2 liters per day for 
70 years. The numbers given were developed for a single precipitation event lasting 6 hours and 
occurring, on average, once every two years. 
 
This simple analysis provides a conceptual model for evaluating the potential contribution to 
surface and ground waters for contaminants that may be present at the sites.  More 
comprehensive modeling including the kinetics of dissolution, degradation, sorption to soils, 
particle transport, bioaccumulation, and ground water contributions is necessary to define a more 
accurate picture. 
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(RFI) Guidance,� Volume 1 of 4, Development of an RFI Work Plan and General Considerations 
for RCRA Facility Investigations, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. 
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 Measures Implemented to Comply with the 
 National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System 
 General Permit 
 
 
Identify members of a Pollution Prevention Team to develop the Storm Water Pollution Prevention 
(SWPP) Plan and assist in the implementation, maintenance, and revision of the plan. 
 
Provide a description of the potential pollutant sources exposed to storm water, including pollutant 
sources not associated with waste treatment. 
 
Prepare a drainage map indicating an outline of the drainage area of each storm water outfall.  
The map includes structural control measures, if any, to reduce pollutant migration; surface water 
bodies; material storage areas; and other pollutant sources. 
 
Maintain a current inventory of materials exposed to storm water, including a narrative description 
of materials handled, treated, stored, and disposed of since 1989. 
 
Maintain a description of spills or leaks since 1989 and the actions taken to prevent a 
reoccurrence. 
 
Maintain a summary of any surface water sampling data from the site. 
 
Prepare a narrative description of the potential pollutant sources associated with loading and 
unloading operations, outdoor storage, outdoor manufacturing or processing, dust and particulate 
generating activities, and on-site waste disposal activities. 
 
Prepare a description of the measures and controls implemented to control and reduce the 
amount of pollutants in the storm water discharges.  These measures and controls include: 
 
  Good housekeeping 
 
  Preventive maintenance program for storm water management devices 
 
  Spill prevention and response procedures 
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  Inspections 
 
  Employee training 
 
  Recordkeeping and internal reporting procedures 
 
  A listing of non-storm-water discharges, sediment and erosion control, and the 

management of runoff. 

 
Prepare a self conducted comprehensive site compliance evaluation to determine compliance with 
the site-specific SWPP Plan. 
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 Results Summary of the Soil Sampling Survey Conducted Over Active Firing Site at 
 Technical Area 14, Building 35 
 
 
In March 1993, 21 soil samples were collected at the 0- to 3-inch depth along four transects 
radiating outward from the center of the detonation area.  In addition, two sediment samples were 
collected from two downgradient drainage channels from the detonation area.  A sample was also 
collected from the rinsate of the scattered surface debris around the detonation area.  The soil and 
sediment samples were screened for gross alpha, beta and gamma radioactivity. The soil, 
sediment, and rinsate samples were then analyzed for: toxicity characteristic leaching procedure 
(TCLP) metals (arsenic, barium, cadmium, chromium, lead, mercury, selenium, and silver); total 
beryllium, total lead, total uranium, and strontium-90; semivolatile organic compounds (SVOC); 
and high explosive residues.  The results of the analyses are listed below. 
 
  Two soil samples had TCLP lead concentrations exceeding the U.S. Environmental 

Protection Agency (EPA) regulatory level of 5 parts per million (ppm).  No other TCLP 
metals were detected in the soil, sediment, or rinsate samples above EPA regulatory 
levels. 

 
  Total beryllium concentrations in the soil samples did not exceed the upper limit 

background concentrations for the Los Alamos area of 2.88 ppm. 
 
  Total lead concentrations ranged from less than 15 micrograms per gram (µg/g) to 

410 µg/g. 
 
  Total uranium in the soil samples ranged from 1.8 to 31.16 µg/g with an average 

concentration of 5.75 µg/g.  Total uranium in the sediment samples averaged 2.59 µg/g.  
The upper limit background concentration for total uranium in the Los Alamos is 3.4 µg/g. 
 Total uranium was detected in the rinsate sample at 12 µg/l. 

 
  Strontium-90 concentrations ranged from 0 to 1.1 picocuries per gram. 
 
  One SVOC was detected at three soil sample locations and one sediment sample 

location.  An additional SVOC was detected at one of the soil sample locations, and 
another SVOC was detected at a separate soil sample location. These SVOCs were 
detected at concentrations far below EPA proposed action levels. 

 
  High explosive residues, including HMX, RDX, TETRYL, and TNT, were detected in all of 

the soil and sediment samples collected and ranged in concentration from 0.7 µg/g to 
876 µg/g. 
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 Results Summary of the Soil Sampling Survey Conducted Over Active 
 Firing Site at Technical Area 15, Building 184 
 
 
In April 1993, soil samples were collected at the 0- to 3-inch depth along four transects radiating 
outward from the center of the detonation area.  Two sediment samples were taken from drainage 
channels located near and downgradient from the detonation area.  A sample was also collected 
from rinsate of the scattered surface debris from around the detonation area. 
 
Soil and sediment samples were screened for:  gross alpha, beta, and gamma radioactivity.  The 
soil, sediment, and rinsate samples were analyzed for toxicity characteristic leaching procedure 
(TCLP) metals; total beryllium (Be), total gallium (Ga), total mercury (Hg), total lead (Pb), and total 
thorium (Th); semivolatile organic compounds (SVOC); and high explosive residues.  The results 
are summarized below. 
 
  Two soil samples contained Pb above the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 

proposed action level of 5 parts per million (ppm).  No other TCLP metals were detected 
in any sample. 

 
  Some surface soil samples contained Be above the upper limit background 

concentrations for the Los Alamos area of 2.88 ppm. 
 
  Twenty-one SVOCs were found in soil samples, but most are considered complex 

compounds derived from plastics. 
 
  Explosives residues were not detected in any of the samples. 
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 Results Summary of the Soil Sampling Survey Conducted Over Active 
 Firing Site at Technical Area 36, Building 8 
 
 
In March 1994, 24 soil samples were collected at each detonation area at the 0- to 3-inch depth 
along four directions at various distances away from the center of each pad.  A sediment sample 
was collected from drainage channels located near and downgradient from the detonation areas.  
A sample was collected from rinsate of the scattered surface debris from around the detonation 
area.  The soil and sediment samples were screened for: gross alpha, beta, and gamma 
radioactivity.  The soil, sediment and rinsate samples were analyzed for toxicity characteristic 
leaching procedure (TCLP) metals; aluminum, beryllium, copper, and iron; semivolatile organic 
compounds (SVOC); total uranium and high explosive residues.  The results are listed below. 
 
  One soil sample contained Pb above the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 

proposed action level of 5 parts per million.  No other TCLP metals were detected above 
regulatory levels in the soil, sediment, or rinsate samples. 

 
  Five SVOCs were detected at seven soil sample locations and at the sediment sample 

location, but these SVOCs are considered complex compounds derived from plastics. 
 
  High explosives residues were detected in many of the soil samples and in the sediment 

samples.  No high explosives were detected in the rinsate sample. 
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 Results Summary of the Soil Sampling Survey Conducted Over Active 
 Firing Site at Technical Area 39, Building 6 
 
 
In March 1993, 20 soil samples were collected at the 0- to 3-inch depth along four transects 
radiating outward from the center of the detonation area.  Two sediment samples were collected 
from drainage channels downgradient to the detonation area.  A sample was collected from 
rinsate of scattered surface debris at the detonation area.  The soil and sediment samples were 
screened for gross alpha, beta, and gamma radioactivity.  The soil, sediment and rinsate samples 
were analyzed for toxicity characteristic leaching procedure (TCLP) metals; total lead (Pb), total 
mercury, and total beryllium; semivolatile organic compounds (SVOC); volatile organic compounds 
(VOC); and high explosives residues.  The results are summarized below. 
 
  Four soil samples contained Pb above 5 parts per million.  No other TCLP metals or total 

metals were detected above action levels in the soil sediment or rinsate samples. 
 
  Total beryllium and total mercury in the soil samples were below U.S. Environmental 

Protection Agency (EPA) action levels. 
 
  Eight soil samples contained from one to four SVOCs; however, all the SVOCs were far 

below EPA action levels. 
 
  Five VOCs were detected in soil samples, but were far below EPA action levels. 
 
  No high explosives residues were detected in any of the samples. 
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 Results Summary of the Soil Sampling Survey Conducted Over Active 
 Firing Site at Technical Area 39, Building 57 
 
 
In March 1993, 21 soil samples were collected at the 0- to 3-inch depth along four transects 
radiating outward from the center of the detonation area.  Two sediment samples were collected 
from drainage channels downgradient to the detonation area.  A sample was collected from the 
rinsate of scattered debris at the area.  The soil and sediment samples were screened for gross 
alpha, beta, and gamma radioactivity.  The soil, sediment, and rinsate samples were analyzed for 
toxicity characteristic leaching procedure (TCLP) metals; total lead, mercury, and beryllium; 
semivolatile organic compounds (SVOC); volatile organic compounds (VOC); polychlorinated 
biphenyls (PCB); and high explosives residues.  The results are summarized below. 
 
  No TCLP metals or total metals were detected above action levels in any sample. 
 
  Of five SVOCs detected in soil samples, only one (2,4-dinitrotoluene) was present above 

the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) action levels in three soil samples. 
 
  Four VOCs were detected in soil samples, but were far below EPA action levels. 
 
  No PCBs were detected in any sample. 
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 Air Quality Impact Modeling 
 
 
Air emissions from the open detonation of wood and plastic waste at Technical Area (TA) 14, 
TA-15, TA-36, and TA-39 are regulated under National and New Mexico Ambient Air Quality 
Standards.  Air emissions from these operations could include criteria pollutants such as carbon 
monoxide, oxides of nitrogen, particulate matter, sulfur dioxide, and volatile organic compounds.  
In addition, some hazardous air pollutants such as hydrogen chloride and hydrogen fluoride are 
emitted as a result of combustion of the binders used to form the high explosives used in the 
waste treatment.  Impacts from operations of this type must meet ambient air standards for all 
criteria pollutants1.  In addition the waste had the potential for being contaminated with other 
regulated hazardous materials such as lead and depleted uranium (dU). 
 
Source terms or the amount of pollutants generated during treatment activities (i.e., detonation) 
were estimated using published emission factors (AP-42; developed by the U.S. Environmental 
Protection Agency [EPA]), mass balance calculations, process knowledge, and engineering 
estimates.  In addition, estimates were based on waste profiles containing 90% 
wood/cardboard/burlap, 10% plastics/paper, and 0.192 pound (lb.) of dU/lb. of waste detonated. 
 
An EPA-type gaussian plume model was employed with a puff type release function to simulate 
the airborne release resulting from the explosive treatment of the waste.  The worst-case waste 
treatment and receptor location was used in the scenario, or a 2,000-lb. treatment at TA-36.  
Multiple treatments were used for comparison to those standards having 7-day or more averaging 
periods.  Release heights and release fractions for a typical 50 lb. explosive "shot" were 
determined by Church's method and are shown in Table I below2.  Airborne effluents were 
assumed to be transported directly to the potential receptors, using median dispersion factors for 
the Los Alamos area.  The modeled concentration values for the above scenario are provided in 
Table II below. 
 
 Table I.  Detonation Cloud Height and Material Distribution 
 

Height 
(meters) 

Release Fraction 

162 
121 
81 
40 
0 

20% 
35% 
35% 
16% 
4% 

 
                                                           
1Hazardous Air Pollutant (HAP) emission standards are regulated under Title 20, Chapter 2, Part 70 of the 
New Mexico Administrative Code for the facility at 10 tons per year for any one HAP or 25 tons per year for 
any combination of HAPs.  Subsequently, impacts for hydrogen chloride and hydrogen fluoride releases 
were not included in this modeling analysis. 

2"Cloud Rise from High-Explosives Detonations, Sandia Laboratories," H.W. Church, June 1969, TID-4500, 
(53rd ed., UC-41, Health and Safety, SC-RR-68-903). 
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 Table II.  Air Quality Impacts from Explosive Destruction of Waste 
 

Chemical Ambient Air Quality Standards Air Concentrations at: 

  Pajarito Road 
(800 m NNE) 

White Rock 
(2980 m ESE) 

Carbon monoxide 8-hour average 
 
1-hour average 

0.5 mg/m3 
 

2.0 mg/m3 

(8.7 ppm) 
 

(13.1 ppm) 

0.02 mg/m3 
 

0.16 mg/m3 

0.01 mg/m3 
 

0.02 mg/m3 

 

Nitrogen oxides 24-hour average 
annual arithmetic 
average 

5.0 µg/m3 
1.0 µg/m3 

(0.1 ppm) 
(0.05 ppm) 

5.25E-04 µg/m3 
1.15E-05 µg/m3 

1.96E-04 µg/m3 
4.29E-06 µg/m3 

 

Particulate matter 24-hour average 
7-hour average 
30-day average 

150 µg/m3 
110 µg/m3 
90 µg/m3 

 1.4 µg/m3 
0.39 µg/m3 
0.37 µg/m3 

0.51 µg/m3 
0.15 µg/m3 
0.14 µg/m3 

 

Sulfur dioxide 24-hour average 
annual arithmetic 
average 

5.0 µg/m3 
1.0 µg/m3 

(0.1 ppm) 
(0.02 ppm) 

0.054 µg/m3 
0.001 µg/m3 

0.020 µg/m3 
0.000 µg/m3 

 

Lead 3-month average 0.03 µg/m3  4.3E-6 µg/m3 1.6E-6 µg/m3 

 

Photo Chemical 
Oxidants (VOC) 

1-hour average 245 µg/m3 0.06 ppm 130 µg/m3 48 µg/m3 

 

depleted Uranium annual maximum 10 mrem  NA >0.001 mrem 

 
Footnotes: m NNE = meters north-northeast 
  m ESE = meters east-southeast 
  mg = milligrams 
  m3 = cubic meters 
  ppm = parts per million 
  µg = microgram 
  VOC = volatile organic compound 
  mrem = millirem 
  NA = not applicable 
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 5.0  PROCEDURES TO PREVENT HAZARDS 
 
The information provided in this section is submitted in accordance with the applicable 
requirements of the New Mexico Administrative Code, Title 20, Chapter 4, Part 1 (20 NMAC 4.1), 
revised November 1, 1995, for the following subject areas: 
 
  Security procedures and equipment [20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart IX, 270.14(b)(4), and 

20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart V, 264.14, revised November 1, 1995]; 
 
  Access control [20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart IX, 270.14(b)(19)(viii), revised November 1, 

1995]; 
 
  Preparedness and prevention requirements [20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart V, Part 264, 

Subpart C, revised November 1, 1995]; 
 
  Procedures, structures, and equipment for preventing hazards [20 NMAC 4.1, 

Subpart IX, 270.14(b)(8), revised November 1, 1995]; 
 
  General waste management practices for ignitable, reactive, and incompatible waste 

[20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart IX, 270.14(b)(9), and 20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart V, 264.17, revised 
November 1, 1995]. 

 
5.1 SECURITY [20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart IX, 270.14(b)(4) and 270.14(b)(19)(viii); 20 NMAC 4.1, 

Subpart V, 264.14] 
The following describes the security features in place at the thermal treatment units located at 
Technical Area (TA) 14, TA-15, TA-36, and TA-39 at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL), in 
accordance with the requirements of 20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart IX, 270.14(b)(4) and 
270.14(b)(19)(viii), and 20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart V, 264.14, revised November 1, 1995. 
 
In compliance with LANL standard operating procedures (SOP) for the open burning/open 
detonation (OB/OD) thermal treatment units (see Appendix B for SOPs), manned roadblocks are 
established along access roads in the vicinity of the OB/OD units to further reduce the possibility 
of entry into these areas during actual treatment operations.  Personnel manning the roadblocks 
maintain two-way radio contact with administrative controls and firing site personnel and can stop 
the operation should a breach of security occur.  In accordance with 20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart IX, 
270.14(b)(19)(viii), revised November 1, 1995, the locations of security fences and entry/access 
gates in the vicinity of these units are shown on Figures 5-1 through 5-5.  Collectively, these 
security procedures and the security features discussed below prevent the unknowing entry and 
minimize the possibility for unauthorized entry of persons into the OB/OD thermal treatment units 
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in accordance with the requirements of 20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart V, 264.14(b)(2), revised 
November 1, 1995. 
 
The OB/OD thermal treatment units at TA-14, TA-15, TA-36, and TA-39 are located within secured 
areas at which security is maintained through both administratively controlled and physical 
barriers.  Access to the areas can only be gained through controlled entry stations at TA-16, TA-
36, and TA-69 and through key-activated entry gates within TA-15 by persons possessing 
appropriate security clearance.  Entry stations are located on Anchor Ranch Road for access 
through TA-69 off of West Jemez Road for access through TA-16, and on Potrillo Drive at TA-36 
for access through TA-18 and TA-36 via Pajarito Road, respectively.  The entry stations are 
manned by Protection Technology Los Alamos security personnel 24 hours a day.  In addition, an 
8-foot-high chain-link security fence with razor wire at the top surrounds the entire perimeter of TA-
14, TA-15, TA-36, and TA-39.  The entire security fence is also inspected on a regular basis by 
security personnel, and repairs are made, as necessary.  Warning signs are posted at the 
entrance to each OB/OD thermal treatment unit area and can be seen by personnel approaching 
the area.  The legend on the signs indicates "Danger Explosives Area."  Signs reading "Authorized 
Personnel Only" are posted on gates on interior access roads at each TA in the vicinity of a 
thermal treatment unit.  All warning signs are legible from a distance of 25 feet and are written in 
English and Spanish. 
 
5.2 PREPAREDNESS AND PREVENTION REQUIREMENTS [20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart V, 

Part 264, Subpart C] 
The following sections present how operations at the TA-14, TA-15, TA-36, and TA-39 OB/OD 
thermal treatment units comply with the preparedness and prevention requirements of 20 NMAC 
4.1, Subpart V, Part 264, Subpart C, revised November 1, 1995. 
 
5.2.1 Required Equipment [20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart V, 264.32] 
In accordance with the requirements of 20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart V, 264.32, revised November 1, 
1995, the thermal treatment units addressed in this Part B permit application are equipped with 
adequate emergency equipment, which includes internal and external communication equipment; 
alarm systems; fire extinguishers; and fire control, spill control, and decontamination equipment.  
Emergency equipment specific to the OB/OD thermal treatment units at TA-14, TA-15, TA-36, and 
TA-39 is discussed in the following sections and is summarized in Attachment 7-1 of this Part B 
permit application.  LANL-wide emergency equipment, available for use at any of the LANL waste 
management units, is presented in Section 7.0 of the LANL General Part B. 
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Alarm systems are in place at the OB/OD thermal treatment units at TA-14, TA-15, TA-36, and 
TA-39 and are used to alert personnel to clear the areas.  The alarm systems, which consist of 
sirens and red flashing lights, are activated prior to and during treatment operations.  The sirens 
are also sounded at the completion of treatment operations to signal that an area is clear.  In 
addition, emergency "kill" switches are located at the OB/OD thermal treatment units and may be 
activated by any personnel to halt operations in the event of abnormal or unusual conditions.  Fire 
alarm pull stations are located in TA-15-184, TA-15-185, TA-15-186, and TA-15-310; in TA-36-8; 
and in TA-39-6 and TA-39-57.  These pull stations can be accessed by personnel working at the 
OB/OD thermal treatment units.  Upon activation of the fire alarm system, an audible alarm sounds 
to alert personnel of emergency conditions.  Manual pull stations are connected to the Los Alamos 
County Fire Department (LACFD) through LANL's central alarm system (see Section 7.0 of the 
LANL General Part B) at all times. 
 
Paging and conventional telephones are available during treatment operations at the OB/OD 
thermal treatment units to provide adequate communication and to summon external emergency 
assistance, if necessary.  Telephones are located at the control bunkers and in the control 
buildings.  These telephones have paging capabilities and may be used in an emergency to 
communicate the location and nature of hazardous conditions to personnel in the area. 
 
Fire extinguishers available for use at the TA-14 OB/OD thermal treatment units are located at 
TA-14-6 and TA-14-23.  Two fire extinguishers are located at TA-14-6, and five fire extinguishers 
are located at TA-14-23.  Two portable Halon fire extinguishers are located in vehicles at 
TA-15-310.  Two fire extinguishers are located in TA-36-8, and a fire extinguisher is located in 
each control building at TA-39 (TA-39-6 and TA-39-57).  In addition, each vehicle used to transport 
explosives is equipped with a Halon fire extinguisher.  Depending on the size of the fire and the 
fuel source, fire extinguishers may be used by on-site personnel.  However, LANL policy 
encourages immediate evacuation of the area and notification of appropriate emergency 
personnel. 
 
One fire hydrant is located at the TA-14 entry gate.  One fire hydrant is located at the entrance to 
TA-15-186, which is approximately 200 feet southeast of the OD thermal treatment unit at 
TA-15-184.  One fire hydrant is also located near TA-39-98.  Water is supplied to these fire 
hydrants by a municipal water system through 8-inch pipes at an adequate volume and pressure 
(i.e., 200 gallons per minute and 90 pounds per square inch static pressure) to supply a water 
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hose in the event of a fire, as required by 20 NMAC 4.1, Part V, 264.32(d), revised November 1, 
1995. 
 
Although permanent sources of water (i.e., a fire hydrant) are not available in the immediate 
vicinity of each thermal treatment unit, arrangements can be made with the LACFD to provide 
water tanker trucks to the site for use in an emergency.  The water tanker trucks are capable of 
supplying water at adequate volume and pressure for use in fire-suppression activities to meet the 
requirements of 20 NMAC 4.1, Part V, 264.32(d), revised November 1, 1995.  SOPs are in place 
that describe when and how fire department assistance is to be used. 
 
Spill control equipment is available at TA-14-23, TA-15-184, TA-39-6, and TA-39-57.  This 
equipment consists of various types of sorbents.  Spill control equipment is not currently available 
at the TA-36-8 OD thermal treatment unit.  This equipment is available at the lower Slobbovia Site 
at TA-36 but would not be easily accessible to personnel at TA-36-8. 
 
Eyewash stations are located in TA-14-23, TA-15-185, and TA-36-8.  Personnel decontamination 
equipment available at TA-36-8 includes a portable eyewash station located in the main chamber 
of TA-36-8. Two self-contained breathing apparatus are also located in TA-36-8.  A portable 
eyewash station is available for use at TA-39-6 and TA-39-57. 
 
Material safety data sheets (MSDS), which provide useful exposure information, are available at 
the group office.  MSDSs, first aid kits, and hearing protection equipment are also available at the 
OB/OD thermal treatment units located at TA-14, TA-15, TA-36, and TA-39. 
 
5.2.2 Testing and Maintenance of Equipment [20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart V, 264.33] 
Communications and alarm systems, and fire protection, spill control, and decontamination 
equipment located at the OB/OD thermal treatment units addressed in this Part B permit 
application are tested and/or maintained according to the inspection schedule detailed in 
Section 6.0 of this document and in Section 6.0 of the LANL General Part B.  The frequency of 
inspection is adequate to assure proper operation in the event of an emergency.  Repair and 
replacement of emergency equipment are performed as required. 
 
5.2.3 Access to Communications or Alarm System [20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart V, 264.34] 
Whenever treatment operations are being conducted at the OB/OD thermal treatment units 
addressed in this Part B permit application, involved personnel have immediate access to an 
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emergency communication device, either directly or through visual or voice contact with another 
individual.  In the event of an emergency, communication equipment at the OB/OD thermal 
treatment units allows personnel to contact the Dynamic Experimentation operating group 
management, the Emergency Management and Response Office, and/or the Central Alarm 
Station operator (refer to Section 7.2 of the LANL General Part B).  In addition to the 
communications and alarm systems described in this section, two-way radios, pagers, and/or 
cellular telephones are also used at the OB/OD thermal treatment units to provide additional 
means of communication between on-site personnel and/or to contact LANL emergency support 
personnel. 
 
5.2.4 Aisle Space Requirements [20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart V, 264.35] 
At the OB/OD thermal treatment units addressed in this Part B permit application, adequate space 
is maintained to allow the unobstructed movement of personnel and fire protection, spill control, 
and decontamination equipment in the event of an emergency. 
 
5.2.5 Support Agreements with Outside Agencies [20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart V, 264.37] 
Information on support agreements with outside agencies, as required by 20 NMAC 4.1, 
Subpart V, 264.37, revised November 1, 1995, is presented in Section 5.0 of the LANL General 
Part B. 
 
5.3 PREVENTIVE PROCEDURES, STRUCTURES, AND EQUIPMENT [20 NMAC 4.1, 

Subpart IX, 270.14(b)(8)] 
Descriptions of the preventive procedures, structures, and equipment at the OB/OD thermal 
treatment units at TA-14, TA-15, TA-36, and TA-39 are presented below.  This information is 
provided in accordance with the requirements of 20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart IX, 270.14(b)(8), revised 
November 1, 1995.  Adherence to the procedures and proper use of the structures and equipment 
will help to prevent hazards, prevent undue exposure of personnel to hazardous waste, and 
prevent releases to the environment. 
 
At the TA-14, TA-15, TA-36, and TA-39 OB/OD thermal treatment units, large containers of 
explosives-contaminated waste or explosive materials are typically handled using mechanical 
equipment such as a truck-mounted crane or a hydraulic lift gate.  If the waste is not immediately 
detonated, it is placed in a temporary staging area, such as a satellite accumulation or less-than-
90-day accumulation area, in accordance with generator regulations.  Small containers of waste 
are handled manually or with a dolly.  The use of proper handling equipment, appropriate to a 
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container's size and weight, helps to prevent hazards while moving containers at a thermal 
treatment unit.  Additionally, personnel involved in waste handling and container handling 
operations at the OB/OD thermal treatment units are knowledgeable of the physical and chemical 
properties of the waste managed at the site and take additional precautions, as necessary, to 
ensure that containers are handled safely. 
 
Pursuant to the requirements of 20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart IX, 270.14(b)(19)(xi), revised November 1, 
1995, Maps 2 through 5 of the OB/OD Part A (LANL, 1997) show surface contours and drainage 
around the OB/OD thermal treatment units.  Engineering controls (i.e., earthen berms) are in place 
at the OB/OD units to prevent runoff of wastes from the unit to other areas of the facility or to the 
environment. 
 
For several reasons, it is not anticipated that there will be any impact to groundwater or other 
water supplies as a result of treatment operations at the OB/OD thermal treatment units.  The 
depth to groundwater at LANL ranges from 600 feet to 1,200 feet (see Figure 2-7 of the LANL 
General Part B).  Geologic units underlying the area include layers of unsaturated volcanic tuff and 
ash, the moisture content of which is generally less than 10 percent (Daniel B. Stephens & 
Associates, Inc., 1995).  Because the moisture content is insufficient for moisture migration 
through the Bandelier Tuff, no impact to groundwater is expected.  In addition, all water supply 
lines are under pressure and are equipped with backflow prevention devices. 
 
Electrical power is supplied to buildings near each of the OB/OD thermal treatment units.  
Supplied power at these buildings is used to operate lighting and telephone and alarm systems.  
Operations at the OB/OD thermal treatment units would be discontinued temporarily if electrical 
power was not restored quickly or if container handling equipment failed. 
 
Safety shoes, safety glasses, and other personal protective equipment (PPE) required in 
explosives areas are worn by workers during routine operations at the thermal treatment units.  
Additional appropriate PPE is available should abnormal or unusual conditions require such 
equipment. 
 
Releases to the atmosphere resulting from treatment activities at the OB/OD thermal treatment 
units cannot be prevented.  However, assuming a conservative scenario of treatment activities at 
the unit (as discussed in Section 4.6.4 of this Part B permit application), estimated resulting 
emissions will not exceed regulatory levels and, therefore, will not adversely affect human health 
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or the environment. 
 
5.4 PREVENTION OF ACCIDENTAL IGNITION OR REACTION OF IGNITABLE, REACTIVE, 

OR INCOMPATIBLE WASTE [20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart IX, 270.14(b)(9), 270.15(c) and (d) and 
20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart V, 264.17, 264.176, and 264.177] 

This section details the precautions taken to prevent accidental ignition or reaction of ignitable, 
reactive, or incompatible wastes at the OB/OD thermal treatment units at TA-14, TA-15, TA-36, 
and TA-39. 
 
Ignitable and/or reactive wastes may be temporarily stored in containers and managed in 
accordance with generator regulations at the OB/OD thermal treatment units at TA-14, TA-15, TA-
36, and TA-39.  Containers holding ignitable or reactive wastes are or will be located at least 50 
feet from the facility's property line at all times (refer to Maps 1 through 5 of LANL's OB/OD Part A) 
and will be protected from sources of ignition or reaction.  Policies and SOPs are in place at the 
OB/OD thermal treatment units that minimize the possibility of accidental ignition.  In addition, 
smoking is not permitted in areas where ignitable and/or reactive wastes are managed.  Signs 
indicating "No Smoking Except in Designated Areas" are conspicuously placed at the entrances to 
the OB/OD thermal treatment units, as required by 20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart V, 264.17(a), revised 
November 1, 1995.  Together, these measures meet the requirements of 20 NMAC 4.1, 
Subpart V, 264.17(a) and (b) and 264.176, revised November 1, 1995. 
 
Incompatible wastes, if managed at the OB/OD thermal treatment units, are segregated to prevent 
adverse reactions from occurring through commingling of the wastes.  In addition, no incompatible 
wastes will be mixed, and no waste will be placed in a container that previously held an 
incompatible waste, as required by 20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart V, 264.177(a) and (b), and 20 NMAC 
4.1, Subpart IX, 270.15(d), revised November 1, 1995.  If incompatible wastes are managed at 
any of the OB/OD thermal treatment units, the requirements of 20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart V, 
264.177(c), revised November 1, 1995, will also be met.  Only containers made of or lined with 
materials that will not react with and are otherwise compatible with the waste to be managed will 
be used at the OB/OD thermal treatment units. 
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 6.0  INSPECTION PLAN 
 
In accordance with the New Mexico Administrative Code, Title 20, Chapter 4, Part 1 
(20 NMAC 4.1), Subpart V, 264.15, "General Inspection Requirements," revised November 1, 
1995, this section presents inspection requirements applicable to the open burning/open 
detonation (OB/OD) thermal treatment units at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL).  Pursuant 
to 20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart V, 264.15(a), revised November 1, 1995, inspection schedules for these 
units have been developed to identify equipment malfunctions and deterioration, operator errors, 
and discharges that might cause or lead to a release of hazardous waste and pose a threat to 
human health and the environment.  This inspection plan, which presents general inspection 
schedules, as specified in 20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart IX, 270.14(b)(5), revised November 1, 1995, is 
being submitted with this unit-specific Part B permit application.  Inspections are conducted often 
enough to identify problems in time to correct them before they harm human health or the 
environment. 
 
6.1 GENERAL INSPECTION SCHEDULES AND REQUIREMENTS [20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart IX, 

270.14(b)(5) and 20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart V, 264.15(b) and (c)] 
In accordance with the requirements of 20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart IX, 270.14(b)(5), and 
20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart V, 264.15(b)(1), revised November 1, 1995, a written inspection schedule 
has been developed at LANL.  This schedule is followed for the inspection of monitoring 
equipment, safety and emergency equipment, security devices, and operating and structural 
equipment that are important to preventing, detecting, and responding to environmental or human 
health hazards.  A copy of this inspection plan, which includes inspection schedules, and copies of 
inspection records are maintained at the facility by LANL's Hazardous and Solid Waste Group 
(ESH-19) and the site operator, as required in 20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart V, 264.15(b)(2) and 
264.15(d), revised November 1, 1995. 
 
Inspection schedules outlining the items to be addressed on LANL's Hazardous and Mixed Waste 
Facility Inspection Record Form (IRF) and inspection frequencies for the OB/OD thermal treatment 
units are provided in Section 6.2.  Pursuant to 20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart V, 264.15(b)(3), revised 
November 1, 1995, the IRF lists the types of problems to be looked for during an inspection.  The 
IRF and instructions for its completion are provided as Attachment 6-1 of the LANL General Part B 
(LANL, 1996a).  The activities discussed below are addressed according to the specified 
regulatory requirements as well as to existing LANL inspection requirements for hazardous waste 
management units. 
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6.1.1 Inspection Records [20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart V, 264.15(d)] 
Inspection training is provided through LANL's Environment, Safety, and Health Training Group, 
with guidance from ESH-19.  Trained personnel assigned from the operating group that manages 
the unit conduct inspections and record the information on IRFs.  These inspections are retained 
in inspection logbooks for a minimum of three years from the date of inspection.  Copies of the 
inspection records are forwarded to ESH-19, who maintains copies of the inspection records for a 
minimum of three years from receipt. 
 
If necessary, ESH-19 may modify the IRF used at LANL or may develop an equivalent form.  
Because the IRF is a comprehensive form that applies to all categories of both hazardous and 
mixed waste management units, not all sections of the form apply to all units.  The IRF complies 
with 20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart V, Part 264, revised November 1, 1995, requirements for permitted 
hazardous waste management units; 20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart VI, Part 265, revised November 1, 
1995, requirements; and additional requirements directed by LANL policy.  Instructions included 
with the IRF provide specific guidance for each inspection item listed. 
 
The IRF (Attachment 6-1 of the LANL General Part B) is completed according to the daily and 
weekly schedules provided in Section 6.2.  In the event that the primary inspector is not available 
to complete the IRF, an alternate is responsible for its completion.  Inspections are conducted and 
recorded in Parts I and II of the IRF for each working day or week (as appropriate) that waste is 
treated.  For each working day or week that waste is not treated, a check mark is placed in the "No 
Use" block in Part I. 
 
For every item requiring inspection, a response indicating the condition of each item is entered in 
the column under the appropriate day of the week.  The response is either "OK" or "AR" (action 
required).  If the response is "AR," the action required is noted in Part II of the IRF.  Multiple "ARs" 
are numbered.  If inspection results indicate that corrective measures are warranted, any and all 
actions taken (along with time, date, and other pertinent information) are recorded in Part II of the 
IRF and on all subsequent IRFs until corrective measures are completed.  After corrective 
measures have been completed, the "Condition" column on the IRF is changed to "OK". 
 
6.1.2 Inspection Frequency [20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart V, 264.15(b)(4)] 
Inspection frequencies relevant to the OB/OD thermal treatment units are presented in 
Section 6.2.  Inspection frequencies may be increased at the discretion of the operator or ESH-19, 
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if unexpected malfunctions occur, or if an accelerated deterioration rate of containers, secondary 
containment systems, and/or equipment is detected. 
 
6.1.3 Actions Resulting From Inspections [20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart V, 264.15(c)] 
6.1.3.1 Preventive Action 
If any defects, deterioration, damage, or potential hazards are discovered during an inspection, 
appropriate corrective measures (e.g., transfer of waste from defective container to an appropriate 
container in good condition, repair or replacement of nonfunctioning equipment and/or systems, or 
removal of any accumulated liquids) will be completed promptly to minimize further damage and 
prevent the need for emergency response.  Any preventive action taken in response to an 
inspection will be noted on the IRF. 
 
6.1.3.2 Remedial and Emergency Action 
If a hazardous condition is imminent or has already occurred, remedial action will be taken 
immediately.  The situation will be assessed by the group leader (or designee) responsible for the 
unit.  If this assessment indicates that human health or the environment may be adversely 
affected, the contingency plan (Sections 7.0 of the LANL General Part B and of this Part B permit 
application) will be implemented immediately.  The contingency plan discusses the appropriate 
responses to emergency situations.  Evacuation determinations will be made as outlined in 
Table 7-4 of the LANL General Part B.  In the event the contingency plan is implemented, any 
sampling, decontamination, and verification will be conducted as specified in that plan. 
 
6.2 INSPECTION SCHEDULE AND REQUIREMENTS FOR OB/OD THERMAL TREATMENT 

UNITS [20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart V, 264.15(b) and 264.602] 
OB/OD thermal treatment units are inspected according to the schedule provided below.  
Inspection frequencies are adequate based on the deterioration rates of equipment/systems and 
the probability of harm to human health or the environment if failure of the equipment/systems 
occurs, or any operator error goes undetected between inspections. 
 
6.2.1 Daily 
Daily inspections will be conducted every day of operation (i.e., every day that OB/OD treatment 
occurs).  For daily inspections of the thermal treatment units, the items in the following blocks on 
the IRF will be addressed, as appropriate: 
 
 Block Number  Item(s) 
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 1�5 General information 

 7 (Un)loading area 
 13 Structural integrity of containers 
 14 Covers/lids of containers 
 16 Labels 
 18 Detonation pad run on/off control 
 22 Secondary containment structures 
 24 Appropriate container segregation 
 39 Radiation safety (if applicable) 
 40�48 General information 

 
In addition, OD thermal treatment units will be inspected immediately before placement of wastes 
onto the site.  After the unit can be safely approached following treatment, the area will be 
surveyed for unexploded ordnance and debris.  All monitoring controls, emergency shutdown 
controls, and alarms or warning systems associated with the thermal treatment units will be 
inspected and/or tested for proper operating condition prior to the initiation of treatment at the 
units. 
 
6.2.2 Weekly 
Weekly inspections of OB/OD thermal treatment units, to be initiated on the first working day of 
each week, will address the items in the following blocks on the IRF, as appropriate: 
 
 Block Number  Item(s) 
 1�5 General information 

 8 Communication equipment 
 12 Eyewashes/safety showers 
 15 Warning signs 
 20 Security 
 21 Site lighting 
 25 Hose bibs, water supply 
 27 Road/work surfaces 
 28 Wind sock 
 33 Spill control, fire, and emergency equipment 
 40�48 General information 
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 7.0  CONTINGENCY PLAN 
 
In the event of an emergency at the open burning/open detonation (OB/OD) thermal treatment 
units at Technical Area (TA) 14, TA-15, TA-36, or TA-39, the Los Alamos National Laboratory 
(LANL)-wide contingency plan presented in Section 7.0 of the LANL General Part B (LANL, 
1996a) will be implemented.  Specific information on emergency response resources and release 
prevention/mitigation at TA-14, TA-15, TA-36, and TA-39 is provided below.  Figures depicting 
evacuation routes and muster areas at each OB/OD thermal treatment unit are also provided in 
this Part B permit application.  In addition, a listing of emergency equipment available for use at 
each OB/OD thermal treatment unit is included here as Attachment 7-1. 
 
7.1 EMERGENCY RESPONSE RESOURCES 
The Dynamics Experimentation (DX) Division is responsible for the hazardous waste thermal 
treatment units at TA-14, TA-15, TA-36, and TA-39.  DX personnel have been trained in 
emergency procedures. 
 
7.2 RESPONSIBILITY 
At TA-14, TA-15, TA-36, and TA-39, DX Division is responsible for correction of a nonsudden 
release from a hazardous waste management unit if the correction can be performed safely with 
normal maintenance and management procedures.  Personnel from the Emergency Management 
and Response Office may provide assistance in mitigating releases.  Any correction methods for 
nonsudden releases that have resulted in an impact to the environment will be coordinated with 
the New Mexico Environment Department. 
 
7.3 REMEDIAL ACTION 
Contingency or emergency measures are unanticipated "fires, explosions, or any unplanned 
sudden or non-sudden release of hazardous waste ..." for which a schedule of remedial actions 
cannot be reasonably ascertained.  Any remedial actions carried out under the provisions of the 
contingency plan will be performed as soon as possible to ensure protection of human health and 
the environment, as described in Section 7.0 of the General Part B.  As stated in the General Part 
B, these remedial actions include site cleanup; proper handling of recovered waste, contaminated 
soil, or contaminated surface water; decontaminating equipment, as needed; replacing or repairing 
equipment, as needed; and testing to verify successful cleanup. 
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DX Division personnel conduct regularly scheduled inspections at TA-14, TA-15, TA-36, and 
TA-39 to detect deterioration and/or failure of containment at the hazardous waste OB/OD thermal 
treatment units addressed in this Part B permit application.  If an inspection reveals deterioration 
or failure, DX Division personnel ensure that maintenance or replacement is performed, as 
appropriate. 
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 Attachment 7-1 
 
 Emergency Equipment 
 
 
Emergency equipment available near Technical Area (TA) 14, Building 23 (TA-14-23) for 
personnel conducting activities at the TA-14 open burning/open detonation (OB/OD) 
thermal treatment units: 
 
FIRE CONTROL EQUIPMENT: 
 
 Fire extinguishers 
  Locations: 
  One fire extinguisher is located in each vehicle used to transport explosive material. 
  Five fire extinguishers are located outside the control bunker (TA-14-23). 
  Two fire extinguishers are located outside TA-14-6. 
 
  Description of General Capabilities: 
  The fire extinguishers may be used by any employee in the event of a small fire.  Fire 

extinguishers are never used to put out controlled fires at the OB/OD thermal treatment 
units. 

 
 A fire hydrant is located at the TA-14 entry gate. 
 
  Description of General Capabilities: 
  The fire hydrant supplies water at adequate volume and pressure to satisfy the 

requirements of the New Mexico Administrative Code, Title 20, Chapter 4, Part 1 
(20 NMAC 4.1), Part V, 264.32, revised November 1, 1995. 

 
  In the event that OB/OD thermal treatment may result in a potential fire hazard, local 

fire department personnel may be asked to stand by during treatment to control any 
fires that may be started. 

 
SPILL CONTROL EQUIPMENT 
 
 Spill control equipment is located in a storage cabinet outside of TA-14-23. 
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Emergency equipment available near TA-14-23 for personnel conducting activities at the 
TA-14 OB/OD thermal treatment units (Continued): 
 
COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT: 
 
 Telephones (Centrex and private lines) are located at the control building (TA-14-23).  

Personnel also have access to two-way radios while at the OB/OD thermal treatment units. 
 
 A siren at TA-14 serves as an evacuation alarm. 
 
  Description of General Capabilities: 
  Telephones are used for internal and external communication and have paging 

capabilities.  Two-way radios allow personnel in the field to maintain contact with 
various operations personnel and may be used to request emergency personnel and 
equipment, if necessary.  The evacuation alarm, which consists of a siren, is used at 
the treatment unit to alert personnel to clear the area and/or to warn of test operations. 

 
DECONTAMINATION EQUIPMENT: 
 
 An eyewash station is located in TA-14-23, Room 104. 
 
 Material safety data sheets (MSDS) are available in Room 101 at the control building 

(TA-14-23). 
 
  Description of General Capabilities: 
  The eyewash station may be used by personnel who receive a chemical splash to the 

skin or eyes.  Specific MSDSs should be obtained prior to working with hazardous 
waste to determine if the application of water is indicated for decontamination. 

 
PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT: 
 
 First aid kits and hearing protection are located in TA-14-23. 
 
OTHER: 
 
 See Attachment 7-1 of the Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) General Part B for 

equipment available in the Hazardous Materials (HAZMAT) Response Group (ESH-10) 
vehicles and trailers. 
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Emergency equipment available near TA-15-184 for personnel conducting activities at the 
TA-15 OD thermal treatment unit: 
 
FIRE CONTROL EQUIPMENT: 
 
 Fire extinguishers 
  Locations: 
  Two vehicular-mounted Halon (ABC) fire extinguishers are located at the control 

bunker (TA-15-310). 
 
  Description of General Capabilities: 
  The fire extinguishers may be used by any employee in the event of a small fire. 
 
 Four fire alarm pull stations are located inside TA-15-184, TA-15-185, TA-15-186, and 

TA-15-310. 
 
  Description of General Capabilities: 
  Fire alarms may be activated by any employee in the event of a fire to notify the 

Central Alarm Station (CAS). 
 
 One fire hydrant is located near the entrance to TA-15-186. 
 
  Description of General Capabilities: 
  The fire hydrant supplies water at adequate volume and pressure to satisfy the 

requirements of 20 NMAC 4.1, Part V, 264.32, revised November 1, 1995. 
 
  In the event that thermal treatment may result in a potential fire hazard, local fire 

department personnel may be asked to stand by during OD to control any fires that 
may be started. 

 
SPILL CONTROL EQUIPMENT: 
 
 Various types of sorbents are available at TA-15-185. 
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Emergency equipment available near TA-15-184 for personnel conducting activities at the 
TA-15 OD thermal treatment unit (Continued): 
 
COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT: 
 
 Telephones (Centrex and private lines) are located at TA-15-310 and at the control building 

(TA-15-185).  Personnel have access to two-way radios while at the treatment unit.  TA-15 is 
equipped with fire and evacuation alarms. 

 
  Description of General Capabilities: 
  Telephones are used for internal and external communication and have paging 

capabilities.  Two-way radios allow personnel in the field to maintain contact with 
various operations personnel and may be used to request emergency personnel and 
equipment, if necessary.  The fire alarm is activated in the event of a fire to notify the 
CAS.  The evacuation alarm, which consists of horns and sirens, is used at the 
treatment unit to alert personnel to clear the area and/or to warn of test operations. 

 
DECONTAMINATION EQUIPMENT: 
 
 An eyewash station is located at TA-15-185. 
 
 MSDSs are available at the group office (TA-15-183). 
 
  Description of General Capabilities: 
  The eyewash station may be used by personnel who receive a chemical splash to the 

skin or eyes.  Specific MSDSs should be obtained prior to working with hazardous 
waste to determine if the application of water is indicated for decontamination. 

 
PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT: 
 
 First aid kits and hearing protection are located in TA-15-183. 
 
OTHER: 
 
 See Attachment 7-1 of the LANL General Part B for equipment available in the HAZMAT 

vehicles and trailers. 
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Emergency equipment at TA-36-8 available for personnel conducting activities at the TA-36 
OD thermal treatment unit: 
 
FIRE CONTROL EQUIPMENT: 
 
 Fire extinguishers 
 
  Locations: 
  1 carbon dioxide (CO2) fire extinguisher is located in the control bunker (TA-36-8). 
  1 water (A) fire extinguisher is located in TA-36-8. 
  A Halon (ABC) fire extinguisher is located in each vehicle (2 total) used to transport 

explosive material. 
 
  Description of General Capabilities: 
  These fire extinguishers may be used by any employee in case of a fire.  The water fire 

extinguisher is for use on wood or brush fires.  The CO2 fire extinguisher is for use on 
electrical fires.  The Halon fire extinguishers are for use in the event of an uncontrolled 
fire on the firing mound. 

 
 A fire alarm pull station is located in the main chamber of TA-36-8. 
 
  Description of General Capabilities: 
  Manually-operated fire alarms may be activated by any employee in the event of a fire 

to notify the CAS. 
 
 An automatic thermal alarm system is located in TA-36-8. 
 
  Description of General Capabilities: 
  Two alarms are connected to this system.  One is located on the ceiling of the main 

chamber and one is located on the ceiling of the camera room. 
 
  In the event that thermal treatment may result in a potential fire hazard, local fire 

department personnel may be asked to stand by during OD to control any fires that 
may be started. 
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Emergency equipment at TA-36-8 available for personnel conducting activities at the TA-36 
OD thermal treatment unit (Continued): 
 
COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT: 
 
 Telephones and two-way radios 
  Locations: 
  3 telephones are located inside the control bunker. 
  1 telephone is located at the firing mound. 
  1 two-way radio is located in the make-up building (TA-36-7). 
  1 two-way radio is located inside TA-36-8. 
  1 two-way radio is issued to each firing site vehicle. 
 
  Description of General Capabilities: 
  Telephones for internal and external communication are available for use by any 

employee. 
 
 Fire and evacuation alarms 
 
  Description of General Capabilities: 
  The fire alarm is activated in the event of a fire to notify the CAS.  The evacuation 

alarm, which consists of horns and sirens, is used at the treatment unit to alert 
personnel to clear the area and/or to warn of test operations. 

 
DECONTAMINATION EQUIPMENT: 
 
 An eyewash station and MSDSs are available in the main chamber of TA-36-8. 
 
  Description of General Capabilities: 
  The eyewash may be used by personnel who receive a chemical splash to the eyes.  

Specific MSDSs should be obtained prior to working with hazardous waste to 
determine if the application of water is indicated for decontamination. 

 
PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT: 
 
 Two self-contained breathing apparatus are located in TA-36-8.  First aid kits and hearing 

protection are also located in TA-36-8. 
 
OTHER: 
 
 See Attachment 7-1 of the LANL General part B for equipment available in HAZMAT 

vehicles and trailers. 
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Emergency equipment available at TA-39-6 and TA-39-57 for personnel conducting 
activities at the TA-39 OD thermal treatment units: 
 
FIRE CONTROL EQUIPMENT: 
 
 Fire extinguishers 
 
  Locations: 
  One fire extinguisher is located in each vehicle used to transport explosive material. 
  A fire extinguisher is located in each control building (TA-39-6 and TA-39-57). 
 
  Description of General Capabilities: 
  The fire extinguishers may be used by any employee in the event of a small fire.  Fire 

extinguishers are never used to extinguish controlled fires at the thermal treatment 
units. 

 
 Fire alarm pull stations are located in TA-39-6 and TA-39-57. 
 
  Description of General Capabilities: 
  Fire alarms may be activated by any employee in the event of a fire to notify the CAS. 
 
 A fire hydrant is located near TA-39-98. 
 
  Description of General Capabilities: 
  The fire hydrant supplies water at adequate volume and pressure to satisfy the 

requirements of 20 NMAC 4.1, Part V, 264.32, revised November 1, 1995. 
 
  In the event that thermal treatment may result in a potential fire hazard, local fire 

department personnel may be asked to stand by during OD to control any fires that 
may be started. 

 
SPILL CONTROL EQUIPMENT: 
 
 Various types of sorbents are available at TA-39. 
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Emergency equipment at TA-39-6 and TA-39-57 available for personnel conducting 
activities at the TA-39 OD thermal treatment units (Continued): 
 
COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT: 
 
 Telephones (Centrex and private lines) are located at the control buildings (TA-39-6 and 

TA-39-57).  Personnel also have access to two-way radios while at the thermal treatment 
units.  

 
  Description of General Capabilities: 
  Telephones are used for internal and external communication and have paging 

capabilities.  Two-way radios allow personnel in the field to maintain contact with 
various operations personnel and may be used to request emergency personnel and 
equipment, if necessary. 

 
DECONTAMINATION EQUIPMENT: 
 
 Portable eyewashes are available for use at the TA-39 OD treatment units. 
 
 MSDSs are available at the control buildings (TA-39-6 and TA-39-57). 
 
  Description of General Capabilities: 
  The eyewash station may be used by personnel who receive a chemical splash to the 

skin or eyes.  Specific MSDSs should be obtained prior to working with hazardous 
waste to determine if the application of water is indicated for decontamination. 

 
PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT: 
 
 First aid kits and hearing protection are located in TA-39-6 and TA-39-57. 
 
OTHER: 
 
 See Attachment 7-1 of the LANL General Part B for equipment available in the HAZMAT 

vehicles and trailers. 
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 8.0  PERSONNEL TRAINING PLAN 
 
Personnel working at the open burning/open detonation thermal treatment units at Technical Area 
(TA) 14, TA-15, TA-36, and TA-39 will be trained appropriately, as discussed in Section 8.0 of the 
Los Alamos National Laboratory General Part B. 
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 9.0  CLOSURE PLAN 
 
This section describes the activities necessary to close the hazardous waste open burning/open 
detonation (OB/OD) thermal treatment units at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) Technical 
Area (TA) 14, TA-15, TA-36, and TA-39 addressed in this Part B permit application.  The activities 
detailed in this section are included to address the closure requirements specified in the New 
Mexico Administrative Code, Title 20, Chapter 4, Part 1 (20 NMAC 4.1), Subpart IX, 270.14(b)(13), 
and 20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart V, Part 264, Subparts G and X, revised November 1, 1995.  This 
closure plan addresses closure procedures specific to the OB/OD thermal treatment units. 
 
General closure information applicable to all hazardous waste management units at LANL and 
general sampling and analytical procedures to be used during closure activities are presented in 
Section 9.0 of the LANL General Part B (LANL, 1996a). 
 
9.1 CLOSURE PROCEDURES FOR THE OB/OD THERMAL TREATMENT UNITS [20 NMAC 

4.1, Subpart V, 264.112; 20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart VI, 265.381] 
The hazardous waste OB/OD thermal treatment units addressed in this Part B permit application 
are located at TA-14, TA-15, TA-36, and TA-39 at LANL.  Figure 9-1 shows the locations of TAs 
within LANL.  Figures 9-2 through 9-6 show the specific locations of the OB/OD thermal treatment 
units at the respective TAs.  Detailed unit descriptions are provided in Section 4.0 of this Part B 
permit application.  The closure schedule for the OB/OD thermal treatment units is outlined in 
Table 9-1.  When LANL decides to close the OB/OD units, the existing closure plan will be revised 
to present detailed information, including procedures on removal of investigation-derived waste 
(e.g., contaminated soils, borehole cuttings, decontamination fluids).  LANL typically revises 
closure plans to address conditions at the time of actual closure.  The revised closure plan will be 
submitted to NMED for review and approval.  The location and disposition of all wastes generated 
during closure will be documented in the final closure report.  The estimated year of closure of the 
OB/OD units is 2100. 
 
LANL fully intends to achieve clean closure of the OB/OD units by decontamination or removal of 
contaminated structures, equipment, or media.  However, should clean closure not be achieved, a 
post-closure plan meeting the requirements of 20 NMAC 4.1.500 incorporating 40 CFR 264.603 

will be developed for the OB/OD units and submitted to NMED for approval. 
 
9.2 DESCRIPTION OF WASTE/ESTIMATE OF MAXIMUM WASTE CAPACITY 
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The following sections provide information on the waste types and quantities managed at the 
OB/OD thermal treatment units at TA-14, TA-15, TA-36, and TA-39. 
 
9.2.1 TA-14 
The thermal treatment units at TA-14 are located near Building 23 (TA-14-23) and are used to 
treat hazardous explosive waste by OB or OD.  The OB thermal treatment unit has a maximum 
treatment capacity of 50 pounds of waste per burn; the OD thermal treatment unit has a maximum 
treatment capacity of 20 pounds of waste per detonation.  LANL does not intend to reduce the 
areal extent of either unit during the active life of the units.  Both units will eventually undergo 
closure; LANL does not anticipate leaving unclosed portions of these units.  Both the design 
capacity and the areal extent are addressed in this section, as provided in the "RCRA Guidance 
Manual for Subpart G Closure and Post-Closure Care Standards and Subpart H Cost Estimating 
Requirements" (EPA, 1987).  Hazardous waste that may be treated at the TA-14 OB/OD thermal 
treatment units includes waste generated during research and development activities and 
processing and recovery operations at various TAs throughout LANL.  Information on the 
hazardous component of these wastes is provided in Section 3.0 of this Part B permit application. 
 
9.2.2 TA-15 
The thermal treatment unit located near TA-15-184 may be used to treat solid and liquid 
hazardous explosive waste by OD.  The OD thermal treatment unit has a maximum treatment 
capacity of 500 pounds of waste per detonation.  Waste that may be treated at the TA-15 OD 
thermal treatment unit includes waste generated during research and development activities and 
processing and recovery operations at various TAs throughout LANL.  Information on the 
hazardous component of these wastes is provided in Section 3.0 of this Part B permit application. 
 
9.2.3 TA-36 
The thermal treatment unit located at TA-36 adjacent to TA-36-8 is used to treat solid and liquid 
hazardous explosive waste by OD.  The OD thermal treatment unit has a maximum treatment 
capacity of 2,000 pounds of waste per detonation.  Waste that may be treated at the TA-36 OD 
thermal treatment unit includes waste generated during research and development activities and 
processing and recovery operations at various TAs throughout LANL.  Information on the 
hazardous component of these wastes is provided in Section 3.0 of this Part B permit application. 
 
9.2.4 TA-39 
The thermal treatment units located at TA-39 adjacent to TA-39-6 and TA-39-57 are used to treat 
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hazardous explosive waste by OD.  Each OD thermal treatment unit has a maximum treatment 
capacity of 1,000 pounds of waste per detonation.  Hazardous waste that may be treated at the 
TA-39 OD thermal treatment units includes waste generated during research and development 
activities and processing and recovery operations at various TAs throughout LANL.  Information 
on the hazardous component of these wastes is provided in Section 3.0 of this Part B permit 
application. 
 
9.3 REMOVAL OF WASTE 
Prior to the initiation of closure activities, wastes will be treated at or removed from the OB/OD 
thermal treatment unit to be closed.  If removal is required, the wastes will be transported to an 
active, permitted treatment unit in accordance with the most current and approved applicable 
SOPs (e.g., DX-16:SOP 1.9).  See Section 4.5 for procedures regarding removal of residues.  
Containers and packaged waste may be removed from the unit manually or with container-
handling equipment, depending on the size, shape, and weight of the container.  Flatbed trucks or 
trailers may be used for transport of the wastes.  Appropriate shipping papers will accompany the 
wastes during transport.  Remaining hazardous wastes will be moved to an approved on-site 
storage unit or to an off-site permitted treatment, storage, and disposal facility. 
 
9.4 CLOSURE AND DECONTAMINATION PROCEDURES 
To the extent possible, contaminated structures and equipment associated with a OB/OD thermal 
treatment unit to be closed will be decontaminated (if necessary) and removed.  Structures, 
equipment, and media that cannot be decontaminated will be containerized and managed in 
compliance with appropriate regulations.  Sampling conducted during closure and 
decontamination procedures will be done in accordance with quality assurance/quality control 
(QA/QC) procedures (see Section 9.1.8 of the LANL General Part B).  Before proceeding with 
closure activities, the OB/OD thermal treatment unit and associated structures and equipment will 
be surveyed for radiological contamination, if necessary, and a thorough visual inspection will be 
conducted for unexploded explosive scrap.  Personal protective equipment (PPE) and monitoring 
requirements will be determined by LANL's Health Physics Operations (ESH-1) and Industrial 
Hygiene and Safety (ESH-5) Groups, and groups within the Dynamic Experimentation (DX) 
Division (for explosives handling) following the initial field inspection.  Radiation and chemical 
monitoring will occur throughout closure activities, as appropriate.  If any contamination is found, 
the contaminated material will be decontaminated (if possible) or containerized and taken to an 
approved storage location at LANL appropriate for the waste type. 
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Personnel involved in closure activities will wear appropriate PPE, specified by ESH-1, ESH-5, 
and DX, and will follow good hygiene practices to protect themselves from exposure to hazardous 
waste.  The level of PPE required will depend upon the levels of radiological and/or chemical 
contamination detected, if any.  If ESH-1, ESH-5, and DX surveys do not indicate detectable 
contamination levels, minimum PPE requirements will consist of coveralls, steel-toed footwear, 
and safety glasses or face shields.  If an overhead danger is present, a hard hat will be worn.  
Workers involved in closure activities will be required to have training and medical monitoring.  
Contaminated PPE will either be decontaminated or managed in compliance with appropriate 
regulations. 
 
Before decontamination activities begin, two samples of clean water and detergent (wash water) 
solution squeezed from mops and/or sponges prior to use will be collected for analysis of the 
parameters listed in Table 9-2, as appropriate, to provide a baseline for decontamination 
verification.  Structures and equipment at the OB/OD thermal treatment unit requiring 
decontamination will be wiped down with wash water solution.  Mops and/or sponges will be used 
to minimize the amount of liquid waste generated as a result of decontamination activities.  The 
washdown solution will be contained using portable berms and/or other containment structures 
and equipment, as appropriate.  Wash water generated from equipment decontamination activities 
will be contained by the portable berms and/or containment structures. 
 
Used wash water will be collected and transferred to appropriate containers and sampled for the 
parameters listed in Table 9-2, as appropriate.  The wash cycles will continue until the structures 
and equipment at the OB/OD thermal treatment unit have been cleaned to established levels (see 
Section 9.6).  The used wash water will be managed appropriately in accordance with LANL 
policy. 
 
Prior to the initiation of closure activities, background soil samples will be collected in the vicinity of 
the OB/OD thermal treatment unit and analyzed for the parameters listed in Table 9-2, as 
appropriate.  After the structures and equipment have been decontaminated (if possible), 
removed, and managed, as appropriate, a statistically representative number of soil samples will 
be collected in the vicinity of the OB/OD thermal treatment unit and analyzed for the parameters 
listed in Table 9-2, as appropriate.  Samples will be collected to a depth of 6 inches and will be 
spaced to ensure that samples are representative of the entire area covered by the OB/OD 
thermal treatment unit.  Soil sampling will be conducted by the methods described in Section 9.2 
of the LANL General Part B.  Samples will be analyzed for the parameters listed in Table 9-2, as 
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appropriate.  If contamination is found in any of the soil samples as a result of treatment activities, 
the contaminated soil will be removed to statistically significant levels based on concentrations in 
the background soil samples. 
 
9.5 DECONTAMINATION EQUIPMENT 
Prior to use, reusable decontamination equipment will be rinsed with distilled water.  
Decontamination equipment rinsate blanks will be collected and analyzed in accordance with 
QA/QC procedures (see Section 9.1.8 of the LANL General Part B).  Reusable protective clothing, 
tools, and equipment used during closure activities will be scraped as necessary to remove any 
residue and cleaned with wash water.  Residue and disposable or reusable equipment that cannot 
be decontaminated will be containerized and managed as appropriate for the waste type.  Used 
wash water will be collected and analyzed for the parameters listed in Table 9-2 and managed 
appropriately in accordance with LANL policy. 
 
9.6 DECONTAMINATION VERIFICATION 
Sufficient sampling and analysis will be required to demonstrate that hazardous waste or 
hazardous waste residue is not present at the site after closure.  Two samples of clean wash 
water squeezed from mops and/or sponges prior to use will be collected before initial washdowns 
of the various equipment and structures associated with the OB/OD thermal treatment unit.  The 
samples will be analyzed for the applicable parameters listed in Table 9-2 to provide baseline data 
for decontamination verification.  Analytical procedures will conform to methods found in the U.S. 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) "Test Methods for Evaluating Solid Waste, 
Physical/Chemical Methods," (SW-846) (EPA, 1986a).  Used wash water will also be analyzed for 
the applicable parameters listed in Table 9-2.  Used wash water will be considered contaminated if 
it shows a significant increase (i.e., determined using statistical methods defined in SW-846) in the 
analytical parameters over the clean wash water.  If subsequent washdowns are deemed 
necessary, an additional sample of clean wash water squeezed from mops and/or sponges prior 
to use will be taken for each additional washdown event. 
 
Successful decontamination meets one of the following criteria: 
 
  No detectable hazardous waste or hazardous constituents from treatment activities are 

found in the final sample. 
 
  Detectable hazardous waste or hazardous constituents from treatment activities in the 

final sample are removed to statistically significant levels based on baseline 
concentrations in the clean wash water or established background soil data. 
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  Detectable hazardous waste or hazardous constituents from treatment activities in the 

final sample are at or below levels agreed upon with the New Mexico Environment 
Department. 

 
If detectable hazardous waste or hazardous constituent concentrations from treatment activities do 
not significantly decrease after several washdowns, LANL will amend this closure plan to address 
appropriate closure procedures or post-closure care requirements pursuant to 20 NMAC, 4.1, 
Subpart V, 264.117 through 264.120, revised November 1, 1995. 
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 Table 9-1 
 
 Closure Schedule for the Open Burning/Open Detonation Units 
 

 
Activity 

Maximum Time 
Requireda 

Let contract request for proposals 
 

-90 Days 

Notify the New Mexico Environment Department (NMED) 
 

-45 Days 

Receive proposals 
 

-30 Days 

Select contractor and award contract 
 

-10 Days 

Collect background samples (if appropriate) 
 

-5 Days 

Final treatment of waste 
 

Day 0 

Begin closure activities (perform washdown of structures and/or equipment) 
 

Day 10 

Perform initial sampling of the waste management unit 
 

Day 15 

Analyze samples 
 

Day 45 

Perform additional washdown (if necessary) 
 

Day 50 

Perform additional sampling (if necessary) 
 

Day 60 

Analyze samples (if necessary) 
 

Day 90 

Perform final cleanup (e.g., removal of decontaminated equipment and 
decontamination wastes) 
 

Day 120 

Verify decontamination 
 

Day 150 

Submit final report to NMED 
 

Day 180 

 
a The schedule above indicates calendar days from the beginning by which activities will be completed.  

Some activities may be conducted simultaneously and/or may not require the maximum time listed. 
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 Table 9-2 
 

Analytical Parameters and Test Methods for the Open Burning/Open Detonation Units 
 

Parameter Test Method Referencea 

Ignitability Pensky-Martens closed-cup method (L, S) SW1010 
(L, S) ASTM D93-80 
 

Reactivity Test method to determine hydrogen cyanide (HCN) 
    released from waste 
Test method to determine hydrogen sulfide (H2S) 
    released from waste 
 

(L,S) HCN Test Method SW, 
Section 7.3 
(L, S) H2S Test Method, SW, 
Section 7.3 

Corrosivity Electrometric (pH of aqueous solution) (L) SW9040B 
 

Toxicity characteristic Toxicity characteristic leaching procedure (TCLP) extraction (S) SW1311 
 

Metals Graphite furnace atomic absorption (AA) spectroscopy, 
    gaseous hydride AA, or direct aspiration AA 

 

     Arsenic 
     Barium 
     Cadmium 
     Chromium 
     Lead 
     Selenium 
     Silver 
     Mercury 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Manual cold-vapor technique 

(L,S) SW7060A, SW7061A 
(L,S) SW7080A, SW7081 
(L,S) SW7130, SW7131A 
(L,S) SW7190, SW7191 
(L,S) SW7420, SW7421 
(L,S) SW7740, SW7741A 
(L,S) SW7760A, SW7761 
(L) SW7470A, (S) SW7471A 
 

Volatile organics Gas chromatography/mass spectrometry (GC/MS) 
GC/MS capillary column technique 

(L,S) SW8240B 
(L,S) SW8260A 
 

Semivolatile organics GC/MS 
GC/MS capillary column technique 

(L,S) SW8250A 
(L,S) SW8270B 
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Parameter Test Method Referencea 
Organochlorine pesticides TCLP extraction and GC (L,S) SW8080A 

 

Chlorinated herbicides  (L,S) SW8150B 
 

Total metalsb Acid digestion 
Inductively coupled plasma emission 
  spectroscopy 
 

(L) SW3010A, (S) SW3050A 
(L,S) SW6010A 

     Arsenic 
     Barium 
     Beryllium 
     Cadmium 
     Chromium 
     Lead 
     Nickel 
     Selenium 
     Silver 
     Thallium 
     Zinc 
     Mercury 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Manual cold-vapor technique 

(L,S) SW6010A 
(L,S) SW6010A 
(L,S) SW6010A 
(L,S) SW6010A 
(L,S) SW6010A 
(L,S) SW6010A 
(L,S) SW6010A 
(L,S) SW6010A 
(L,S) SW6010A 
(L,S) SW6010A 
(L,S) SW6010A 
(L) SW7470A, (S) SW7471A 
 

Free liquids Paint Filter Liquids Test (S) SW9095 

 
a "ASTM" refers to American Society for Testing and Materials standards. 
 "SW" refers to U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, 1986, "Test Methods for Evaluating Solid Waste, Physical/Chemical Methods," SW-846. 
 (L) refers to liquid waste. 
 (S) refers to solid waste. 
b See also atomic absorption methods. 
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 10.0  CORRECTIVE ACTION FOR SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT UNITS 
 
This section describes selected solid waste management units (SWMU) that have been identified 
in Technical Area (TA) 14, TA-15, TA-36, and TA-39 at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL).  
Because these TAs encompass large areas and contain a large number of or widely distributed 
SWMUs, this section addresses only those SWMUs that may reasonably be expected to 
potentially impact the units included in this Part B permit application.  Information on the remaining 
SWMUs in these TAs is contained in Revision 1.0 of LANL's "Solid Waste Management Units 
Report" (LANL, 1990), hereinafter referred to as the 1990 SWMU Report, and in the Resource 
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) Facility Investigation (RFI) work plans for the various 
operable units encompassing these TAs (see Section 10.1).  The information in this section is 
being submitted in response to regulatory requirements in the New Mexico Administrative Code, 
Title 20, Chapter 4, Part 1 (20 NMAC 4.1), Subpart IX, 270.14(d), revised November 1, 1995. 
 
LANL uses the definition of a SWMU presented in "Module VIII:  Special Conditions Pursuant to 
the 1984 Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments to RCRA for Los Alamos National Laboratory, 
EPA I.D. NM0890010515" (U.S. Environmental Protection Agency [EPA], 1994b), hereinafter 
referred to as Module VIII.  This definition states that SWMUs are "any discernible unit at which 
solid wastes have been placed at any time, irrespective of whether the unit was intended for the 
management of solid or hazardous waste.  Such units include any area at or around a facility at 
which solid wastes have been routinely and systematically released." 
 
10.1 SWMU DESCRIPTIONS 
Several types of SWMUs are present in TA-14, TA-15, TA-36, and TA-39.  These SWMUs include 
those identified for corrective actions in Module VIII, as modified following a Class III permit 
modification effective May 19, 1994; SWMUs that are active hazardous waste management units; 
and SWMUs identified in the 1990 SWMU Report.  Descriptions of the SWMUs are presented in 
the following sections.  These descriptions were compiled from the "RFI Work Plan for Operable 
Unit 1085" (LANL, 1994a); from the "RFI Work Plan for Operable Unit 1086" (LANL, 1993a); from 
the "RFI Work Plan for Operable Unit 1130" (LANL, 1993b); from the "RFI Work Plan for Operable 
Unit 1132" (LANL, 1993c); and from the 1990 SWMU Report.  Brief unit and waste descriptions 
are also provided in Table 10-1.  Figures 10-1 through 10-4 show the locations of the selected 
SWMUs at TA-14, TA-15, TA-36, and TA-39, respectively. 
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10.1.1 TA-14 SWMUs 
SWMUs at TA-14 and in the vicinity of the TA-14 open burning/open detonation (OB/OD) thermal 
treatment units include pullboxes, firing sites, a burning area, storage areas, a burn cage, a sump, 
and a septic system. 
 
10.1.1.1 Pullboxes 
SWMU Nos. 14-001(a-e) are small structures referred to as pullboxes or pits.  Each pullbox 
measures 26- by 32- by 32-inches and contains a capacitor discharge unit used to initiate a 
detonation (LANL, 1994a).  SWMU Nos. 14-001(a-e) are associated with structures TA-14-25,  
TA-14-26, TA-14-27, TA-14-28, and TA-14-29, respectively.  Waste materials potentially present in 
or near the pullboxes include various types of explosives, lead, uranium, strontium-90, and 
beryllium (LANL, 1990). 
 
10.1.1.2 Firing Sites 
A firing site [SWMU No. 14-001(g)] is located approximately 75 feet south of structure TA-14-23 
(i.e., the control building) at TA-14.  The firing area was constructed in 1964 and consists of a 
three-sided blast shield and a concrete pad.  The concrete pad measures six feet square by 
two feet thick and is overlain with a neoprene shock pad and a 4.5-inch-thick steel plate.  Several 
inches of sand cover the entire pad assembly (LANL, 1994a).  Waste materials currently managed 
or potentially present at this SWMU include various types of explosives, lead, beryllium, 
strontium-90, and uranium (LANL, 1990). 
 
SWMU No. 14-002(c) is a former firing site control building (TA-14-5) constructed in 1944.  The 
control building measures 11- by 18- by 10-feet; the site originally had a concrete bunker and 
0.5-inch steel plate (LANL, 1994a).  Two firing pads [SWMU Nos. 14-002(d) and 14-002(e)] are 
associated with TA-14-5 and are located south of the building, approximately 35 feet apart.  
Explosives testing on each of the pads was controlled from TA-14-5.  Explosives testing at the site 
ceased in 1961 and the building was converted to a storage building.  From 1980 until 1985, the 
area was the site of slow combustion experiments conducted in a 5-foot-diameter metal sphere 
(LANL, 1994a).  The site has not been used since 1985.  Potential contaminants may include 
various types of explosives as well as lead, uranium, and beryllium (LANL, 1990).  SWMU 
Nos. 14-002(c-e) are identified in Module VIII. 
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10.1.1.3 Burning Area 
An inactive trash burning area [SWMU No. 14-003] is located approximately 600 feet east of 
TA-14-23 (LANL, 1994a).  This SWMU consists of an open dirt area surrounded by a 4.5-foot-
high, horseshoe-shaped berm.  The area was used in the 1950s and 1960s to burn 
explosives-contaminated materials (LANL, 1990; LANL, 1994a).  Soil samples collected from the 
area indicate the presence of various metals, including barium and beryllium, as well as 
cesium-137 (LANL, 1990). SWMU No. 14-003 is identified in Module VIII. 
 
10.1.1.4 Storage Areas 
Satellite accumulation areas are or were located at TA-14-22, TA-14-23, and TA-14-35 and have 
been designated as SWMU Nos. 14-004(a), 14-004(b), and 14-004(c), respectively.  These areas 
are or were used to store scrap explosives and explosives-contaminated items.  SWMU 
No. 14-004(b) is identified in Module VIII.  Currently, satellite accumulation areas at TA-14-23 are 
located in Room 104 and outside along the west wall of the building. 
 
10.1.1.5 Burn Cage 
A burn cage is located near Firing Mound 3 at TA-14 and is identified as SWMU No. 14-005 in 
Module VIII.  The unit consists of an approximately 2.5-foot-wide, semicircular piece of 
0.25-inch-thick steel with a wire mesh door and wire mesh top and bottom.  The burn cage is 
approximately 3 feet tall and is situated on a steel burn tray.  The burn cage has a capacity of 
approximately 3 cubic feet and is used to burn paper and small laboratory equipment 
contaminated with explosives (LANL, 1994a).  This OB thermal treatment unit currently operates 
under the requirements of 20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart VI, revised November 1, 1995, and is one of the 
units for which this Part B permit application is being submitted. 
 
10.1.1.6 Sump 
A sump, an associated drainline, and an unpermitted outfall area serving TA-14-23 have been 
designated as SWMU No. 14-006 in Module VIII.  The sump is constructed of steel and concrete 
and measures approximately 4.5 feet wide, 8.3 feet long, and 4.8 feet deep.  The sump, which is 
now plugged, was formerly used to filter small pieces of explosives from liquid discharged through 
a drain in TA-14-23.  The drainline extends approximately 20 feet from the building and drains 
down an embankment.  Currently, the only discharge to the outfall is rainwater.  The sump, filter, 
and drain may be contaminated with explosives (LANL, 1994a). 
 
10.1.1.7 Septic System 
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A septic system is located in the central part of TA-14 and formerly served TA-14-6.  The septic 
tank (TA-14-19) was installed in October 1944 and is constructed of reinforced concrete.  It 
measures 4- by 7- by 6-feet and has a capacity of 640 gallons.  The septic tank was connected to 
an overflow drainline that extended 130 feet from the building and drained into a ditch.  In 1988, a 
leach field was installed replacing the drainline.  Waste materials suspected or known to have 
been managed at the unit include photographic darkroom chemicals (e.g., organics, silver, 
cyanide) and sanitary effluents (LANL, 1994a).  The septic tank was disconnected from TA-14-6 in 
1992 and remains inactive.  The unit is identified as SWMU No. 14-007 in Module VIII. 
 
10.1.2 TA-15 SWMUs 
SWMUs at TA-15 and in the vicinity of the TA-15 OD thermal treatment unit include firing sites, 
septic systems, underground storage tanks, and drainlines and outfalls. 
 
10.1.2.1 Firing Sites 
An active firing site is located near TA-15-184.  The firing site consists of a chamber (TA-15-184), 
related equipment in a building complex, and a firing pad.  The firing pad is comprised of a 12- by 
24- by 0.5-foot steel pad and two bunkers that are used to temporarily stage scrap explosives 
awaiting detonation.  This OD thermal treatment unit operates under the requirements of 20 
NMAC 4.1, Subpart VI, revised November 1, 1995, for treatment of hazardous explosive waste 
and is one of the units for which this Part B permit application is being submitted.  Potential 
hazardous constituents at the TA-15-184 firing site include barium, lead, mercury, depleted 
uranium, thorium, beryllium, and gallium.  The firing pad and chamber are designated as SWMU 
Nos. 15-003 and 15-006(a), respectively, in the 1990 SWMU Report and in Module VIII. 
 
Firing Site H [SWMU No. 15-004(h)] is an inactive firing site located in TA-15.  In operation from 
1948 until around 1953, Firing Site H was typically used for large-scale explosives tests.  Potential 
constituents at this SWMU include uranium-238, beryllium, lead, and residual explosive material 
(LANL, 1993a). 
 
10.1.2.2 Septic Systems 
A septic system (TA-15-205), comprised of a 610-gallon septic tank and associated plumbing, 
serves TA-15-184.  The unit is identified in the 1990 SWMU Report and in Module VIII as SWMU 
No. 15-009(g).  The septic system manages sanitary waste but may have also received mixed 
waste. 
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A drain connected to a sanitary sewer system serves the camera firing point at TA-15-92.  This 
drain is identified in the 1990 SWMU Report and in Module VIII as SWMU No. 15-010(c).  The unit 
was originally described as a septic system; however, more recent information suggests that the 
unit is actually a storm drain.  The materials managed at this unit are unknown. 
 
10.1.2.3 Underground Storage Tanks 
A 1,036-gallon underground storage tank (TA-15-192) was located at TA-15.  The tank, which 
contained propane, was relocated to TA-49 in December 1959.  It is not known whether the tank 
leaked while located in TA-15 (LANL, 1993a).  In the 1990 SWMU Report, the tank is designated 
as SWMU No. 15-013(a). 
 
An additional underground storage tank (TA-15-287) was formerly located just north of TA-15-184. 
 The 15,000-gallon tank was used to store mineral oil; the tank was removed in October 1992.  
Soil sampling conducted after the tank's removal indicated the presence of total petroleum 
hydrocarbons at concentrations below 15 parts per million (LANL, 1993a).  In the 1990 SWMU 
Report and in Module VIII, the unit is designated as SWMU No. 15-013(b). 
 
10.1.2.4 Drainlines and Outfalls 
A drainline that serves a cooling tower (TA-15-202) is identified as SWMU No. 15-014(l) in the 
1990 SWMU Report and in Module VIII.  The drainline, located at the base of the cooling tower, 
drains cooling water into Water Canyon via a permitted outfall.  A second drainline [SWMU No. 15-
014(d)] is located south of TA-15-185.  Hazardous constituents are not anticipated in either of 
these drainlines (LANL, 1993a). 
 
An outfall [SWMU No. 15-014(e)] is located approximately 20 feet south and 6 feet east of the 
southeast corner of TA-15-184.  The unit is connected via a 6-inch vitrified clay pipe to basement 
floor drains in TA-15-184 and drains through a 12-inch corrugated metal pipe into Water Canyon.  
Hazardous constituents are not expected at this outfall (LANL, 1993a). 
 
10.1.3 TA-36 SWMUs 
SWMUs at TA-36 and in the vicinity of the TA-36 OD thermal treatment unit include firing sites, 
storage areas, and waste storage containers. 
 
10.1.3.1 Firing Sites 
Two firing sites have been designated as SWMUs at TA-36.  Constructed in 1950, the Meenie 
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Firing Site is located at the headwaters of Fence Canyon.  The Meenie Site is comprised of a 
magazine building, a control bunker, and an impact area and has been used for extensive gun 
testing (LANL, 1993b).  Potential constituents at the Meenie Site may include depleted uranium, 
various heavy metals, plastics, explosives, and various other chemicals.  This active firing site is 
identified in the 1990 SWMU Report as SWMU No. 36-004(b). 
 
An additional firing site is also located at TA-36-8.  The TA-36-8 firing site [SWMU No. 36-004(c)] 
was constructed in 1950 and is located approximately 800 feet south of the Meenie Site.  This 
active firing site has been used for armor-piercing experiments involving the use of various metal 
penetrators (LANL, 1993b).  The site may also operate under the requirements of 20 NMAC 4.1, 
Subpart VI, revised November 1, 1995, for OD thermal treatment of hazardous waste, scrap 
explosives, and unstable gas cylinders and is one of the units for which this Part B permit 
application is being submitted.  Potential contaminants at the TA-36-8 site are the same as those 
described above for the Meenie Site. 
 
10.1.3.2 Storage Areas 
A surface storage area, known as the Boneyard, is located near TA-36-7.  The Boneyard is an 
undeveloped area measuring approximately 500- by 300-feet that was used from the late 1970s 
until the late 1980s for storage of large waste items that had been used in explosives testing.  
Waste items stored at the Boneyard included metal drums, cans, cylinders, and scrap metals such 
as lead sheets, copper, uranium-contaminated steel, and iron.  The Boneyard was extensively 
cleaned up in response to a 1986 field survey and is now used to store nonwaste items (LANL, 
1993b).  It is identified in the 1990 SWMU Report and in Module VIII as SWMU No. 36-005. 
 
10.1.3.3 Waste Storage Containers 
Active satellite waste storage containers at TA-36 are located inside Buildings 5, 7, and 8 and at a 
firing site near TA-36-8.  The units are designated as SWMU Nos. 36-007(b), 36-007(c), 
36-007(d), and 36-007(f), respectively, in the 1990 SWMU Report.  Each waste storage container 
consists of a small corrugated cardboard box lined with plastic.  The boxes are used to store small 
quantities (less than 5 gallons) of explosives-contaminated solid waste items until the waste is 
treated (LANL, 1993b). 
 
10.1.4 TA-39 SWMUs 
SWMUs at TA-39 and in the vicinity of the TA-39 OD thermal treatment units include storage 
areas and firing sites. 
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10.1.4.1 Storage Areas 
A storage area [SWMU No. 39-002(b)] is located on a concrete pad outside of TA-39-6.  The area 
measures approximately 5 feet square and has been used since 1953 to store small quantities of 
contaminated paper materials.  Chemical contaminants include waste solvents, such as ethanol, 
acetone, trichloroethane, and copper sulfate; transformer oil; vacuum grease; and photographic 
wastes.  Waste materials are not currently stored in this area and there is no evidence of spills or 
leaks (LANL, 1993c). 
 
SWMU No. 39-002(d) is a storage area located outside of TA-39-57.  The area consists of a 
gravel pad that has been used since the 1980s to store the same type of wastes described above 
(LANL, 1993c).  Spills or leaks in the area have not been observed or documented.  Waste 
materials are not currently stored in this area. 
 
A storage area [SWMU No. 39-002(f)] is associated with TA-39-88.  The storage area, which is 
located on an asphalt driveway adjacent to the building, has been used since the 1980s to store 
small volumes of waste solvents, such as ethanol, acetone, trichloroethane, and copper sulfate; 
transformer oil; vacuum grease; and photographic wastes.  Spills or leaks in the area have not 
been observed or documented.  Waste materials are not currently stored in this area (LANL, 
1993c). 
 
10.1.4.2 Firing Sites 
TA-39 contains one inactive and four active firing sites that have been designated as SWMU 
Nos. 39-004(a-e) in Module VIII and are associated with structures TA-39-7, TA-39-8, TA-39-6, 
TA-39-57, and TA-39-88, respectively.  The firing sites associated with Buildings 7, 8, and 6 were 
established in 1953; the firing site associated with Building 57 was established in 1958; and the 
firing site associated with Building 88 was established in 1978.  With the exception of SWMU 
No. 39-004(b), all of the firing sites are active.  Operations at SWMU No. 39-004(b) were 
discontinued in 1980 for safety reasons (LANL, 1993c).  Each of the active firing sites consists of 
an open, sand-covered area surrounded by steep canyon walls which serve to attenuate most of 
the blast.  The pads range in size from approximately 500 to 7,700 square feet.  Waste materials 
managed at the sites include uranium, mercury, lead, beryllium, and in the past, dielectric oil 
containing polychlorinated biphenyls (LANL, 1990).  Residual explosives are also likely on and 
around the firing pads. 
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Two of the firing sites [SWMU Nos. 39-004(c) and 39-004(d)] are active hazardous waste 
management units operating under the requirements of 20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart VI, revised 
November 1, 1995, and are two of the OD thermal treatment units for which this Part B permit 
application is being submitted. 
 
10.2 RELEASES 
Some of the SWMUs listed in Table 10-1 are known or are suspected to have released hazardous 
waste or hazardous constituents.  According to the 1990 SWMU Report, the firing sites at TA-14 
[SWMU Nos. 14-001(f) and (g)] have resulted in the release of explosives to the surrounding 
areas.  Uranium has also been detected in these areas (LANL, 1990). 
 
The decommissioned firing site at TA-14 [SWMU Nos. 14-002(c-e)] is suspected to have released 
hazardous (e.g., explosives, metals) and radioactive materials to the surrounding area although 
the extent of contamination has not been adequately determined (LANL, 1994a; LANL, 1990). 
 
Soil samples collected from the trash burning area [SWMU No. 14-003] indicate the presence of 
various metals, including barium and beryllium, as well as cesium-137 (LANL, 1990).  The area is 
also suspected of being contaminated with explosives residues (LANL, 1994a).  It is unknown 
whether contaminants have migrated beyond the area (LANL, 1990). 
 
Samples of ash collected from the burn cage at TA-14 [SWMU No. 14-005] revealed the presence 
of heavy metals, polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons, and radionuclides (e.g., cesium-137).  It is 
not known whether the area around the burn cage is contaminated (LANL, 1990). 
 
Soil in the area of the sump, drainline, and outfall at TA-14-23 [SWMU No. 14-006] is suspected to 
have been contaminated with explosives, although the extent of contamination has not been 
ascertained. 
 
Barium is known to have been released from SWMU No. 15-003, although the extent of 
contamination is not known.  Analyses of soil samples collected from various locations within the 
hazard radius of Firing Site H [SWMU No. 15-004(h)] indicate the presence of barium, beryllium, 
lead, and total uranium above instrument detection limits (LANL, 1993a). 
 
Explosives testing conducted at TA-15-184 [SWMU Nos. 15-003 and 15-006(a)] has resulted in 
the deposition of explosives residues in the soil surrounding the facility (LANL, 1993a).  Two firing 
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sites at TA-36 [SWMU Nos. 36-004(b) and (c)] are also reasonably expected to have released 
explosives residues, although the nature and extent of contamination, if any, has not been 
adequately determined. 
 
Samples collected from the Boneyard [SWMU No. 36-005] indicate the presence of various metals 
(e.g., chromium, lead, silver, and copper) and radioactive isotopes (e.g., thorium-232, uranium 
isotopes, potassium-40, and cesium-137).  Explosives residues and shrapnel from the two firing 
sites at TA-36 are also present at the Boneyard (LANL, 1993b). 
 
Explosives testing conducted at the firing sites at TA-39 [SWMU Nos. 39-004(a-e)] has most likely 
resulted in the deposition of explosives residues and heavy metals (e.g., uranium, mercury, lead, 
beryllium) in the soil surrounding each of the firing areas.  The nature and extent of contamination, 
if any, has not been adequately determined. 
 
10.2.1 Characterization of Releases 
Potential releases from SWMUs, if any, are described in the 1990 SWMU Report and in the 
various RFI Work Plans.  The descriptions include the material released and the nature of the 
release.  However, because of the nature of the releases, the exact volume released is not known. 
 The timing of the releases can only be estimated by the period of operation and sampling events. 
 
10.2.2 Corrective Actions 
Pursuant to 20 NMAC 4.1, Subpart V, 264.101(a), revised November 1, 1995, corrective actions 
are required only for releases of hazardous waste or hazardous constituents.  The SWMUs will be 
investigated and remediated, as necessary and with EPA and New Mexico Environment 
Department approval, during LANL Environmental Restoration Project corrective action activities.  
Corrective action at the any of the TAs discussed in this section will generally follow the 
RFI/Corrective Measures Study process. 
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 Table 10-1 
 
 Solid Waste Management Unit (SWMU) Descriptionsa 
 

 
SWMU No. 

 
Unit Type 

 
Unit Description 

 
Waste Description 

14-001(a) Pullbox A 26- by 32- by 32-inch pit 
associated with Technical 
Area 14, Building 25 
(TA-14-25) and used to house 
a capacitor discharge unit 
(CDU) 
 

Various types of explosives, lead, uranium, 
strontium-90, and beryllium 

14-001(b) Pullbox A 26- by 32- by 32-inch pit 
associated with structure 
TA-14-26 and used to house a 
CDU 
 

Various types of explosives, lead, uranium, 
strontium-90, and beryllium 

14-001(c) Pullbox A 26- by 32- by 32-inch pit 
associated with structure 
TA-14-27 and used to house a 
CDU 
 

Various types of explosives, lead, uranium, 
strontium-90, and beryllium 

14-001(d) Pullbox A 26- by 32- by 32-inch pit 
associated with structure 
TA-14-28 and used to house a 
CDU 
 

Various types of explosives, lead, uranium, 
strontium-90, and beryllium 

14-001(e) Pullbox A 26- by 32- by 32-inch pit 
associated with structure 
TA-14-29 and used to house a 
CDU 
 

Various types of explosives, lead, uranium, 
strontium-90, and beryllium 

14-001(g) Firing Site An active firing site located 
approximately 75 feet south of 
TA-14-23 used for open 
detonations (OD) involving 
explosives 
 

Various types of explosives, lead, beryllium, 
strontium-90, and uranium 

14-002(c)b Decommissioned 
firing site 

An 11- by 18- by 10-feet 
building (TA-14-5) that formerly 
served as the control building 
for firing pads [SWMU Nos. 14-
002(d and e) 
 

Various types of explosives; possibly metals 
including lead, beryllium, and uranium 

14-002(d)b Decommissioned 
firing site 

One of two firing pads 
associated with TA-14-5 and 
formerly used for explosives 
testing 

Various types of explosives; possibly metals 
including lead, beryllium, and uranium 
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SWMU No. 

 
Unit Type 

 
Unit Description 

 
Waste Description 

 
14-002(e)b Decommissioned 

firing site 
One of two firing pads 
associated with TA-14-5 and 
formerly used for explosives 
testing 
 

Various types of explosives; possibly metals 
including lead, beryllium, and uranium 

14-003b Burning Area Bermed area approximately 
600 feet east of TA-14-23 and 
formerly used to burn 
explosives-contaminated 
materials 
 

Various metals, including barium and 
beryllium; and radionuclides 

14-004(a) Storage Area Satellite storage area located 
at TA-14-22 
 

Scrap explosives and explosives-
contaminated items 

14-004(b)b Storage Area Satellite storage area located 
at TA-14-23 
 

Scrap explosives and explosives-
contaminated items 

14-004(c) Storage Area Satellite storage area located 
at TA-14-35 
 

Scrap explosives and explosives-
contaminated items 

14-005b Burn Cage An approximately 3-foot-tall 
steel and wire mesh unit 
situated on a steel burn tray 
 

Explosives-contaminated paper and 
laboratory equipment 

14-006b Sump A 4.5- by 8.3- by 4.8-foot steel 
and concrete sump, an 
associated drainline, and an 
outfall area serving TA-14-23 
 

Various components of the sump may be 
contaminated with explosives 

14-007b Septic System A 4- by 7- by 6-foot reinforced 
concrete septic tank system 
that formerly served TA-14-6 
 

Sanitary wastes and possibly photographic 
darkroom chemicals (e.g., organics, silver, 
cyanide) 

15-003b Firing Site A 12- by 24- by 0.5-foot steel 
pad and two bunkers 
associated with the TA-15-184 
firing site and used for OD 
involving explosives 
 

Barium, lead, mercury, depleted uranium, 
thorium, beryllium, gallium, and residual 
explosives 

15-004(h) Firing Site Inactive firing site located at 
TA-15 
 

Uranium-238, beryllium, lead, and residual 
explosives 
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SWMU No. 

 
Unit Type 

 
Unit Description 

 
Waste Description 

15-006(a)b Firing Site A chamber associated with the 
TA-15-184 firing site 
 

Barium, lead, mercury, depleted uranium, 
thorium, beryllium, gallium, and residual 
explosives 
 

15-009(g)b Septic system A 610-gallon septic tank and 
associated plumbing that 
serves TA-15-184 
 

Sanitary waste and possibly mixed waste 

15-010(c)b Drain A drain serving the camera 
firing point at TA-15-92 
 

Unknown 

15-013(a) Storage tank A 1,036-gallon underground 
storage tank (TA-15-192) that 
was relocated in 1959 
 

Propane 

15-013(b)b Storage tank A 15,000-gallon underground 
storage tank (TA-15-287) that 
was removed in 1992 
 

Mineral oil 

15-014(d) Drainline A drainline located near 
TA-15-184 
 

Nonhazardous water 

15-014(e) Outfall An outfall that receives wash 
water from floor drains located 
in TA-15-185 
 

Nonhazardous wash water 

15-014(l)b Drainline A drainline that drains cooling 
water from TA-15-202 into 
Water Canyon 
 

Cooling water 

36-004(b) Meenie Firing Site Active firing site located at the 
headwaters of Fence Canyon 
in TA-36 
 

Depleted uranium, heavy metals, plastics, 
explosives, and various chemicals 

36-004(c) Firing Site Active firing site in TA-36 
located approximately 800 feet 
south of the Meenie Site and 
used for armor-piercing 
experiments and for OD 
involving explosives 
 

Depleted uranium, heavy metals, plastics, 
explosives, and various chemicals 

36-005b Storage area A surface storage area located 
near TA-36-7 that was formerly 

Metal drums and cans, cylinders, and scrap 
metals such as lead sheets, copper, 
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SWMU No. 

 
Unit Type 

 
Unit Description 

 
Waste Description 

used to store large waste items 
used in explosives testing 
 

uranium-contaminated steel, and iron 

36-007(b) Waste storage 
container 

A small, plastic-lined, 
corrugated cardboard box 
located in TA-36-5 
 

Solid waste contaminated with explosives 

36-007(c) Waste storage 
container 

A small, plastic-lined, 
corrugated cardboard box 
located in TA-36-7 
 

Solid waste contaminated with explosives 

36-007(d) Waste storage 
container 

A small, plastic-lined, 
corrugated cardboard box 
located in TA-36-8 
 

Solid waste contaminated with explosives 

36-007(f) Waste storage 
container 

A small, plastic-lined, 
corrugated cardboard box 
located at a firing site near 
TA-36-8 
 

Solid waste contaminated with explosives 

39-002(b) Storage area An approximately 5- by 5-foot 
portion of a concrete pad 
outside of TA-39-6 

Waste solvents (e.g., ethanol, acetone, 
trichloroethane, copper sulfate); transformer 
oil; vacuum grease; and photographic 
wastes 
 

39-002(d) Storage area Gravel pad located outside of 
TA-39-57 

Waste solvents (e.g., ethanol, acetone, 
trichloroethane, copper sulfate); transformer 
oil; vacuum grease; and photographic 
wastes 
 

39-002(f) Storage area Portion of an asphalt driveway 
located outside of TA-39-88 

Waste solvents (e.g., ethanol, acetone, 
trichloroethane, copper sulfate); transformer 
oil; vacuum grease; and photographic 
wastes 
 

39-004(a)b Firing Site A 500-square-foot area 
associated with TA-39-7 and 
used for explosives test 
detonations 
 

Residual explosives, uranium, mercury, 
lead, beryllium, and dielectric oil containing 
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB) 

39-004(b)b Firing Site A 1,500-square-foot area 
associated with TA-39-8 and 
formerly used for explosives 

Residual explosives, uranium, mercury, 
lead, beryllium, and dielectric oil containing 
PCBs 
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test detonations; operations at 
this unit were discontinued in 
1980 
 

39-004(c)b Firing Site A 1,600-square-foot area 
associated with TA-39-6 and 
used for OD of explosives 
 

Residual explosives, uranium, mercury, 
lead, beryllium, and dielectric oil containing 
PCBs 

39-004(d)b Firing Site A 1,590-square-foot area 
associated with TA-39-57 and 
used for OD of explosives 
 

Residual explosives, uranium, mercury, 
lead, beryllium, and dielectric oil containing 
PCBs 

39-004(e)b Firing Site A 7,700-square-foot area 
associated with TA-39-88 and 
used for OD of explosives 
 

Residual explosives, uranium, mercury, 
lead, beryllium, and dielectric oil containing 
PCBs 

 
a Information compiled from Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) 1990, "Solid Waste Management Units Report"; 

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), 1994, "Module VIII:  Special Conditions Pursuant to the 1984 
Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments to RCRA for Los Alamos National Laboratory, EPA I.D. NM0890010515," 
effective date May 19, 1994; LANL, 1994, "RFI Work Plan for Operable Unit 1085"; LANL, 1993, "RFI Work Plan for 
Operable Unit 1086"; LANL, 1993, "RFI Work Plan for Operable Unit 1130"; and LANL, 1993, "RFI Work Plan for 
Operable Unit 1132." 

b SWMU is identified in EPA, 1994, "Module VIII:  Special Conditions Pursuant to the 1984 Hazardous and Solid Waste 
Amendments to RCRA for Los Alamos National Laboratory, EPA I.D. NM0890010515". 
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 11.0  OTHER FEDERAL LAWS 

 

A discussion of federal laws, as required by the New Mexico Administrative Code, Title 20, 

Chapter 4, Part 1, Subpart IX, 270.3 and 270.14(b)(20), revised November 1, 1995, is provided in 

Section 11.0 of the Los Alamos National Laboratory General Part B. 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
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High-explosive (HE) firing operations are carried out at Q-Site in Technical Area 14 
(TA-14). This site is located south of the R-Site Road between TA-9 and R-Site. Q-Site 
is operated by DX-2 under the auspices of DX-4. Q-Site East is a relatively small area 
that contains four buildings: one for general storage of equipment, two for storage of HE, 
and one that consists of the control room, laboratory, and make-up room. 

2.0 PURPOSE 

Q-Site East (TA-14) Firing Operations 

This Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) describes methods to be followed for fuing 
tests and related operations at Q-Site East (TA-14), Buildings Q-6,Q-22,Q-23, and 4-24 
and outdoor firing areas located south of the control room. Building Q-5 is condemned 
and is not approved for any operations. 
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3.0 SCOPE 

This document describes the procedures required for personnel to perform tests at Q-Site. 

3.1 Facilities and Uses 

This SOP covers the facilities' in Q-Site East only and does not address the facilities in 
Q-site West. 

3.1.1 Building 4-6 

Building 4-6 is a frame structure used to store parts and instruments that are used 
in various experiments. No explosives are permitted in this building. 

3.1.2 Building 4-23 

Building 4-23 is a reinforced concentrate structure divided into four rooms (see 
Figure 1 for floor plan). The south face is protected by %-inch steel boilerplate. 
The portholes are protected by sliding steel covers. 
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Room 101 is the firing control room. Various items necessa~y for safe firing 
(locked capacitor discharge unit (CDU) controls and timed interlocks) and the 
equipment for recording data &om the tests are instaUed in this room. No 
clrplosivcs are aUowcd in this room at any time. 

3.133 Room 102 

Room 102 is the utility room and is not used for explosives work. This room 
contains the circuit breaker panels, the hot water tank, and the h~riting system. It is 
also used for storage of fire-fighting equipment such as hoses, shwels, aid hoes. 
No explosives are permitted in this room 



3.1.23 Room 103 
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Room 103 is used as a chemical laboratory. This room also contains a hood with 
water, gas, and vacuum lines. The lights, switches and electrical outlets are 
explosion proof. 

3.1.2.4 Room 104 
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Room 104 is the make-up room in which test components are made up in 
preparation for f i g .  Made-up tests or explosives components may be stored in 
this room during a firing operation involving a large number of tests that may take 
several days to fire. No HE is to be stored in this room except for on-going 
experiments where the HE is part of a set-up that cannot be placed in a magazine. 
The electrical wiring in the room is explosion proof. 
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3.135 Ignitor Box 

The ignitor box is a small steel box attached to the west side of this building and 
is secured by a padlock. This box is used to store ignitors. This box contains 
g& Group B explosives. The key is under the control of the Firing Leader. 

3.2 Firing Mounds 

Besides the structures described, Q-Site East has five firing mounds located along a 
conduit system extending toward the South fiom the firing control room. Each firing 
mount consists of sand-covered area about 50 ft in diameter. Each mound contains a 
steel-covered underground box (firing pit) that provides GFCI Protected electrical outlets, 
telephone connections and space for the high-voltage CDU. Figure 2 shows the layout of 
Q-Site East, and the firing pits are shown as structure numbers 25,26,27,28, and 29. 



Figure 2 

Mound 1 is shielded on three sides with a 3-ft-high, '/-inch steel plate backed 
with sand. In addition to the 1 10-volt outlet, Mound 1 also has a 208-volt outlet. 
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Mound 2 has no shielding but has a heavy steel base plate and is in a direct line 
with the portholes in building 23. 

Q-Site East (TA-14) Firing Operations 

Mound 3 is an open area used for general firing cperations. ?is is 2lso the 
location of the OBIOD Thermal Treatment Area 



3.2.4 Mound 4 

Mound 4 has a shrapnel barrier constructed of large concrete blocks. This barrier 
is used for tests that may produce shrapnel or metal fragments. 

3.2.5 Mound 5 

Mound 5 is located in the canyon and is a reinforced-concrete-lined area cut into 
the side of the hill, which can be sandbagged on the southern (open) face. 

4.0 DEFINITIONS 

Energetic Materials 
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Firing Leader 

Q-Site East (TA-14) Firing Operations 

Staff Member 
in charge of Q-Site 

Tests with Staff 

An energetic material is any material that liberates energy with or 
without oxygen which includes but is not limited to explosives, 
propellants, pyrotechnics and gas generants. 

A h l l  time DX Division employee, authorized by DX-4 line 
management to supervise, conduct, and be responsible for 
operations at the site of the test. This persons accumulated 
knowledge and experience are crucial to ali explosives £iring 
operations. 

RCRA Open B d O p e n  Detonation. 

Oversees Firing Operations and experiments conducted at Q-Site 

Experimental tests that have not been run before must be 
supervised by the requesting staff member and require a completed 
DX-2 Q-Site Test Sheet (Attachment I), approved by the staff 
member in charge of Q-Site East. 

Tests Without Staff Tests that have been performed previously can be performed by a 
technician. It is not necessary that a staff member supervise the 
operation. This requires prior signature approval, on the test sheet, 
from the staff member in charge of Q-Site East. 

See DX-4 SOP 3 General Safety, DX-4 SOP 4 General Firing Operations, and 
DX-4 SOP 5 Preparation room Operations and Explosive Charge Handling for further 
definitions. 



5.0 RESPONSIBLILITIES 

5.1 Staff Member in Charge of Q-Site East 

Recommends to the DX-4 Group Leader personnel who may be authorized as the 
Firing Leader. 
Is responsible for experiments conducted at Q-Site. 

5.2 All other responsibilities are identified in DX-4 SOPS 3 & 4 

6.0 PRECAUTIONS AND LIMITATIONS 

6.1 Electrical Work 

All electrical work shall be conducted in accordance with the LAM, Electrical Safety 
Program. 

6.2 Explosive Load and Personnel Limits for Buildings 

Limitations on explosive loads and personnel are given below for the different buildings 
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covered in this SOP. 

Location 

Q-Site East (TA-14) Firing Operations 

Room 101 - Control Room 
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Building 4-23 
Room 103 - Laboratory 

Room 104 - Make-up 
Room 

Steel Box on NW corner of 
Building 
Building 4-6 
Personnel limits may be wai 

Explosive Load Limit 

50 lb including no more 
than 5 lb scrap HE 

50 lb including no more 
than 5 lb scrap HE 

100 ignitors 

0 lb 

Personnel Limit 

If explosives present 3 
If no explosives 
present, 6 

- If explosives present 3 
If no explosives 
present, 6 

No limit 1 
:d by the DX-4 Group Leader, or designee for tests, safety 

inspections, operational reviews, and demonstrations. 



6.2.1 Explosive and Personnel Limits for Mounds 
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6.2.1.1 Bare or Glass - or Plastic-Cased Explosives 

Mound I Explosive Limit I Personnel Limit 1 
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Number 
1 

6.2.1.2 MetalXased Explosives 

2 

3 

4 

5 

Meta l - cddad  tests may be fired within the shrapnel barrier of Mound 4, (See 
AttachmeM, Bill Davis' Rule for the Evaluation of Fragment Hazards 
Calculation). Tests may be also be fired at Mound 5, provided the test is 
sandbagged on the exposed south side. No metalconfined tests are allowed at the 
other mounds. 

(lb) 
5 

6 3  Allowed Explosives 

(when HE present) . 

The minimum required-not 

5 

20 

30 

30 

Only explosives that satis@ both of the following criteria can be used in operations at 
Q-Site East: 

to exceed 3 
The minimum required-not 

to exceed 3 
The minimum required-not 

to exceed 3 
The minimum required-not 

to exceed 3 
The minimum required-not 

to exceed 3 

Type 12 Dropweight Impact > 12 cm 
Spark sensitivity >O. 1 J for 3 mil foil 

Energetic materials to be tested at Q-Site that have been characterized or are known to be 
impact or spark sensitive will require that the DX-2 Group Leader, Deputy Group Leader, 
or Staff Member in charge of Q-Site give written permission (SW)  before the material is 
taken to Q-Site. The handling procedure and precautions for this material must be stated 
on the Test Sheet. 

6.4 Operations Limitations 

No more than one firing operation may be carried out at Q-Site East at any one time. 



Before starting a firing operation at Q-Site East, Q-Site West must be checked by doing a 
4" 

sweep of the area. Any personnel not associated with the testing will be escorted out of 
the area, and re-admitted after test completion. 
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6.5 Smoking 

Smoking is not permitted at any time in or around any of the buildings, grounds, or firing 
mounds at Q-Site. 

Q-Site East (TA-14) Firing Operations 

6.6 Flame-Producing Devices 
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No spark - or flame-producing devices, other than those used in firing or burning 
operations (such as ignitors), will be allowed in the area unless authorization has been 
given in an approved Special Work Permit (SWP). Firing site personnel are not to fight 
any fires involving HE. 

6.7 Fire Protection 

All the explosives processing and storage buildings are of concrete construction. See the 
restrictions in Section 7.3 of DX-4 SOP 3.0 General Safety. 

6.7.1 Pyrophoric Materials 

When materials of a pyrophoric nature are part of a test, Q-Site operators request 
the Fire Department to stand by with the necessary equipment to fight a possible 
fire in the surrounding woods (see DX-4 SOP 4 General Firing Operations, 
DX-4 SOP 1.0 General Access Control, Sections 6.3 and 7.1), (see7.1, this SOP 
"Preparations Before Firing). 

6.7.2. Fire Fighting Equipment 

6.7.2.1 Fire Extinguishers 

Fire extinguishers are mounted on the east, north, and west walls, of Building 
4-23 and on the east outside wall of Building 4-6. These fire extinguishers are 
checked annually by the Fire Department and monthly by tk responsible person 
for Q-Site. 

6.7.2.2 Other Tools 

Shovels, long hoses, rakes, and hoes are stored in Room 102 of Building . . -23 for 
emergency fire fighting. This equipment is intended to quench small fires that are 
considered normal during firing operations. The Firing Leader will call the 
Access Control for any off-normal fires. 



6.8 Maintenance 

Weeds and brush are cut and cleared from the firing area and around buildings and 
magazines when necessary. A standing work order allows this maintenance whenever the 
brush and weeds present a fire hazard. 
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6.9 Visitor and Admittance Control 
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All visitors must check in at TA-9-2 1 for admittance. 

6.9.1 Administrative Gate 

This gate will remain locked and closed at all times except during n o d  fkhg 
site operations. The only exception to this will be when an explosive test is left 
on the firing mound overnight. Then both the Administrative Gate and the 
Railroad Gate wiil be closed. In the event of this, the Access Control Office at 
TA-15-183 should be notified. Access Control will make all necessary 
notificatio~~~. The Firing Leader will post a sign on the Administrative Gate and 
will notify the DX-2 Group Management. 

6.9.2 Railroad Gate (Safety Gate) 

A railroad gate, interlocked to the firing power source, is lowered at the entrance 
to Q-Site during any firing operation. A sign on this gate requires anyone 
entering the site, either by vehicle or on foot, to phone for entry from the 
telephone located on a post near the gate. The Q-Site East control room telephone 
number is 665-1787. Verbal clearance must be obtained from the Firing Leader 
before entering. 

6.93 Remote Area Access 

6.93.1 Access to Building Q-5 

A chain gate located between 4-6 and 4-23 controls access to Q-5. When 
personnel are at Q-5, the chain will be down; when no one is at the site, the chain 
will be up. 

6.10 Transportation of HE 

Transportation of HE by vehicles to and within this area is covered by DX-DO SOP 3 
Packaging and Transportation of Hazardous Materials. 



6.11 Housekeeping 
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Special care must be taken to see that rooms 103 & 104 are kept free of loose explosive 
powder or dust that may be spilled during test makeup. After a day's operation, or more 
often if necessary, these rooms must be swept and the waste deposited in the appropriate 
HE waste cans. 

Only brooms or brushes with no metallic parts and non-metallic dust pans are to be used 
to clean up spills. If the amount of explosive involved is more than a few grams and/or 
has an impact sensitivity of less than 10 cm with Type 12 tools and a 3 4 1  lead foil 
spark sensitivity of less than 0.05 J, the DX-2 Staff Member for Firing Operations or the 
Group Leader shall be informed and their advice obtained before the cleaning operation is 
performed. Attention should be paid to toxic hazards, as well as explosive hazards, and 
special protective clothing may be required. 
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6.12 Detonator Circuit Testing 
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A cumnt-limited detonator current ohm @CO) meter, meeting criteria set forth in the 
DOE Explosives S a f '  Manual, will be used if necessary, to check the resistance of 
exploding bridge wire detonators (EBWs). The meter shall be labeled "For Use on EBW 
Detonators Only". 

6.13 Diagnostic Electronics Testing 

A volt-ohm meter, such as a Fluke 77, will be used. It shall be prominently labeled "For 
Non-Initiating Circuits Only". 

6.14 Low-Voltage Electro Explosive Devices @ED'S) 

Personnel that will be handling any low-voltage EED's will be properly trained. Training 
will consist of reading DX-1 SOP 175 and On the Job Training with firing site 
operations. 

All electrical circuits will be grounded and shorted before continuity is established to the 
low-voltage EED. Personnel will be kept to the minimum needed to perform this 
operation. All others will remain in the control room during this operation. The 
procedure for connecting the CDU to the test assembly is as follows: 

Check the shorting plug with an approved VOM for continuity. The resistance 
will be approximately 0.2 ohms. 
Short the CDU end of the detonator cable with the shorting plug. 
While using a wrist grounding strap, connect the EED to the detonator cable. 
Attach the EED to the test assembly. 



5. Remove the shorting plug from the detonator cable and connect the shorting plug 
to the load ring on the CDU. 

6. Connect the detonator cable to the CDU. 
7. Remove the shorting plug. 

6.15 Safety Features 
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6.15.1 Railroad Gate 
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The railroad gate at the Q-Site entrance must be closed before the interlock on the 
control room door will close. Until the interlock is closed, no power will be 
available to the firing control unit. 

6.15.2 Firing Control Unit 

During a fuing operation, the firing control unit in the control room provides 
built-in safety features through a timing sequence and a mechanism that will 
automatically stop the operation by grounding and interlocking the system (the 
CDU) when certain situations occur. 

6.15.2.1 Timing Sequence 

The power switch to the firing control circuit is a key switch, and when turned on, 
after the interlocks have been closed the following sequence of events occurs after 
the "TIMERn button has been pushed. 

The siren sounds for 30 seconds. 
The siren is silent for 30 seconds. 
The siren sounds for 90 seconds. 
A pilot light indicates "READY'. 
An operator ensures that the proper firing voltage has been selected. For 
EBWs the voltage is 2000 to 2500 volts DC. 
The operator may then push the "POWER" and "ARM" buttons and wait 
for the CDU to charge. 
The operator ensures that the firing voltage has been attained. 
The operator may then push the "FIRE button, and the test will fire. If 
this button is not pushed within 10 seconds, the entire circuit de-energizes 
and the cycle must be repeated. 

6.15.2.2 Capacitor Discharge Unit 

Characteristics of the the CDU are listed below. 

a. The CDU may be installed in any one of the firing pits 25 through 29. It is 
connected to the fire-control unit by a special multiconductor cable. 



b. When the "ARM button on the fire control unit is pushed, power is 
4 

supplied to the transformer and the rectifier so that the capacitors may 
charge. 

c. A voltage divider network allows the capacitor voltage to be monitored at 
the fire control station with a 50-mA calibrated meter. 

d. AAer iiring or if a power interruption occurs during the firing sequence, 
the high-voltage capacitor are automatically shorted to ground. The 
ground circuit is routed through a set of contacts that are normally held 
closed by a spring. When the power circuit is energized, a solenoid 
overcomes the spring tension and breaks the ground circuit. The contact 
assembly is positioned so that, if there is a spring failure andlor a power 
interruption, the contacts will close and the system will be safely 
grounded. Timer interlocks prevent the ground circuit from being 
reopened until the timing and arming sequence has been re-established. 
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6.16 Viewing Ports 

Visual inspection of the firing mounds or the general area may be made through portholes 
in the firing-room wall facing these mounds. These ports are equipped with three 
cylinders of Zinch laminated safety glass to prevent fragments fiom entering the firing 
room. 
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6.17 Mound Spacing 
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The availability of five firing mounds at various distances fiom the control building 
provides safe distances for the tests. The most distant mound is located below ground 
level of the control room and space is cut into the side of the canyon wall to prevent 
fragments of from tests fiom reaching the control room or outside the designated 
clearance area. 

6.18 Shelter 

Building 4-23 is constructed of reinforced concrete with !4 inch boilerplate covering the 
side facing the firing mounds. This type of construction provides more than adequate 
shelter for personnel from any test fired according to the provisions of this SOP. 

7.0 PROCEDURAL STEPS 

7.1 Preparation Before Firing 

Follow these steps when preparing a test for firing. 

I Sten I Action I 
I 1 I If a test involves pyrophoric materials, I - 



I I Access Control at TA- 1 5- 1 83 arranges all Fire Department responses, except 1 
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2 

3 

emergencies. 
Fill out a DX-2 Q-Site Test Sheet (Attachment 1) and obtain approval from the 
staff member or the alternate in charge of Q-Site 
Observe the weather: No firing operations are allowed during electrical storms, or 

4 
5 

I the load ring is shorted, 
all necessary cables are connected, and 

in some cases, high winds. 
The Firing key remains in the Firing Leaders possession. 

Prepare the appropriate firing mound with all the required diagnostics and blast 
shielding; 

- Record the diagnostic wiring on the Test Sheet (use additional pages if 

6 

necessary); and 
Make sure all diagnostics are working properly 

Ensure that 
- the CDU is in place, 

( ( Note: The green light on the firing panel will be lit when the gate is properly I 

7 

secured 
8 Clear the area by driving to Q-Site West (TA-14-34). Check the lower area 

(Mound 5) to make sure that no unauthorized personnel are within the site. 
Alert all personnel at Q-Site West that a firing is to occur and escort them out 

- the detonator cable end is shorted 
0 - Lower the (Safety) gate at the entrance to Q-Site and make sure that it is 

not have any electrical potential. I / Check all connections inside the control room, making sure that no cables or I 
9 
10 

of the area. 
Take a head count to be sure all personnel are accounted for. 

Make certain that all diagnostic and initiating cables, wires, and connectors do 

7.2 Setting Up a Test 

11 

12 

To set up a test use the following steps. 

wires are hooked up to electrical generating devices. 
Check the firing mound for any potential structural or mechanical hazards. 
Make sure that the mound is safe and stable. 
Instruct all ~ersonnel to stav in the control room in Building 0-23. 

Step 
1 

Action 
Take the test to be fired out to the appropriate mound. 
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7 3  Arming a Test 

The Firing Leader or Operator should follow these steps when arming a test. 

2 

3 

S t e ~  I Action 

QSite East (TA-14) Firing Operations 

Note: When the test is being set up on the mound, only the minimum number of 
personnel are allowed on the mound. All other m n n e l  must stay in Building 
4-23 Control room 101. 
Attach all diagnostic cables (not firing cables) and wires to the test. If an o h  
meter is required, make sure it has been approved for explosives use. 
Once the test has been set up, casuals and observers may inspect the test under 
suDervision of the h a  site leader or omtor .  

I 

1 I Initiate a l l  tests with EBW detonators: other detonators will reauire an SWP. 
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I 
-- - . . - - 

2 1 - Have all personnel go into Building 4-23, Room 101. 

3 
- ~ccomt for all pe&nnel. 

Bring the detonator out to the appropriate mound unless the test set-up requires 

4 
earlier imtabtion. 
Perform one final check of the test and mound (see Steps 7,11, and 12 in Section 

5 
7.1 above). 
Instruct all temaining personnel to go into Building 4-23, Room 101. 

6 
7 
8 

7.4 Firing a Test 

Note: Only the Firing Leader, who has the firing key in his possession, does not 
have to be in the Building. 
Check to msirc sure shorting plug is on CDU before attaching detonator cable. 
Connect the detonator cable to the detonator. 

- Makc sure the detonator and the receptacle are h e  h m  any debris (saud, 
grit). 
Attach the detonator to the test by screwing down the locking nut, but only 

ti&- 

9 
10 

The Firing Site Leader or Operator should follow the steps listed below when firir - a 
test. 

* M& & the detonator is in contact with the booster explosive. 
Remove the shorting plug h m  the CDU. 
Go into the control room. 

Step ( Action 
1 ' Review the firing check list (see Attachment 111). 
2 1 Close the control room door. 



- - 

Continually monitor the fire-control system during the sequence until the 
capacitors are charged to at least 2000 volts (unless specified otherwise). 
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3 
4 

1 THEN 

QSite East (TA-14) Firing Operations 

Unlock the firing control box. 
Start the semiautomatic firing sequence. 

\ I staffm&ber feels thm is a \ will stop-a11 king operatibus I 

73 Post-Firing Operations - - 
After firing the test, the Firing Leader should follow the procedures below. 

5 When the capacitors are charged, 
- push the "FIREn button within 10 seconds, thmby firing the test. - 

Action S ~ P  

1 

2 

3 

Who Doea It 

4 

5 

Firing Leader 

F i  Leader 

Fi~ingLeader 

-. Decides when it is safe to leave the sbelter 
after the test. 

- Sounds the "All Clear" with two 5-second 
blasts of the siren. 
Approaches the test area, 
Ensures that area is safe, and 

Firing Leader or Designee 

Firing Leader 

Notifies others in shelter of safe condition 
and that they may approach the atea 
Pick up and place scrap and undetonated 
explosives in the approved HE waste 
container in Room 103 of Building 4-23. 
Inspect entire firing area for explosives 
wtab at the end of the day's firing. 

At day's end, 
lock all the buildings, and 
check doors. 



7.6 Misfires 

In the event of a misfire, follow the procedure listed below. 

DX-4: SOP 27 
Original Q-Site East (TA-14) Firing Operations 

Step 
1 
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Who Does It 
All participants, including 

2 
observers 
Firing Leader 

3 Firing Leader 

t 
4 

Firing Leader w 
Firing Leader 

5 

Firing Leader d 

Firing Leader 

Firing Leader a 

Action 
Do NOT leave the control room. 

Checks all electrical connections to the power 
supply in the control room. 
Attempts to fire the test again, if it seems 
appropriate. 
If the test still fails to fire, 

- turn off all power to the power supply. 
Establishes a waiting period4 least 30 minutes if 
the cause of failure is not obvious. 
Observe the test assembly through the viewing 
ports in the control room, if possible, during tbe 
waiting period. 
If no activity in the test assembly is evident during 
this time, 

carefblly approaches the firing mound. 
Disanns the test by disconnecting the detonator 
cable at the CDU, if possible, or by removing the 
detonator fiom the charge or cutting its leads. 



Firing Leader Checks the leads for continuity and electrical 
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connections to the firing unit using an 
approved DCO aper disarming the test. 

. Q-Site East (TA-14) Firing Operations 

I IF the trouble I THEN 1 -- . -. - . - - - - 

I has been located I check the operation of the unit 
I I 

and fixed 
cannot be 
located 

by firing one or more detonators. 
secure the site, leaving the 
barricade down, and . contact the Group Leada or 
the DX-2 Staff Membcr for 
Firing Operations for further 
insbuctiolls. 

7.7 CIeaning Up Contamination from Firing Operations 

Sometimes normal firing activities will result in the incomplete detonation of the 
explosive and hen in the scattering of explosive in the area next to the test. For 
example, the stanmad gap test, by its inherent nature, will result in half of the tests 
scattering explosive. 

The following steps are taken to mhhbx the contamination and to reduce the hazard 
from it. 

Step 
1 

2 

3 

7.7.1 Disposal of HE Operational Waste 

Action 
The HE is collected fiom the test area after each test and put in the approved 
HE waste container kept in Room 104 of Building 4-23. 
The entire firing area is inspected for explosives at the end of each day's 
firing. 
The area is posted with a sign warning unauthorized personnel to remain out 

4 

The HE waste accumulated at Q-Site is disposed of in two ways, 

of the exp~dsives-contsminatcd area. 
No work is permitted in the posted area by service personnel without 
permission of the area coordinator and the firing leader or Group 

(1) by arranging with the DX-Division Waste Coordinator to take away and 
dispose of such waste and 



(2) by disposal at Q-Site 

Waste minimization will be handled according to Section 13 of the DX-Division 
Operations Manual. 
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7.8 Emergency Procedures 

Q-Site East (TA-14) Firing Operations 

The Building Emergency Plan (BEP) posted in 4-23 in TA-14 shall be followed in the 
event of an emergency situation. The BEP shall be available in the building, and the 
operators shall be familiar with its contents. 

REQUlRED RECORDS 

Q-Site Test Sheet 
DX-2 Q-Site Firing Check List 
Adhesive and Potting Materials List 
Waiver of Personnel Limits at Q-Site 
Expended Material List 

LANL Electrical Safety Program 
LIR4O2-600-0 1.0 "Electrical Safety" 
LIG402-600-01 .O "Electrical Safety Implementation Guide" 
DOE Explosives Safety Manual, DOE M44O. 1 - 1 Rev. 8 
Los Alamos Environment, Safety, and Health Manual 
DX-Division Operations Manual 
DX-1 SOP 175 Manufadme Handling, and Inspection of Low Energy EEDs 
DX-4 SOP 3.0 G e n d  Safety 
DX-4 SOP 4.0 General Firing Operations 
DX-4 SOP 5.0 Preparation Room Operations Explosive Charge Handling & 
Assembly 
DX-DO SOP 0 1 Waste Management in DX-DO 
DX-DO SOP 03 Packaging and Transportation of Hazardous Materials 
DX-DO SOP 06 Radiological Controls 
DX-DO SOP 08 HE Storage 

10.0 ATTACHMENTS 

1. DX-2 Q-Site Test Sheet 
2. Adhesive and Potting Materials List 
3. DX-2 Q-Site Firing Checklist 
4. Evaluation of Fragment Hazards 



Attachment 1 

DX-2 Q-Site Test Sheet 

Date 

Type of Test Time 

Purpose of shot 

Experimenter (s) Program Code 

Technicians (s) Disk Name 

Detonator 

Booster Dimensions 

Mound Location 

Weight (grams) 

Toxic or Radioactive Materials 

@-38, Lead, Tritium, Beryllium, etc.) 

Fire Dept. Requested Yes No 

If yes, why? 

ESH Requested Yes No 

If yes, why? 

Special Procedures or requirements 

Diagnostics Used (Scope, TIM, Pulse Amp., DDG, Fanout, etc.) 

Approved by (Staff Member in charge of Q-Site East or alternate) 
(Use back of sheet for results and comments) 







coUQe?k mth 
HE. 





Attac hrnent 111 
DX-2 Q-Site Firing Checklist 

Requester Charge Code Date Fired 

Ensure Q-Site shot sheet is completed. 
Notify Access Control 7-6742 to Prnmge for Fire Department 
standby if pyrotechnics arc involved in the shot. 
Notify Access Control of all shots. 
Lower TA-14 gate and clear the area. 
Move all personuci into Bldg. Q-23 and establish a head count. 
Ensure that there is no el&cal po- to the firing mound and 
checkall cables andconnccli011~. 
Talte photos as necessary. 
Verify CDU is shorted with the shorting plug, then arm the shat. 
Remove CDU shorting plug.. 
Retake head count and start firing sequence. 
sd comet firing voltage on the Costrol Panel. 
Ensure shot diagnostics and rack are powered and in a ready smc 

Q DC Power Supply voltage set and connected. 
Osciiloscope programmed and reset (recheck after 
chww).  

0 TIM'S, DDG's and Pulse Amplifiers programmed and 
reset. 

0 VCR programmed and ~ecording. 

Record shot time on shot sheet. 
Charge CDU and recheck diagnostics. 
Fire the shot. 
Record data from shot diagnostics. 
Check the area for shot-induced h. 
Venfy a safe condition on the mound and short CDU. 
Sound "all clear" when it is safe to leave Bldg. 4-23. 
Police the area for any unconsumed HE or hazardous debris and 
dispose of appropriately. 

Signature: Date 
Firing Leader 



DX-2 Q-Site Firing Checklist (Conk) 

In the event of a misfire the following procedure will be followed: 

DO NOT LEAVE CONTROL ROOM 
Check all electrical c a m d o n s  and firing voltage in the contra1 
room. 
Attempt to firc the shot again. 
If the shot still does not fire, turn off aU power to firing system. 
Wait a time considered appropriate by Firing Leader (nominally 30 
minutes) obsenrirmg the shot for any signs of smoke or activity. 
If during the waiting period no activity is observed, person 
shall approach the firing mound pit and disconnect the detonator 
cable from the CDU. 
Remove or disconnect the detonator h m  the shot. 
Check detanator leads and cable for continuity with an approved 
DCO. 
If the problem has been identified aad comcted, firing operasitnu 

be checked by firing one or more detonators. 
If the problem cannot be identified, notie the DX-2 Group Office 
7441 I), secure the area, and await f m t k  instructions. 



Attachment IV 

Evaluation of Fragment Hazards 

BILL DAVIS' RULE 

Fragment Distance = Densitv of Frament , Thickness of Fragment /(Ft.) . ww- 
Density of Air in direction of travel 

where: 

Density of Air = g/cm3 at Los Alamor altitude 

Safety Factor 5 for cars, and buildings 
8 for people 

FOR TYPICAL FRAGMENTS (NO BARRIER OR BARRICADES) 

Fragment Distauce (Ft) 
(Safety Factor = 8) 

Aluminum 

Fragment 
Thickness (in.) Material 

2.7 I !4" I 450 
%" 900 I 

Brass 

Density 
dCm3 

DU 

8.4 

18.7 

1 

1" 
%" 
19 
1" 
%" 
%" 
1" 

1800 
1400 
2800 
5600 
3116 
6233 

12.466 (2.3 miles) 
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Group M-1 TA-14-23 
Emergency Plan 
August 8,1991 

TA-14 Buildinp Q-23 
1. Building Description 

Building Q-23 consists of four rooms; 101 control, 102 utility, 103 lab, 
and 104 make-up. The building measures 24 x 24 feet and is about 8 feet hight. 
It is constructed of 2 foot-thick steel reinforced concrete on the south side and 
10 inch thick concrete on the other sides. 

2 Building Hazards 
Q-23 is permanently labeled with a "1" hazard sign. Rooms 103 (lab) 

and 104 (make-up) can contain up to 50 lbs of high explosive. Room 102 
(utility) contains the electrical panels and circuit breakers. 

0 SAlarmSystems 
None 

4Prr,fectionSys~ 
None 

6 ~ ~ ~ E a u i ~ -  
Carbon dioxide fire extinguishers are outside rooms 101, 102, 103, and 

104. Water fire extinguisher is outside room 101. MSDSe are located in Room 
103. Two absorbent spill kits are located inside the solvent cabinet outside 
room 103. 

& NoMcatioxm 
A. In case of fire, serious injury, o r  emergencies that pose an 

immediate threat to life or property: 
- call 911 or 9-911; 
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Emergency Plan 
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- notify the M-1 Group Leader and the General Chemistry Section 
Leader. The M-1 Group Office will notift M-DO and HSE-3. 

Incidents that do NOT pose an immediate threat to life or property, 
but carry the POTENTIAL of such a threat: 
- Notify the Emergency Management Office at 7-6211 (7-7080 after 

hours). 
- Notify the Group Office during n o d  hours. 
- Notifjl the following during off hours: 

Jim Stine 6721314 
Greg Buntain 662-6W5 
Larry Hatler 6729150 
Manny Lopez (utilities) 7-6191 

Incidents that pose no threat to life or property, but yet may be 
reportable under DOE Order 5000.3A should be reported to the 
Emergency Management Office as soon as possible. Copies of DOE 
Order 5000.3A may be obtained from the Occurrence Reporting 
Section of EM0 (7-6211). 
Local Notifications: 
None. 

7. Planninlf Zone 
Reserved for fiture use. 

a A c t i ~ ~ ~ i n & = t ~ f S p e c i d i c ~ n r I n d d c ? n t n ?  
A. Toxic chemical release: 

In the event of a toxic chemical spill in which a suflicient 
quantity of toxic vapors are released, personnel should evacuate 
upwind. It is important to warn other personnel in the immediate 
area and at the M-8 portion of TA-14 of the spill. The nature of the 
emergency will determine how large an area will need to be 
evacuated, so an assembly area cannot be designated in advance. 
However, if the wind direction permits, personnel should evacuate 
at the entrance gate to TA-14. There is a phone at this location and 
incoming emergence response personnel can be stopped and advised 
of the nature of the spill. Under no circumstances will any 
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emergency vehicle be permitted into TA-I4 until the M-l senior 
supervisor has determined that there is no further danger from 
explosions. 

All personnel who might have been exposed to toxic materials 
should seek medical treatment as necessary. . 

In the event of a chemical spill without toxic vapors, the Spill 
Coordinator for Group M-1 will be notified and all personnel will be 
evacuated from the vicinity of the spill. For small spills, personnel 
familiar with the material will do whatever they can to confine the 
spill, if it can be done safely without harm to themselves or others. 
For large spills, or those involving toxic chemicals HSE-3 will be 
requested to confine and clean up the spill, 

B. Radioactivity release 
N/ A 

C. Nuclear criticality 
N/A 

D. High energy accident 
In the event of an explosion involving high explosivee with or 

without a fire all personnel are to retire to a safe distance and 
remain there until the danger of an explosion is over. Violent, high- 
order detonations are unlikely to be followed by additional explosions 
unless an adjacent vehicle or building containing explosives has 
been damaged by the initial explosion or from a resultant fire. 

Any fire involving substantial quantities of explosives represents 
an extremely hazardous situation. A violent explosion could occur 
a t  any time. Small explosions, unless they result in a fire, will 
probably be followed promptly, or not at all, by additional explosions. 

Remaining in an area threatened by fitrtber explosions to help 
an injured person will probably not mean the difference between life 
or death to that person, but may well cause injury or death to the 
rescuer.However, if the wind direction permits, personnel should 
evacuate at the entrance gate to TA-14. 

There is a phone at  this location and incoming emergence 
response personnel can be stopped and advised of the nature of the 
explosion. Under no circumstances will any emergency vehicle be 
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permitted into TA-14 until the M-1 senior supervisor has determined 
that there is no further danger from explosions. 

Date of evacuation routedposters in use: 
A map of 6-23 is located in the control room (mom 101) and was last 
reviewed July 31,1991. It shows the exits of Q-23 and the assemble 
point by the entrance gate to TA-14. 
Provisions for handicapped employees: 
Handicapped personnel are not allowed in explosives containing 
area if their handicap would endanger themselves or others. 
Handicapped visitors are allowed in the control room, but only 
under supervision of the Firing Supervisor. This room is easily 
accessed by wheelchairs. At this time, no handicapped personnel 
needing special provisions are employed in Group M-1. 
Personnel accountability procedures: 
The Firing Supervisor will have knowledge of all personnel in the 
area and a list of all visitors. He will check all personnel at the 
place of evacuation. The place of evacuation will usually be the 
entrance gate to TA-14, unless conditions warrant otherwise. 
Special evacuation/transportation requirements: 
The entrance gate to TA-14 is the assembly point for an evacuation. 
If this gate is down wind of a toxic gas plume, employees are to 
evacuate to a point up wind of the plume. 

In-house Emergency Response Team consists of the Group Leader 
and the Deputy Group Leader. These people are familiar with the 
hazards of explosives and should be consulted by the Emergency 
Response personnel. 
In-home communications capability - None. 
Stand-Off Instructions. Personnel should evacuate to the entrance 
gate to TA-14. This position is provides a safe stand-off distance for 
nearly all conceivable accidents, and also provides a point of contact 
with the Emergency Response personnel before entrance to a 
potentially hazardous area. 
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11. Consequence Assessment 
A. The senior building person present will give the amving Incident 

Commander a breifing on current hazards and likely problems. 
EM0 and responding HSE elements, in consultation with building 
staff/occupants, will conduct more detailed consequence 
assessment. 

B. The consequences of any incident a t  TA-14 are essentially 
unpredictable. For this reason, the M-1 Senior Supervisor will 
assess the likelihood of a continuing hazard after an initial 
incident. General guidlines for this assessment are given in the M- 
1 Emergency Plan. 

l 2 . s h u t d o w n ~  
In the event of a fire or explosion in the vicinity of 6-23 the firing 

system will be shutdown. Under no circumstances, however, should 
personnel endanger themselves to do so, and no one may re-enter an 
evacuated building without the M- 1 Senior Supervisor's specific 
permission. 

18 Sptn and C0n)ninmnnt M u r w  
A spill control kit is located outside room 102. This kit would be 

used in the event of a small spill, as long as i t  could be used without 
h a m  to the user or others. For large spills, the spill control 
coordinator would be notified. 

14.Reenbry- 
The M-1 Group Leader is responsible for decisions about when the 

accident sib may be re-entered by Group personnel. In general, no one 
should re-enter during the emergency, but only atter sd'lident time 
that all of the M-1 line management can assess each of the hazards. 

1s. Training 
A. Emergency Training: The Firing Supervisor is required to have 

CPR and First Aid. 
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B. Periodic Evacuation Exercises: An emergency / evacuation 
exercise is performed annually by the M-1 Emergency Coordinator. 

Firing Site S u p e ~ s o r  Ken Uher 54901" -7012 
Building Manager Jim Stine 74990* 672-1314 
Alt. Building Manager Ken Uher 5-4901* -7012 
Gen. Chem. Section Leader Greg Buntain 747& 66MBs 
Group Eng. Area Coord. Bob Shelton 7 4 1 1  66%44& 

....................................................... 
This document was prepared by James S h e ,  8/2/91 Tel: 76990 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

DX-2:SOP 6.1-5 Destruction of HE-Contaminated December 1995 

Group DX-2 performs tests and operations on new high-explosives that have 
unknown properties and characteristics. These operations generate waste that 
cannot be sent to Group ESA-WMA for disposal because of its uncharacterized 
nature or experimental history. These wastes are destroyed at Technical Area 
(TA) 14 (Q-site East), by either burning or detonation. This SOP is a a prerequisite 
to DX-2:SOP 6.1, 'QSite East (TA-14) Firing Operations'. 

Revidon C Waste and HE Waste 

2.0 PURPOSE 

Page 5 of 15 

The purpose of this operation is to safely destroy HE waste and HE-contaminated 
waste originating in Group DX-2. 

3.0 SCOPE 
This SOP applies to all DX-2 personnel who perform the burning and detonation 
operations. These operations shall only be performed by Group DX-2 personnel 
at TA-14 Q-Site East, Building 23 and the adjacent firing area. 

4.0 DEFINITIONS 

HE-Contaminated Waste: Materials such as rags; paper; sample 
containers; Kimwipes; toothpicks; other 
process and clean-up waste with 
contaminated residual amounts of energetic 
material. 

HE Waste: 

5.0 RESPONSIBILITIES 

Damaged or suspect devices, consolidated or 
powder explosives that have undergone 
severe damage during testing, experimental 
explosives, explosives of temporary interest, 
newly synthesized compounds, new 
mixtures, and uncharacterized explosives. 

5.1 Group Leader 
Ensures that the necessary policies, procedures, equipment, training, 
and manpower are available for this operation and delegates the 
responsibility for implementation of details to a designated Staff 
Member. 



5.2 Designated Staff Member 
Implements the details for safely performing these operations. 
Chooses, along with the Group Leader, the Firing Site Leader. 

December 1995 
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5.3 Firing Site Leader 
Has primary responsibility for safe operations. . 

Supervises routine burning and detonation operations. 
Trains operators. 

5.4 Operator 
Is responsible for safe operations. 
Assists Firing Site Leader in the burning and detonation operations. 

J 

Destruction of HE-Contaminated 
Waste and HE Waste 

5.5 DX-DO Training Generalist 
Provides information on training for this operation. Training is in 
accordance with the Laboratory's Administrative Requirements 
(ARs) in the Environment, Safety, and Health Manual and the DOE 
Explosives Safety Manual, Chapter V. 

DX-2: SOP 6.1.5 
Revision C 

6.0 PRECAUTIONS AND LIMITATIONS 

6.1 Location, Composition, and Weight Limitations 

Location, composition, and weight limitations depend on whether the waste 
will be destroyed by burning or by detonation. HE-contaminated waste will be 
burned, and HE waste will be detonated. 

6.1.1 Burning Operation 

HE-contaminated waste shall be burned in the bum cage (Fig. 1) located 
near Mound 3. The cage shall be positioned so that it is in full view 
from the observation ports in Room 101 of Building 23. 

Only small samples of HE waste that would pose no hazard to the burn 
cage or the area, if they should burn rapidly, shall be burned in any one 
waste-disposal opera tion. 



-w '" 
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Fig. I. Bum cap. 

6.1.2 Detonation Operation 

HE waste shall be destroyed by detonation on Mound 3. 

6.1.3 Weight Limitations 

Weight limitations are as follows. 

6.2 Personnel Limits 

Operation 

Burning 

Detonation 

The personnel limits in DX- SOP 6.1, 'Q-Site East (TA-14) Firing Operations' 
shall be followed for this operation. 

Weight Limitation 

50 lb of combustibles in each bum 

20-total lb per test 

6.3 Transportation 

The requirements for transporting HE-contaminated waste and small samples 
of HE waste for burning and detonation are listed below. 

Waste shall be transported directly to to the 
firing mound at TA-14 Q-Site East in accordance 



with DX-2:SOP 1.9, 'Packaging and On-Site 
Transportation of Explosives,' for on-site 
transportation. 

December 1995 
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No quantity greater than that which can be 
disposed of in a single day shall be transported to 
TA-14 Q-Site East. 

7.0 PROCEDURAL STEPS 

L 

Destruction of HE-Contaminated 
Waste and HE Waste 

7.1 Preparations Before Burning 

Follow the procedures below when preparing to bum HE-contaminated waste. 

DX-2: SOP 6.1.5 
Revision C 

Step 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

2 

Action 1 
Notify appropriate ES&H contact (See Attachment) no less than 48 
hours prior to the scheduled burn. 

Clear the area by driving to Q-Site West (TA-14-34) and Mound 5 at 
Q-Site East to make sure that no unauthorized personnel are 
within the site. 
Alert any personnel at Q-Site West that a burn operation is to occur 
and inform them of the type of material involved. I 

Make sure that plenty of fuel is available to completely destroy the 
waste and the containers. I 
- -  

Uncover the bum cage, 
Check the b u n  cage to see that no metal or foreign objects are in 
the middle section where the waste will be placed, and 
Remove any that are found. I 
Check the bottom, or fuel space, for undestroyed material and 
Wrap any that is found in paper and place it on the grate. 



Step 

DX-2:SOP 6.1.5 
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-- 

Action 

Open all containers, such as glass or plastic, where a pressure buildup 
could occur. 

Destruction of HE-Contaminated 
Waste and HE Waste 

Note: If waste containers are wet, return them to .the originator for 
proper drying. 
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I 

I DO NOT combine materials. Keep all HEs in their 1 
1 separate containers. I 

Place the waste container on the grate, spaced so a good draft will 
result during burning. 

7.2 Burning Operation 

Follow the steps below for destroying HE-contaminated waste. 

- -- 

Step Action 
Short the end of the composition discharge unit (CDU) detonator 
cable. 
Attach two igniters in parallel to the detonator cable and place them 
in the fuel space. 

Sprinkle fuel on the HE-contaminated waste to &ce destruction 
of the waste and aid in ignition. . , . f 'ii * 

Note: Use o&ly volatile hydrocarbons, such as acetone, fuel oil, 
hexme, as a fuel. 

I 

00 we any material that contains metals or halogens in its 
molecular composition. If in doubt, check with the dwignam Staff 
Member in charge of Q-Site East. 

Cover the top of the bum cage with the wire mesh provided to 
minimize the escape of burning particles. 



Step 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 
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Action 
-- - - 

Fire the ignitors using the firing control unit in Room 101 of 
Building 4-23 (see DX-2:SOP 6.1, 'Q-Site East (TA-14) Firing 
Operations.). 

Note: The siren will go through its normal sequence, but the Firing 
Supervisor may turn the siren off after determining that the 
burn is progressing satisfactorily. 

Destruction of HE-Contaminated 
Waste and HE Waste 

Wait for at least 10 minutes after visible flaming has stopped and 
Then sound the "all-clear" signal. 

Note: If there is still a considerable amount of smoke, the Firing 
Site Leader must use his judgment about delaying the all- 
clear signal. 

DX-2: SOP 6.1.5 
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In the event of a misfire, do not approach the area until at least 
10 minutes have elapsed without any evidence of flames or smoke 
in the burn cage (See Attachment 11). 

DO NOT use the burn cage for another burn operation for 24 hours. 
- -  

After 24 hours or more, remove the ashes and place in the satellite 
storage outside Building 23. 

Cover the bum cage with a tarp. 

7.3 Detonation Operation 

HE waste that cannot be disposed of by ESA-WMA because of its nature or 
experimental history shall b; destroyed by detonation at TA-14 Q-Site East. The 
steps below shall be followed for detonating HE waste. 

I step I Action I 
Be sure you have a completed test sheet according to see DX-2:SOP 
6.1, 'QSite East (TA-14) Firing Operations, signed by the designated 
Staff Member or alternate in charge of firing operations. 

*Clear the area by driving to Q-Site West (TA-14-34) and Mound 5 at 
Q-Site East to make sure that no unauthorized p e r s o ~ e l  are 
within the site. 
Alert any p e r s o ~ e l  at Q-Site West that a detonation operation is 
to occur and inform them of the type of material involved. 



- 
Step 
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Action 

Inspect Mound 3 and 

L 

Destruction of HE-Contaminated 
Waste and HE Waste 

Rake to remove any foreign materials such as metal fragments or 
rocks if necessary. 
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Place the HE to be disposed into a cardboard container. 

Fill the container with less than or equal to 20 lbs total HE weight of 
bulk explosive, such as nitroguanidine (NQ). 

Place a booster into the bulk explosive so that it makes good contact. 

Notes: Consolidated explosives known to be less sensitive to 
impact than 10 cm on Type 12 tools, 15 cm on Type 128 
tools, or resistant to more than 0.05 joules in the 3-mil 
lead-foil spark test may be removed from their containers, 
placed gently on clean sand, and fired with a booster taped 
to the charge or placed in contact with the charge. 
More sensitive explosives or experimental HE without 
impact data will require a safety work permit (SWP). 

Follow the instructions in DX-2:SOP 6.1, 'Q-Site: East (TA-14) Firing 
Operations' to perform the test. 

If a misfire occurs, follow procedure outlined in in DX-2:SOP 6.1, 'Q- 
Site East (TA-14) Firing Operations.' 

7.4 Disposing of Wmk 

Waste generated from these operations shall be packaged and disposed of 
according to DX-2SOP 1.5 'Disposal of Hazardous Materials and 
Contaminated EQutpment.f Waste minimization will be handkd according 
to the DX-Division Operations Manual, and AR-10-3. 



7.5 Emergency Procedures 
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In the event of an emergency situation, the Building Emergency Plan (BEP)/ 
Site Emergency Plan (SEP) shall be followed. The BEPISEP shall be available 
in Building Q-23 and the operators shall be familiar with its contents. 

8.0 REQUIRED RECORDS 

DX-2:SOP 6.1 , 'Q-Site East (TA-14) Firing Operations' 

Completed and signed Test Sheet (for detonation or burning) 

DX-2 Q-Site EXSt Check List, Burning of HE-Contaminated Waste 

Destruction of HE-Contaminated 
Waste and HE Waste 

9.0 REFERENCES 

DOE Explosives Safety Manual 

Los Alamos Environment, Safety, and Health Manual 

DX-Division Operation Manual 

DX-2:SOP 1.5, Disposal of Hazardous Materials 

DX-2:SOP 1.9, Packaging and On-Site Transportation of Explosives 

DX-2:SOP 6.1, Q-Site East (TA-14) Firing Operations 

Building Emergency Plan/Site Emergency Plan (BEP/SEP) 

AR-10-3 

DX-2: SOP 6.1.5 
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10.0 ATTACHMENTS 

I. ES&H Contact List 

11. DX-2 Q-Site Check List, Burning of HE Contaminated Waste 



Attachment I 

ES&H Contact List 

DX-2:SOP 6.1.9 Destruction of HE-Contaminated December 1995 

The ESH-17 contacts are: 

Revision C Waste and HE Waste 

David Jardine 667-3615 

.Leland Maez 665-1 240 

Jean Dewart 665-0239 

Page 13 of 15 

One of these people need to be contacted one to two days prior to each burn 
at Q-Site. 
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Attachment Il 
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DX-2 Q-Site Check List 
Burning of HE-Contaminated Waste 

Requester Date Burned 
Charge Code 

. 
Destruction of HE-Contaminated 

Waste and HE Waste 

This checklist is intended for use as a safety supplement to DX-2:SOP 6.1.5 "Destruction 
of HE-Contaminated Waste and Waste HE." All Q-Site users must be familiar with the 
Group DX-2 SOPS 6.1 and 6.1.5. This checklist should be refened to by the F i n g  
Supervisor subsequent to burning in the bum cage and prior to final arming. In the event 
of a m i s h ,  follow the checklist on the other side of thts page. 

December 1995 
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1) Secure and clear area. 

2) Ensure bum cage is clean. 

3) Open a l l  glass and plastic containers. 

4) Place waste material to be burned on grate. 

5) Short end of detonator cable. 

6) Artach ignitors to detonator cable and place ingitors near waste material. 

7) Sprinkle fuel on waste material. 

8) Cover top of bum cage with wire mesh. 

9) Connect detonator cable to the Capacitor Discharge Unit (CDU). 

10) Start firing sequence.. 

1 1) Fire ignitors. 

12) Observe burning. 

13) ltrn off siren; (do NOT sound "allclear.") 

14) Wait 10 min. after flame has stopped and sound bball-clear." 

15) Another batch cannot be burned until 24 hours has elapsed. 

16) Clean up ashes (after 24 hours) and place in satellite storage outside 
TA-23. 

17) Cover bum cage with tarp. 

Signature Date 
F i ~ g  supentisor 

FORM DATE 1119196 Approved by: Date 



In the event of a misfire, the following procedure will be followed: 
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1) Do not sound the "all clear" and DO NOT LEAVE CONTROL 
ROOM. 

2) Check al l  electrical connections and firing voltage in the control 
room. 

3) Attempt to fire the shot again. 

4) If the shot still does not fire, turn off all power to firing system. 

5) Notify any any personnel who are at Q-Site of the misfire. 

6) Wait a time considered appropriate by firing site supervisor 
(nominally 10 minutes) while observing the shot for any signs of 

smoke or activity. 
3) If during the waiting period no activity is observed, person shall 

approach the burn cage and disconnect the detonator cable from the 

CDU. 
8) Disconnect the ignitor from the detonator cable. 

9) Check detonator leads and cable for continuity with an approved 
meter ohm. 

10) If the problem has been identified and corrected, firing operations 
may be checked by firing one or more ingitors. 

11) If the problem cannot be identified, notify the DX-2 group office, 
secure the area, and await further instructions. 

Destruction of HE-Contaminated 
Waste and HE Waste 

December 1995 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
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This SOP covers transportation between TA-9 and other TAs accessible without 
traveling on public roads. Motor vehicle shipments on public highways are 
governed by Department of Transportation (DOT) regulations and are not 
addressed in this SOP. 

2.0 PURPOSE 

I 

Packaging and On-Site 
Transportation of Explosives 

This Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) describes the precautions and 
procedures for safe packaging, repackaging, and on-site transportation 
operations. 

October 1994 
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3.0 SCOPE 

Only qualified DX-16 personnel may package and repackage explosives coming 
into or going out of TA-9 and TA-14. These operations may only be performed at 
TA-9-50 and at TA-14-23 in Rooms 102 and 103. Explosives produced in other 
buildings at TA-9 can also be packaged in these buildings under this SOP. 
Repackaging that involves 500 g or less and that is part of normal laboratory 

f i  operations is covered in other SOPS. 

4.0 DEFINITIONS 

Box Number: A unique number assigned to any type of container 
that contains explosives. The Magazine Custodian 
affixes a label with this number to the container for 
inventory use. 

Cargo Area: Is defined as the wooden box, fixed container, used 
to transport explosive in. 

Hazardous Material 
Transfer Form (HMTF): Hazardous Material Transfer Form used for 

transporting between TAs other than TA-9 and 
TA-14. 

5.0 RESPONSIBILITIES 

5.1 Group Leader 
Ensures that the necessary policies, procedures, equipment, training, 
and manpower are available for safe packaging and on-site 
transportation and delegates the responsibility for implementation 
of details to a Team Leader. 



Team Leader 
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Implements the details for safe packaging and on-site transportation. 
Chooses, along with Group Leader, the Operator. 

Operator 
Is responsible for safe packaging and on-site transportation operations. 
Has a valid New Mexico drivers license. 
Responsible for cleaning of any residual HE and proper disposal. 
Has fire extinguisher training. 

Packaging and On-Site 
Transportation of Explosives 

DX-16 Vehicle Maintenance Coordinator 
Requests regular maintenance on DX-16 vehicles. 
Requests as-needed maintenance. 
Visually inspects vehicles and if necessary cleans explosives out of 
vehicles before they are sent to maintenance. 
Visually inspects and documents on a monthly basis. 

DX-16: SOP 1.9 
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Environment, Safety, and Health (ES&H) Officer 
Documents annual inspection of vehicles. 

DX-DO Training Officer 
Provides information on training for these operations. Training is 
in accordance with the Laboratory's Administrative Requirements 
(ARs) in the Environment, Safety, and Health Manual and the DOE 
Explosives Safety Manual, Chapter V. 



6.0 PRECAUTIONS AND LIMITATIONS 
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6.1 Personnel and Explosive Load Limits 

The p e r s o ~ e l  and explosive load limits shall be the limits that apply to the 
operation and to the facility where the operation is performed. Personnel and 
load limits for specific operations in some locations are provided below. 

I 

Packaging and On-Site 
Transportation of Explosives 
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I Transporting 
Explosives I 

Operation 

Packaging and 
Repackaging 
Explosives 

Location 
' TA-9, Building 50 

I'A-14, Building 23 
Room 103 

Room 104 

P e r s o ~ e l  Limits 

3 operators 
3 casuals 

2 operators 
1 casuals 

2 operators 
1 casuals 

a No person may ride in the cargo compartment with 
explosives. Second person may only ride in front passenger seat. 

6.2 Protective Clothing 

The protective clothing needed varies with the type of material involved. 
Usually protection against inhalation of dust is of primary importance when 
packaging explosives. The following protective equipment shall be available: 

Face shields 

Surgical-type ~ b b e r  gloves (to be worn only once and discarded in 
an explosives-contaminated waste can) 

Leather-palmed, cotton work gloves (to be worn and discarded in an 
explosives-contaminated waste container when they become 
contaminated) 

Respirators if indicated by the MSDS (must be approved for the 
specific hazard by Group ESH-5) 

Safety glasses 

Shoes with no exposed metal on the sole 



6.3 Containers 
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Only containers meeting specifications given in the DOE Explosives Safety 
Manual will be used for packaging, transporting, or storing explosives. These 
containers include, but are not limited to, plastic sample bottles, fiberboard 
containers with Velcro closures, fiberboard drums, and ice cream containers. 

Explosives received in containers from manufacturers may be stored and 
transported in those containers, providing the container has DOT approval 
and meets the requirements in the DOE Explosives Safety Manual. This 
exemption is made to avoid unnecessary handling of explosives. 

i 

Packaging and On-Site 
Transportation of Explosives 

6.4 Approved Tools 

DX-16: SOP 1.9 
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The tools listed below are approved for a particular operation. 

I Operation 

Packaging and Repackaging 
Explosives 

Approved Tools or Equipment 

Ferrous hand tools: 

Knives Claw hammers 

Scissors Screwdrivers 

Wire cutters Pry bars 

The following tools should be made of 
reasonably strong and resilient material, such 
as wood, plastic, paperboard, or rubber: 

Scoops Spatulas 
Funnels Brushes 

I CAUTION 1 
These tools cannot be made of ferrous 
material. 

Continued on next page 



Approved Tools - continued 
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Approved Tools or Equipment 

Only cargo-carrying vehicles, such as pick-ups 
and vans, that have a separate cargo section or 
a built-in box for the explosives may be used. 

/ 

Packaging and On-Site 
Transportation of Explosives 

Each vehicle shall be equipped with the 
following: 
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Explosives placards (plainly visible 
from all directions) 

Anchored box, tie-down bolts, rings, 
and straps of adequate strength to 
securely fasten the explosives 

Cargo area with no sharp projections 

Chock blocks 

Rear-view mirrors on both sides of the 
vehicle 

One fire extinguisher inside the vehicle 
with a minimum rating of 2A.lOBC 
(see Attachment I) 

6.5 Precautions During Inclement Weather 

If in the judgement of the operator, inclement weather exists, the following 
precautions shall be followed. 

I ~ct ivi ty I Precaution I 

I Packaging explosives inside a permanent May continue activity. 
building that is protected against lightning I 
I Loading an unprotected vehicle I Must cease activity. I 
Transporting explosives incidental to the 
operations of this SOP, either on foot or in 
vehicles 

Must cease activity if hazardous 
conditions exist, such as an 
electrical storm, heavy snow, 
fog, rain, or ice . 



6.6 Vehicle Maintenance 
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All vehicles used to carry explosives shall receive regular maintenance, and 
they shall be checked annually to see that such things as brakes, brake lights, 
and windshield wipers are working properly. Documentation of 
maintenance is kept by GSA. (Refer to DOE Explosives Manual Chapter II-45, 
14.1 Subparagraph B. 

Drivers should report a vehicle that is not in good operating condition to the 
DX-16 Vehicle Coordinator, who will see that it is repaired. (Refer to attached 
memo.) 

II 

Packaging and On-Site 
Transportation of Explosives 

Before sending a vehicle for maintenance, it must be thoroughly checked for ' 
explosives and cleaned if necessary. Explosives removed during cleaning 
must be disposed of according to Group DX-16:SOP 1.5. 

7.0 PROCEDURALSTEPS 

7.1 Packaging and Repackaging Explosives 

Follow the procedures below when packaging or repackaging explosives. 

DX-16: SOP 1.9 
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S ~ P  1 Action 

1 Familiarize yourself with the MSDS that describes the hazards of the I material being packaged or transported. 

2 1 Fill out the HMTF (Attachment JI) 

4 Use resilient flooring or mats when handling large or awkwardly I shaped pieces of explosives. 

3 Observe the building load limits when packaging or repackaging 
operations at TA-9 or TA-14. 

6 Include sufficient lining material to assure that the explosive will not I move in the container or come in contact with o h  explosives in the 

5 

I container. 

Before placing explosives in any container, 
be sure the container is appropriate for the particular explosive, 
and 
check to see that it is clean and in good condition. 
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- -- 

Packaging and Repackaging Explosives (continued) 

Action 

Transfer consolidated charges to or from the container one charge at a 
time. 

Scoop, instead of pour, bulk explosives from the container unless only 
small quantities are involved. 

I CAUTION 1 
I I 

NEVER scrape the scoop along the sides or the bottom of the 
container. 

- -- - - 

Pour the last portion of explosive from the container to completely 
empty it. 

DO NOT scrape or pound badly caked bulk explosive to loosen it. 

Note: A Special Work Permit (SWP) may be required before 
proceeding on badly caked explosives. 

When transferring liquid explosives, normal methods of liquid 
transfer may be used. 

Before transferring volatile liquid explosives, such as nitromethane, 
that are stored in drums to another container, 

connect the two containers with a grounding wire and 
conned the drum to the building ground. 

Close the newly loaded container. 

DO NOT use undue force when closing the container. I 
Continued on next page 



Packaging and Repackaging Explosives (continued) 
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Action 

Plainly mark the container with the contents and the appropriate 
explosive labeling before removing it to another location. 

Packaging and On-Site 
Transportation of Explosives 

Note: If the container will be stored in a magazine, the Magazine 
Custodian will label it with the unique box number. 

Weigh the loaded container. 

DX-16: SOP 1.9 
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Note: The container and its contents shall weigh no more than 25 kg 
(55 Ib). 

Properly close the container that the explosive has been transferred 
from if it will be returned to storage. 

1 -  I 

I BE SURE the closure is free of loose explosive before closing I 
I the container. 1 

-- 

* ~ l e i  lo& exp6ive from empty containers that will be reused, 
Secure the lid, 
Label the container "empty," and 
Store the container. 

Empty containers, straps, paper liners, excelsior, or other packing 
material from TA-9 and TA-14 that will be stored as explosives- 
contaminated waste in satellite storage areas near point of generation 
(same building). 

Dispose of waste according to DX-16:SOP 1.5. 



I 
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7.2 Housekeeping 

High standards of housekeeping must be maintained in any operation 
involving explosives. 

Step Action 

Clean up minor spills immediately. 

Note: Whether a spill is major or minor is a judgment call of the 
Operator and will depend on a number of factors: amount, 
location, type of material, etc. The general guideline for a 
minor spill is one that can be cleaned up safely with the tools 
available. 

For major spills or if a Storage Compatibility Group A or L explosive 
is involved, 

n o w  the spill coordinator, 
move all explosives in the vicinity of the spill to a safe place if 
it can be done without walking through the spilled explosive. 
have the spill cleaned up. 

Sweep up and deposit any loose e$osive in the proper waste 
receptacle at the end of the operation. 

Hose down the area into an explosives-approved drain if necessary. 



7.3 Transporting Explosives 
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To transport explosives, operators with a valid New Mexico driver's license 
shall follow the procedures below 

Action 

L 

Packaging and On-Site 
Transportation of Explosives 

Turn off the engine and set the brakes when 
the explosives are being loaded or unloaded, 
the explosive containers are not secured in the cargo area, 
the doors of the building or magazine being served are 
open, 
explosives are present in the loading area around the 
vehicle, 

DX-16: SOP 1.9 
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any part of the explosive load is exposed or not protected by 
its container, or 
the cargo compartment door is open. 

- -- 

Chock the rear wheels of the explosivecarrying vehicle. 

Check the cargo compartment before loading the explosive to see tha 
it is clean and contains no loose items such as tools or pieces of 
metal. 

Place the explosives in an enclosed compartment or secure them 
with tiedowns so they are protected from shifting, sliding, tipping, 
or excessive jarring during normal, expected use of the vehicle. 

Make sure all personnel are wearing seat belts. 

Obey all traffic regulations. 

Drive no more than 25 mph within a particular TA and no more 
than 35 mph between TAs. 

Always be alert for joggers, bicycles, and wild animals on or beside 
the road. 

Turn off the engine whenever the loaded vehicle will be idle for 
more than 2 minutes. 

Do not leave the vehicle unattended when explosives are inside. 

Note: If an explosives-loaded vehicle must be abandoned because 
of an emergency, follow the procedures in Section 7.5 below. 



- 
Step - 
11 
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Action 
- 

DO NOT add fuel to the vehicle or have maintenance performed 

Packaging and On-Site 
Transportation of Explosives 

while it contains explosives, except for emergency situ;tions. 
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DO NOT open explosive containers while they are -in the vehicle. 

7.4 Disposing of Waste 

13 

14 

Step 

15 

16 

Waste generated from these operations shall be padcaged and disposed of 
according to DX-16:SOP 1.5. Waste minimization will be handled according to 
Section 13 of the DX-Division Operations Manual. 

- - - - -  

unload the vehicle. 

Check to see that no loose explosive material remains after 
unloading. 

Action 

Clean out any loose explosive material immediately. 

Dispose of explosive waste according to DX-16:SOP 1.5. 

7.5 Emergency Procedures 

When transporting explosives, circumstances such as mechanical breakdown 
or a flat tire might require that an explosives-carrying vehicle be temporarily 
parked beside the road. In such cases, follow the precautions below. 

Action 

Park off the road as far as practical, preferably in a location easily 
visible from both directions. 

If parking off the road is not possible, 
park where the vehicle can be seen from a distance in both 
directions and 
direct traffic around it. 



Step 
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Action 

Use emergency flashers if appropriate. 

DO NOT ca or use flares. fl 

Packaging and On-Site 
Transportation of Explosives 

Do not abandon the loaded vehicle unless it is imperative to do so 
for your safety. - 
N o w  the DX-16 Group Offic6 as soon as possible by messenger or 
radio, and someone there will call for help. 
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Remove the explosives to another properly equipped vehicle before 
allowing a malfunctioning vehicle to be towed away for repair or 
before leaving it unattended. These vehicles will be repaired at TA- 
16. 

Change a flat tire without unloading the vehicle only if it is parked 
in a safe position where it will not-be hit. 

8.0 REQUIRED RECORDS 
MSDS 

HMTF 
9.0 REFERENCES 

DOE Explosives Safety Manual 
Los Alamos Environment, Safety, and Health Manual 
DX-Division Operations Manual 
DX-16:SOP 1.5 

10.0 ATTACHMENTS 
I. Memorandum, HS-5-92-615, "Waiver of DOE Explosives Safety 

Manual Advisory Standard" 
11. HMTF 
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'O Dis t r ibu t ion  j 
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Packaging and On-Site 
Transportation of Explosives 

[MA- 
P'= R.  H .  Gold e, HS-S 

DX-16: SOP 1.9 

June 3,. 1992 
urlr stoma- X489/7-7331 

s'U'OC HS-5-92-615 

S U ~ W  WAIVER Or DOE EXOWSfVES SM'ETY ADVISORY ST- 
- - 

Pursuant t o  Chapter I ,  Pa=agraph 3.2 of tho  Dopartrnent of 

Energy Explosives Safety Manual, a waiver of tho  advisory 

s tandard  contained i n  Chapter 11, Paragraph 16.1.2.d (see  

a t tached)  of t h a t  manual is granted. The waiver w i l l  allow 

f o r  vehic les  t o  t ranspor t  explosives on-s i te  with one f i r e  

ex t inguisher  mounted t o  t h e  vehicle .  Th is  i p  consfs tent  w i t h  

t h e  requirements of t h e  Departaent of Transportation and tho 

p r a c t i c e  of t h e  U.S.,  lay. 

A t t .  a / s  

C y :  J. L. B~ l lows ,  DOE-AM, w/att . ,  MS A316 
R. J. Valdoz, DOE, w/at t . ,  MS A316 
J.' 8 .  R m ~ a y ,  LANL ERC, w/at t . ,  MS 5960 
G. G. H i l l ,  WX-00, w/at t . ,  MS P945 
w .  A. Bradloy, WX-00, w h e t . ,  US P94S 
T.  R. Neal, M-00, w/ . t t . ,  MS P 9 l S  
0.  8. Griechm, M-00, w/att . ,  MS P915 . . 
A. M. Valentino, MJT/OSO,. w/at t . ,  MS C918 
HS-S/OS Reading F i l e ,  w/att . ,  MS K489 
CRM-4, w/att . ,  MS A150 
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I .  A ~ o l i & l e  oaraargph a t  DOE/EV/06194 - 4 
Chapter 11, Paragraph 16.1.2.d 

Two f i r e  extinguishers wi th  a minimum ra t ing  of 2A:lOBC, 
one of which should be mounted outsidm the  vohiclo. 

Lot Alamos National Laboratory user vohicles providod by 
GSA. A recent chmgo in  GSA policy r.quim8 that an 
exorbitant foe b8 paid t o  a l t e r  tho i r  tnhicloa by 
mounting oquipm8ntr such as f i re  extinguLsh.+s, on t h e i r  
exter ior .  On site tnovem8nts of exploai*.a at.  dona , 
under controllod conditions a t  r r d u c d  rpod8, by 
qual i f ied  drivers, and arm w e l l  within tha smponso rmgo 
o f  tha Lo8 Al.mos County Fi re  Doprrtmmt. ?twth.r, fir0 
extfnguishenmounted t o  the  eictorior of vehicle 
frequently b o c o ~  unsonricoablm or  a ra  fouad . fsrfng,  A 
s ingle  propatly mintafn8d f i r e  8xtinguish.r r8tod a t  
leas t  2A:lOBC is ad.quat8 f o r  m oxplositns lrdu! vehicle 
as  f i r e s ,  othor than a minor on08 w r y  fro8 th. cugb 
area, w i l l  bo Clod ftom and not fought. 

The u s 8  of 8 singl,o firm extinguishor on oxpIoaiw8 laden 
vehicles conform8 co tho toquitomant8 of .tho Dop8zrPI.nt 
of Transportation ind tha U. 3. Asmy. 

A sinelm fir. oxtinguisho-r, with 8 ratiag o f  a t  leas t  
2~:108C,  w i l l  ba mountod ins id .  tha dritnt. -nt 
of a11 vahiclos transporrtinq oxplosivua oa-sit.. A 
second L i r o  orrtinquishor m y  bo mouatd ha og 08 th. 
vehicla a t  tho discrotion of tho operating gtoup. 

.. . 
V *  - . . 

: # 

No corrective actions arm propo8.d orc domed a ~ r a . r y t  
t h i s  waivot w i l l  expiro thrme yoars from tha dAt0 of 
sf gning .(May 1995) unlars renowad. 

HS-DO WX-00 M-M) 
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Los Alamos 
N A T I O N A L  L A B O R A T O R Y  

memorandum 
T ~ S :  DX- 16 Personnel 
m J. C. Dallman, DX-16, C920 

wnl~s K. A. F i t o n e ,  DX- 16, C920 
MAK. (505)665-7087(505)667-0500 
m: DX- 1694-253 

~kdr. 8/12/94 

Disassembly/DisposayTransferlMaintenance of Property from DX-16 

We are a group with a long history and a lot of historical equipment. The guidelines of the past no 
longer fit the actions of the present It is imperative that we follow the guidelines of today when 
disassembling old equipment, or the salvage and disposal of property. These an guidelines to help 
in this process. 

1. If you are unsure about what is quired, ask the ES&H Officer. 

2. All items to be salvage or disposed of must be monitored by an RCT, even if it goes in 
the dumpster. The RCT will place a tag, with a number that corresponds with a line 

item number on an EquipmentIMaterial Pick-ulYI'der @VET), on each item . Once 
the monitoring is complete, boxes will be closed and sealed to pment  any addition of 
unmonitored items, In cases where the equipment was used in or around HE 
operations, a visual inspection followed by an HE Spot test must be done before 
leaving the site. 

3. All vehicles must be washed, vacuumed, HE Spot tested and monitored by an RCT 
before being turned over to the GSA Motorpool or salvage. 

a. 'Ihe only exception to this will be routine maintenance done on vehicles, when 
maintenance is completed at the S-Site garage. To arrange for maintenance at 
S-Site, contact Bill McCormi& ESA- 12,667-63 16. 

4. Equipment being dismantled, that has suspect con tamhation, must have an RCT on- 
site kfm work is hew. A Radiological Work Permit (RWP) must be f W  out and 
signed prior to dismantlement. See AR 1-3 for more infomation Ifyou do not h o w  
drcn dtbpmedme is automanmanc no matter what. 

5. If you axe trvrsfaring items from a posted contaminated a m  you must have them 
muaitond by an RCT before transporting. An example would be the transfer of 
equipment from TA-14, Q-Site West to any other am. 

Distribution: 
DX- 16 Personnel 
DX- 16 ES&H F i e  
DX- 16 File 



Los Alamos T(VMS: 
N A T I O N A L  L A B O R A T O R Y  

T ~ N :  memorandum wn/MS.- 

Distribution 
J. C. Dallman, DX-16, C920 
K. A. Firestone, DX- 16, C920 
(505)665-7087(505)667-0500 
DX- 16-94- 
8/9/94 

Distribution: 
AU DX- 16 Personnel 
ES&H File 
DX- 16 File 

EXCESS VEHICLE POLICY - CLEAN-UP REQUIREMENTS 

Before any vehicle leaves DX-16 to be e d  it must be put through the following clean-up 
procedures: 

Washed 
Vacuumed inside passenger area and the bed of any truck. 
An HE spot test must be performed on all vehicles going to salvage or GSA 
An Radiological Control Technician (RCT) must be called to monitor all 
vehicles that are being returned to salvage or GSA A tag must be placed on the 
vehicle stating it has been monitored and is clean. 



Memo to: M. O r x - - 1 6 .  MS C920 

From: R. Gold e; SH-5, MS Kk03 

1 June 1995 

Subj: Renewal of Waiver 

The Laboratory cuxzently waives a provision of the 
Department of Energy IWplosives Safety Manual, Chapter 11, 
Paragraph 1 6 . 1 . 2 . d  requfring two fire extinguishers for 
vehicles transporting explosives (Class 1 materials) on- 
site. This waiver was originated in 1992 and is due to 
expire in May 1995 a8 a result of it having been in place 
for three years. In that tho waiver is requirod on a 
continuing basis, it is now being renewed for another three 
years; this is the maximum time allowed by DOE. 

We will provide you a copy of the waiver renewal once it's 
signed by the ESH Division Office. 

Cy: K. Firestone, DX-DO, MS P915 
R. Rowan, ESA-WMA, MS C930 



Los Alamos r m  Didbution 

N A T I O N A L  L A B O A A T O R Y  k d ~  J. ESH-DO, MS K491 

memorandum MAEC 7-421 8 / 5-38 1 1 
s~naor: ESH-D095-447 

LnuConnr$~,.ndHwlll,- arr July 11,1995 

Subject: Update of Waiver to DOE Explosives Safety Manual Advisory Standard 

Tbe attached waiver was initially issucd in Jum 1992, and was to eJtpin in 1995. The waiver is 
stiU rcquind by Los Alamos National operating group and is updated for a period of 

- = T o  three years in accordance with the provisio11~ of E E ; x p l c s k ~  Mkty Manual 
@OE/EV/O6194-7). Chapt I, Parapph 3.2 The revised eJtpiration dae is July 1998. 

DOELAAO-ES&& MS A316 
R H. Day, DD-DX MS P915 
K A F'itone, DD-DX, MS P915 
R J. Baxick, DD-ESA, MS P945 
M. MacRobcrts, DDESA, MS P94S 
R A L d &  DX-16/ERC, MS 0 2 0  
B. C. Hargis, ESH-5, MS K486 
F. N. Bolton, ESH-5, MS K403 
R H. Goldk, ESH-5, MS K403 
P. D. Whit&& ESH-5, MS K403 

ESH-DoFil~, EgEYOSSRerdtqdW*~Km MS 491 



EXPLOSIVES W T Y  WAIVER 

A waiver is granted for conditions described below that do no= 
conform with the advisory standtrds set forth in the DOE 
Explosives Safety Manual, DOE/EV/06194-6. 4 

I. F~olicable ~araara~h of DOE/EV/06194-6 

Chapter 11, Paragraph 16.1.2.d 

11. provision of DOE/EV/06194 - 6 not bei- 
Two fire extinguishers with a minimum rating of 2A: lOBC, 
one of which should be mounted outside the vehicle. 

111. Discussion ' 

Los Alamos National Laboratory uses vehicles provided by 
GSA. A recent change in GSA policy requires that an 
exorbitant fee be paid to alter their vehicles by 
mounting equipment, such as fire extinguishers, on their 
exterior. On site movements of explosives are done 
under controlled conditions at reduced speeds, by 
qualified drivers, and are well within the response range 
of the Los Alamos County Fire Department. Further, fire 
extinguishetsmounted to the exterior of vehicle 
frequently become unserviceable or are found missing. A 
single properly maintained fire extinguisher rated at 
least 2A:lOBC is adequate for an explosives laden vehicle4 
as fires, other than a minor ones away from the cargo 
area, will be fled from and not fought. 

The use of a single fire extinguisher on explosives laden 
vehicles conforms to the requirements of the Department 
of Transportation and the U. S. Army. 

Conditions of Waiva 

A single fire extinguisher, with a rating of at least 
2A:lOBC, will be mounted inside the drivers compartment 
of all vehicles transporting explosives on-site. A 
second fire extinguisher may be mounted in or on the 
vehicle at the discretion of the operating group. 

No corrective actions are proposed or deemed necessary; 
this waiver will expire three years from the date of 
signing (May 1995) unless renewed. 

HS-DO WX-DO 



STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURE 

FOR 

September 1994 

DISPOSAL OF EXPLOSIVE WASTE AND 
EXPLOSIVE-CONTAMINATED WASTE 

SOP M-8-17 

DISPOSAL OF EXPLOSIVE 
WASTE AND EXPLOSIVE- 
CONTAMINATED WASTE 

Because of the transition from M-4 and M-8 to DX-11, this SOP has been 
reviewed by DX-11 perso~e l  and is issued without changes for 
operations at TA-36. 

SOP M-8-17 
Version F 

Next Review Date: m t  1995 

Approved by: 
DX-DO 

Date: ,9?7?41( 



Los Ahmos National Laboratary 
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545 

SPECIAL WORK PERMIT FOR 
POTENTIALLY HAZARDOUS ACTIVITIES 

of SOP M - 8 - 17. Wute & J & & n v e w n  to S e u  1995 

R q w u d  by Orge11i28tion 
DX-I 1 

Lacation of Work (Tech Area, Building, Room Number) 

Identified H& 

h w  
Sq& 21.1994 
SWP I.D. Number 

I 1 
PERSONNEL ASSIGNED 

h 

Nane Duties 

Nane Duties 

SOP. 

bane 
I J 

SPECIAL CONTROLS 
Sdety Meuum, -tiom, P d  Rotcctivc Equipent, Procedures, etc. 

Duties I 



SOP M-8- 17: Disposal of Explosive Waste 
and Expkosive-Concarn~narea Waste 
TOPIC: Explosive 
Version F 
Page 1 of 11 pages 
Next Review Date: August 1995 

STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURE 

FOR 

DISPOSAL OF EXPLOSIVE WASTE AND 

EXPLOSIVE-CONTAMINATED WASTE 

Approved (EM-8): 
J .  M. Dewart 

Apploved (HS-5): Date: . . - -  .. 
R! H.,Goldie 

Implementation: D;uc. # - L Y -  53 
C. M. Montoya, M-8 ES&H C h a n  

This SOP has been approved by M-8 and M-DO. While we await final approval from groups in HS or 
other divisions. we are using the SOP as a completely legitimate instrument. If more than 30 days has 
elapsed without action by reviewing groups outside M Division. the SOP will be regarded by the M-8 
Group Officc as kvmg rhe full force of complcte and unqualified endorsement. 



SOP M-8- 17: Disposal of Exploslve Waste 
and EXplwtveContam1narea Waste 
TOPIC: Exploslve 
Version F 
Page 2 of 11 pages - 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 
' 

Explosrve waste and explosive-contamtnaud waste are genefattd as a nsult of M-8 firing-site optrawus 

involving high explosives (.HE). A small percentage of the tcsrs conducted by M-8 conrain depleted-uramum 

(DU) components. M-8 m y  also be requested to dispose oi explosive waste from otha LANL groups. such as 

WX-3. Within this document. the maunals are defined that comprise explosive w a s  and expiosive- 

contaminated waste, and procedures an described for their d.spc+ Thii SOP gowns the activities oi all M-8 

employes and the Johnson Control (JCI) employee working routinely with Group M-8. in regard to the 

handling and disposal of explosive was& and pounually explosivecontaminated wasu for ail M-8 explosives 

operations. The DOE Explosives S4ery Manual. LXNL ES&H rquinments. and appropnatc M-8 SOPS are 

the pnmary reference documents. 

2.0 DEFINITIONS 

Explosive wasre is identifiable pieces of explosives that ate either excess explosive or scrap explosive. 

Excess expiosive is identifiable pieces of explosive resulting irom assembly operations or irom explosive 

mated  that is no longer needed for programmatic m n s  (and about which a decision has been made to remove 
! 

it from invenunyj. lhii retains ils original explosive sunage compatibility classification. d 

Scrup uplosive is identifible pieces of explosive that have been damaged or pountiallv altered as a result 

of a m~sfirc or incomplete detonation. or that result from seven rest cnvironmcnts: 

Pofcnrid1y explosive-contaminated waue involves tooh. objects. and matads used directly with 

explosives or used in drarge p q a m m  moms or explosives rnagadnes. or it can befiring-mod debris. In 

some cases. this must be destroyed in siru because of overriding safety cons~deriuions. 

Firing-mad debris is matmai rhat results from energetic mtcnals m u  done by M-8. T h e  maunals 

arc potenually contam~narcd by HE. Firing-& debris can be funher divided into the following types. 

Type 0: wood saaps, cardboard burlap, and PIuriglashcxan. 

Type @: m:uenal such as plastic. glass. styroioams. electrical cables. and metaliic foils used for 

pin switches 

Type 0: metals. such as steel carget p b  

TA-36-8 dcrrnut area is located at Mink Site. It operates under interim status for treatment by open 

detonation of explosive waste, in accordance with the amdads in Los Alamos National Laboratory's RCRA. 

Pm B Permit Applicauon. 

TA-36-12 burn area. located at Lower Slobbovta Firing Siw is approved and has been lssucd a pumit by 

the New Mexico Envirunment Dcpanment (NMED), farmeriy known as h e  Envimmental Improvement 

Division (EID), for burnins porntially HE-contuninatcd wood scraps. cadboard. and burlap. 4 
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T.4-36-12. Area 11. is located at Lower Slobbovia Firing Site. Type firine-s~rc debns matenal w11l be 

ioile~red and placed m thts area. 

T.4-36-103. Area Ill is locam ours~de ar Dogpatch Sire. wn~ch IS adjacent to Potnllo Dnve octween the 

turnoff to Meen~e and Minie Firine Sltes ma the tumotf to h e  man magazines t RoMoe. Mw. and DetMoe). 

Type 9 f u i n p t e  debris wtll be collected and stored at th~s  iocauon awatung final dispos~uon. 

Compieted burn IS when the t i e  has cxungushed ttself to the point IL u no longer a lire hazard. The 

Group k & r  or Safety Officer make Ih~s dcrtrm~nauon. 

3.0 RESPONSIBILITIES 

3 .1  Site Supervisor 

L'nder the direcuon or' the tecnntcal s lv i  member or scntor tecnnicnn su~ervtsor In chuee. hc s 

:~.sponsrole ior ensuring hat tiring-mouna dcbns gcnentcd ar nis pmtcuiu slte 1s s o d .  c o l l ~ W .  md placed m 

the proper yea or mas. 

3.2 Croup Waste Management Coordinator 

This individud is amiable to assiw M-8 personnel in dclcrm~ning how the macerid shouid be s o d .  

what area it should be placed in. and what the parucular pxka~ing  and uansponauon requirements are to be 

d. 

3.3 Croup Leader or Safety Officer 

These mdividuals wtil determme whether the explostve scrap prrsents a h v v d  and what the merhod of 

disposal should be. if any questions arise. They will also determine when a bum is completed. 

3.4 Qualified Personnel 

XI1 M-8 openfors (as defined in the M-8 Safctv Chuter) are quAfied. .A JCI cmpiovee routmeiy 

supplied to M-8 as a firing-site mound clcanup pcrson is pan oi the normal openuons and he 1s in h e  catgory 

of "knowledgeable visitor." which is also defined in the Safety Charter. The JCI employee is allowed to clean 

np rhc itring mound and vvlspon dcbns irom Ihc firing mound to the appropnae coilecuon area. 

3.5 HE Inventory Coordinator 

This individual is responsible for ensunng dm HE and HE-contaminated macerials sent to WX-3 for 

~ncinerarion are b l e d  and packaged properly, and that the appropnatc documentation has been completed and 

sent w~th the matenals. 

4 .0  HAZARDS 

Idenuiible hazards ~nciude the I'ollow~ng: Handling and m s p o n  of HE Yui of other macenals 

~nsepmble from or prurraliv covercd wih h i ~ h  ex~lostvcs. 
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Some explosive tests c o n m  DU matemi and thus an pounually tainted with HE &or DU 

contarninacion. 
Heavy matcnals include steel plates 2 50 lbs. 

5.0 PROCEDURES 

5.1 Make-up Room Wastes 

Each make-up room has a Hazardous Wasu satellite storage ana. Explosive-contaminawi waste, sudr as 

paper towels. swabs; and similar maunals that contain no tangible pieces of explosive but arc used in the 

prcparauon of shots in the make-up building. should be placed in a paper-lined cardboard box with a lid. A 

separate box for bits. pieces. and mail chunks of excess CXQ~OS~VC may also be sumd at the s;ucUii s t o m p  

yea for disposal at WX-3 by manerauon or for detonauon at TA-36-8 Mink Site dcsvuct tiring area. The papa 

liner m the boxes shall be closed and sded  with rape and ~~~ to a box scaled and &beled wlth the words 

"Explosive Hazardous Waste." If the boxes are to be msporud to WX-3 for incineration, contact the M-8 HE 

Inventory Coordinator to ensure that the maunal is properly packaged and the Hazardous Matcnai Transfer form 

has been propaty compietgd This matenal shall not be allowed to accumulare beyond a coilective vdume of 

the quivalent of a 55-gal drum. Refer any question to the M-8 Waste Cooodinaror. 

5.2 Scrap Explosive Assemblies and Explosive to be Delivered to Other Croups Only if 

Authorized 5 

If a goup requests that their assembly be returned for thpr own examination. hey  must fun receive 
. . 

AfErrheurrbortuwn 
. . 

pmp~r- has been given. the responsible M-8 individual shall pnsent the 

problem to the M-8 Safety O f f m ,  who will work through rhe HE Inventory Coordiruuor. The HE Inventory 

Coordinauw will arrilnp with the appropriate pcrsorr tn WX-3 for spec& insuuctions on marking, packagmg, 

and transporration to the receiving group. WX-3 is nsponsible for oanspming urpbsive off-sitc onro p& 

roads. IfthemPteMLissarttoWX-3.uwiUbe~dlnbeledacarrdiDgtohPnudou~Nuenals 

p d a g i n g  and transportarion requiremenu, A Hamcdas Matcnal T d a  form shall be filled out by M-8 

personnel to accompsny the matuials when they an uanspmd on public roads to WX-3. The Group Leads or 

Safety Off= is KSpOtUible for determining that Ihe exp&sive a expbsive assembly presurrs no unusual . 

h;aaod 

5.3 Scrap Explosive Assemblies and Explosives Unsafe to Handle 

When a damaged explosive assembly or expiosive on the firing mound is believed to be UtlSafe to 

transport or handle. it will be disposed of by detonation on the firing mound or by flash burning the assembly. 

The disposal shall be a~prwed by the Group i r  a dre Safety Offw.  Any heavy maals a foams 

containing toxic materds that become airborne during burning or &tonation an quantified and reported in the 

monchly matenais expended summanes to M-DO and EM-8. 
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-5.? Identifiable Scrap Explosive that is Safe to Handle 

Scrap explosive is essenually damaged explosive and is defined as idcnafiable explosive p~eus  resulting 

from a m~sfue. rn mcomplete detonauon. or an exposure to severe tesung. . 

Pieces of explosive sufficiently lYge to be identified whether resulting from a mistire. sensitivity 

expenment, incomplete detonauon. or severe testing shall be collected in papa bags. Damaged explosive shall 

be collected separately from excess explosive. The maximum weight of marenal in one h g  will be 1 10 g 

lb), subject to the hazard level of the matend. Paper bags contaming the explosive w~ll be placed in 

cardboard boxes. Individual pieces larger than 2.5 by 2.5 by 2.5 cm 1-1 cu. in.) shall be wrapped before being 

placed m the box to prevent rubbing during handling and transpowon. Except when an individual piece is too 

luge, the maximum weight of material in one box shall be limited to 12 kg. The box shall be scaled with rape 

10 prevent esupe ot small fragments and shall bc labeled with the words "Hazardous Waste." Pieces larger than 

15 kg shall be destroyed in place. This weight limn shall be reduced ~ f .  in the oplnion ot the Firing-Site Leadcf 

or the M-8 Safety Officer. ths large a quanuty would create a hYard. 

Unless the explosive scrap or damaged explosive is to be delivered to another p u p ,  as covered in Sec. 

5.2. and if the scrap or &cd explosive h rrfe to handle. the scrap or damaged explosive shall be deruDycd by 

detonation in the destruct firing area at TA-36-8 using a suficiently largc charge to ensure complete dcsuuction 

of the scrap. TA-36-8 operates under interim smus for treatment by open dctonatioir. (This shall be canicd out 

as described in SOP M-8-5.) Scrap or damaged explos~ve shall be destroyed as soon aim its crcauon as 

possible. 

When scrap explosive is generated as a result of a msfirt or incomplete detonation oi a charge on a fving 

mound. the Fing-Site Leadu sMI thoroughly search the fin! mound and collect all idenuiiable pieces of 

cxplosive. The damaged explosive shall be welghed and an esumlc of the amount of matenal rcmatning on the 

mound recorded in the Site Record Log Book. Every effort shall be ma& to minimize the quanuty mmning on 

the mound. 

Also, when damaged explosive 1s generated. mgible quanuties of very small panicui;uc explosives may 

remain in the fving ana alter the cleanup. At the discretion of the Site M and with the concumnce of the 

Group Leader. the fving am may be burned with a propane weed bumu to completc the cleanup process. A 

bum pennit is requued for this operation. 

5.5 Identifiable Booster Charge Scrap 

When possible. boaster explosive like PETN and XTX shall be packaged in separate containers from 

marcrids listed in SK. 5.4 and labeled as "Hazardous Waste." The contents of a box shall be clcvly idenufied. 

Boxes shall be disposed of as described in Sec. 5.3. if it is unsafe to h d l e .  or in Sec. 5.1. if it is safc to 

  male. 
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5.6 Firing-Mound Debris 
.a - Before any t'uing-mound debris is collected for ~LSPO& the Firing-Site Supervisor will ensure Lhat 

the fving mound is examined for explosive scrap. Scrap explosive shall be handled appropnatciy (see 

Sccs. 52-54). This opemuor! shall be carried out before JCI personnel an allowed on the mound. as covacd 

in the following section. - .- . . . - . . . - - - . 

Firing-site debris from frring operations shall be clcvled up either by M-8 persaurtl or by a JCI cleanup 

person (or bnh). This debris shall be cmqmed and placed in the appropriate areas. depending on the t y p  of 

matcnal (set scc. 2.0). 

Heavy materials such as steel plates 2 50 Ibs should not be lifted manually by individual M-8 operators 

a d  employee. Personnel should utilize tk pmper lifting equipment or seek assistance. d materials an too 

bulky or canmt be rusonably handled by one puson. 

5.6.1 Burning Operation at Burn Area {Type 9 Material) 
a 

The bum area, which is located near TA-36- 12 at Lower Slobbovia. is penniued MLy for wood. 

cardboard. burlap sandbags. and small amounts of PlexigkiswLexan !an acrylic mtenai). 

M-8 is permitted to bum identifiilble wood scraps, cardboard, burlap from the sandbags. and Plexiglas or 

Lcxan used in shots because they can be contaminated with HE. We are not permitted to bum otha plastic and 

metal. even though they may be contaminated by HE. 

The bum area shall be marked with a sign. Accus shall be controlled by th;. Firing-Site SuprvDor n 

TA-3612 (Lo- Slobbovia). 

5.6.1 .l B u m  Pcnnirs. An qm bum permit will be obtained annually through EM-8 from rhe NMED. 

'Ihe Group Leader or his designee shall contact EM-8 to request permission to burn five or more days in 

advance of the urpccted bum date. 

5.6J.2 N o ~ c u t w n  Mmur. In advance. the M-8 Safety Offxu will send a memo of notification 

indicaring the date. rime, and place of the conmlled bum to the following personnel: 

HS-5 safety engineer assigned to TA-36 

EM-8 Air-MCtCOidogy section leader and wcxdinaux 

EM0 @ n c r p q  n h a g a m t  Office) 

PA-I (Public Infamarion Group i) 

Fire Depanment 

3.6.1.3 Fire Department Not@icatwn. The Fire Dcpanment will be notified again. by telephone. one or 

more working days in advame of the bum date (date. approximate time of ignition. appaximate length of time 

of burn. and location). 

5.6.1 .J Area Control. Thc s;lfcty gate at thc enmce to TA-36- I?  will be closed and the area will be 4 

controlled by the Lower Slobbovia Firing-Site Suwrvisor. In addition. thc safety chain at the enaance t the 
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road that services the bum area and the sled track will be closed. The enure procedure for bumnp will be 

continually monitod by M-8 personnel. 

5.6.1 5 Debris Iqnirion. The fuing-site debris wdl be igniud 3 hours aiter sunrise. in accordance with 

NMED reqrurrments. 

The Group L e a k  will detwnlne what ignition Cue1 or combination of igrution fuel will be used. Papa 

andlor iCimwiptsd with diesel fuel or kerosene will be used to aid in the ignrtion of the wood. No moE than 

10 gal of diesel or kerosene wiil be used. A weed burner or matches wiil be used to ignite h e  paper and wood. 

Only M-8 personnel knowledgeable in explosives operauons will be allowed to ignite the pde. Fire Depament 

personnel wiil be pnsent whle the debris is being ign~ttd but they will be located at a safe disrance spectfied by 

h e  site supervisor. Firefighters w11l remain on site until the Fire Department supervisor at the scene determines 

that they may safely leave the burning matenal to be watched by our personnel. The Firing-Site Supervisor 

will detamlne the locauon where the Fire Dcpanmcnt truck w ~ l l  park. This is usually near the TA-36-12 firing 

chamber at Lower Slobbovia. which is a safe distance from the burn area. F i  Dcpvunent personnel will 

remain on site unul the Fire Depanment supervisor on slte determines that their scrvice is no longer requued. 

He wiU noufy the ruing-sde supavimr before leaving the M. 

5.61.6 Burn Cornpierion. The Group Leader or Safety Officer will makc the determination when the 

bum is completed 

3.6.1.7 After-Hours Conrrol. If the burn has not been completed at the end of the workday. a minimum 

of two M-8 employees (knowledgeable in explosive operations) will remain on site unul the burn has been 

complcrcd 

If the bum IS not complete. the Fire Department ( 7 4 5 9 .  Station 100 L W L  Secunty Force 

Communications Center) (7-4673). and the M-Division Office (7-5653) must be notified before the end of the 

workday, that M-8 pefsonml will be present through the night to monitor burning debris. 

When the bum is complete. he  M-Division Office will be notified during normal working hours. 

5.6.1 8 Ash ana Resrdrrr Disposal. The Group Leada will detem~ne when the nmaming ash and 

residue wdl be collected and sent to h e  propa waste disposal site at TA-54 with the propa documentation. after 

the nsidue is nronitond by HS-I ptrsonnel for radioacavity. 

5.6.2 Area I1 (Type d Materials) 

All firing-sire debris Type @ matcnai will be collected and p k t d  in Area 11. Type iZ mafcrials that are 

not DU contaminated may be sent to WX-3 for incineration or flash bunung. The Waste Management 

Cootdinam will be responsible for coordinating the activities between M-8 and WX-3. Type matends that 

have no explosive contamination may be sent to an EM-7 waste disposal site after HS-I has monitored the 

rnatend and the proper toms and documentauon have been _oencraud for u;msportatlon and disposal, There n a 

dumpster Labeled for ndioacuve marends located at Area U. and Type @ matenals that arc suspected to be DU 
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contaminaud arc placed in the dumpster. The dumpster must be lined with plastic before any cables or m d  

arc placed inside. A copy of a Waste Profile Request form must be on file for Type matends before they can 

be uanspontd for &sposal. See Attachment I for Disposal Checklist requirements. 

5.6 .3  Area I11 (Type Material) 

All firing-site debris Type 9 matwial will be collcctcd and phced in Area UI. 
. . - -. - .  

. To dispose of Type 0 material, the following must be complete. 
.- 

1. A Waste Rofilc Request form must be on file for the Type GI material. 

2. X Radioactive Soiid Waste Disposal Request must be completed. 

3. X Hazardous Matenal Transfer form must aiso be completcd. 

See Auachmmt I for low-ievel wasre disposal requircmenrs. 

1.7 Transportation 

5.7.1 Vehicle 

The bed of the pickup uuck used for msporung maunal to the burn area shall have no pints or cracks 

bur must be of single-piece construction. 

5.7.2 ~ocumedtation 

WX-3 is nsponsible for tmspming explosives off-site onto public roads. A Hazardous Matenal 

Transfer form shall be fdled out by M-8 to accompany the mnsponed matcnals on rhe pMic road to WX-3. 

5.73 Transfer andlor Disposal of Conmaiaated Equipment from TA-$6 

Explosives Areu 

Tools or objects used dincrly with explosives or used in charge preparauon rooms or explosives 

magaunes shall be befon they arc taken into nonexplosivcs arws or beion any repatS msde 

LO them in an expbsiws-hpndling area. Any hazardorrr wasfe generated during the dccontaminatjon pr#wJ Will 

be packwd. labeled and aprsponed as "Hazardow Wase." as directed by AR 10-3. 

Some tools and other objects are used in the explosives-handling areas of TA-36 but art not used in 

explobives magazhes or chyee prepaauon moms: some tools and objects an used on the f i g  mounds but 

YC not used M y  on  explosive^. nor do they contain residue from explosives. These tools may be t a b .  at 

the discretion of the group pasomel, into any building or room of TA-36 that is not rued for the h a d h 8  Or 

storage of explosives. Items that can be certified as uncontaminated may be sent to Jdtnsan Control siilv8gc Or 

may be buried in the county aim being monitored by HS-1 personnel to confirm the lack of r?ulirrJrrrtve 

contamination. Radiowive rnataials shall be padaged and mmpomd to the TA-54 bw-ienl waste landfa for 

burial after HS-1 pusonnel monitor them. as directed by AR 10-2 in the LANL E n v h ~ u n r .  S@ry and 

IleaW manual. Xmbiguiries in the classification of items shall be resolved, if possible. by the Safety Officer. , 
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along with the site personnel and the staff member in charge oi the shot. If doubts reman abour the sutabiiitv 

of sending something oif-site to be buried. it shall rernam at TA-36. 

Removal of photographic equpment irom explosives-handling ares  of TA-36 is described in SOP 
# 

M-8-9. 

Movement of the vehicles assigned to M-8 in and out of the TA-36 area is covered in SOP M-8-1. 

6.0 REQUIRED RECORDS 

From M-8 shot records. a monthly maten;tls expended repon IS generated and sent to the 

M-Division Office. The NMED bum permit is current. Copies are kept ot the completed Hazardous Matcnai 

Transier forms. the Waste Rofile forms for a h  type of match1 waste. and the Radioactive Solid Waste 

Disposai requests. The inspecuon record form IRFI is filled out daily by the Minie Firing-Site Supervisor. 

who hands it in weekly (a copy oi each weekly repon IS sent to EM-8). 

7 . 0  REFERENCES 

rn DOE Expiosrves S4fery Marurol. EVl06194. Rev~sion 6, October 1991. 

Adminisuative Requirement (AR) 66, "Explosives Disposai," Los Alamos Environment. Safety, a d  
Health manual (1992). 

AR 10-2. "Low-Level Solid Waste," Los Alamos Environment. S@ry, and Health manual (1992). 

AR 10-3, "Chemical. Hazardous, and Mixed Waste." Los Alamos Environmnr. Srr/ery. a d  Health 
manual (1992). 

Los Alamos National Laboratory Director's Policy 101. ES&H Operating Policy (September 1991). 

Los Alamos National Laboratory Director's Policy 102. Formaiip of Operations r September 1991). 

M%SC: M-8 Safety Chancr 
54-8-1: Shipping. Receiving. and Transwnine of Explosives 
M-8-3: Opemuon ot Charge Reparauon Rooms 
M-84: Fig-Mound Operations 
M-8-5: Firing Operations 
M-8-6 Der#rPw ~ o p a a u o m  
M-8-89: Handling of Depleted-Umum Componenu 
RCRA Pan B Permit Application 

8.0 ATTACHMENTS 

1. Low-Level Waste Disposal checklist. 

2. Inspection Record Form 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
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Original 

The Dynamic Expehntation Division (DX) conducts operations and perfom experknts 
requiring the use of various hazardous materials (HAZMAT) such as: Explosives, Gases, 
Flammable liquids and solids, Oxidizers, Poisons, Radioactive materials, Corrosives, and 
miscellaneous hazardous materials. Laboratory policy requires that all hazardous materials be 
packaged and shipped safely and in fun compliance with all applicable regulations. This policy 
is intended to help ensure that personal, pubk and enviromntal exposures associated with . .  . 
the packaging and transportation of hazardous materials are rxnmnmd Packaging and 
transportation of hazardous materials is regulated by the federal g o v e m n t  and the DOE 
Explosives S&ty Manud This Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) describes mthods to 
ensure DX Division personnel involved with all aspects of packaging and transportation of 
hazardous materials are in compliance with these regulations and policies. 

Packaging and Transportation of 

2.0 PURPOSE 

L Hazardous Materials Page 3 of 12 

The purpose of this SOP is to describe the requirerents and procedures to facilitate the safe 
handling and shipmnt of hazardous materials for mvemnt within or outside of the Division 

3.0 SCOPE 

This SOP is applicable to all DX-Division personnel involved the packaging and transportation 
of hazardous materials within the DX-Division Technical Areas (On-site), on pubk roads 
within Los Alarnos County (Intra-Laboratory), and outside the Laboratory (Off-site). 

Authorized Personnel A DX-Division employee who has demonstrated to hisiher line 
m g e r  the skiIls required to perform tasks associated with 
handling and transportation of hazardous matedds. Individual 
is specificany authorized, in writing, by name, grot,, task and 
hazardous materials. 

Hazardous Mate"al 
W T )  A material or substance that has been de- by the 

Secretary of Transportation to be capabk of posing an 
u~lfcasonabk: risk to beahh, safety ard property w k n  
transported in comnerce. Thc term includes hazardous 
substances, hazardous wastes, marine pohtants, and ekvated 
temperature m t e d s  as defined in 49 CFR 171.8, materials 
listed in the Hazardous Materials Tabk 49 CFR 172.101 and 
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172.102, and materials that m t  the d e m g  criteria for hazard 
classes and divisions listed in 49 CFR 173.2. 

HAZMAT Employee 

DX-DO: SOP3 
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HAZMAT Employer 

Packaging and Transportation of 
Hazardous Materials 

Hazardous Materials 
Transfer Form (HMTF) 

Material Safdy 
Data Sheet (MSDS) 

A person employed by a HAZMAT employer who in the 
course of employment directly affects hazardous materials 
transportation safety. This term includes owllc~-operators of 
motor vehicles that rransport hazardous materials in c o ~ r c e .  
It also includes any individual who during the course of 
emplo ymcnt: 

Loads, unloads or handlcs hazardous materials; 
Tests, reconditions, repairs, modifies, muks or otherwise 
represents containers, drum, or packaging as being qualified 
for use in the transportation of hazardous materials; 
Prepares hazardous materials for transportation; 
Is responsible for safety of transporting hazardous materiais., or 
Operates a vehicle used to transport hazardous materials. 

An employer who uses one or mort of its employees in 
connection with the activities listcd for a HAZIMAT employee. 
The Los Alamos National Laboratory and its subcontractors 
are HAZMAT Employers. 

The Laboratory form that acts as a shipping &st for non- 
radioactive hazardous materials shipped within the Laboratory. 
It contains such information as the names of the hazardous 
materials being transported, the quantities of HAZMAT W i g  
transported and an emgency response telephont number. 
(See attachmnts for an example of this form). 

Tht movcmnt of hazardous materials between Laboratory 
buildings, Technical Anas or across public roadways to which 
the public has uncontrolled access. Intra-Laboratory shipments 
must conform to DOT regulations. 

Thc docummt that provides detailed t e c W  inbmtion 
relating to a specific hazardous material Required by OSHA 
to accompany hazardous mateds in the workplace. 



Off-Site 
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On-Site 

Packaging and Transportation of 

The rnovemnt of hazardous materials beyond the confines of 
the Laboratory to another site. The shipment must conform to 
DOT regulations. 

The transfer of hazardous materials between Laboratory 
buildings within controlled areas (not across roadways to 
which the public has access). The tran&r must conform to the 
requirements of the LANL Packaging and Transportation 
Manual On-Site is sometimes referred to as "behind the 
kna". 

T 

Originator (Customer) The person or organization that owns the hazardous material 
and wishes to make an off-site, intra-laboratory or on-site 
shipment. 

Original 

Packager 

Hazardous Materials 

Performs the physical preparation of HAZMAT packaging, ie. 
places material in packages, assembles internal packaging 
components, secures and fastens packaging, marks and labels 
the package. 

Qualified Personnel Personnel trained and certified to perform tasks associated with 
hazardous material packaging and transportation. 

Radioactive Material 
Transfer Form (RMTF) S a m  as HMTF. Specifically for Radioactive Materials. 

Shipper The person or organization shipping the hazardous mated. 
Shipping includes classifying, preparing or signing shipping 
docmnts  to ship or offer materials for ship~mnt. LANL 
training requirements must be met befbrt a person can be 
authorized as a qualified shipper at L A N L  

Uiq Packaging A packaging which conforms to the pxikatbns m 49 CFR 
or the International Air Transport Association (IATA) 
Dangerous Goods Regulations. Somtims rcftrred to as UN 
Standard or Perfoxmancc Oriented Packaging WP). 



RESPONSIBILITIES 
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Ensures that the necessary policies, procedures, and resources are provided for 
Division personnel to perform the tasks required to safely package and transport 
hazardous materials. 
Provide a current listing of personnel within DX-Groups authorized to perform tasks 
associated with the handling and movemnt of hazardous materials within the Group. 

Packaging and Transportation of 
Hazardous Materials 

DX-Division Packaging & Tmmportation Coordinator 

Identrfy, package, handle, mark, label and transport hazardous material and non- 
hazardous material for s h i p l ~ ~ l t  on-site, intra-Laboratory and off-site. 
Prepare requind shipping docmntation for hazardous materials and non-hazardous 
materials. Docurnentation includes: HMTFs, Rh4TFs, Purchase Requests (PRs) 
Checklists and Shipping Manifists (SMs). 
Coordinate with Laboratory "Shippers of Record" for Division hazardous material 
shipmnts. 
Irnplemnt DOT, DOE, LANL, DX-Division, and DX-Group P&T policies and 
procedures. 
Develop and maintain the DX-Division P&T database for HAZMAT shipmnts. 
Earn and maintain c e ~ t i o n s  and qdifkatio11~ as a LANL HAZMAT Shipper, 
Packager, Shipper by Air, RAM Shipper, Was& Shipper, and Explosives Shipper. 
Provide technical guidance for training requiremnts for DX-Division HAZMAT 
employees. 
Ensure that DX-Division P&T activities are in fun compliance with all established 
directivts. 
Mitigate hqroperly pnparcd HAZMAT shipmnts. 
Act as and coordinate oversight for al l  DX-Division internal and external P&T audits 
and 
Develop DX-Division P&T policits and procedu~lts. 
Rcceivehazardousmaterialsh~Division 

Subnit DX-Division P&T Rcqucst for scnks in a t i d y  marum to provide P&T 
Coordinators reasonable the to pnpan shipmnt and llleet Customis required 
delivery date. 
provide adequate information to enable P&T Coordinators to properly identify, 
package, mark, label and prepan requind shipp'mg papen to fiscilitate shipmnt. This 
includes an accurate, uptodate MSDS hr the material being shipped 
Ensure that Com@c is authorized to receive HAZMAT. 



6.0 PRECAUTIONS AND LIMITATIONS 
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6.1 Many of the chemicals used in homes on a daily basis are not rigulated; however, once 
they are put to use in a "Laboratory Environment" they may be regulated and require that 
specific P&T procedures be followed for on-site, intra-laboratory and off-site shipment. If 
there is doubt whether a material is hazardous or not, contact the P&T Coordinators for a 
determination 

pafkaging and Transportation of 
Hazardous Materials 

6.2 Currently, the Laboratory is pemitted to move hazardous materials On-Site- within the 
confines of Laboratory recognized controlled access areas (behind the fence). These 
rnovemnts of HAZMAT are authorized by DOE because of controls demonstrated by the 
Laboratory. These controls, in the form of access control, employe training, and written 
safety procedures, allow for relief from DOT regulations and permit movemnt of hazardous 
materials as what normally would be a proh'bited practice. DOE requires that On-Site 
rnovemnt of hazardous materials demonstrate the maximum control and safety of operation as 
practicable to accomplish the mission. 

All Intra-Laboratow and Off-Site shipments of hazardous materials form DX Division shall be 
coordinated through the Division P&T Team 

63 DX-Division Line Management is required to identify and designate authorized 
personnel within specific groups who are permitted to handle and transport hazardous materials 
on-site. The DX-Division P&T Coordinators are the Laboratory ce W ~ u a l i f i e d  shippers of 
HAZMAT for intra-laboratory and off-site hazardous material shipmnts for the Division 
DX-Division Waste Managemnt Coordinators are the recognized shippers of waste the 
Division. 

6.4 A H A m T  employee who performs any function regulated by hazardous material 
regulations may not perform that function unless he or s k  has received training as d e s c n i  in 
Subpart H of Part 172 of 49 CFR. Every HAZMAT employee must receive both initial and 
recurrent trainiag that includes-- 

. Gellcfalawannesd m t i o n * g  . FMCtiO~-spcci6ctraining 
safbtytraining . Testing 

. . 

In DX Division, personnel assigned to the P&T Team and the Waste Managemnt 
Coordination Team are trained/certified HAZMAT Empbyees. 



6.5 The P&T Customer is nsponsible for ensuring that materials being shipped an 
correctly identified as either hazardous or nonhazardous. Nonhazardous materials shall be 
screened to ensure they contain no explosive or radioactive contamination 

6.6 General Explosives Transportation Requiremnts (See attachmnt MZ). 

DX-DO: SOP3 
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6.7 The P&T Customr is responsible for ensuring that persons or organizations intended 
to receive hazardous shipped fiom DX-Division are authorized and prepared to 
receive these shipmnts and that approved storage f8cilitics exist for the materials shipped. For 
On-Site and Intra-Laboratory shipments this requiremnt is addressed in thc LANL 
Administrative Manual, AR 6-6. Explosive shipmnts intended for mn-DOE facilities shall be 
approved by the LANL Explosives Review Connnke prior to shipment 

. 
Packaging and Transportation of 

Hazardous Materials 

6.8 OE-Site shipments of hazardous materials are required to be p r o d  through the 
Laboratory "Shipper of Record" Explosives, classed 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3, arc !rar&rred fkom 
DX-Division to ESA-WMA for Off-site shipmn~ Explosives, c W  1.4, m y  be trans;li:d 
to ESA-WMA or BUS-4 for Off-Site shipmnt. Gases are transfernd to the LANL Gas Plant 
for Off-site shipment. Wastes are tmmfkrred to CST for W-site shipmnt. All other 
hazardous materials, to include Radioactive Materials, are fnnskrred to BUS-4 for shipmnt 
Off-site. 

7.0 . PROCEDURAL STEPS 

7.1 On-Site, Intra-Laboratory & Off-Site Shipments 

: See Attachment X for On-Site P&T, procedures. 

On-Site shipmnts of hazardous materials arc not regulated by DOT; however, 
Laboratory policy requires that site-specrfic activities be desaibcd and deknsibk with 
respect to the mthodobgy and compliance process used to mt packaging a d  
transportation safetyrequinzlltnts. Only authorid personaelmy parkipate in 
packaging and shipping functions. These dipmnts may be of a mu@ r@m, 
custo1~1s1~y, usual, andlor repetitive to the organization. Routine shipments arc 
mmdly conducted using approved pacltaging that nets thc mprkmnts of thc DOE 
Explosives SaBety Manual and DOT Regulations. Normutine Onsite shipments arc 
emxgency or one-tim shipmnts of hazardous materials within contzo1W acccss anas 
for which b e  is no approved packaging. Liat managemnt shall decide tbat 
deviation fiom standard procedures is necessary to mission amnp-nt and p e ~ &  
the deviation Packages used in the transportation of nomutiat On-Site shipments of 
HAZMATshallbeadcquateandpvidetkmudrmmsa6etypossible. Thcpackagt 
shall be designed to ensure that there will be no signifbnt release of hazardous 

4 



material into the environment. The containment m u i r : s  shall take into account the 
likelihood and consequences of accidents, route and tkm of transit. An HMTF or 
RMTF shall be completed as appropriate and shall accompany the shipmnt. 
Emrgencyresponse information shall be entered on the transfkr form with the person 
identified as the point of contact availabWreachable during the tim the shipmnt is in 
transit. The package shall be rnarked and labeled as appropriate to describe the hazards 
of the material being shipped. Vehicles used to transport hazatdous materials shal be 
approved for such purposes, have the necessary installed safety and emrgency 
equipmnt and shall be placarded when applicable (See Attacbmnt VII). Pemonnel 
performing On-Site hazardous material P&T functions shall be authorized to 
perform those tasks by Gmup Management. (See Attachnt LX) 

** 2 ' 

7.12 Intra-Laboratory 

See Attachment XI for Intra-Laboratory P&T procedures. 

Packaging and Transportation of . ..rb 

Intra-Laboratory shipments of hatardous materials must comply with the requiremnts 
of DOE Orders, 49 CFR other applicable regulations and Laboratory policies and 
procedures. Intra-Laboratc;y shrpments of hazardous materials, in packaging that does 
not meet DOT requirements, become On-Site shipments and must be transferred over 
closed roads. Intra-Laboratory shipments of hazardous materials shall be made in 
authorized government vehicles operated by qualified Laboratory personnel Training 
and safety requirements of 49 CFR and the Federal Motor Carrier S&ty Regulations 
apply. An HMTF or RMTF, as appropriate, shall be completed and approved, to 
include emergency response information, for each Intra-Laboratory shipment and shall 
act as the Shipping Docwnt.  Procedural steps governing Ofl-site shipments shall be 
fonowed for Intra-Laboratory shipmnts of hazardous materials. 

DX-DO: SOP-3 

Only aualified HAZMAT personnel may perform Xntm-Labmatory hazardous 
material P8:T tasks 

.cp 

See Attachment XI for OBF-Site P&T procedures. 

Original 

OEF-site shipmnts of hazardous materials must be packaged, documented and 
transported by certified personnel in fun compliance with applkabk! ~~ 
fkdcd, state and Labomtory regulations. W--site shipments of hazardous materials 
shall be processed through the appropriate Laboratory Shipper of Record. Before 
shipping hazardous mterials off-&, the ariginator rrmust include emergency response 
information in the shipping papers. The emergency response point of contact n a n d  
on the shipping document must then be x d a b k  to be contcctd on a 24 hour basis 

Hazardous Materials 



while the shxpmnt is in transit. The Laboratory Shipper of Record shall forward the 
emergency response information to the Laboratory ernergency response organization 
before the shipment is released to the comrc ia l  carrier. A Shipping Manifest, HMTF 
or RMTF, as appropriate, shall be completed and approved and together with the 
MSDS, Emrgency Response Guide Book extracts and any applicable exemptions, 
accompany the shipment to the Shipper of Record. 

Only aualiRed HAZMAT personnel may perform Offaite hazardous material 
P&T tasks 

DX-DO: SOP3 
Original Page 10 of 12 

7.2 Shipment Reparation 

. 
Packaging and Transportation of 

Hazardous Materials 

- 7.2.1 On-Site Shipmnts: (See At t achn t  X )  

7.2.2 Intra-Laboratory Shipmnts: (See Attachnt  XI) 

7.2.3 Off-Site Shipments: (See Attachment XI)  

73 Quality Assurance 

DX-Division P&T activities are conducted wder the "umbrella" of tht LANL Quahty 
Assurance Plan for Hazardous Material Packaging and Transportation dated May 20. 1993. 

7.4 Emergency Procedures 

In case of a spill, the Division Waste Managemnt Coordinator, the DX Division Facility 
Managemnt Designee and the Building Contact shall be notiki. If the spill occurs outdoors, 
tht Team M e r  with ownership for the area will be notified. Ifef~ltrgtncy kIp is needed, call 
91 1. During all emergencies or incidents, Group Managemnt shall be called as soon as 
possibk. 

Shouki an emtrgency situation arise while transporting explosives on-site, the driver is 
expected to use a two-way radio. Radios shaIl be available in HE transport whiclts to enable 
empbyccs to call for assistance should an emrgency or breakdown shution occur. 

Instructions and gui&lints to fonow in the event of an emergency or breakdown with a vehicle 
High rnb* 

Inspect the bad for evidezyx of fin. Ifbere is a fire but tk explosive material is 
not prcsdy or hmirently involved, attempt to pnvent thc fh firom spnading to 



DX-DO: SOP-3 Packaging and Transportation of 
Original Hazardous Materials 

the load. The fire may be fought using the vehicle's fin= exdnguisher. If c. uplosive 
items are removed from the vehicle, enswe their security. 

If there is a fire that presently or imminently involves the load, evacuate ail 
personnel to a minimum distance of 1250 feet from the vehicle. Block or divert 
traffic from the accident or fire. Not* and/or evacuate any potentiany affected 
personnel 

U n k s  the explosive cargo is immbntly involved in the fire, the operator shan stay 
with the vehick until proper disposition of the cargo is accomplished. immediately 
notify the tin department of the accident 1 tin and provide information on the 
general type and a quantity of explosives involved. Not@ the Group o£kc. 

Because of the potential of toxic and radioactive fumes in the event of a £ire, the 
transporter should move "upwind" if possible horn the burning vehicle. Thc 
emrgency radiation exposures and risk of injury to individuals involved in rescue 
and recovery shall be kept ALARA per 10 CFR 835.1302 and RPP 107-7 of the 
Radiation Protection Standards. 

7 A.2 Mechanical Breakdown 

Rcmove the vehicle fiom tht roadway as fhr as practical 

Notify the appropriate authorities of the situation. 

Maintain visual contact with the vehicle 

If necessary, unload the vehicle to facilitate repair. 

8.0 REQUIRED RECORDS - Not Applicable 

9.0 REFERENCES 

D e p m n t  of Tramportation Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 49 

Inttmationd Air Transport AsAssociation (IATA) Dangerous Goods Regulations 

Department of Enera (DOE) Orden 460.1f460.2 "Fcrckaging and Transportaticn Safkty" 

DOE Explosives S&ty Manual 

Lcs Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) Environmnt, Safcty and Health Manual 

LANL Packaging and Transportation Manual 

192& BUS4 Site S@ Work Procedures 

ESA-WMA Hazardous Materiais (HAZMAT) Transportation Procedures 



DX-Division Operations Manual 

DX-Division Training and Qualification Manual 

10 CFR 835 and RPP 107-7 (Radiation Protection Standards) 

10.0 ATTACHMENTS 

DX-DO: SOP 3 
Original Page 12 of 12 

I. 

11. 

m. 
IV. 

v. 
VI. 

VIL 

m. 
a. 

Packaging and Transportation of 
Hazardous Materials 

DX-Division P&T Request 

LANL Hazardous Materials Transfer Form 0, Form 1468 (2/95) 

LANL Radioactive Materials Transfer Form (RklTF), Form 1586 (W) 
DX-Division HAZMAT Chtcklist for OE-Site / him-Laboratory Shipmnts 

DX-Division Checklist for On-Site Expbsivcs Shipmnts 

DX-Division Checklist for M-Site / Intra-Laboratory Explosives Shipmnts 

General Explosives Transportation Requiremnts 

DX-Division Personnel Authoriztd to Perform HAZMAT Functions 

Hazardous Materials Advisory Council Hazardous Materials 
Regulatory Reminder (HMAC HMRR) Checklist 

DX Division On-Site P&T Procedures 

DX Division Intra-Laboratow and Off-Site P&T Procedures 

Record Of Annual Inspection 

Driver's Vehicle Inspection Report 



ATTACHMENT I q ' .  

X DIVISION PAT RE- * -. 
Send to P950 / Fax 667-630 1 

Stephen DePauIa / Bill McGarity 

DATE 

GROLTPHONUMS 

T@ LiXt,/ROOM 
- 

.4m: (name / Ztrf 

I PHONYMS 

FAX($ RamKtassified) 

TA/BLffi.IROOkySoter 
L Address if Mf Site 

Special Handling Requirements 

check one: 
T y p e  of .Material: 0 Hazardous Non-Hazardous (inert) 

M S 3 S  Available: a y e s  
(must accompmy P&T Rquesr  d haz.) 

T y p e  of Shipment: 0 On-sit IJ Offsite ha-Laboratory 

T r a n s p o r t a t i o n  Mode: FEDEX 0 Air 0 Lab Vehicle 

C l a s s i f i c a t i o n :  0 CRD SRD O UnclassiEed 

check If shipping hazardous materfal: 

O ~ x i d i z c r  Explosives 0 ~ l a m m a b l e  

0 poison Liquid 0 Solid 

0 Surface 

Gases 

Other 



IHM NO. I 
I;ZH~RAL INSTRUCTtOYS: This form is an aftldol sh@phg doa~mea for tmn!t+!uthl h8zm&us material vcm UP(L 

iwrdanes. Type or pant all entries. Material Safw Orta Shaats (MSDS) ard w e  Emergency R w  
intormatwn m s t  be a(ladrsd to this doarmen. Distribution of corrpleted t o m  is Mkaled below. 

EMEFtGENCY RESPONSE TELEPHONE NUMBER: (505) W=62l1 

EMERGENCY CONTACT TELEPHONE NUMBERS FOR INlRA-LASORATORY TRANSFERS [ - -. . . -- 1- 
.i &ma P- 1- IT--- 

f SHIPPER'S CUmFlCA3ON I 



#=3 ALAMOS '4.. , ~ k ?  , r ,  "AL LABORATORY 
~%I$~R~W?ICWE MATERIALS TRANSFER 

, .. - - 

7- 

M ~ o .  SM No. 
GENC-KAL INSTRUCTION$: This fonn b an official shipplng document for transporting radioactive matenal withrn LANL - 
WundaMs. Typ  or pnnt all entries. Erne ency Response Guide Information m s t  be attached to this doarment T Pistribution of completed forms is indicated ebw. 

I 
; r'ro-fciao iiepnrenlatnre ( S g m ~ m  ) Z Number OOPS Tampor 10 

I - --- 
1 EMERGENCY RESPONSE I ELEPHONE NUMBER: (505) 6674211 
I 

EMERGENCY CONTACT TELEPHGNE NUMBERS FOR ON-SITE TRANSFERS L-&I Z Numb QQW Telephone Numkr mcy Rerponu Gush Nun;oy r 1 

NaIIm -VWJU~ -7 lbm 

[7zted Dam and Tune of - 1 
~ t Q L J ~ ~ B y  2 Numbu 



DX DIVISION HAZARDOUS MATERIAL CHECKLIST 
T FOR OFFSITEIIKTRA-LABORATORY SHIPMENTS 

F ICKXGED BY and DATE C 
'ZSTINATIOIJ OF SHIPiMENT 

L .. I ..,'.'ORK ORDER. NUMBER I I 
1 ITEXIS BEING SHIPPED I 1 

PACKAGING PROCEDURES 

Obtain a completed DX-DIVISION P&T REOUEST FORM 

Verify that shipping address is an approved one for CRD or UNCL 

Obtain MSDS 

Obtain items to be shipped 

If exemption is used 

- a) obtain and follow exemption 

Fill out a HMTF 

- a) If CRD make sure ~t is indicated and highlighted on HMTF 

Obtain appropriate shipping container in accordance with 49 CFR / exemption 

Obtain packing materials ( foam, tape. trays, ed. ) 

-- 
XEQL'ESTER 

CLASSIFICATION OF ITEMS 

- 9. Package securely 

- 10. If CRD ensure CRD label is on outside of inner package only 

- 11. Place inner package inside outer package if CRD (per security requirements) 

- 12. Mark box in accordance with 49 CFR / exemption 

- 13. Place Hazard class 8 compatibility group labels on box in accordance with 49 CFR I exemption 

- 14. Movernent of material by 

a )  ESA-WMA or BUS P8T - b) DX-1 with exemotion Only 

- 1) Arrange for transfer - 1) Type shipping manyest ( a  needed) 

- 2) Rough draft shipping manifest - 2) HMTF apprcval 

- 3) HMTF approval 

- 4) Offer placards (if needed) 

- 15. Package with the following items must accompany the shipment 

- a) Emergency Response Guide d )  MSDS 
( include: PSN. HC. UN. PG. NOL r ) 

- b) Shi;;ping Mariifest (if required) - e) Exemption (if step #5 is used) 

c )  HMTF 

- 16. Retain a copy of HMTR Shipping Manifest for OX-1 records 

- 17. Notify consignee of shipment 

CRD U W L  
L 



ATTACHMENT V ,,.* t .  . . 
DX DIVIS~ON CHECKLIST 

FOR ONSITE EXPLOSIVE SHIPMENTS 

' PACKAGED BY and DATE 

DESTINATION OF SHIPMENT 
I 

WORK ORDER. NUMBER I 
hTEMS BEING SHIPPED 

I 

I 
I 

REQUESTER I 1 
1 

CLASSIFICATION OF ITEMS 1 CRD Uh.'CL 1 
PACKAGING PROCEDURES 

Obtain a completed OX-DIVISION P&T REQUEST FORM 

Verify that shipping address is an approved ope for CUD or UNCL 

Obtain MSDS 

Obtain items to be shipped 

Take to QC if required 

Record issues using HE accountability form and give copy to HE inventory Custodian (if not already done) 

If exemption is used 

- a) obtain exemption 

- b) obtain and proceed w ~ t h  exemption checklist 

Obtain appropriate shipping container 

Obtain packing materials ( foam, tape, trays, ect. ) 

Package securely 

Mark box in accordance with 43 CFR 

If CRD, place CRD label on outs~de of container 

Place Hazard class & compatibility group labels on box 

Fill out a HMTF 

- a) H CUD make sure fl is indicated and hi~hlighted on HMTF 

Movement of material by 

- 8)  ESA-WMA 0: BUS-4 P&T VAN - b) OX-1 

1) Arrange for transfer 1) Get group office apcroval 

- a) ESA 2) Must take radio 

- b) BUS-4 3) HE vehicle must be used 

Package with the following items must accompany the shipment 

- a) Emergency Response Guide d )  MSDS 
( include: PsN. HC. UN, PG. Net a ) 

- b) HMTF - e) OC (if required) 

- c) Exemption (if step #7 is used) 

Retain a copy of HMTF/ Shipping Manifest for DX-1 records 

Nc:ify consigcee of shipment 



c ATTACHNENT VI 

DX DIVISION CHECKLIST 
FOR OFFSITE/INTRA-LABORATORY EXPLOSIVES SHIPI\IEiKT 

CLASSIFICATION OF ITEMS 1 CRD UNCL I 

- 
PACKAGED BY and DATE 

DESTINATION OF SHIPMENT 

IVORK ORDER. NUMBER 

ITEMS BEING SHPPED 

REQUESTER 

L I 4 
PACKAGING PROCEDURES 

- 
--- 

-- 
-- 

- 1. Obtain a completed OX-DIVISION P I T  REOUEST FORM 

- 2. Verify that shipping address is an approved one for CRD or UNCL 

- 3. Obtain MSDS 

- 4. Obtain items to be shipped 

- 5. Take to QC if required 

- 6. Record issues using HE accountability form and give copy to HE Inventory Custodian (if not already done) 

- 7. If exe~rt ion is used 

- a) obtain exemption 

- b) obtain and proceed with exemption checklist 

- 8. Obtain appropriate shipping container 

- 9. Obtain packing materials ( foam, tape, fays, ect. ) 

- 10. Package securely 

- 1 1. If CRD ensure CRD label is on outside of inner package only 

- 12. Place inner package inside outer package if CRD (per security requirements) 

- 13. Mark box in accordance with 49 CFR 

- 14. Place Hazard class & compatibility group labels on box 

- 15. Fill out a HMTF 

a )  If CRD make sure it is indicated and h~ghlightod on HMTF 

- 16. Movement of material by 

a )  ESA-WMA - b) OX-1 with Exemption Only 

1) Arrange far transfer 1) Get group office approval I radb 

2) Rough draft shipping manifest (offsite only) 2) Type shipping manifest (offsite only) 

3) HMTF approval (intra-lab only) 3) HMTF approval 

- 17. Padrage with the following items must accompany the shipment 

- a) Emergency Response Guide d )  MSDS 
( include: PSN. Hc. UN. PG, rJer 8 ) 

- b) Shipping Manifast (if required) - e) QC (if step #S was required) 

c )  HMTF' - 9 Exemption (id step 4'7 is used) 

- 18. Retain a copy of HMTf? Shipping Manifest for DX-1 records 

- 19. NOTIFY consignee of shipment 

C%cklist amoved bv: Wnnm bv S. I. DcRuL. 4-I-% R ~ a m  



ATTACHMENT VII 

GENERAL EXPLOSIVES TRANSPORTATION REQUIREMENTS 

Vehicles used to transport HE shall have wheel chocks, tie down straps and tie down 
pointdrings to secure the load. 

When transporting HE, there shall be no loose items, such as handling gear, in the 
cargo c o r n p m n t  of the vehicle. 

Rear view mirrors shall be installed/mounted on each side of an HE designated vehicle. 

One fire extinguisher with a minimum rating of 2A: 1 OBC shall be installed on all HE 
vehicles. 

An annual inspection of all HE vehicles shall be accomplished during the annual review 
of this SOP (See At tachnt  XII). &operational safety inspection shall be 
conducted on each HE vehicle prior @-My operation (See Attachmnt XUI). 

Safety related equipmnt checks and repairs shall be perforrid by maintenance 
personnel during regularly scheduled maintenance periods. 

The speed limit for vehicles transporting HE within DX-Division Technical Areas 
(TAs) is 25 MPH. The speed limit for vehicles transporting HE on roads between TAs 
is 35 MPH unless a lower speed limit is posted. 

Explosives shall not be left in vehicles overnight or in unattended vehicles (out of sight 
of operator). 

When parking an HE vehicle equipped with a manual transmission, the ignition switch 
shall be turned off, the vehicle transmission placed in first gear and the emrgency 
brake set. Vehicles equipped with automatic transmissions shall be placed in "park" 
and the emergency brakc set when parked. 

A rear wheel shall be secured fiont and rear with wheel chocks when an HE vehicles is 
parked on a sigrtlficant grade. 

Group managemnt approvals shall be obtained prior to transporting explosjves. 

The driver sha& at all tim=s, demonsmte professional actions, behavior, manners and 
attitude. 

Fuzhg or maintenance of vehicles containing explosives is forbidden 

No smoking or spyk/flam producing devices are allowed within 100 k t  of vehicles 
containing explosivts. 

Explosive containers s h d  not be opened while inside a vehick. An exception to this 
requirement is when explosives must be inspected in an emrgency. 

Government vehicles transporting HE shall not push or tow other vchick. 

Vehicle engines shall be off during loading and unloadhg of HE. 



18. Vehicles shall not be operated closer than 25 feet of exposed explosives, magazines, or 
other HE buildings when the facility doors are open 4 

19. Low energy electroexplosive devices (EEDs) s h d  not be transported with other 
explosives. 

20. Personnel are forbidden fiom riding in the cargo comparurrent of a vehicle transporting 
explosives. 

2 1. Explosives shall not be transported during poor visibility, heavy snowfaa fog or 
during heavy rainfall. 

22. Transportation of explosives during a lightning storm is forbidden 

23. When transporting explosives, the driver shall keep a two-way radio with M e r  at all 
tims. 

24. A physical barrier shall be installedh-place between the driver and the cargo 
c o m p m n t  of vehicles transporting explosives. 



DX PERSOMVEL AUTHORIZED TO PERFORM 
HAZMAT FUNCTIONS ON-SITE 

I Name HAZMAT ( ~askd~uthorikitions 
I I 



TTACHMENT Ix  

IDENTIFICATION 

Proper Shipping Name 

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS  AD^- COUNCIL 
1101 VERMONT AVENUE, NW 

SUITE 301 
WASHINGTON. DC 20005-3521 

Class /Division (gl72.101(d))[2] UN/NAkr (§172.101(e))[2] 

Paddng Group (§172.lOl(f))[3] 

Other (9171.8) Hazdous Substance (17 M;dauls Pakaaoru By rnbalam [27J 

PACKAGING Part 173) 

A. Qwstity PERPaclrngc (301 

B. Packaging Antborizatiow (§172.101(i))[30] Column @A) Coluznn (8B) 

(3. S p d  Provisions (9 172.lOZ(a))[31] 

D. Pa- Sddon(l72. l  Ol(i))[31] Singh 

E. General Packaging (I72.lOl(i))[32] 
/r 

D. Name and Address ( ~ 1 7 2 3 0 1 ( 4 ~ 3 ]  



PWCARDIWG (Sub Part Fl Initid Emerncnn Rcswnse Informrtioa (Sub Part 

A hcub Sdeacd tnd O f f d  (41fZHW/50SX621 



ATTACHMENT X 

DX L)MSION ON-SITE P&T PROCEDURES 

I 
I 

I I I Authorized to handle this hazardous mated 
I 

- -- 

Recipient authorivd to receive this hazardous material 

Vehicle inspected and equipped for transporting HAZMAT 

TASK 
Authorized to perform P&T task 

J 

Packaging 
Quantity per package 
Authorized packaging (Group Managemnt approval nquhed if packaging 

NO NIA 

I I 

YES 

HAZMAT Identified 
Proper Shipping N a m  
Technical N a m  (if required) 
Hazard Class and Division 
UN Number 
Other (Hazardous Substance, Materials Poison By Inhalation) - 

N/A NO YES 

used is non-standard) 
General packaging requirements met 

Marking 
Proper Shipping N a m  
Technical N a m  (s) 
UNNumber 
To and From Address 
Orientation Arrows (if required) 
Hazardous Substance (if required) 
Lnhnhtion Hazard (if requird) - 
Exemption # (if u d )  
Radioactive Materials (if required) 
Class 1 EX Number (if required) 

Labeling 
x'rhUyHazard 
Subsldlary . . Hazard (ifrequired) 
Placemnt 

TASK 
HMTF or RMTF completed 



r 

Hazardous Materials securely tieddown 

Vehicle Placarded (if required) 

Obtain Group Management (or designee) approval to transport 

--- 

Consignee signs HMTF or RMTF as receipt 

HMTF or RMTF filed 



ATTACHMENT X 

DX DNISION ON-SXE P&T PROCEDURES 
- 

TASK I 
Authorized to perform P&T task 
Authorized to handle this hazardous materid 

Recipient authorized to receive this hazardous material 

Vehicle inspected and equipped for transporting HAZMAT 

I I I I 
I HAZMAT Identif - ' i 

Proper Shippin1 
-- - 

Technical -- Name (id required) 
- - -  1 

I 
-- - 

I 1 I Hazard Class and : vision 1 
UN Number 
Other (Hazardous Substance, Materials Poison By InhaIation) 

I 

Packaging 
Quantity per package 
Authorized packaging (Group Managemnt approval required if packaging 
used is non-standard) 
General packaging requirements rnet 

Marking 
Proper Shipping N a m  
Technical N a m  (s) 
UN Number 
To and From Address 
Orientation Arrows (if required) 
Hazardous Substance (if required) 
Inhalation Hazard (if required) 
Exemption # (if used) 
Radioactive Materials (if required) 
Class 1 EX Number (if required) 



Hazardous Materials securely tieddown 

Vehicle Placarded (if rmuired) I 
I 
1 Obtain Group Managemnt (or designee) approval to transport 
1 

Consignee available to receive hazardous material 

I I I I 

I I I Consirmee signs HMTF or RMTF as recebt I 
-- - 

HMTF or RMTF iiled 



A. Identification 

The first step in the procedure to be followed by al l  HAZMAT employees, who offer products 
for transportation, is to determine if the material that is being shipped & regulated as a 
hazardous materid If the material is regulated as a hazardous material, it must be shipped 
using the prescribed stupping n m  and descnption, packaging, labeling, marking, and must be 
handled as required by regulations. 

You must also be aware of any exceptions which may be authorized within the regulations for 
specific quantities or hazard classes of materials. An exception rrxans that, when authorized 
within the regulations, and when specific conditions are met, certain materials may not require 
full compliance with all of the regulations. - 
The key to proper identification of a hazardous material is information Gather as much 
information as possible prior to beginning the shipping process. Sources of information 
include: MSDSs, asking specific questions about the material and past pracdces, if they were 
done correctly. 

Determine if the material is regulated as hazardous material, in the intended mode of 
transportation, in the quantity being shipped. Using the Hazardous Materials Table (J-lMT') in 
49 CFR 172.101 and the following checklist, determine the proper shipping natne (PSN): 

1. Is the material listed by technical name in Column (2)? 

Yes. It is a regulated hazardous m a t e d  Go to Item 2. 
No. It MAY be a regulated hazardous material. Go to Item 6. 

2. Is the material listed in Column (2) in Roman Type (not italics)? 

Yes. It IS a proper shipping m. Go to Item 3. 
No. It hWY NOT be used as a proper shipping nam. 

See the entry following the n a m  in italics. Go to Item 3. 

3. Is the material fisted in Column (2) technically pure? 

Yes. It may be used as the proper shipping name, Go to Item 5. 
No. You may need to select an alternate proper shipping nam. Go to Item 4. 



4. Is the material in a mixture or solution with other materials, either hazardous or 
non- hazardous? 

Yes. Select an alternate PSN using the information in Step #I, such as no.s., 
mixture or solution descriptions, etc. For materials which m e t  the definition 
of more than one hazard class, consult the Precedence of Hazard Table (49 
CFR 173.2(b)). Go to Item 5. 

No. Go to Item 5. 

5. After selecting the PSN for the material, chedc Column (1) of the HMT. Is there 
a symbol in Column (I), preceding the entry you have selected? 

Yes. Review 49 CFR 172.101(b) that describes the applicability of tk symbol in 
COlm (1) to determine if the material is regulated in tht intended mode of 

. -. transportation and if the PSN is authorized Go to Item 6. 
No. The material is regulated by all modes using the PSN you have selected, unless 

otheNvise excepted. Go to Item 6. 

6. If the material identified by the PSN is listed in Appendix "An of the HMT (49 
CFR 172.101) and meets or exceeds the reportable quantity (RQ) listed, it is aiso 
an environmentally hazardous substance 

Is the nraterial bemg shipped a hazardous substance? 
Is the material being shipped a marine pollutant? 
Is it both a hazardous substance and a marine pollutant? 

Yes. Review Step #1 to select the PSN. 
No. Continue - Go to Item 7. 

7. Do the PSN, Hazard ClasslDivision, UN Identification Number, Packing Group, 
Special Provisions, Packaging authorization, Quantity limitations, and physical 
characteristics meet the regulatory requirements and modal considerations for 
this shipment? 

Yes. Go to Item 8. 
No. Review Step #I. 

a Are the materials poisonous by inhalation? 

Yes. (Keep in mid for Marking - 7.23 Itan 7, Labeling and Shipping Papers) 
No. Qlccklist compktt. Procttd to Package Selection. 



B. Padcage Selection 

Each hazard class presents its own unique characteristics which have been take into 
consideration for determining the sd and most e&ient packaging to be use during 
transportation. As a result of historicai experience and extensive testing, spec& packaging has 
been selected for each material to be shipped. This selected packaging is rekrred to as 
"authorized" packaging. Ordy authorized packaging may be used to transpon hazardous 
materials. 

When specification packaging is required, hazardous materials shiprrrents must only be ogend 
for transportation when the applicable packaging has been used and the required performance 
testing has been conducted to qualify the packaging for use. The criteria for testing packages 
and packaging are found in 49 CFR 178.602-609. 

When tests are conducted and packages or packaging are cer t ik l  as meeting the UN 
Standard, the packaging manufacturer or other persons conducting the testing, must mark each 
container with the required specifkation marking which serves as the OM certification 
Records of the testing, m s  and locations where the testing was conducted and the results of 
those tests are retained for two years and are subject to W T  review at any time. The 
standards for packaging and the codes for each are found in 49 CFR 178.504 through 178.523. 
HM 181 and 49 CFR require that all packages and packaging m t  or exceed UN Standards. 

Using the Proper Shipping N w  (PSN) selected, use the following checklist to determine the 
appropriate package/packaging for g& hazardous material to be shipped. 

1. Does an entry appear in Column @A)? 

Yes. Go to Item 2. 
No. Go to Item 3. 

2. Read the section listed in Column @A) and proceed to W o n  173.--. Dws the 
material to be shipped qualify for an exception in the quantity and type of 
packaging selected? 

Yes. Fokw tht packaging instructiOns far the "exceptions" as authoriztd, Co to 
Item 8. 
No. Go to Item 3. 

3. Will the material be shipped in a non-bulk packaging (49 CFR 171.8)? 

Yes Read the section listed in Cohum (8B) and select authorized packaging. Go to 
I m  5. 
No. Go to Item 4. 



4. Will the material be shipped in Buk packaging (49 CFR 171.8)? 

Yes. Read the section listed in Column (8C) and select authorized packaging. Go to 
Item 5. 

No. Go to Item 6. 

5. Are special provisions listed in Column (7)? 

Yes. Read and follow the appropriate Special Provisions in 172.102 which 
correspond to the code in Column (7), in addition to the packaging 
authorization in Column (8). Go to Item 6. 

No. Go to Item 6. 

6. Check Column (5) of the HMT. Check the performance level (X,Y,Z for Packing 
Grpup qualification) code within the UN padrage marking. Ifa Packing Group 
is l i e d  in Column (5) does the packaging seleded meet or exceed the 
performance level testing criteria and marking for that Packing Croup? 

Yes. Go to Item 7. 
No. Select an alternate packaging which meets the performance level for the 

Packing Group listed. Go to Item 7. 

7. Is the packaging marked with the proper code within the UN marking to qualify 
it for use with the material which will be put in the container? 

Yes. Go to Item 8. 
No. Select an alternate packaging which qualifies for use with the intended 

contents. Go to Item 8. 

8. Does the completed package comply with the General Packaging Standards for 
all packages in 49 CFR 173? 

Yes. Go to Item 9. 
No. Make necessary corrections. Go to Item 9. 

9. If specification packaging is required, has the package been tested and marked to 
show that it is qualiffed to be used in transportation, for the nraterial contained 
within the package, by displaying the appropriate UN or DOT specification 
markings and packaging manufacturers symbol? 

Yes. Cbccklistcompktcd. 
No. Rcvkw Step#l. Seltct ahernate packaging. 

NOTE!!! DO NOT EXCEED THE QUANTITY PER PACKAGE 



Markinss on packaging containing hazardous materials offered for trvlsportation provide 
essential information for communicatir~g the hazards which may be present in the package, and 
for verifying that the package is appropriate for the contents. 

Using the PSN and the package selected, use the following checklist to determine the 
appropriate Marking for the shipmnt. 

The container is a non-bulk package. 

Yes. Go to Item 2. 
No. It is a bulk package. Go to Item 9. (Item 9 deleted) 

The material has been re-named Consume Commodity and re-classified as 
ORM-D as permitted in Column (8A) of the HMT. 

Yes. Mark the package with the PSN and tbe ORM-D marking. Go to Item 8. 
No. Go to Item 3. 

The material is being shipped under the Limited Quantity exception as 
permitted in Column (8A) of the HMT. 

Yes. Mark the package with the PSN and the words "Linrited Quantity." Go to 
Item 4 

No. Go to Item 4. 

Has the PSN, Technical Name, and any other required additional descriptions, 
and the identification number with the UN or NA prefix been legibly marked in 
English on the package? 

Yes. Go to Item 5. 
No. Review the marking requircmcnts in 49 CFR 172.300 and make corrections as 

appropriate. Go beck to Item 1. 

Does the padcage contain inside containers with liquid contents? 

Yes. Pack with closure upward and mark with orientation arrows to show "this end 
uptt. Go to Item 6. 

No. Go to Im6. 

Does the package require m g  with the name and address of the consignee 
or consignor? 

Yes. Check hr the required marking. Go to Item7. 
No. Go to Item7. 



Does the package contain Division 2 3  materials or 6.1 poisonous liquids nhich 
will be identified as " Poison--Inhalation Hazard" on the shipping paper? 
(reference 7.2.1, Item 8) 

Yes. Check the package for the marking "Inhalation Hazard" in association w i t h  the 
required labels. Go to Item 8. 

No. Go to Item 8. 

Does the package contain material identified as a Hazardous Substance? 

Yes. Check the package for the letters " R Q  in front of the PSN. Go to Item 9. 
No. Go to Item 9. 

Item 9 deals with Marine Pollutants. D i i a r d  unless shipping by water. Go to 
Item 10. 

Are all required markings visible on the package and unobstructed by labels or 
other that could make them ineffective? 

Yes. Go to Item 1 1. 
No Review marking requiremnts in 49 CFR and make corrections. Go to Item 

11. 

Have additional markings, when appropriate, been applied such as Warning for 
Class 6.1 (toxic) plastic containers, DOT-E , Radioactive Materials, 
Overpack, Class 1 EX Number? 

Yes. Checklist completed. 
No. Review additional marking requiremnts in 49 CFR, make corrections. 

Checklist completed. 

Labeling 

Labels arc a very important mans of cofT1I1)unicathg the Edct that hazardous materials an 
contained in a package OM for transportation, and also provide an easily recognized means 
of identifying the type of hazards involved. Labels cofTPIllllljCate the hazards of tbc material 
contained within a package by means of their shape, color, and content. Each label required by 
DOT to be displayd on a package containing hazardous materials must be p r o d d  according 
to s p e d d o n s  m 49 (FR 172.407. 

Using the PSN selected, determine the appropriate labeling to be appkd to package of 
hazardous materials using the following checklist 



Is the material identified as a regulated material in the HMT? 

Yes. Check Column (6) of the HMT, note all labels listed. Go to Item 2. 
No. No labels required. Checklist completed. 

Is the material being shipped under an exception as "limited quantity", "small 
quantity", or other as Listed in Column (8A) of the HMT? 

Yes. Ckk the requiremnts of the 49 CFR 173 Section found in Column (8A). Go 
to Item 3. 

No. Go to Item 3. 

Kas the materid been classified as an ORM-D (Consumer Commodity) as 
authorized by Part 173? -. 
Yes. No labels required. Checklist completed. 
No. Go to Item 4. 

3oes the material meet the definition of any other hazard class, even though 
additional labels are not listed in Column (6)? 

Yes. FoIlow Subsidiary Hazard Labels Table in 49 CFR Go to Item 5. 
No. Go to Item 5. 

Does the package require labels representing the hazard class of the materials 
sdually contained th-? 

Yes. A.fEx the required labels to the package. Go to Item 6. 
No. No labels may be displayed on the package. Go to Item 6. 

Are labels affixed as indicated below? 

Smxely a i E d  to my surfke other than the bottom 
On the SAME sidt as the PSN marking if the package is large =.nough 
On a background of contrasting color or have a contrasting borck 
Vible and not o b s c d  by markings or attachments 
Multiple kbels, when required, displayed next to each other (subsidiary sho& be 
adjacent to the right and below primary) 
Pninary hazard label with Class and/or Division number in lower quadrant 
Subsidiary hazard with NO Class or Divjsion number displayed in lower quadrant. 
Multiple hbels when rcquind for larger packages 
Proper color, size, spexScation and orientation (diamond on point, writing horizontal, 
readable )eft to right) 
ALL lab& visj'bk when overpacked or placed inside an outer container OR additional 
labels on the outtide container 



All modal label requiremnts checked and labels or stick-on type mkings f i e d  if 
required (CARGO AIRCRAFT ONLY, MARINE POLLUTANTS, etc.) 

Yes. Labels comply. Checklist completed. 
No. Review 49 CFR 172.401-450, make corrections and complete checklist again 

E. Prepare Shipping Papers 

The Shipping Paper is a very important part of the communication process for idenbfying 
hazardous materials which are offered in transportation and, if properly prepared, provides vital 
information for emrgency response personnel in the event of an accident. 

DX-Division personnel do not prepare shipping papers since shipping papers an prepared by 
the Laboratory "Shipper of Record for the hazardous material being shqped. However, the 
Shipper otcRecord will require specific information &om DX-Division P&T personnel to 
facilitate the shipment. DX-Division P&T personnel shan provide shipping paper information 
in draft form to the Laboratory Shipper of Record. 

The following information is required as appropriate: 

Proper Shipping Narne 
TechnicalName 
Hazard ClassJDivision 
UN/NANumber 
Packing Group 
Total Quantity (Gross or Net) 
24 Hour Emergency Response 
Names (2) 

Work Tekphonc Number 
Horn Telephone Number 

DOT- E Number 
Limited Quantity 
Hazardous Substance (RQ I Narrr=) 
Dangerous When Wet i 
Poison I Nam 
Inhalation Hazard / Zone 
Hazardous Wastes 
RESIDUE: Last Contained 

F. Placarding 

Placards are used to communicate the hazards within a cargo transport veW which contains 
certain packages of hazardous mami& when offered for transportation. placards arc 
required to be constructtd of durable mated with minimum dimeasions spacj&d in 49 CFR 
172.519. When properly displayed in transportation, placards pro* emgency responders 
with a warning sign idtntifying hazardous mataiak which may pose htahh or safety  problems 
in an accident 

DX-Division personnel are not normally required to transport hazardous rmterials m 
connnerct. Placarding of vehicles transporting hazardous materials Off-site and Intra- 
Laboratory is the responsibitity of tk Laboratory Shipper of Record and tk m. 
However, DX-Division HAZMAT personnel may be requind to transport HAZMAT On-Site, 
thus requiring placards 



DX-Division HAZMAT personnel transporting hazardous materials ON-Site shall placard the 
transport vehicle as required by 49 CFR 172.504, Table 1 or 2. If Placards arc required, they 
shall compIy with display requiremnts outfirled in 49 CFR 172.504-519. 

G. Exceptions 

General Procedures 

Elements of DX-Division as well as other organizations in the DOE Complex create new 
explosives to be used and tested for fbture propcts. A new explosive is (1) an explosive 
produced by a person who has not previously produced that explosive or (2) an explosive 
previously produced by a person who has made a change in the formulation, design or process 
so as to alter any of the properties of the explosive. . ... 
Transportation regulations require new explosives be approved by a competent authority. 73e 
mthority in the United States is the Associate Administrator for Hazardous Material S&ty. 

New explosives made by or under the supervision of the DOD or the DOE may be approved in 
L!X same manner as c o m r c i a l  explosives producers through Bureau of Explosives or the 
Bureau of Mines: or through examination, testing and approval by either the designated Army, 
Navy, or Air Force component of DOD, or by the B p m n t  of Energy. The classrfying 
entity sponsoring developmnt of an explosive item or assembly is responsible for developing 
necessary data. ?'his data is used to assign an appropriate hazard class/division, compatibility 
group, DOT shrpping description, DOT label and UN number. A report of each approval 
granted by DOD or DOE(with supporting laboratory data) must be filed with the DOT 
Associate Administrator and an acknowkdpnt must 'be received prior to offering the new 
explosive for transportation. 

2. Interim Hazard Clasdkations 

An Interim Hazard c lasdht ion (MC) exemption remporarily authorizes transportation cif  

new explosives when o&rcd by DOE contractors under comrc ia l  bills of lading. The IHC 
is not applicable for shipmnt of eqlosives by private contractors for non-DOE contracts. The 
organization sponsoring devebpmnt of an explosive substance or assembly is respomile for 
quesring the MC and for providing supporting data to the responsible DOE MC authority. 
Any change in packaging or explosive components in an item requires reexamination of thc 
item by the responsibk IHC authority to ascertain the need for revision of the IHC An M C  
exemption may be issued b r  a period up to one year. Extension beyond one p r  requires a 
request from the originator, with justitication, for reaewal by the issuing organization. 

3. Explosive Numbers (EX Numbers) 

EX Numbers are assigned to new explosives after considerable testing and analysis. A written 
request for a permanent cIassification action is prepared stating the proposed classitication, 



mthod of packaging, marking, labeling, and mode of transportation Applicable supporting 
data is submitted along with the request to the responsible DOE Operations OfKce. Upon 4 
review and determination that the request is proper and the data supports the hazard 
classification assignment, the operations of& will approve the request, assign permanent 
classification, and issue a classification approval document. Copies of the chsikation 
approval d o c w n t  and Supp0r~g  data are submitted to DOE Headquarters for a submittal 
review and filing with DOT. The of£icial submittal by HQ/DOE to DOT formally requests the 
DOT registration of the material being classified. Under DOTS new explosives classification 
program DOT Competent Authority Approval is provided along with the registration (a- 
Number). 

4. DOT Exemtions 

The use of DOT Exemptions for the packaging and transportation of hazardous materials is 
authorized in accordance DOT regulations specified in 49 CFR 171-180. The DOT exemption 
procedures for DOE contractors are detailed in DOE Order 1540.2, "Hazardous Material 
Packa-&g for Transport - Administrative Procedures." 



DX . ' ANNUAL VEHICLE CHECKLIST 

DATE: 
TAG NUMBER: 
IXSPECTOR: 

SECTION TO CHECK I OK ( OK I NA I - C O l w m X r s  I 
-1 'RES - 
BODY 
DOORS & LOCKS 
TAILGATE 
WINDSHIELD 
\VINDOWS 
MIRRORS 
HEADLIGHTS 

Erights 
Dims 1 ! 1 ! 1 
-- 
BRAKE Ll 
3 ACK-UPLIGHTS -., 
:'ARKING LIGHTS 

1 VIPERS 
WINDSHIELD WASHER 
RADIO 
SEATER - 
ilEFROSTER .- 
.AIR CONDITIONER - 
UPHOLSTERY 
GENERAL INTERIOR - 
SF-\RE TIRE 
BRAKES 
EMERGENCY BRAKE 
NOISES 
LEAKS (Gas, Oil, EctJ - 
ErvlERGENCY FLASHERS. 
FIRE EXTINGUISHEPS 
TIE DOWNS 
FVHEEL CHOCKS 

- 
r 

I 

- 



DATE: 
TAG NUMBER: 
COORDINATOR: 

ATTACEIENT X I  I I 

DX VEHICLE CHECKLIST 

COMMENTS / SIGNATURE 

Explosive Check 
Vis ual 

Explosive Check 
Smear 

hf azardous Material 
1 I.-: Ttaeck 
1 - Glove box 
I Behind seats 

Floor 
Trunk 
Bed 
Tool box 

NA 

I 

NOT 
OK SECTION . 

Radiological Check 
Tires 
Wheel wells 
Under frame 
Engine air filter 
Trunk 
Bed 
Floorboard 
Under seats 
Glove box 
Passenger area 
Driver area 
Other 

7- ' Other 

OK 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

DX-4: SOP 1.0 
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Access Control prevents people fiom accidentally being in the vicinity of an explosives test 
or other hazardous operation such as radiography, by imposing physical barriers and also 
administrative restrictions. DX Division personnel conduct test-firing operations involving 
explosives at DX Division firing sites at TA-15, TA-36, TA-39, and TA-40, and the TA-14 
outdoor chemical laboratory. DX Division personnel and visitors must be assured of a safe 
working environment while they are in the DX Division firing areas. 

2.0 PURPOSE 

General Access Control 

This Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) describes the general precautions and 
procedures for administering access to the DX Division firing areas. 

March 1996 
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3.0 SCOPE 

This SOP applies to alI individuals who require access to firing aterw of TA-15, TA-36, 
TA-39, TA-40 and the test area at TA-14. Maps and site descriptions are given as 
Attachment 1. 

This SOP does not describe detailed area Clearance Procedures conducted at each Fig 
Site. Clearance Procedures are described in DX-4 General Firing Operations and Site- 
specific sops. 

" F h g  area" refers to a large geographical area containing severai firing sites, for 
example TA-40. "Firing site" refers to an individual Firing Point or Cbamber, for 
example Eenie Site. 

4.0 DEFINITIONS 2, 

Access Control: Access Control is govcmed by thra Access Control Offices. The 
Access Control Office in TA- 1 5- 1 83 administers access into firing 
areas at TA-15, TA-36, and TA-39, and oversees the exchange 
badge process and controls visitor access into these firing areas. 
Access to TA-40 is administered by the DX-1 Group Office at TA- 
22-90. Access to TA-14 is via the DX-2 Group Oflice at TA-9-21. 



d 

Access to TA-39 is also handled through the Administrative Office 
at TA-3 9-2. 

Access Gates: 

Perimeter Gate: 

Safety Gate: 

Area K-I: 

m. 
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Barricade: 

General Access Control 

Cleared Area: 

Original 

Escort: 
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Firing A m :  

Firing Point 
or Site: 

Gates or chains that can be locked. The keys are administratively 
controUed by the Access Control Office and Local Access Offices. 

A gate at the boundary of explosives buffer area. Keys are kept in 
the Access Control OfEce at R-183. 
A gate that mi& the entrance to a F i g  Po& The last gate 
before hazard is encountered, the safety gate may be interlocked. 

Encompasses Kappa Site (TA-36), and the northern part of R- 
Site (TA-IS) mesa east of the safety fence. 

Encurnp~sses the south leg of R-Site mesa where the PHERMEX 
firing site is located. It includes all of the met, leg cast of the 
North-South-running safety fence with the north, east, and south 
bounded by canyon rinw. 

A portable device, such as a sawhorse, with an appropriate sign, 
used to halt into an area that is hazardous or is about to 
become hazardous. 

Procedures that protect p e r s o d  within the &iq anas by 
contdbg access during explosive u@mm& radiographic 
opentiom, or other potenbiany hazardous operations. fhc levd of 
the clearance plan determines the control proccduru to be 
fo1lowcd, an the extent of the cleared area 

An area that has ban physically patrolled by r person performing 
udgneddutics, oranarcainwbichallpersodhvcbeen 
accounted for. A Cleared Area has been declared safe for firing 
operations to proceed. 
During hazarcAolcs operations, an escort is d M  as a 

Knowledgeable Person, who is h m i h  with procedures and 
operations in the firing areas md who assumes responsibiity 
for the safety of assigned visitors at the firiag site. 

During non-firing opedons, escort refers to r Q-clcared parw 
accompanying a non-Q-cleand person in seam areas. 

The areas where firing operations are conducted. Access to these 
arcas is controlled, and is through an Access Gate. These areas are 
Area K-I, Area III, TA-40 F f i g  Ana, TA-39 Fig Areq and 
TA-14. 

The actual location of an explosive test and its exclusion area 
behind the appropriate safety gate. 



Firing Leader: A hll-time DX Division employee, authorized by DX-4 line 
management to supervise, conduct, and be responsible for 
operations at the site of the test. This person's accumulated 
knowledge and experience are crucial to all explosives firing 
operations. 

$ 

Knowledgeable 
Person: A person, designated by the Group Leader or the Deputy Group 

Leader, deemed eligible for a pictured exchange badge because of 
specified training and experience. All other petsonnei are visitors. 

DX-4: SOP 1.0 
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Local Access 
Ofiice: Access to TA-14, TA-39, and TA-40 is governed by Local Access 

Offices at TA-9, TA-39, and TA-22, respectively. These offices 
supplement the Access Control Oflice, and handle some visitor 
access. (See Access Control.) 

Radiological Control 
Technician (RCT): An ESH-1 Employee who is DOE certi6ed to perfom and 

document radiological surveys according to s p d e d  Laboratory 
and DOE procedures. A specialist who monitors personnel, 
equipment, or firing sites for radioactivity, and documents the 
results. 

General Access Control 

Roadblock: 
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A roadblock is established by having a DX Division employee or 
trained Knowledgeable Penon (Clearance Patrolman) in the road to 
stop traf5c. The roadblock may be an employa with a radio, or an 
employee with a radio and a vehicle. This person maintains contact 
with the Fig Leader and the Access Control Office as nectssary. 
The roadblock may be a barricade in the center of the road with a 
sign stating that hazardous operations are in progress. 

Safety Fence: A fence placed to indicate a separation of areas, usually a 
supplement to, and continuation oc a safety gate or an access gate. 

TLD Badges: Therrnoluminescent Dosimeter - A dosimeter which is in the form 
of a badge, intended to record the radiation dose received by the 
whole body of the wearer. 

Visitor: A person in a firing area who has not met the requirements for a 
"Knowledgeable Person" 

Escorted - Visitors who have not received site-specific 
training or are unfamiliar with operations, or who lack a Q 
clearance, and are escbrted into firing areas. 

Unucorted - A visitor who has received site-specific 
access orientation, and a V i r ' s  Badge, and may be in a 



iiring area unemrted when no firing operations are in 
progress. 

Visitor's Badge 
(V Badge) : A badge bearing a "V" instead of a picture, to be given to visitors 

who art not kwwledgcable in local operations and procedures, but 
have received sitespecific training. 
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5.1 Knowledgeable Penon 

General Access Control 

Rcspomib1e for safety and security of tiring operatioas. 

Original 

Responsible for c&g that access control and clcmmce procedures 
are properly conducted. 
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Accepts p c ~ d  ownership of working ark .  

In case of ES&H concerns, taka personat rerrponsi'b'ity to see that 
jmpa actions are requested and implanented. 

5.2 Firing Leader 

Daermints who is allowed access during 5xing or other hazardous 
operations. 
Oversees the safety of personnel, equipment, and fscjlities at the 
f b g  site. 

5.3 Access Control Officer 

Administers personnel access into firing arcas, and manages 
exchange badges where they ate used. 
Verifies that requirements for visitor access an met. Maintains 
visitor access documents and records. 



Participates in clearance procedures as appropriate. Interacts with ' 

F i g  Leader for firing operations. 

DX-4: SOP 1.0 

Enforces prohibition on matches and lighters. 

6.0 PRECAUTIONS AND LIMITATIONS 

General Access Control 

6.1 Clearance Plans 
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Clearance Plans have been deveioped to protect personnel within the firing areas. Clearance 
Plans are specified for explosives firing operations, for radiographic opcmtions.or pulsed- 
power operations, or for shots that may release toxic material. 
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For specific details of clearance plans, see Area-specific SOPS for Clearance and Firing 
Operations. 

It is strictly forbidden to pass my barricade or roadblock Viiiton encountering these 
should return to the Access Control Office or Local Access Office or wait until the 
restriction is removed. Tnvden should cheek with the Local Accem Omcc before 
starting. 

6.2 Smoking, Matches, and FlameProducing Devices in Firing Anw 

No one may take matches, lighters, or other flame-producing devices 
into the firing areas. Matches and lighters must be left at the Access 
Control a c e  at R183 or at TA-22. At TA-39, a box is provided at 
the gate for these items. At TA-14, they are left at the DX-2 Group 
om-. 

. Exceptions are discussed in DX-4 SOP " G e n d  Safety." 

6.3 Fire Department Notices 

t Fre Department notices for F i  Operations are given by the Access 
Control Oace at TA-15-183, for every firing site. 



Fire Department access procedures are specific to individual firing 
sites and are discussed in Site-specific SOPS. 
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7.0 PROCEDURAL STEPS 

7.1 General Access Requirements 

YI 

General Access Control 

hccs  Control Ptrsonnel administer access into the &kg areas. 
They instruct visitors on site hazards, make arraugemeats for 
enhanced visitor training for off-road access, ovasee visitor 
oricntatioa, and issue the required exchange and dosimetry (TLD) 
badges. Access Control Personnel appropriate matcbea, lighten, 
and other flame-producing items. Access Control P e n o d  may 
issue radios or cell phones to visiton who might othembc be out 
ofcommunication with firing site staff, allowing p e r s o d  in 
firing areas to be located or warned when fir* or other hazardous 
opaations are about to b@n. 
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Access to TA-15 aad TA-36, and visitor acass to TA-39 sites is 
via the Access Control OfGce, located at TA-15-183. TA40 
Firibg Sites are administered by the DX-1 Group Office at TA-22- 
90. Access to TA-14 is via the DX-2 Group Office at TA-9-21. 

Safety orientations wiU be given €0 an visiton entcriag'Fii 
Areas, to inform them of special mies. Details vary &om area to 
a m .  The ohtation need only be given once a yw to each 
particular visitor, but may be requested at any time. Thc visitors 
~issigncdforevesyentryaIldItldt.AecessControl 
p e r s o d  will retain records of o r i d o n .  

Fie department access to firing areas must be controlled to avoid 
exposing the h e n  to explosive hazards, but acccss must be 
rapid in case of a fire. The Access Control M c e  at R183 will 
communicate with and advise tht Fite Departmmt when they are 
needed, and arrange for acces~ to be available and sefi. Access 
Control at TA-15- 183 will F p: notified of emergency Fue Department 
activities. 

Exchange badges are issued by Access Control Persod to personnel 
crossing certain boundaries. Exchange badge systans may serve a 
variety of functions; badges.may be used as r; counting system to 
locate personnel, they may m e  as a token that specific training has 



been received or RADCON requirements have been ma,  or they may 
bear necessary keys, and denote who has these keys. 
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When exchange badges am used, they are received upon every entry and 
exchanged immediately upon exiting from a firing area. Exceptions may 
be granted by he DX-4 Group Leader in Area IIX under special 
circumstances when there are no explosive operations planned for an 
extended period. 

The DX-4 Group Leader may establish deviations ftom normal exchange 
badge policy. 

. Uncleared personnel shall be escorted into all areas. LCleared 
p e t s o d  shall be escorted into d Q-Cleared areas. Neither uncleared 
nor LICleared personnel will be issued exchange badges. DoD . 
clearances are treated on a case-by-casc basis. 

General Access Control 

Special keys are found on visitor exchange badges. These'keys unlock 
access gates. Tbue keys must not be removed from the exchange 
badges. 

March 1996 
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. Perimeter gate keys are controlled by the Access Control Office at TA-IS- 
183. Perimeter gates and barricades arc listed in Attachment 1, "Site 
Descriptionw 
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The Access Control O f k e  will be mawed after haun for explosives 
operations at all sites, and in Area III, for A Minor radiation operations if 
visitors are present. Mer hours, hamdous operations in any area require 
Access Control at TA-15-183 to be iaformed before the close of business 
(4:00 PM), so that a central point of contact exists for informing all 
emergency personnel or other trafltic in the area. Any visitors remaining at 
TA-15 or TA-36 firing areas will inform the Access Control Office before 
4:00 PM, and make appropriate arrangements for recovering their regular 
technical badges &om the exchange badge rack. The TA-22 DX-1 Group 
OSce will inform the TA-15- 1 83 Access Control Office of any pefsomd 
conducting hazardous operations at TA-40 after hours. Personnel conducting 
hazardous operations at TA-39 after hours will inform the Access Control 
Office before the close of business. 

_r 

All visitors must report to the Access Control Office or to the proper Local Access Office 
(TA-9, TA-15, TA-22, or TA-39) for permission to enter firing areas. 



7.2.1 Access Control Office at R183 

N o d  working hours at TA-I 5-1 83 arc 8:00 AM - 4:00 PM. 
Work aft= n o d  wocking hours needs to be maaged through 
Access Control. 
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Before entering the firing area for the first time, visitors will 
receive safkty instructions, read a visitor or*ntation packet, and 
sign the visitor information sheet to certifj. that they have read 
d understand the infoxmation. Thy must dm sign the visitor 
log book on cach entry and departwe. 

Gentrat Acccss Control 

Persons holding a Secret-National Security Information (SNSI) 
JeEurity badge will be given punhion to enter firing arias on a 
casc-by-casc basis to assure that they have the appropriate sigma 
levels. 

Original 

7.2.2 Tom 

Page 10 of 13 

'burs of a &bg area an not given whh hIjDB o@om or other hazardous 4 

operations are in prom in that  am^ Shot Obunntion h not considered a tour. 
'Ihe DX-4 Group L#da or ES&H O i b r  mry waive any Exchange Badge 
requirement fw tom involving a Lrge numba of people. In such cases, the escort win 
have a p i d  exchange badge where rrquirod, and od report the number of people 
in the tour to the Access Control M c e ,  where approPriate information will be 
attached to the escort's technical badge. 

4 

7.2.3 Shot Observation List 

A person on site solely to passively obrenn a shot is classed as a Shot 
Observation das not constitute a tour. Obmers wiU be escorted, and their presence 
at the o b d o n  point will be checked against the Shot Observation list at 
appropriate times. 



7.3 Vehicle Access 

DX-4: SOP 1.0 

It is strictly forbidden to pass any barricade or roadblock Visitors encountering thee  
should return to the Access Control Oflice or Local Access Oflice or wait until the 
restriction is removed. Travelers should check with the L o d  Access Oflice before 
startinn. 

i 

The Lead Clearance Patrolman and the F i g  Leader are authorized to restrict any travel that 
would affect personnel safety or would delay any firing operatioe 

General Access Control 

7.4 Emergency Procedures 

7.4.1 Building or Site Emergency 

March 1996 
, Original 

If an emergency situation shouid occur, folow the Building Emergency Plan 
(BEPYSite Emergency Plan (SEP). The BEPISEP must be available in the building 
and the operators shall be familiar with its contents. 

Page 11 of 13 

In any emergency involving i n .  to a pason or persons, the employee encountaing 
the accident should use good judgment on the procedures to be followed, depending 
on the circumstances. Decisions made by a DX Division employee at the scene of an 
accident will be supported by the DX Division management. 

If there is a serious injury or accident, did 91 1, aid victims, direct emergency vehicles, 
no* the Group OBtice, record accident details. 

8.0 REQUIRED RECORDS 

Daily Visitor Log. 

Visitor and Training Databases. 

Visitor Information Sheet. 



4 

9.0 REFERENCES 

DOE Explosives Safe Manual 

March 1996 DX-4: SOP 1.0 

Los Alamos Environment, Safq, and Health Manual, AR 66, 
uExplosivts.n 

General Access Control 

DX Division Operations Manual 

Original 

10.0 ATTACHMENTS 

ATTACHMENT I.  Maps and Site Descriptions 

Page 12 of 13; 



ATTACHMENT 1 

DX-4: SOP 1.0 

Site Descri~tions: 

DF Site TA-40 

Ancho Canyon TA-39 

Q site TA-14 

Potrillo Canyon 

Arta K-I: 

General Access Control 

Arta m: 

March 1996 
Original 

Redondo Road: 

Page 13 of 13 

Ridge Road: 

IJ Road: 

Jumbo Road: 

Water Canyon: 

Encompasses firing areas at the. end of Two Mile 
Mesa. 

Encompasses firing sites at the head of Ancho 
Canyon, north of State Road 4. 

The outdoor chemical laboratory associated with TA- 
9, and located halfbay between TA-9 and TA-15. 

Potrillo Canyon separates K-I and Area III. The 
power line runs down Potdlo Canyon. The 
canyon starts east of R-243, runs east between K- 
I and Area Ill, passing south of I .  Point and north 
of PHERMEX, and exiting at Eenie Site. 

Encompasses Kappa Site (TA-1 S), and the area 
previously known as Area I, situated on the northern 
p m  of R- sit^ (TA- 1 5 j mesa clsc of the safety 
fence, where five firing points are located. 

The south leg of R-Site (TA-15) mesa where the 
PHERMEX firing site is located. It includes all of the 
mesa leg east of the safety fence with the north, east, and 
south bounded by canyon rims. 

Road west of R4O and leading northeast fiom its 
intersection with R-Site Road (link between TA-9 and 
TA- 1 5). Redondo Road is dosed with a chain. 
Redondo Road provides access to TA-67, formeriy 
called TA- 12. 

The road leading fiom the immediate vicinity of U firing 
point at TA-15 to Kappa Site, TA-36. 

The road leading fiom the intersection near R306 to U 
Point, at TA-15. 

A dirt road between Eenie Site, TA-36, and the 
PHERMEX firing point. 

Located south of R-Site (TA-15) and bordered by 
State Route 4, on the east and TA-49 on the south 
The Access Control Office in TA- 1 5- 1 83 controls 
access to Water Canyon. 
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*T 
1.0 INTRODUCTION 

2.0 PURPOSE 

3.0 SCOPE 

ACCUB Contrd - Accm Coatml is guided by the Ge#nf Acaw Control SOP 1.0. 
AcassControlisgWQIICdbytheAcceasCoatrol~adbyLo<rlAccus~. The 
Accus Conaol in TA-15-183 d m i n h m ~  rmr?.r iatO fir'mp ~ s l l  at TA-15, TA-36, 
andTA-39,md~thecrtchapeebaidgeprocerrmd~~rcarr~the# 
& g m .  ~ t o T A 4 o U u h m m a o m l  . . 

bg tb DX-1 Gaatp at TA-22-90. 
Acass to TA-14 U vir the DX-2 Gnnrp Oihics rt TA-9-21. A to TA-39 i~ &O hnvfbd 
through the - . . TA-39-2. 
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F h g K e p  - S t r i c t t y c a ~ t r ~ f l e d k e y ~ t h r t d o c k f i r i p e ~  
F i g  Ltrder - A full-time DX Division empfaya, a u t h i d  by DX4 tine 
~ c m a t t o ~ ~ d b e ~ d k h ~ r t t b e r i t e o f t b t t e s t .  
Tbis penon's acarnnrlsted knowledge and expaience m crucial to rll nrplohs firing 
opentiolls. 
Fuing Mound - F* mound mfks to tbe rtnd pile or s t d  6hing pad on which the 
8 h o t d l y b p k c s &  
FnigPointorShe - T h c ~ l o c a t i o n d m e x p l ~ s i v e t o r t a n d i t s ~ ~ n ~ ~  
the approprirse e 8- 
HnudCCdc - A r c g i o n , n ~ t ~ y ~ c i r a J t r m i b . p e . ~ u ~ i n r c l s v m e c  
p i a n ~ ~ ~ t b e s h o t b c l c p e c t e d t o k n d w i t f d P t h t ~  ~ ~ b e d e d  
r iuzard~orahgnmtwea Howava,thedefinitionafrhnrdcirdeisollfya 
g u i d d i n e , ~ ~ l u d o u t s i d e o f t h a a  
HE - High- 
Knowledgeable Pmon or Employee - A pcmm, - by tbe DX4 Group Leader 
o r t h e D e p u q G r o s l p L a d c r , d d ~ l e ~ a ~ ~ ~ b e u w e a f  
tlpdkd-ud-. Allatherperrromdueviritan.Allrsquirednrdin& . . .  mocmrt loarr l t ra in&dOJT~mstbeconrptcasd~becomisgr  
~ s d e e a b b = - - w h =  . . These- are qaiM in Site Speci6c SOPS 
o r t h e ~ m d A s @ m m t s D o c u m a &  
Locrrl A- Offkt - Accesr to TA-14, TA-39, d TA-40 irr g w a d  by Local ACCGSS 
WCC# a TA4, TA-39, d TA-22, -. W The# tb Access 
C o n s r o l ~ c e , i a d h u d k ~ v i s i t o r ~ . ( S a ~ C o m t r a L )  
LorrEDergyEEIh - H o t - w i r e ~ s q u i b s , M Y t i q g ~ c a c .  
~ i ~ ~ x c h . a ~ B a d g e - A b . d g c b a r i q e t b c ~ l ~ ~ g i v s n t o ~ 1 ~  
who arc knawiedgeable in operations and procedunr. 
Primug Explorio- - ~~ with a madhity grerta tbrn PETN 
SafetyFclra - Afiarcepkedtoirdicrxcrmpmtionafony~rrupplemc~tto, 
andCOllthPUItionob,rsrfibtygateoranaccmg8!e. 
SafetyGate - A p t e t h t m a r k s t h e ~ t o r F h g P o i n t .  Thettgrtebefbre 
hazardisencountend,the~gatcmrybeintaiocked. 
SOP - stadad (or S&) Oparting Procake 
SWP -SJ)eci8IWoakPamit 
Viuitor's Badge (V Badge) - A badge bearing r "V" i u s td  afr picme, to be given to 
visitof8whoarenotknowicdgeableinlocal~8ndproadursqbothnnr#xived 
site-specific- 
Visitor - a pemm in a firiag area who has not met the mqukmm r "bowledgeable 
Pasoe" 

Escorted - V~whobawnotrtaivedri tarpeci f ic~orrrsunfhmtl i rr~ 
o p a a t i a ~ ~ , o r w h o ~ a Q ~ ~ ~ ~ i n r o ~ ~ .  

Unercortcd - A v i r i t o a ~ h ~ h r & ~ ~ . u l . . ~ ~ ~ V j j ~  
B ~ g e , m d m r y b t i n r ~ r r e r ~ w h a a n o f i r i q e + ~ ~ ~ r r r i n  
plognsr. 

DX-4: SOP3 
Origin8l - G e n d  Safety I July 1996 
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~ l e f a # 1 ~ o r ~ t b c c b d c s d t b s ~ d e a t l l l l ~ ~  
plln(hmdcbds)*therbqbuedo!ndeaibdthearrparimca 
Rcrponsiblehovasoeiqetbelrfitydthefirinsasw,otbapsnolnad, 
~ d ~ d t h e ~ a i t e .  Rerponsibleawthe~8nd#cllrity 
of the firing operatiom. 
Rsrponriblehrparod control onthemmcnmd or inthe firins Ehmrba. 
Sbillmtpamitfiriasdrllparonndwithinthehzvd#laeoftbeshotrrein 
s r f i : ~ o r u e r r m o v s d h m t h e h c v d t o # .  . 
R s r p o P l r i b l t f o r ~ l y l s ~ f w 3 ~  
Enmrrr?.th8tlllfilY&opartional~i8ursdpropaty. 
P s r t i c i p r t e r i n ~ o a r ; ~ W 8 I y ~ M ~ &  
~ a n d ~ u c ~ b y f h t l l ~ ~ r ~ ~ d l l f t  . . ' W' 
A a s i 8 t s i n ~ ~ r c d d e a t ~ r e p o c t r o c a ~ n a c s r .  
M t p A r d c p . t r ? - ~ t o - p e r # r m r s l .  

5.11 E& emplop must read all the Soh that apply to their job u tk time of h i r  
a s s ~ n t a a d y e u f y ~ .  Revis'iaotbesoF8amprtber#dprjtKto 
~ ~ o p e n t i o n r ~  
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6.0 HIECAUTIONS AND LIMITATIONS 



6.03 An apgroved SOP/SWP shPll be available befare any e;xplosives operrtion is 
PUfOrmcd. Such SOPdSWPs shall be readily available in the work amas to which 
w m y  

6.1.1 Spilled eqhh sh8ll be clernsd up i w ,  tbm, if m, dhrpoged 
of accord@ 80 the DX Diiion Waste Ahmgmmt SOf .  





Thereuescvcra l~n~ ie s IVl j l4b le f ixDXDWi  opmtiom. Alloftheaetram 
-ible from Division radios. A list of the net names, dl signs, frequencies, and 
d t l s e a r c a s  i s g i v e n i n ~ n t 4 .  
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7-1.1 In dl emcrg~ics, call 911 In the ~ m o f  m e& a ioddem, notify 
DX-4 mamgamt as o possible. Fdbw tbc DX Dhhkm Opartions Manual. 
Section 10.3 to repart any inctk_nn or accidents. 





9.0 REFERENCES 



NORMAL DBLOSIVES 

DX-4: SOP3 
0riaSa.l 

All explosives or aplmivecontaining devices tht have been .approved by the 
ERC or listed in (ESA) WX-3: SOP 1.1.0, Tables 1 & 2 may be used at DX-4. 

This list contains the names and identification numbers of dl explosives and 
detonators approved for normal explosives operations. Explosives on thir l@t may 
be received or handled by Grwp DX4, u n b  a separate SWP or SOP adsts 
covering the operations, a a request for limited tatr is approved. . 

Primupaplosiva- ~riveOwithrrarsitivitygreatathtnPETN(~tlPmpie, 
leadazide, leadstyphuatcormuuny ~ ) a r e n o t u a e d b y D X - 4 ~ w i t h ~  
approved procedures. 

General hfety 
Attachmeat 1 

July 1996 
PagC 1 of 7 

drum 
NQ 07NN Nitrogwnidine, Picrite 20yeilus 
NTO 1.24-nitro-tiazol~ 
PETN 06NN pentaerythritoltetranitrak 2oyears 
Picric Acid 

= w e  
Rev. 
Paiod 
myears 
myears 

aye-  

EDNA 
HMX 

LAX-I 12 
NM 

Other Names, Composition, 01 

Rcfamclc 

Ammonium nitrate 
dtunmotrinitro- . . 
DiniboglycOIUll 
Di(nitroethy1) nitruninc, dioxyethyl 

' Explosivn 

AN 
DATB 
DINGU 
DINA 

ESA-2 Mat. 
Code 

130LN 
1201 

1101 
03NN 

dinilrab 
ethylenedinitramine, Halite 
cyd-ahyl- 

Nitromethane 

2Oyears 
2 o y - S  

10 years in 
B8.1 



DX-4: SOPS Ctourl Safety July 1996 
Originrl 

Explosive 

7 
Attachment 1 

Otha Nama, ComparitiOa, a Rdrrma ESA-2 
Mat 

Page 2 of 7 

St-tlt 
Rev. 



gr8phite 
Comp. A 

DX-4: SOP 3 
0rigin.l 

Comp. A-2 
Comp.A-3 9085 9085, 91 wt% RDX/9 wt% beeswax 
Comp. A 4  97- RDX/3wtW beeswax 
Comp. A 4  B.5 wt% RDX/lS wt% beeswax 
Comp. B 60NN 64 wt% RDX/36 wt% TNT, Comp B, 

General SIfety I July 1996 
Attathercnt 1 Page3 of7 

poryisobutylene/ 1.6 wt% mobr oi1/53 
wt% di(24hylhexyl) e lmate  

Cyclotol 750N 75 wt% RDX/25 wt% TNT 

P P .  

75/25 
Cyclotol 7OON 70- RDX/30wt% TNT 

C elutameric binder 
Detasheet 6301 75wt%PETN/25wt%clrsaam~bind~~ 

I I 

EDC-32 I I 85wt% HMX/lS wt% Viton A 
I 

wt% wax/OS wt% ClCh 
LX-04 LX04 85.5 wt% HMX/lS.O wt% Viton 
Lxm IX07 9owt%HMX/lOwt%V~ 
LX-10 LXlO 95.0 wt% HMX/S.O wt% V i h  A 
LX-14 W(14 95.5 wtSC HMX/4.5 wt% ElBt8ne 570241 

(x-0282) 
MDF Mild Detonating Fuse 
None1 RDX lined metal tubing 
-gen 



MlxmExPLomm 
INCLUDING CAST AND PRESSED IORMULATIONS, Conhued 

DX-4: SOP3 
Or&d 

PBXN-5 see LX-10 myculs 

PBXN-110 8% wt% HMX/5.4wt% polybUt.diene/S 20ycus 

- 

- p o l y s t y r c n c , ~ ~ p l u t i d P r  
x-0242 *PBX9501 mycrs, 
X-0282 X-0282 hLX-14 2Oyem 
x-02W x102#) seePBX9502 myern 
X-0309 X-0309 75% TNT, 19% aluminum powder, 5% D-2 9Q days 

Gelmrd Safety 
ktachmcat 1 

July 1996 
P~RC 4 of 7 
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PRO- 

DX-4: SOP3 

x10351 
XIW07 

kplos ivn (=A-2 ( Otha N u a ,  Compodotoa, a Rclcwl I Sbr8ge Rm - 
M;rt Code . Paiod 

Black Standard c0nrmerd.l uui miIfbug grades ZOyeprsif 

G e n d  Safety 
Attnchmmt 1 

X-0407 

- - 
powder Ow unopene& 

2 yculs if 

Benite Black powder tmsed mixham 2 years 
Commer- 2Oyeus if 

July 1996 
Page 5 of 7 

c o m ~ i t m  
Smokeless Standad military grades. 2 years 
Powder 
single Militmy research explosives u e  q a i i i d y  
Double, or not included. 

wrx, 1% acetylene black (arbon) 
seePBX9503 
69.8 wtW TATB, 25.0 wtSC m8 0 2  wt% 

Triple Base 
VTP 25540 HMX based High Energy Propellant 2 years 

20 ycus 
90 days 

DETONATORS 

The following highsnergy debnatoR h been approved far use in Best devices. 
All listed detonators have r sborrge review period of 20 ycua 



. DX-4: SOP 3 

DETONATORS, Continued 

MUNITIONS 

General Safely 

13268 
lW 
1E29 
1E30 
lE3l 
1E33 
lE34 
1E36 
lE38 
lE38 T.F. 

Military munitions ue allowed if no fivttwr maanbly ar W b I y  operations 
are involved. An adequate ddption should be in thc DX4 fik. Memd dcviccs 
that contain prim- explosive are dowed if lbcp am aoutd-ljne" ud are not 
usedastheiniUiniti.tionpoint Thcinitiatrrrmustrmuininas&stateuntil 
the first ignition source is activated following rturdud aparting procrdrmr. 
AnycdptionwhtfKpiimuycxp1ositrr~fr~oristDkd1s 
the first initiation or ignition sour# becomes a special operation qubing a 
separate SOP 0rSWP. 

July 1996 
Attachment 1 

ER-3l2 
ER4l2B 
ER-344 
ER-347 
ER-352 
ER453 
BRSSTO 
ERa9 
ER-350 
ER-351 

MCl991 
Ma320 
Ma427 

MK13C 
MICrO 
MK22A 

RLl 

Some of the DX-4 mnituy munitions are listed as rejecb or deklive lob because 
they do not meet either physical rpedficationa or pafannurc testing 
specifications. Thar ate no safety issues r e h d  b their rcjcctian. Any uriving 
munitions marked as rc)ecg will be treated as h g e C 0 m p . W  Group L until 
thereasonforrejedioniskrown. 

Page 6 of 7 
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The use of these explosives is limited to the provisions of the indicated SOPS. 

COMPOUNDS FOUND in TA-16 SOP 1.1.0, "Established Explosives at TA-16," 

but not listed in my DX Division list 

Al-ANFO 

BDNPA 

BDNPF 

"r" BTX ( 5,7-dini~l -picry1benu,~le)  - (transparbrtion only) 
DNPA (2,2=dinitropmpyl -late polymer) 
DNT . . 

HBX-I 
Methanel Oxygen mixtutes 

Nitrocellulose (NC) 
PYX (Z6-Bis piayIkamind)-3mpyridine) 

SI'RATABLAS' C (storage and trursportption only) 

TAGN ( triunino guuudine nitrate) 

TAL1005E (storage and transportation only) 

TNS (Trinitrostilbene) 

TNT/NC 
TPM (tripiayl melamine) 

Starrge Rev. 
Period 
2years 

Byeus 

Explosive 

Liquid Gun 
b@* 
U3P 1846 
3E-I Detonator 

Pertinent SOP Referencc~ 

DX-11 SOP: 15-11-43, 
"LGP 1846, T A W "  

3E-1 SWP 



MethyImCth.aylate/sohtent glua (Duco, Testor's model cement other 
proprietmy materials of equivalent composition). 
3M Industrial Adheaivt226. 
mA-2 linoleum cement for Dctrsheet only. 
E l v a d  
CPR-1009..78 adhesive 
Silastic TRV-1408 -73& -732, -892, -3145 
Eastman 910, Perma Bond 910 adhesive Loctibe 4% ad- ud other 
cyanoaaylate ester adhesives. 
3M Aerosol spray adhesive. 
Aralhex. 
GE Silicone Rubber #rV 162 
Polad [I0 wt% Polacurr-740M diamine (Polaroid Corp.)/38 wt% Adiprmc 
5333/52 wt% acehw]. 
Polyurehne 72W, with with A and B. 

- - .  

July 1996 
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D X 4  SOP3 Ccncrrl Safety 
Atbchmeat 2 



BarcoBod l6Srad l 8 S - T h e a ~ h g r s l c b i o n b o l t b b ~ h ~ t k d h , t b  
thihcss &the d h u i ~ ~  lapm ma nut emaed 1.Snm (In6 in). 

. -- 

- 0x4. SOP 3 

Tom Seal Polymide 

GtnrrrlSafap. 
Atbrdrmat 2 

July 1996 
Pryre 2 of2 



DX Division Preparation Rooma 

Location of charge preparation rooms at TA 45.and TAr36: 

Building TA-15.242 

Building TA36-4, Room A m e  Site) 

Building TA-3658 Room A (hk?nie S i b )  

Building TA36-7# Roam A (Minie Site!) 

Building TA36-11, Room A (Lower Slobbovia) 
Building TA-36-82 (Daisy MaeKup) 

July 1996 D X 4  SOP3 

Assembly and preparation lrpas at TA*. 

C t r r d  Safety 

Building TA4-14 serves Firing Chamber l5 

Originrrl 

Building TA-11 room 106 a d m h b h d  by DX-l -put of aysbl growing 
operation at TA-40-12 
Building T A W  serves Firing Qumber 5 
Building TA4-41 sesves Firing Chamber 4, and m i a d h m m  large shots 

. 
T , .- * 

Attachment 3 

Attachment 3 

Building TA-40-3 is a d m h h h d  by DX-1, as a part d p gun operations. 

Pajwlofl 

The assembly and preparation area at TA-14 Q Site is 

Building TA-14-23 rm 104. 

Shot preparation facilities at TA-39 anx 

Building TA39-4 trim shack 
Building TA-39-111 shot assembly buildmg 

Building TA-39-77 pmpellant assembly for gas guns is a- by DX-I. 



Attachment 4 

List of the net nus, call dp* f q u a . d a ,  and no- use ama~ for radior 

DX 1 

DX-2 

DX-3 

DX-4 

DX-5 

DX-6 

DX-7 

DX-DO 

DX F&t" - 

July 1996 DX.4: SOP3 
OrigiMI Attachmeat 4 Page 1 of 1- 
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CtnmlS8fety 



b a d  Limb for DX Division Fadliticr 

DXJ: SOP3 

p ~ d m g  or site I  lai it^ I ulait (~br) 1 

I l SOP 1 SOP I 

G e n d  hfety 
Attachment S 

Each Magazine bas a maximum Iimit on the amount of aphive  tbat cm be pnsmt duriq 
Normal operations. The limit8 for DX Divirion m g a z b  are &ed baaw, and in the F w -  
Point-Specific SOPS. 

July 1996 
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TA-14 

TA-I 5 

D X 4  SOP 3. Gencrrrl Safety 
Att.chmeat 3 

strudure 1 hmtit,bt pas~and limit 
1 

July 1996 
P w  2 of 4 

routhud 
LolmSlabovir 
TA-364, 
WmtCPd 
Esaiem8g8h 
TA-36-205 

TA-39-3 

200 

200 

450 

7,500 Ib. 

5 

3 

4 



TA-39-5 3,000 lb. 3 

10 Ib. 0 

TA-39- 77 300 Ib. 3 DX-1 jurisdiction 
I 

July 1996 DXJ: SOP 3 
Origi8.l AtCIcbarcat 5 Page 3 of 4 

Ccnvll Safety 



T A W  2 2 

.Curd Safety 
Att8chmcnt 5 

TA-394 Trim 
Sbrk 
TA-3%111 - 
=-8 

July 1996 
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TNT Equhnlent of some Common Esploaiva 

BARATOL 
COMP B 
C4 
HMX 
LXIOl 
LX-10 
Lx-1 1 
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PBX-9407 
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RDX 
TATB 
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'7' Dater ' X d ,  6 1I.I: 1996 l4t41tl6 -0700 
X-Sander: u0846970poboxl663.1.dl.g0~ 
Tor vuilik9.mlcid8Lanl .w 
Pr#: rabi.OLurl.OCW 1- Rabid 
Subjacr: Cont8mimtion 

Hare is a drift of a w on the subjut of firing site contamiaation. 

srith referonce to the ~30rmchm to Distribution &tad Novanbet 29, 
1993 frta Lueht at rn-16, rad tka statamnt therein, .It- which only have 
grace .son-visible) amott11t8 of son toxic HE on t h a  ud uo aot hazardous 
in any way, should not k 1.kl.d ~0ntmi!k8td*, th. -1-1- 
Conaritzee (ERC) wishes to add the folldag. 'Thr word I t u  is mt 
restri:tive in my 8uua md u y  k a8.d to .pply to sbot s t ~ d s ,  

' 

iasula:ion, shot 8888mbly aid., tiring cables, epticrl caponukt8 including 
mirrors, sand -8, bUriem, eloetricrrl .quiprmU, wtal urarb'lies, etc. 
 he presance of mot on various ~ t 8 r h l 8  mod, W e d  or coluuamd in the 
course ct firing i shot &a8 not, or itself, carutltute UB cont8mi~tion.~ 

This e18borrtion of tha original tuf is runt to cluify the 
nnrnieg of tha orighl and not to alter the W r i t  of tba original. 

Lon Rabie, Acting EaC C&irrm 



LOS ALAMOS 
NATIONAL LABORATORY 
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This SOP covers the conduct of explosives test-firing operations and nonexplosive tests 
conducted at DX Dikision firing sites. This document is not to be used as a "nand alone" 
document. Further training and understanding a site-specific SOP are required before conducting 
firing operations at any DX Division firing area or site. 

2.0 PURPOSE 

July 1996 DS-4: SOP J 

This SOP provide necessary information, d e s c r h ~  the hazafds, and @fie d e t y  procedures 
common to aU F i  Areas. Deuiled desciiptiom of operatioas m particular f i g  s i t s  may be 
found in the Site-specific SOPS for those firiag sita Tbk SOP a h  gen- de~cn'bes the 
procedures for preliminary preparatioar, circuit testing clca'an~e, f i ~ g  operations, misfires, test 
failures, and postshot activities at DX Division W g  site. 

Gcncrzl Firing Operations 

3.0 SCOPE 

Original 

This SOP is applicable to all personnel who frequent tbe areas listed below, or who arc authorized 
to perform explosives firins operations at the areas operated by DX4. In addition, DX-4 support 
personnel (nafl'rnembers, appropriate clerical persoanel as.) shall also be W l t  witb this SOP. 

This SOP covers operations at the following f i g  sites. 
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Tbese Explosives Fiing Sites are identified on the Maps in Attacbmcnt 1. 

Building or Site 
TA- 14-34 
TA- I 5-306 
TA-15-3 10 

Gun facilities at TA-39 and at TA-40 arc under rhe jurisdiction of DX-I. 

Common Reference 
Q Site 
R306 
R3 10, PHERMEX/MOC 

TA-36-3 
TA-36-6 
TA-3 6-8 
TA-36-12 
TA-39-6 
TA-3 9-57 
TA-39-88 
TA-40-4 

Eenie Site 
Meeuie Site 
Minie Site . 
Lower Slobbovia 
Point 6 
Point 57 
Point 88 
Chamber 4 

TA-40-5 
TA-40-8 

chambers 
Chamber 8 (I  &kg w d )  

, TA-40- 1 5 Cbamb~f I S  



Access to the firing areas is covered in the DX-4 SOP, "General Access ControI,' and by area- 
specific SOPS for TA-14, TA-39, TA-40, Area I ,  and Area K-I. 

4 
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~bortcd Shot - An aborted shot is one that for any reason cannot be fired as p l d  
and is to be returned to storage. 

~ c c c s s  Gates -- Gates or chains that can be locked. The keys are administratively 
controlled by the Access Control Office and the Local Access OfEces. 

Barricade - A portable device, such a sawbone, with an appropriate sign, used to 
brlt traffic into an area tbat is hazardous or is about to becomc hauvdous. 

Bunker - The main protective building at a f i g  site, the control mom, and 
usually the CDU, camera and diagnostics. 

CDU - Capacitor Discbarge Unit. 
Chamber - Bunker. The main protective building at a firing site, bousibg the control 
room, and usually the CDU, camera and diagnostics. 
Clearance - Process by which an exclusion area is established and determined to be 
gee of unprotected personnel, and safe for a firing operation. 
Clearance Checklist - A step by step guide to erwre that each element of the clearance 
plan is executed and documatd. 
Clearance Patrolman - A Knowledgeable Person who pbyticrfly inspects a clwanc* 
area or manually observes a barricade to assure that people are orcluded fiom hazard 
zones. 
Clearance Plans - Procedures that protect pwsonnel within the firing areas by 
controI!ing conditions during explosive experiments, radiographic operations, or other 
potentially h d o u s  operatiom. fhe 1 4  of the clwance plan determines the control 
procedures to be follomd. 
Cttared A m  - An area that has been physically ptwdled by r Clearance Patrolman 
performing assigned duties, or an uer in which dl personnel bavt been accounted for. A 
Clwed Area has been declared safe for firing operations to proceed. 
Detonator Cable - The electrical conductor connecting a detoaator to a CDU, or my 
initiatias device to a f i g  unit 
EED - Ekctroexplosive Device 
EBW - Explodmg Bridgewire 
Firing Area - The areas wbere firing operations are conducted. Access to these a r w  is 
c~~ttolled, 1Dd b through m Access Gate. Tbete ueu ue K-I, h IXI, TA-40 Firing 
Area, TA-39 FiriPg Anq and TA-14. 
Firing Cable - The electrical conductor conveyihg a trigger a f i g  pulse to r CDU or 
other firiog unit. 

General Firing Opcrac~ons 

I .l U., ., . 



Firing ChecWist -- (may include clearance checklist) A list of steps to be taken in 
preparing to fire and firing. Used as a reminder to ensure that no Reps are forgotten, and 
all steps are documented. 
Firing Keys - Strictly controlled keys that unlock firing circuits. 
Firing Leader - A DX Division employee, authorized by DX-4 line management to 
supervise, conduct, and be responsible for operations at the site of the test. This person's 
accumulated howledge and experience arc crucial to all explosives firing operations. 
Firing Point or Site - The actual location of an explosive test and its exclusion area 
behind the appropriate safety gate. 
Firing mound - F i g  mound refus to the sand pile or steel tiring pad on which the 
shot assembly is placed. 
Hazard Cirde - A region, not ahvays circular in sbape, that is evacuated in a clearance 
plan because shrapnel from the shot is expected to land within that region. May also be 
called a hazard zone or a fiagmcnt area However, the definition of a Hazard Circle is 
only a guideline, fragments occasionally land outside of than. 
Hazard Zone - Hazard Circle 
BE - High Explosives. 
HV - High Voltage 
HVPS -- High Voltage Power Supply 
Low Energy EEDs - Hot-wire initiators, squibs, blasting caps, etc. 
hlisfire - That which occurs when there is no evidence of detonation or energy release 
after pulsing the f i g  circuit. 
Partial Firing - When one or more of the explosive charges in an experiment fail to 
initiate. Often significant quantities of unreacted explosives are scattered on and around 
the firing mound. 
PFN -- Pulse Forming Network. (includes pin boards and pulse boosters) 
Roadblock - A roadblock is established by having a DX Division employee or trained 
Knowledgeable Person (Clearance Patrolman) in tbc road to stop traffic. The roadblock 
may be an employee with a radio, or an employee with a radio and a vehicle. This person 
maintains contact with the Firing Leader and the Access Control Office as necessary. 
Safety Gate - A gate at tbe entrance to 8 Fig She. Tbe last gate before hazard is 
encountered. A safety gate may be interlocked. 
Shot Idormation Packet - For tbe Fire Dep- r list of hazardous materials 
included in sbots that they attend, and MSDS forms for those materials. 
Test Mode (Firing circuit) - A condition in whicb firing circuits may have power on 
them, while clearance conditions are not met, by use of r special key and a sp#ial 

I 

procedure. Mministmtivc requirements for using test mode arc d e w  in rite-sp&c 
SOPS. Natber detonators aor e x p l o ~ h ~  me conneded to tbe firing circuit in test mode. 

July 1996 
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5.0 RESPONSIBUI'i'Es 

5.1 Personnel Responsibilities 

DS-4: SOP 4 

Shall have immediate responsibility for tbe operational safety of an operation, and shall 
be the fd authority on qu~tiorr~ of safefy and procedure during operations at a Firing 
Point. 

Knowledgeable about group SOPS and options. 
Raponsib* for rdecthg or ~~Dfirming tbe cboii  of tbe appropriate chance plan 
(hazard drslc) for tbe shot, b a d  on arpr*oce, bwlbdge ofshot design, 
calculations, DOE or DoD guidelines, md weather conditiom 

0 Responsible for ovwreciag the utny of tbe f i g  UW, other pmoma quipmen4 
and facilities at the tbeg site. Responst'ble for tbe s a f i  and security of the firing 
operations. 
Responuile for perso~el control on tbe mound or in tbe firbg chamber. 
Shall not permit firing until dl personnel within the hazard zone of the shot are in safe 
shelters, or are removed fiom the hazard tone. 
Responsible for firing keys durkg firing opentiom. 

0 Ensures that dkty and opefational equipment is used properiy. 
Participates in inspections; ensures tbat any ddecu found d k n g  routine maintenance 
and inspection are corrected by the appropriate pasonad. wd 

Assists in critiques and accident investigatiow; reports occurrences. 
May delegate some responsibilities to autborited personnel. 

General Firing Operations I 4urj r22u 

5.1.3 Access Control Officer 

Original Page 8 sf 34 

Participates in clearaxe procedures as appropriate. Interacts with Fuing Leader for 
firing operations. 
Interacts with Lead Clearance Patrolman during a clearance. 
Administen personnel access into firin8 uwr. 
RccponaWe for m g  the o r c h w  bad@ poa~, botb pictured exchange badges 
when used for Knowled~eable employees, and visitor badger. 
Responsible for tbe flow of personnel to and hm firing rvw. 
Verifies tbat rcquircmmts for visitor access are met. h h b t a k  visitor access 
doarmadrdrccordr. 
Is the shnde poiat of contact bctwcea the h k g  dter md the Fm Deputmeat. 
Frequatly bandla communication to DX-4 Group O B k ,  DX Division Office, and 
security personnel, on behalf of the Leader. 



5.1.4 Clearance Patrolman 

Assists activities in the firing area, including communications, traffic, and visitor 
control, when a clear in^ or firing operation is in progress. 

a Responsible for the successfi~l performance of clearance processes and post-shot 
sweeps. 
Erects and controls barricades as necessary along access routes. Locks safety gates 
with key controlled by the Firing Leader or Lead Clearance Patrotman as necessary; 
posts wyniag signs for approaching t r a c  and removes barricades when clearance is 
lifted. 

July 1996 DX-4: SGP 4 

5.2.1 Each en~ployee who participates in firing operations must read this SOP, 0 t h  
applicable general SOPS, and the Site-specific SOP(s) applying to the firjng sit+) used. 

General Firing Operations 

5.2.2 The DX-4 Group Leader or designated line supemison wiU determine wbo must 
read these SOPS, and who will be authorized to work in the DX Division firing areas. 

Original 

Training 
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5.3.1 All training is to be in accordance with tbe DX Division Training and 
Qualifications Manual. Explosive o p t i o n s  sbd k performed only by personnel ~ i t b  
proper training and supervisory approval. 

5.3.2 Supenisors are responuile for on-the-job training, documentation of on-the-job 
training (as required), detailed instruction, and for monitoring the operators for 
competence and adherence to instructions. 

5.3.3 .All personnel conducting or involved in on-site preparation or firing acthities shall 
have read, understood, and agreed to adhere to tbe estrblisbod procedure and 
requirements of this SOP, the DX Division Operatioas M m d ,  tbe LANL Electrical 
Safety Prognm, tbt DX Division ES&H Cbuter, and the local Building and Site 
Emergency Plans. 

5.3.4 All visitors present during a frring operation shall have read, understood, and 
agreed to rdhere to the Viitar Instruction Packet and to tbe instructjons given by the 



nK Fire Department shall be provided with the Visitor Information Packet, Off-Rad 
training, and the Shot lnformation packet (MSDSs of hazardous materials) for each 
shot they attend. 

DX-4: SOP 4 

5.4 Waste hlinimizltion 

General Firing Operations 

5.4.1 Waste minimization will be handled according to the Waste Minimization 
section of the DX Division Operations Manual and the LANL ES&H Manual, 
AR 10-8. 

Original I page 10 o r 3 4  

5.3.5 Fire Depzutment Training 

5.43 Waste gencraed from fuing operations must be reduced as much as technicatly 
and economically feasible. Material substitution, good housekeeping, and hazard 
segregation must k incorponted into all waste generating activitiQ, in order to IIIM 

this objective. 

5.4.3 All waste will be handled according to the DX Division SOPS 1, and 6, 
governing waste and the LANL ESBH Mmud, AR 10-3. 

6.0 PRECAUTIONS AiiD LIh5JT'A'ilONS 

6.1.1 Appropriate Standard Operating Procedures (Sops) or Special Work Permits 4 

(SIVPs) shall be available before any explosives operation is performed. Sucb SOPS or 
SWPs shall be available at the site of tbe operation and shall be understood and obeyed. 
When operations will be performed that will change or bypass these procedures or 
introduce additional hazards, a Special Work Permit (SWP) or another SOP will be 
written and approved to cover each operation. 

6.1.2 Any major depvnue from previously approved shot configurations must be 
reviewed by the DX4 Group Leader or designee before f*. A change in 
configuration ibcludcs my c m e  in bazard resulting f i  rlwuions in fuing 
protocol, materials, s h n p ~ ~ l  pacntbl a d m  botip metbods, i m i w  
diagnostics, electrical equipment, location on f ~ i n g  mound, or any other modifications. 

Explosives, high voltage, x ndltion, Iwr radiation, cbem*llr, DU, ~DCI normal industrial 
hazards are tbt hazards identified with fving oj~~Y~liop6. These ud otber hazards associated 
witb fring ad oth DX4 operatbps M d w i k d  here, h the General Safety SOP, md 
other operation- or site-spacifii SOB. Sow of tbc g e d  buudr to be aware of lra. 



Explosives testing is loud. Huring protection must be provided at all operations where 
there is a potential for hearing damage. 
Electrical hazards exist due to the firing circuits and High Voltage circuits or those used to 
power the circuits that are used to gather data. 
Lightning is a hazard, particularly where explosives are present. All operations involving 
explosives are suspended during electrical storms in accordance with the DOE Explosives 
Safety hlanual. Any person perceiving a safety hazard from lightning may suspend the 
operation. 
Cranes, crane operations, and forklift use are discussed in the DX-4 Hoisting and Rigging 
SOP. 
Vacuum and high pressure liDes or vessels, or use of HE under vacuum, present serious 
mechanical and explosive hazards which arc discussed in tbe DX-4 Vacuum SOP. 
Radiography is covered by site-specific F'hg SOPS, the DX-4 Portable X-ray Operation 
SOP, and the DX Division Radiation Protection SOP. 

* DS-4: SOP 4 
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6.3 General Consideratioos 

6.3.1 Access to Fving Areas and Rrlag Sites 

General Firing Operations 

Access to all DX-Division Firins Areas is administratively controlled by the issuance of 
keys and through access control procedures detailed in the General Access SOP and 
Firing-Area-specific SOPs. Fiing Areas are entered through key-operated gates. During 
hazard operations, firing sites are entered only Gth permission of Firing Leader. 

July 1996 
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DX-4 knowledgeable personnel and other knowledgeable persome1 gain access to the 
firing areas by using administratively-controlled keys. All other individuals must clear 
through either tbe Access Control OflGce (for TA-15, TA-36, and TA-39), the DX-1 
Group Office (for TA-40), the DX-2 Gfoup Office (for TA-14), or the Administrative 
Office at TA-39 before they will be allowed access to a firiag area. Qualified Office 
perso~el  instruct visitors on the site hazards, have them read the appropriate visitor 
information, and eater their names in a log. Access Control Procedures are discussed in 
detail in DX4 Access Control SOPS, including "Genenl Access Control." 

6.3.2 Explosive (Load) Limits During Firing Operations 

The firing load limit is the maximum amount of explosive that may be fired at a fuing 
site without special authorization. Tbe maximum amount may be reduced by location 
of tbe shot relative to the portglass and the bunker. See site-specific SOPs. 



Typical BE Firing Limits at Firing Sites 

Building or Sle Limit (ks) Limit (Ibs) 
TA- 14-34 see site-specif= scc site-specifi 

be exceeded only 
with the approval of h e  DX-4 Group Leader or designee. 

mest limits may be modified by permission of the DX-4 Group Leader through the 
SWP process. 

4 

6.3.3 Penomel Lhtdts Durhg Firing Operations 

The number of p e r s o d  present on the 6rhg mound during shot preparation must be 
minimized, to minimite the number of people injured or io3d in an accident and to 
reducddisturbanct of firing crew. 

The maximum number of personnel allowed at the firing site wben explosives are present 
is given in the site s p d c  SOP for ash briag titc Fa stated times and purposes, 
changes in the pnod limits m y  k authorized by tbc DX4 Group Leader or designee. 

There are a number of limitations that arc determined p r h  to tbe fm of a shot. These 
include identification of the hazard zone, d m  plm, ad requirements for Fire 
Department support. 



6.4.1 Hazard Circles 

Hazard circles (zones) are predefined, and the appropriate size area (not necessarily 
circular) chosen for each shot, according to the hazards associated with the size. 
materials, configuration, and explosives in the shot. The choice of hazard circle dictates 
rhe particular Clearance Plan which will be used. The uea inside the Hazard circle is 
cleared before the shot, according to the Clearance Plan for the particular Firing Site. 
Specifics of clcara~ce plans, and maps of most hazard circla, can be found in site- 
specific SOPS for the Firing Sites. 

July 1996 DS-4: SOP 4 

6.4.2 Clearance Plans 

Original Page I3 of34 
General Firing Operations 

Clearance Plans have been developed to protect personnel within the hatard zones. 
Clwance Plans are specified for ~@~s ivc r  firing operations, f a  the production of 
radiation or pulsed-power dirchrrgcr, or for shots that may relase toxic material. 

Specific details of clearance pllns an given in Site-spec if^ SOPS for Firing 
Operations. Each Clearance Plan b b a d  on a dcfuKd hazard circle within which all 
personnel must either be excluded or bide  a bunker. Before the shot. a clearance 
procedure is used to locate personnel within the hazard area. remove them, and then 
physically block entrance m the area until the shot is done and the area is safe again. 

At TA-15 and 36, Clearance Plans art called A-Minor, A, B, and C, increasing in 
radius by increments of 250 meters. 
At TA-39, Plans are called levels 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, and a separate safety gate exists 
for each level, at greater and greater distances from the Firing Site. 
At TA-40-4, two hazard circles exist. 

6 At TA-40-5, -8, and -15 and TA-14, a single hamrd circle and Clearance Plan is 
used for every shot at a given Firing Site, based on the largest shot that will 
normally.be fired at that site. 

Provision for large shots can be made for any area at any time, using the SWP process. 

6.4.3 Clearance Notias 

Wben a shot is planned, a notice will be posted in one of four places, depending on the 
firing area: 

Area K-I, Area 111 - in the Access Control Office at TA-15-183 
TA-40 firing area - at botb TA-22-90 and TA-1 
TA-39 - on tbe shot board in TA-39-2 
TA- 14 - in Rl83 and the DX-2 Group Office at TA-9-21, 



The Access Control Office at R183 will be informed of every shot, or series of shots, 
regardless of lwtion. The notice will include the firing point, the date and time 
scheduled for firing, the level of the Clearance Plan, the Firing Leader, shot number, 4 

and other pertinent details as appropriate. This notice will remain in place until a safe 
condition exists. 

DS-4: SOP 4 

6.4.4 Clearance Checklists 

General Firing Operations 

I "u.J .- - 

A Clearance Checklist is used by the Firing Leader. and the Access Control Office for 
each Clearance Plan. Checklists m y  indicate the area to be cleared, the hazard radius, 
traffic control requirements, fubg data, clear- announcement requirements, the 
names of tbc Lead Clearana Patrolman (if applicable) and Firing h d e r ,  and other 
information about thc shot. Cl- cbceklito are included ih Fining Site SOPS. 
They may be part of tbe fuing cbkWin 

Original Page 14 of 34 

6.4.5 Fire Department Notices 

Fire department access to fuing areas b controlled to avoid exposing the firemen to 
explosive or other hazards, but access must k rapid in case of a fue. 

6.4.5.1 Tbe Access Control OfIice at TA-15-183 wilt be notitied if Five Department 
activity is needed at any firing area Access Control P m ~ e l  communicate witb and 
advise the Fire Department when thy arc needed, and m g e  for access to be available, , 
rapid, and safe. 

6.4.5.2 When the Fire Department is cded to stand by, the hazardous materials in each 
experiment must be identified, and a packet of MSDS fomu prepared, in cue of a fire 
involving the qerha~td  l~~embly. If the Fie m e n t  is called to fight an 
unexpected fire tbat is caused by a shot, it is tbe Firing Leadets responsibility to inform 
the Fire Department of the presence and identity of hazardous materials. 

6.4.5.3 Fire Department access is discussed in the site specific SOP for 
each Fubg Site. 

6.4.5.4 If more than one shot is fucd with the Fire Department on standby, tbe 
Firing Leaders, Access Control, and tbe Fire Depanment will be in agreement 
that the fint shot is complete and the ma is safe, before tbe second shot can 
proceed. 



6.5 Operations with High Eqhives  

Explosives operations usually begin with the receipt and storage of explosives and explosiva- 
containing device. Preparations of tests (assembly, gluing. etc.) can then be performed. 
Thew operations arc described in the SOPS on Packaging and Transportation. Explosive 
Storage, and Preparation Room Operations. 
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6.5.1 Handling and Transfer of Explosives 

General Firing Opcrntions 

The gened precautions for handling HE an given in the hcncrai Safety SOP. 
Particular caution should be exercised in the movement of HE. Explosives will not be 
v a m p a d  wer walkways which bazardorrs kaw of h. snow, weed 
overgrowth, or other dvene  conditions. Expl~ive hodling sball k permined only 
where handling areas are fret of obstructbm. 

Shots should be carried to the Firing Point with attention to footing and to tripping 
hazafds such as sand, weeds, and cables. 
Shots must be placed by DX-Division knowledgeable personnel under the direction 
of the Firing Leader. 
Only qualified crane operators may operate cranes used to place shots. AU lifts 
involving explosives are to be considered higb-consequence lifts. 

Original 

6.5.2 Tools and Materials 
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Various tools and materids may be used in thc assembly of a shot and the associated 
diagnostics. Equipment and materials not specifically allowed by this and other DX-4 
SOPS (with attachments) and SWPs is forbidden. In experiments involving other groups, 
equipment needed to prepare their part of the experiment is permitted on the firing point 
only if it is covued by a DX-4 SOP or SWP, or an approved SOP &om that group; and if 
its use is not prohibited by the firing Leader. 

Mechanical 
O r d i i  hand tools may be used neu the charge, but may not be used to strike, 
cut, or otherwise work on the charge. Tbe only forming and cutting operations on 
solid explosives which may be performed as r part of the assembly procedure an 
he band forming of Composition C, urd the atttbg of Primacord and DuPont 
Daasbttt with a razor blade. Bending of W o n t  Detasheet explosive is allowed, 

long as the radius of tbe curvatwe is greater tban four times the sheet explosive 
thiclaress, to prevart t w a  

a A staple gun may be used to secure wires or other m ~ l o s i v e  items to the 
charge stand or container. 

0 Equipment listed in Attachment 4 mry be used on the firiog point d u ~ g  the 
setting of tbe shot. 
When any of this equipment is used, rpptoprirrte rbiddii rbatl be used to prevent 
sparks, beat, or impact &om reading tbe cxp1OriVe. 



Elect r i d  
h y  1 10 volt alternating current that is used wbm persod  ue  present on the - 
Bring mound stud1 be Gmund Fault Circuit Intempt (GFCI) protected, unless 
GFCI renders the equipment inoperable (e.g. inductive motors). Equipment using 
a I 10 volt alternating current must be kept a minimum of om meter fiom exposed 
explosives, or else an SWP will be used. Appropriate measures shall be taken to 
prevent such quipmat fmm my contact with explosive(s). An insulating barrier 
such as Plexiglas betwcea the 1 10V and the explosive allows closer proximity. 
After tbe mound area is clear of penonad, a normal 1 10 volt alternating current 
circuit my be used. 
No powered &ad tool or r p p l k  (cxccpt fa a soldering gun) shall bc usad 
within 60 cm (2 fi) of bur expl06k witbout aa SWP. Buo explosive h 
explosive that is not p r o w  by a barrim that can witbrcud hgments, sparla, 
heat, or tool bits (and broken tool bits) from damaging the explain. 
Soldwing may be done with a httcry powered soldering gun or a soldering gun . 
that does not remain hot when not in use. Tbe hot tip is a- kept at least 30 
cm (1 fi) from any bare expod explorive(s), and is kept one meter (3 ft) or 
more from any exposed explosive(s) when not in use. 
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6.5.3 Electronic Devices and Diagnostics 

Central Firing Operattons 
1 " Y . ,  ., - - 

Many shots have electrically charged pins or switches incorporated into the assembly 
for diagnostic purpoaa. A variety of pin and gauge diapostio are used in cootact 
witb bare uplosivc and propellant uwmblier. I( may be aeceuuy m mt experimental 
equipment and pin circuio with pulse-form~-c~ctworlc (PFN) pin voltage or other 
electrical sources turned on. General precautions for energizing these devices are given 
h a t .  Details arc specific to individual diagnostics and fving sites. 
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Pin circuits may be assembled and atlacbed to the transit-time electrodes witb 
crimp connecton or alligator clips. Pin circuits and paemid s b m  rt explosive 
monitoring pin and foil circuits may .be checked using an approved ohmmeter 
p o d  witb a 1.5-V bancry sucb as a Simpson 160 a 260. 7he mew must 
be d i e d  as sptcifd in DOE Qloriwr Wrty Manual rev 7, Cbapter 11, 
Section 13.8, a d  be a p p d  by DX-I. 
Pins that are in direct contact with the explosive (at-ax, foil, painted switches, 
ee.) itre often wired to separate plugs (koown as H.E. plugs) so tbey can be 
ideatifred lad isolated from the PFN volagt supply. Tbue plugs must be 
spaciflcolly labeled ud verified by DX Wf. 'Rae rpechl plugs must m a  k 
c o d  to tbe PFN when the power is 00. Before the f* party retires to 
tbe control room fot a fuing opention, tbe urplasivt pin and foil monitors are 
c o d  to the PFN with the power off. 



If the voltiigeand currentare limited toless than5 Vand to 200 rnA, then the 
p m r  can be applied to the diagnostics without clearing the firing site. 
If the diagnostic power supply applies voltage greater than 5 V, or current 
> 200 mA, then the supply is controlled by the firing control panel so that 
voltage cannot be applied to the gauge rinless the firing panel!voltage key is 
used in the test or Fire Mode. If a test mode is available and is used, &en the 
clearance for the shot must be in place, before applying curreat or voltage to the 
diagnostic on the bare explosive. After dl personnel are in the control room or 
bunker, the PFN voltage can be ~rncd on. If it is necessary to return to the 
firing point, the voltage to the HE plugs will be turned off and remain off until 
everyone has returned tcr shelt~. 
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6.5.4 Vacuum 

General Firing Operations I July 1996 
Page 17 of 34 

Some shot designs call for the use of a vacuum chamber. Any shot that requires a 
vacuum will comply with tbc procedures in the DX-4 SOP governing Vacuum Use in 
Field Tests. 

6.5.5 Fsile Material 

All uteapons-mockup shot assemblies arc monitored for f ~ i l e  material according to pit- 
verification procedures described in the SOP, 'Storage, Handling, and Verification of 
Uranium. " The Firing Lcader is responsible for overseeing monitoring. Anotber 
member of the fuing crew verifies tbe monitoring. 

6.5.6 Gas Handling 

If the experiment involves filling a pressure vessel witb gas or using methane in a 
confined assembly. special gas-handling procedures must be followed. These are 
described in the SOP, "Filling Pits with Gases at Firing Points. ' All other gas 
handling operations (e. g . Ar, Xe flashers, X-rays, and low pressure hydrogen fills) 
will be done in accordance with AR 14- 1. 

6.5.7 Assembling Experiments on tbe FSriag Mound 

Shots may be assembled at the fuing mound. Sbots deJivcred as separate components 
arc assembled by the firing crew and placed on tbe shot stand. Tbe fving crew shall 
take special care to ensure that all p b  numbers hvc ban recorded during assembly 
to allow accurate and complete reportiPlC of expended matuials. 

O r d i i y  the firing crew will hot bring more explosive to the firing mound 
tbyr will be frred in one experiment. Extra ~rrploaive, or shots in a series, will 
be kept in a service magazi# a r p q m b  mom until the previous sbot is 
complete. Rounds for small umr ue m exapdzra 
Explosives handling on the fviag mound s h l d  be kept to a minimum. 



All shot as~mbliet  and suppon stands shall be designed to be stable once the 
assembly is placed on the shot stand. 
Explosive charges my k assembled on the fuing mound a in the e w e  -.I 

preparation rooms using approved glucs, tapes, clamps and jigs. and chemicals. 
as described in the DX-4 SOP, 'Operation of Charge Preparation Rooms.' 
When necessary, argon, methane, propane, and xenon gases may be wed for 
light generation, intensification or quenching. Chemicals not listed as permitted 
in preparation room require an SWP for use io tonjunction with explosives on 
the firing mound. 
N1 fuing cables, vacuum lines, e l m  cables, etc.. used in an explosive 
assembly must k p m d  and ~caued ~0 th t  t& shot will not move if anyone 
accidentally steps on of trips the l k .  It b g d  prilcth to route firing 
cables well away from diagnostic cables. 
Sandbags, shot design, or other wuura will be used when necessary to 
mitigate (or control) blast and fragments pu TIC-1 1268. DOE Manual for tbe 
Rediction of Blast and Fragment Loading on Structures, AMCP 706-1 81 
(Army Material Command P.mphkt), and NWC-TP 5780 (Naval Weapons 
Center-Technical Publication). 
Whenever possible, detonators shall be attacbed to the explosive as a last step in 
the assembly of the shot. 
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Cbargt Protection from Weather 

General Firing operations I J U I )  

A cover or tent may be set up on the fuing mound to shield the charge and associated .lp' 

equipment from the sun and wtather. The F i  Leader will make sure that the cover 
or tent is secured against wind: if necessary, solid anchors will be used, including the 
anchor points on the firing chamber. 
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Shot assemblies may be left unattended on the firing mound during normal working 
hours, provided the exclusion area b c l a d  of all pusonoel, the safety gate is closed 
and locked, and the group off= as approprirte, see 6.4.3. and Access Control Offict 
arc did .  Rudent practicc dictates that tbe number d duration of unatte~ded shot 
assemblies on tbe fuing mound shall be kept to r minimum. 

6.5.10 Working Alone 

DX-4 Lpowledgeiibk emp1- m y  ody work rboc in 8n area tbat bas an approved 
'working do& procedure io the sitwpsifk SOP for mU F i  Site. Wben working 
alone with HE, employees will use tk ' ~ k h g  d01lt' p d r e  appropriate for the 
puc*clLrMIJ:aru. .IhLminimumrrqoiemcocrlorMdtiqlrlone~givenintbc 
Ge#nl Safety SOP. Pufcwmhg fIriq;g apcntiollr rlane has tbe following 
requinmeotr: 

'.I)* 



Only authorized Fuing Leaders may fire explorivcs alone. 
All operations shall be performed in accordance with existing SOPsfSWPs. 
Working alone on firing operations is permitted only during normal 
working hours or when Access Control is manned. 
Personnel shall be assigned in a manner such that each worker's presence is 
periodically monitored via radio or a physical check, in case assistance becoma 
necessary. 
Any person conducting firing operations alone will be in contact with the Access 
Control Office. 
A Firing Leader working alone will Potjfy Access Control before taking explosives 

-C 

to the firing mound. -- 
When a proper clearance can be accomplished and assured, Firing Leaders may 
conduct firiog operatioas alone. 
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6.6 Safety Keys 

Each safety key described in this section operates a switch that must be in the off or open 
position before the key can be removed. high-voltage disconnect key at R306 and R310 
is the sole exception, because it unlocks a padlocked junction box, rather than a switcb). The 
keys and their functio~ described are typical. Detailed descriptions of functions are found in 
the site-specific Soh. 

Gcncral Firing Operations 

Keys will  never be left in unattended quipment. Tbis includes portable x-ray 
machines, 3B and 4 lasen, microwave sources, and other equipment. The Firing 
Leader will control keys to portable x-ray machines wben people are on the firing 
mound. 

July 1996 
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Firing Control Key - Each firing circuit is locked, and each unit can only be 
operated with the sakty key. Only authorized Firing Leaden have keys to these 
locks. Spare keys are locked in the Access Control key box, and require DX-4 
Group Offtce approval for removal. These keys will be under tbe control of the 
Firing Leader during shot assembly. 
CDU Key - Tbe CDU key controls the power supply tbat furnishes the high 
voltage to the CDU. Tbe Firing Lcadcr or Chamber Operator has control of the 
CDU key when personnel are working on or artnand the firing point when 
explosives are present 
Voltage Key - The voltage key(s) control(s) all high voltage to diagnostic circuits 
on tbe fubg mound. 



'r( 
There are several firing system used at DX-Division firing sites. Although configurations can 
be quite different, a fuing system genenlly consists of a control system. a power supply (low 
or high voltage), a CDU, uigguing uniu. and the connections (cables) to the detonators or 
EEDs. Any changes a modifation to firing control equipment must be approvd by the 
'Firing System Safety Review P i ~ l . '  
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Dewriptiom of the various t ' p s  with common precautions follow: 

General Firing Operar~ons 

6.7.1.1 Category I CDUs. 'lbk category is restricted to fm &nits where both cbe 
CDU and the high-voltage supply are located inside the fuing bunker, or the CDU is in 
the CDU bunker. Tbey arc designed to fire several detonators oa long (>S m) firing 
cables. (For example, the standard SO-point unit.) All current fuiq units in tbir 
category attach to an external high-voltage supply. Detonator able connections arc 
made at the CDU after the hazard zone has been cleared and the bunker door shut, 
except at TA-40-8 and TA-40-5. 
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6.7.1.2 Category I1 CDUs. There are two groups of Clegory I1 CDUs, those with the 
HWS remote from the firing unit, and those in which tbe HVPS is incorporated in the 
unit. 4 

Separate HVPS. Cerrain detonator types and sbot assemblies must be fired witb 
the CDU less than 2 m from the charge. These fving units have the CDU located 
on the frring mound. The co~trol circuit, and HVPS, triggering unit are usually 
located in the bunker. The detonator may be connected to the CDU before clearing 
the hazard zone. 
Incorporated HVPS. Firesets witb unique applications may bave the HVPS 
incorporated into them. No fircsets with self-chargins capability will be used unless a 
site-spedfic SOP or a current SWP sanctions that use. 

6.7.1.3 Low-Vome Initiator systems These specirli#d systems are generally used to 
ignite low EEXh d u oq~ibq b- UPS, d These op t ions  o f h  
rquire an SWP, although some of tbese operations m covered under Snc-specific SOPS 
for some &ing sites, md do not require m SWP to be used at thost sites. 

Low Voltage CDU. 'Ibis is r low-volfage (SO-V) CDU system used to ignite 
pyrofusc initirmn, electroxkdly ipiciued prima, ad similar dcvi i .  This CDU 
bas an i n t d  supply, but it is powered through relays controlled by the firing key, 
MningNYifCb,dfiriPsswitch 



AC Firing Unit. This is an isolated I IS-V ac and 300-V rc firing unit used primarily 
to operate solenoids that operate mechanical primus to fire guns, and to fire other 
experiments requiring mechanicd initiation. The output is supplied by a relay 
controlled by the firing key, arming *itch, and firing switch so that power cannot 
accidentally be applied at the output of the firing unit. The firing sequence is identical 
to that used for high-voltage CDUs. The 1 15-V ac and 300-V ac outputs use Reynolds 
2 1 and 3 10 connectors, respectively, so that they canhot be confused with each other 
or with other connectors. 
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6.7.2 Fuing Cables 

General Firing Operations 

Firing Cables must be c l d y  identified and identifiable. Cut will be taken to protect 
these cables &om damase by routing them outside normal wtlkways (where possl'ble) aad 
avoiding blast mats or other objects with sharp edges. They are separated &om otber 
cables associated with the shot as much as possl'blle, to avoid coofbion leading to 
misidentification, and to prevent any po~sibiility of induction of spurious current in 
diagnostic cables. 

When a11 firing cables have been laid out, they win be taped to the shot table or 
othemjse secured to prevent any strain when they are connected to the detonator. 
Firing cables shall not be inserted into the CDU encloswe nor connected to an 
expendable CDU until people are accounted for and in protected areas, and the Firing 
Leader is ready to begin the arming process. 
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6.7.3 Frring System hterlocks 

?he ability to fire a sbot is limited, as a safety measure, by a set of interlocks which 
asswe that doors and gates are closed and other safety measures arc met before the shot 
can be fired. The interlocks operate a relay that activates the high voltage power 
supply (HVPS) when the interlock are made. Otber interlocks activating tbe HVPS 
include a delay siren relay and a foot switch or a second hand switch. A firing key 
switch controls tbe high voltage to the firing unit(s). Details of the interlock systems 
are given in the site-specific SOB. In gtbtd: 

The fuing-bunitu doors are interlocked witb ak fuhg circuit and must remain 
secured throughout the fuing sequence. The sole exaptions an the Conuol Room 
doors at TA-40-5 and TA-40-8. If any special fuing p r d u r e  requires the door to 
be open, an SWP will be wrinen for each. 
All HVPS units used in the fuing spem or deliver'i HV to the mound will be 
co~ccted to inoerfoJted power. 
All safety systems and devices associated witb frhg will be checked and 
documented at lust annually. The most recent and best schematic of the firing 
circuits is to be on file at tbc site of the operation ud will be updated as required. 



6.7.4 Bypass Systems 
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A bypass system uists at some DX Division firing sites. These bypaws may .IIOW + 

the CDUs to be charged and triggered without the usual audible a d  visual warnings 
and/or without closing the interlock systems. Extensive constraints on the use of these 
system are described in site-specific SOPS for individual Firing Sites. 

Gcncral Firing Operations I JUdj r r l w  

Final arming procedures are specific to each Firing Site and are dexr~kd  in site- 
specific SOPS. 
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6.8 Camera and Optical Dignostics Room 

Direct optical access to an experiment can PrCSCnt hazards inside tbe fuiq bunker, either from 
port-glass shards or shot fragments. In gened, room in which &ere is lineof sight a m u  to 
a shot. such as through the port glur in a awn room. should k evacuated and have the 
door closed during shots, whenever possible. The Firing h d u  may prohibit pcople from 
entering the optical diagnostics room during any given shot or operation. 

6.8.1 Commercial Rotating-Mirror Cameras 

Most commercial rotating-mirror cameras used in DX Division will contain any debris 
from a broken minor. Even SO, it is prudent practice to keep the door to the camera .-+ 

room closed and permit no one in the camera room when the rotating minor in the 
camera is operating. This also protects operators from the n o k  generated by the 
spinning mirror. Some firing sites do not have a separate camen room, and may use 
commercial cameras in the bunker. 

6.8.2 Home-Made Rotating M h r  Camem 

Home-made rotating mirror cameras used in DX Division are not proven to contain 
debris from a broken mirror. Therefore, tbey may only be used in r separate camera 
room, and it is requid to keep thc door to tbe camen mom clod and permit no one 
in the camera room when the rotating mirror in the aunm b operating. 

6.9 Warning Sipab 

Warning signals tbat may eomist of lights. barns. a d  sirens arc present m rU DX Diviiion 
firing sites. Site-specifr SOPS describe UIC exact a k found at my patblar  fuing 
site. 

At dl fuing sites, an audible signal, a borP a siren, is sounded far wm than one minute 
priortofuing. Ao'.Uclar'siplnld~ammrhonbhrorhllkuredtodew~~ 
'all clear' condition on all operations iavdvmg a s h  



When warning signals are tesrcd, or if a 'northazard' test includes warning signals, this 
should first be announced over the radio and public address (PA) system. 

5.10 Explosive Contamination of firing Point 
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If the firing point is contaminated with HE by a partial or incomplete detonation. or with 
pieca or powder from explosives, the point shall be decontaminated before it is used again. 

General Firing Operations 

7.0 PROCEDURAL STEPS 

Original 

Upon delivery of explosive at the sia, the Fiing Leader shall makc sure that the rafcty 
keys (at TA-39. the control panel key) are secured in the lock box or under the control of 
the Firing Leader. Keys will stay recured until the appropriate poht in the fuing 
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sequence. . when a charge is on the firing mound, the Firing Lcader or an ass&tant will control access 
to the firing mound. At least one knowledgeable penon sM1 be present at the firing site 
and be responsible for (ref. 6.5.9) be explosive while it k on tbe fu iq  mound, or else the 
firing site will be closed and appropriate notices posted. 

7.2 Fire Department Procedures 

For shoo requiring the Fire Deputment, the Firing Leader will contact tbe Access Control 
Office at lest the day preceding the scheduled sbot. Tbe Access Control Officc will contact 
the Fire Department and will notify the DX Division Office of the scheduled firing time and 
advise them that the Fire Department has been called. 

On the day of a shot, tbe Access Control Offiar will be responsible for maintaining 
communications with the Fire Depanment according to the needs of the Firing 
Leader. 

a When the shot is fud and c!earance(s) lifted, the Fire Department is allouwl to 
enter the area. A DX Divisioa employee will remain on-site until tbe Fire 
Department leaves. 

a Fire Department access procedures are discussed h Site specific SOPS for Firing 
Sites. 

It is imperative that the hazard zorw IX ~ ~ ~ f b l l y  c l d  befm my potentially ba~srdous 
operation is initltcd. kcwc pcoplc might mistakenly k within the anticipated hrwd area 
for explosive tests. Only DX- Division Kwwladgerbk Personnel or people accompanied by 
such will be allowed to remain within the hazard zone. Putons remaining withim the hazard 
zone must be in r fuhg bualier or dc~igpated barde#d b u m ,  uad not in either a magazine 
or a charge preparation room, unless tbe prepration room k hardened. 



Deuiled c~cannce procedures for each firing site arc given in the site-specific SOPS. 
However, a number of procedurd Stel# a d  restrictions common to all DX-Division f i r i n g d  
activities: 
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The Firing Leader will make every effort to notify the Acass Control Offrcc the &y 
before the scheduled fuing time. Posting of the Clearance Notice is the first step in 
asurkg safe options.  Explosives shll D e w  k moved to tbe fuing mound for 
firing without notification of ~~ Control (if C h m c c  Notice was not posted). 
The extent of the clearance for a given shot u thi responsibility of the Firing Leader 
conducting tbe fuing operation. A Firing Leader may decide to clear to a larger hazard 
zone because of a larger explosive mas, a new energetic cornpound, a special shot 
configuration or fiagment p o t ~ n u ,  cu for my other lpproprhte reason. 
It is svangly recommeadcd that theft be DO work done on explosives nor bandling of 
explosives while a shot is kiql futd Ilcuby. 
Simultanto~s firing site cluvPncet are d b m g e d  for awby fuhg sites. If 
~~erational necessity or effrkrry requim, two or more sites may fue under chc same 
cleara~oc operation if the Fubg Leaders determine lbrt no unusual hnr& will be 
created by more than ow fuing opention unda a single clearance. However, under no 
circumstances shall one firing site commence a clearance while a nearby firing site is 
proceeding with a Firing Sequence if radio net communication may k confused, or 
clearance personnel may be endangered. 
More than one shot at a firing site may be fired under a single clearance for efficiency 
Clearance procedures in this are are site-specifr. Mom than one shot under a tingle 
clearance shall not k permitted if a fue is ~ r b l e .  
If the Fire Department is on standby, the Firing Leaden. Access ControI, and the Fire 
Department will k in agreement that the fmt shot k complete and tbe area is safe. 
before the second shot can prosed. 

7.3.1 Steps Before tbe Clearance 

General Firing Operations 

Selection'of ckarpnce'ph 
Determination of fire department requirements 
Posting of clearance mtice oDd fin depyrment wtiec 
Announcement of clearance (site specifs) 
Briefing of cIearance patrolmen and access contro1 
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7.3.2 C h r h g  the Firbg Site Zoac) 

During c l n  proccdu~eb, the c l d  area b Poblkbed and maintained by using 
locked gates, interlocked g-, byricsder, abdla rodblodm. 'Iht emergency 
warning lights on r madblock vthick wiU be operated bugbmt the ckatancc 
operation. Tbc clamcc p d m  I i i  locabs ad procedure f a  claing tbc 



hazard zone. The clearance checklist will be filled out as clearance is established. 
Personnel remaining within the area must take shelter. 

In the process of checking and clearing buildings within the hazard area, a building 
with all of the doors locked or external padlocks in place will be considered empty with 
exceptions covered in site specifr SOPS. nK Clearance Patrolman will enter or 
contact all unlocked buildings and notify the occupants; if any, of the planned shot and 
that they must either leave the h m d  area or remain in a shelter area until the All 
Clear is sounded. Iia building is unlocked and there is q respollsc to hailing, then 
the door will be locked, if possible, from the outside, and the building will be 
considered empty. An unatteaded vehicle will be considend evidence that a person is in 
the hazard area, and that person must be found and directed to 8 safe location before 
the clearance is considered complete. The Clearance Patrolman d l  report the 
location(s) of all personnel within the hazard area to the Firing Lmda. 
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When the preparation of the shot is complete, the clearance is started. During the 
clearance, patrolmen conduct the site-specific plan to assure that personnel arc out of 
the hazard area or otherwise protected, and that no unaccounted for penon is in the 
hatard zone. Specific clearance procedures generally include the following: 

Clearance checklist 
Access Control informed 
Other Firing Leaders informed, if necessary 
Clearance patrolman executes site-specific proccdum, usually includes: 

sweeps, visual and physical 
closes gates and interlocks . 
establishes roadblocks, barricades 
informs Firing Leader that tasks are done and the area is  cleared 

General Firing Operations 

7.3.3 Post-Shot Procedures 

Orieinal 

0 Firing staff waits for area to be cleared of explosive products and shrapnel hazard. 
a Firing Leader inspects fuing am. 
a Firing Leader makes preliminary check for fint. 
0 Firing Leader declares area Jafe. 

Wirh regard to explosive hazards. 
All firing staff make a thorough inspection for fm. 
Firing Leader ]lifts h e  clearamx: informs cleanmx patrofmcn and Access Control 
of safe uerr. 
Fire Department and otber auxss allowed. 
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7.3.4 Unexpected Breaking of a Clearance 
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7.3.4.1 If anyone passes a roadblock ad enters a hazard zone: 
0 The person manning the roadblock sbdl immediately.notify the Firing Leader to 

STOP the fuing sequena. 
The person rnanning tbe roadbIock WI and shall nor attempt 
oehrcthepcnonsvho~vcprrrediberadbladL 
The F i r b  Leader shall immediately dkcontinue the fw sequence and 
confirm receipt of the messsg~ 

General Firing Operations 

7.3.4.2 If any Firing Point interkk is opened, the Firing MU must: 
immediately discontinue the fuing K~UCOCC md iwcstigate. 
reclear tbe area before rtstaning the firing sequence. 
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7.3.5 Clearance Outside Normal Working Hours 

r If a shot will be fired outside of the normal work day (8:OO AM to 4:00 PM), or if 
explosives will be lei3 ovd& the F i g  h d u  will not@ the Access Control 
Office, Access Control will call DX-DO, PTLA and EM&R Clwanct procedures 
modified undo an SNT m y  k wd for shots tried outside n o d  working hours. 
For a late shot, or if explosive are kfl ovanight on a 6rbg pad, the firing area access 
gate will be left in the dosed poddoe WhcD the huud zone exlends beyond the 
boundaries of the site at which the shot it to be fired, a more extensive exclusion area 
will be used. 

7.4 Detonator Conaectfons and ~~g 

Arming begins when any part of the fuing system b eII~~gired. Arming commences only 
when clearance produfts  ore completed. 

7.4.1 Continuity Munvcment (Reddame M- WOW 

Resistance of a detonator is checked only with a meter @CO) certified by DX- 1. 
Tb* nep may also be undertaken bdm clearance is established. 

0 Category I CDUs: U d l y  tbe redrtrna of the detonator rod cable is rnasurd 
6om within the bunker, just Wore bookbg the cabla to tbe CDU. Tbe clearana 
is in p l u ~  
Catgorp LI CDUs: The dstanc~ of r detonator d d t  is n m ~ ~ e d  on the 
6rhg mound, before c o d 0 0  to the 6reset or dwbg connection to tbc tireset 
(depencrw on the - -1 



HV monitor cable is connected to both the CDU and the HV monitor to 
assure that no HV is on the CDU. 

3, With the Firing Leader's authorization, connect the detonator cable to 
the CDU. 

4. After the hazard area has been cleared and the firing scqutncc started, 
connect the high-voltage supply to the CDU from within the firing bunker. 

5.  After the shot, check the high-voltage monitor to ascertain that the CDU is 
totally discharged. Disconnect the high voltage supply, monitor, and 
uiggtr cables. 

7.5 Geaeral Fhg Steps 
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The following steps illustrate the prod& S W  used f a  fuhg shots. Exact procedures are 
found in the site-specific SOPS. 
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. General Firing Operations 

7.5.1 Using a Category I CDU 
exclusion area cleared 
detonators connected to cables (not to CDU) 
final alignment check 
everyone inside, door shut, dropouts set 
interjocks shut, made 
safe condition to fire ascertained (interlocks, obscwation) 
firing squence engaged (computer square, if present) 
DCO 
firing cabIcs connected to Cat. I CDU (CDU inside) 
siren runs for 1 min. or more 
ready-fire switch closed (footwitch or handswitch) 
HV applied to CDU 
Shot is fired 
check that CDU discbarged 
anow time for fhgmrnts to fall 
disconnect firing cables 
allow prudent time for detomtion product gases to clew M r e  going outside. 
all clear- 2 or more short blasts 
complete post shot operations 

exclusion area cleared 
detonators cotl~tcted to cables (not to CDU) 
final alignment check 
connect tbe detonam cables to CDU (witb at laut interlock open) 
everyone inside, door shut, drapours set 



safe condition to fire ascertained 
CDU connected to HVPS and trigger (CDU outside) 
Firing L u k r  maker e ~ n n ~ i o m  as last step, then retires to fuing b u k r .  .rrrc' 

computer timing sequence. if present. engaged 
siren runs for 1 min. or more 
ready-fire switch closed (foouwitcb a handswitch) 
HV applied to CDU 
Shot is fual 
allow time for fragments to fall 
all clear- 2 or more short blasts 
check that CDU discharged, especially if outside 
disc on^^^ frring cables 
dlow prudent time for detolution product gases to clear bkfme going out&. 
complete post shot operations 
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The following gives the procedures used for situations that occur occasionally during firing 
operations. 

General Firing Operalions 

In case of a rnisfm, reduce ?be fuing voltage to zero. Chock the HV monitor to be .++ 
sue that the CDU(s) is discharged. 

a Turn off the d ~ b k  supply (if in we). 0- all tbe circuits are deemed safe 
and the appropriate firing system cables bave been disconnected, personnel shall 
first attempt to view the firing pad through the optical port or through the camera 
periscope. W~tbout terminating the fa VDCC, look fa possible obvious causes 
(such as m unconnected detonator cable). 
At this time. the firing cable and detonator(s) may be cbeckad for continuity, if 
possible. This check will be done from within the safety of che bunker. If it is 
mcessary to go to a CDU bunker to do this cbeck, the ten minute wait described 
below must be completed before the CDU check. 
One or man attempts to fue m y  be mde, at tbe descretlon of tbe Fibg Leader. 
If the shot still does not fire, infwm Access Control and wait ten PPIIIutes. Visual 
inspection my be performed by th person b l ~ ~ k i ~ g  the rod, or a person coming 
from outside the exclusion area to a safb distaoce from the mound. If it is ~eccssary 

t~gotoaCDUblmLno&cbir~bF~inldrdootbapcnonmy 
go, after waiting for ten minutes. 
Be sure tbe CDU is disarmed before rpproocbiag tbe sbot. Before other puson~~l  
arc allowed to leave tbe cover of the bunk ,  om quplifkd penon shall carefully 
r p p r O S C h d e * l m i o c m c ~ t o ~ c b a t h n b b  

Original 



If an unexpected situation develops on the firing pad posing apparent danger, seek 
safety inside the bunker then notify the Access Control Office. 
For shots at elevated temperatures, 10 minutes may be an insufficient wait time, and 
Group Management should be c~n~ulted before an)pne ventures near chc firing 
mound. 

7.6.2 Partial Firings 
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In the case of known or suspecttd partial fring, all p c r s o ~ d  oPifl remain b i d e  the 
bunker. Notify tbe DX4 Group Office and Access Control. A 30 minute waiting 
period shall k observed. If the explosive b burning, a if chrr is smoke in tbc 
general vicinity, wait at lest 15 minutes after tbae signs bm disappeared before 
approaching the wmbly. Tbe fblknvihg step lad prccautious shal k followed: 

Notify Access Control and the DX-4 Group Off=. 

General Firiag Operations 

Continue to run siren. 
Disconnect ?ad decnergize all electrical power sources c u d  to the sbot, 
and tun off tk camera/turbiae supply (if in use). D i s c o w  d l  fuing 
cables (andlor charge and trigger cables) from tht CDU, where feasible 
Ensure that all personnel in the bazard area ate aware that a failure has 
occurred and that they must remain under cover until notified otbenvise. 
Check all possibilities for the cause of the test failure from inside the bunker. 
When all circuits are deemed safe, attempt to view tbe sbot via the port glass 
or camera periscope. Alternately, a person can view the fuing mound from a 
safe distance. 
Before any penonnel are permitted to leave the cover of the bunker, a 
30-minute waiting period shall be observed. 
A carefully prepared review of the situation in consultation with another 
knowledgeable person such a s ? k  management, a line supervisor, or the 
ES&H Coordinator should be initiated. 
Before personnel arc allowed to leave the cover of the bunker, one qualified 
person shad wefully approach and examine tbe setup to verify that it is safe. 
In tbe event of an expected test Mure containing only detonators or actuators 
and no HE charge, r 5 minute waiting period shll be observed before going 
out onto the firing moud. 

Original 

See the DX4 SOP, ' F i  Small- and Large-Bore Guns' f a  procedures covering 
shots involving projdEtIles (bulkts, &aped &~QCS, etc.) that arc fxcd into targets 
containing energetic material. 
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The Firing Irmdcr and no mre tha~ o# assistant will d i  all shots. 



The Firing Leader md the assistant (if present) will observe and certify on the Firing 
Point Checklist that all firing cabla arc disconnected from the CDU. Cable are 
removed from the CDU chamber or firin8 bunker (whichever is qpropriate). .rrr . If a Category I1 CDU is being used. disconnect and short the high-voltage supply 
cable and the trigger cable. 

DX-4: SOP 4 
Original 

7.6.4 Aborted Shots 

General Firing Operations I 3 U 9  A l / W  
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Either the Firing h d e r  decides if a shot should be aborted. Both 
the explosives uwmbly is safe for return to storage. 

7.6.5 Firing Sequence bterrupt or Shutdown 

j,, low -, it my be ~eearuy for tbe f i  pmccd~e & k iatcmrpted or 
r e v e d  (e.g. a pcnon intrudes into r hazard am or equipment has malfunctioned). If 
my of these instances should a ~ ,  follow the step listed in the site-rpecifr SOB. In 
general: 

Release the redundant ready-ftre switch (fffl switch or hand switch). . First turn off the HV key switch. Tbb allows the voltage to return to zero. 
Check the HV monitor to be sure &at the CDU(s) is discharged. 
Disconnect all DET, HV, power supph, and trigger cables going to the firing pad, 
as appropriate. 

Firing will k prevented if the hopout of lbc fuhg site safety gate i~terlock e 
circuit or any other interlock is not in a closed position. Tbb can occur because 
someone has entered the area after the gate was closed. Do not resume the fuing 
sequence until a complete check of the area inside! tbe gate bas been made. Afta 
such a cbcck, the iwrlocks cpnk reset and tbc firing prcxdwe repeated. 

7.6.6 Rotating hlirror Cameras 

In general, it is pndcnt practice to stay out of the amen mom and leave the urnera 
room door shut wben the mirror is and for one minute after the camera air is 
t u r d  off, or until the mimK has stoppod rotating. 

Many routing mirror cameras have minors made of beryllium. whicb is poisonous 
wbcn present as a dust. If it is determined tlutt a beryllium mirror bas broken whik in 
operatioa,donatopcntheammroomdoar~~amuabaa~ Turnoffthe 
camera air and huh voleage. E-te tbt boild'hg and do not reenter until ESH-5 bas 
evaluated any possible hatat& and given pcrmissh to reenter. If tbe bowing of tbe 
shut down amen needs to be o p e d  to determine &at tbe mhm bas failed, leave the 
roomastoonasthcfailureioslpparcat. 



7.7 Emergency Procedures 

7.7.1 Building or Site Emergency 
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If an emergency situation should occur, follow the Building Emergency Plan 
(BEP)/Sitc Emergency Plan (SEP). The BEPISEP must be available in the building 
and the operaton shall be familiar with its contents. 

Original Page 32 o f  3.1 

Ccncral Firing Operations 

1s any emergency involving b !  m a VII a penom, the employee encountering 
the accident should use good judgment on the procedures to be followed, depending on 
the circumstances. Decisions made by a DX employee at the scene of an accident will 
be supported by the DX management. If here is a serious injury or accident, follow 
this procedure: 

1. Dial 91 1 to contact the Fire Department Rescue Squad and ambulance. Say where 
the emergency is and stay on the line until the operator has finished getting 
information from you. 

2. Aid victims if possible, but do not endanger them, yourself, or others. Request 
first aid and CPR help if needed. Take measures necessary to prevent further 
damage or injury. 

3. Dispatcb individuals to direct emergency vehicles. 

4. Notify the Group Off=. Tbt Group O f f i  will: 
notify the DX Division Officc, 
alert.guard stations to expect emergency vehicles and personnel: 
For TA-15: Station 431 (7-4850) 

0 For TA-36: Station 460 ( 7 4 5  1) 
0 For TA40: Station 431 (7-4850) 

TA-39 Local Access Offkc penomel will open the main gate to the site, to 
allow emergency vehicles to enter. 
call the FMD (Facility Manager Designee) at 8-1-(505) 699-1765. 
call the Emergency Management Ofir i  to notify tbem of tbe incident (7- 
621 1 durbg working baurs, 7-3080 rfrt ham). 

5. Inspect tbe accident site to see if anything might cause injury to rescue personnel. 
If possibk, c o d t  with tk Group or aba tenkr DX-4 employees. 
Otherwise , tbcpeogkrtthe~#~~~~~themtborisytoprocadoal imit  
access at their dokretion. Fm involving e~rpWver, a h m i n d y  invoWi 
explosives, will not be fought. AU penonnj will iaraed #ek shelter in r bunker. 



6. Continue to give first aid until the Rescue Squad arrives. 
s 

7. Record accident details including personnel involved, injuries, propeny damage, 
and witnesses. 

July 1996 DS-4: SOP 4 

8. Remain at your regular location if you are not directly providing aid. 

Original Page 33 of34 
General Firing Operations 

9. Do not disturb evidence , that may be important for later investigation. 

7,7.3 Eledricrrf. Shock 

h y  employee who rrceiva m el-M shock must report o ESH-2 for evafuation. 

Any employee who receives an injury from a h e r  must report to ESH-2 for 
evaluation. 

8.0 REQUnUED RECORDS 

Shot request form 
Shot scbedult 
Expended materials repom . -. 

Explosives Inventwy Reports 
Post-Shot Repom (on file at TA-15- 183 Access Con~ol)  
Site Log Books, if applicable 
Clearance checklists (on file at TMS-183 Access Control) 
Firing checklists 

WE Explosives Safety Ma~ull .  DOE MM.1-1, REV 8 
Army Material C o d  P a ~ ~ p h l ~ &  706-181 (Blast Fragments) 
DOE Manual for the Prediction of Blast and Fragment W i n g  on Structures, TIC-1 1268 
Naval Wcaps b@r-Tcbkd PublWin. 5780 (Bbt and Fragments) 
uNLEkcbial*proonm 
DX DivSion Operrtbps M a d  
DX Division T m b g  and Qualificatons Manual 
Buildinp/sk Emergency P b  
DX-I& SOP 71, 'E;xposun of -Wive E h d  T e m p e ~ ~ t ~ ~ '  
t m s A l m o s N I t i o n r l ~ t a r y ~ ~  
DX DivKbn SOP 6, R a d i i 4  Coaadt 



. SOP DX-11-2.5, 'Firing Small- and Large-Bore Guns.' 
DX Division SOP 1, Hazardous Was& 
tos Alamos National Laboratory's Enr.ironmcnr, ssfcr?, and HeaIth Manual Administrative 
Requirement (AR) 6-6. 'Explosis~.' (AR) 12-1. 'Personal Protective Equipment,' and 
(AR) 7-1, 'LANL Electrical Safety Program.' 

DS-4: SOP 4 Central Firing Opt~rtions 

ATT'ACHMENT 1: Maps 
A7TACHMENT 2: Soldering, details of operations 
ATTACHMENT 3: Specific Harard Circle d Clearance Plans 
ATTACHMENT 4. Equipment Approved for Use on the Firing Point During the Setting of a 

Shot 
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Attached: TA-15 
TA-14/16 
TA-39 
TA-40 

DS-4: SOP 4 General Firing Operations i U U . J  .., - 
Original Attachments Page 1 of 5 











Soldering, Details or operations: 

DS-4: SOP 3 

As a r d  step in constructing the shot assembly, it may be nkcrury to solder electrical 
leads to it. ?'his operation mud be perfonad cucfirlly, wing a solderiag gun with r 
momentary switch, a battery-opcrated soldering toof, or o t k  ~ o l d e ~ g  gun tbat does not 
remain hot when not m use. 

. . 
Gencr.1 Firing operations 

The Firing Leader i s  rrrpood'bk for tllSUriLlg tbat omfy pmpa soldering equipment is used. 

Original Attachments Pace 2 of 5 

Tbe soldering iron, and especidy the flexl'bk cot& must be examined for defects before it 
is used. 

~ n y  AC soldering gun used at a firing site must men UA and OSHA standards for 
electrical safety. 

A J ~  persome1 who use soldering equipment neu arplosives must be aware that heat could 
reach the explosive by conduaion. M mldaiog-opektions rhll k performed so that 
mated in contact with tbe explosive never becomes more than warm to the 
touch. 

Interposed burien awrt be used to ensure that neitba tbe bot soldaiag iron nor molten 
solder dropping fi.oeP it comes in contact with the @ o h .  

Soldering d i i  to pins or otha objects tbat am in contact uitb explosnlcs and can 
conduct beat to the explosive is proh'bited. 

Whamra p o m i  soldering o p t i o n s  tbrll be done beside or bdow tbe rssembfy rather 
thaa above it. 
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Orieinal 

Plan 
A-hlinor 

TA-39: 
Clearance Plans - Each test using HE must be evaluated by the shot leader to 
determine its hazard potential and what safety plan must be used The safety plans 
listed below are in ascending order as risk increases. For new o p t i o n s ,  or for those 
with which we bave little experieace, tbe bigbest reasonable hazard level shan be 
chosen. Each safety plan uses banien to control M c .  Barriers may never be 
crossed without explicit permission of the F i g  Leader. 

ATTACHMENT 3 

4 

6.2a.S Table of Hazards and Hazard Circles for Clearance Plans at TA-15 and TA-36 

Gcncral Firing Opcrntions 
Atlachmcnts 

~IMiaor 
Special 
A 
B 
C 
c Special 

D 
E 

TA-39: 
Level- 1. Levd-1 hlrzard area are approximatdy 46 m (1 50 A) hrn the firing pints 
and have banicade with a sign stating "Levd-1 Hazard - Do Not Pass." Opmtions 
that do not hvolve the detonation of HE may be conducted using L d - 1  saf" plm 
(see SOP DX-15-55). h gcad, the S r i q  d d a r m t a r  rrplirrr Lml-2 (or higher) 
safety plw h o w  C B ~ I ~ O ~  brnlt 0- an 8 h d - 1  p h  Thio dety 
plan ir dm used to d u d e  persod &om tbe Briag pad when HE is pr-~t a d  
there is no hazardous operation in progress. 

July 1996 
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Hazard Radius 
75 m (250 fi) 

Application 
Contained detonator firing. 
Pulsed-power discharges. 
Radiation production. 

75 rn (250 A) 

250 m(1250 A) 
500 m (1640 A) 
750 m (2460 A) 
750 m (2460 A) 

1000 m (3280 A) 
,1250 m (4 100 A) - 

~rrisg-p~i& access m o l .  
Smal-arms firing. . 
Contamination contr01. . 
Specific to PHERMEX. 
Explosive shots. 
Explosive sbou. 
Explosive shots. 
Contarnination control. Confi~& shots 
with potential for a hazardous material 
release. 
Specific to PHER,!! 
Explosive shots. 
Explosive shots. I 3' 



Level-2. Gate 2 located 750 m (2460 a) &om Point 57, labeled "Level-2 Hautd 
Area - Do Not Pasq" defines the hazard urn for the ufay plan available for shots 
meeting the general criteria or explicitly listed in Attachmeat 1. 

Level-3. Systems that do not meet the criteria for r Lmd-2 hazard are automatically 
Level-3 hazard shots. Gate 3 (near the entrance to Fing Point 6) provides a harard 
circle of 1350 m (4400 A). This gate is labeled "Levtl-3 Hazard - Do Not Pass. 

. 

Level -4. Shots that have the foUowing properties should use the gate labeled, "Gate 
4 - Do Not Pass," unless tbere is spocitic cxperieace with the system or r a t k  
extensive shrapnel mitigation tecbaiques are being used. 

Central Firing Operations 
Attachments 

DS-4: SOP 4 
Orieinal 

Confined explosives systems with more than 100-b. HE md having metal (e.g., 
s t 4  Cu) unlls of 2 in. thick or more. 
Shots with completely random shrapnel containing more tho 100 Ib. of HE. 
Shots with heavy metal shrapnel that must be directed d o y  the canyon. 

July 1996 
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NOTE: Remember that State Road 4 is closer to tbe firing points in two locations 
than Gate 4, and TA-36 W g  points are roughly tbe same distance &om Gate 4 
but in the opposite direction If tbe shrapnel in the spec& sbot io question cannot 
be d i e d  away h m  the road with certaimy, extra mitiwtion for shrapnel in 
these directions must be use4. 

Level-5. A final option is to close the gate lebckd, "Gate 5 - Do Not Pau." One 
may utilize this dosure option wben H e  tnjeCtOCitr will be in tbe diection of tbe 
explosive magazines and extensive shrapnel mitisation mea~ufes have been taken to 
protect Stiite Road 4 ad TA-36. The shrapnel mitigation merswes must be in place 
before the HE-contahing assembly is brought to tbe f k g  uer, or must be innalled 
simuhaaeoudy with the placing of the HE. Tbe closure of Gate 5 provides additional 
personnel protection within h c h o  Canyon. A safkty plan using Gate 5 to d&e the 
hazard area d l  be approved by the Group Leader and the Wety Committee 

TA-40 Hazard Circles 

Cbam bet 15 'Ibe hazard circle for Chamber 15 extads born tbt #f&y grtc. 

Chamber 5 Tbehlrurdcirclefor C h m b e r S b d e f i a c d b y h ~ o n t b e ~  
pad, because of tbe very rmrfl load b i t  at thjr cbder .  

Cham bcr 4 The hatard circle for Chmk 4 extends &om tbe safety me. 
Chamber 8 Tbe bazard drcle for (Ihrmhcr 8 b dcfimcd by tbe Fgine Vessel Tbere it 

no baPrd srer d d c  tbe F* V d  



EQUIPMENT APPRO- FOR USE ON THE W G  POINT DURMG -fm r)" 

SETTMG OF A SHOT 

DS-4: SOP 4 

Ponable dectric screwdriver or drill motor. 
N o d  band tools such as hammas. screw drivers, pliers, saws, wrenches* up 
measures, and knives. 
DCO meters approved by DX-I for checking resistance of detonator bridge- 
wires. 
Batteryopaned V l O b  mctm to check contidy in cables and circuits isolated 
from cxplosivt. 
meters to check for shorn in explosive-monitoring pin and foil circuits, 
Scintillators with incorporated power supplier. 
Sources for checking scintillators. 
Soldchg gun (see AttasbwDt 2). 
Telepbone, m i c r o p h o ~ ~  and loud spcakas. 
Vacuum pumps and gauges. 
Pressurized bottled gases, regulators, and gauges. 
Cameras. (see the DX-4 SOP. " Shot Illumination.") 
Optical alignment apparatus. MKOTS. lasers up to class 3A 
T i *  intensifier screens, and cassettes for radiography. 
Electric water heater (element not exposed). 
Radios. 

~ e n c i a l  Firing Operations I * -  . 

Optical equipment, flashlamps and ~ W S  are d iuasd  in detail in the D X 4  SOP on Shot 
Illumination, or in the DX Division Lawr SOP. 

General Firing Operations Tools typically used on Firing Mound 

Original A tlachmcnts P ~ & ' J  o f r j  
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Hammers 
Wrenches 
Socket sets 
Screwdriven 
Levels 
Squares 
Chnllrlint 
Pliar 

Crimpers 
Handsaws 
Fdes 
C-clomps 
Tape Measures 
Pry Bars 
Chisels 
Micrometen 

Cuttins Tools 
Circular Saw 
Jig Saw 
Drin Motors 
Aligwrent LaJas 
Impact Wrenches 
Volt Ohm Meter 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

This SOP describes the methods to be used in the preparation of explosive charges for firing at 
DX Division firing sites. Explosives handling, assembly, measuring, trimming, and gluing 
operations are discussed. All requirements of this SOP are in accordance with the DOE 
Explosives Safety hfanual. Long-term storage is described in the DX-4 SOP, "HE Storage." 
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2.0 PURPOSE 

Preparation Room Operations 

This Standard Operating Procedure (SOP) provides guidelines and rules for the safe performance 
of the operations used in the preparation and assembly of explosive charges in DX Division 
charge preparation rooms. It describes the precautions and procedures for safely performing 
explosive charge preparation operations. 

Original 

3.0 SCOPE 

Explosive Charse Handling and Assembly Page 4 of 20 

This SOP covers all explosive assembly and preparation operations at DX Division Preparation 
Rooms. This SOP applies to all personnel who are authorized to perform operations in DX 
Division charge preparation rooms. 

rn 

4- Location of charge preparation rooms at TA-15 and TA-36: 

Building TA- 15-242 
Building TA-36-4, Room A (Eenie Site) 
Building TA-36-5, Room A (Meenie Site) 
Building TA-36-7, Room A (Minie Site) 
Building TA-36-11, Room A (Lower Slobbovia) 
Building TA-36-82 (Daisy Mae-Kup) 

Assembly and preparation areas at TA-40: 

Building TA-40- 14 serves Firing Chamber I 5 
Building TA-40-11 room 106 is administered by DX- 1 as part of crystal growing 
operation at TA-40- 12 
Building TA-40-6 serves Firing Chamber 5 
Building TA-40-41 serves Firing Chamber 4, and misceUaneous large shots 
Building TA-40-3 is administered by DX-I, as a part of gas gun operations. 

Assembly and preparation area at TA-14 Q Site is 

Building TA- 14-23 room 104. 



Shot preparation facilities at TA-39 are: 

DX-4 : SOP 5 

Building TA-39-4 trim shack 
Building TA-39-111 shot assembly building 
Building TA-39-77 propellant assembly for gas guns, is administered by DX-1. 

Ignorance of the contents of an SOP does not excuse any violation. Any confusion regarding an 
SOP should be clarified before an operation begins. 

Preparation Room Operations 

In situations where an approved SOP cannot or should not be strictly adhered to, the SOP must 
be revised or a deviation be formally approved in an SWP. 

July 1996 

4.0 DEFINITIONS 
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Approved explosive, propellant, or detonator - Those detonable materials which DX 
Division allows in magazines, preparation rooms, and operations. Approved explosives are 
listed in Attachment 1 of this SOP. 
Assembly - Operations that involve installing explosives as part of an experimental assembly. 
Assembly Building - A large preparation room (TA-39-111) designated for the assembly of 
large systems containing explosives. The Assembly Building may be used for explosive . 
storage under rigid restrictions. Only the HE for the assembly being worked on may be in the 4 
assembly building. 
EED - Electroexplosive Device 
EP - Explosion Proof 
ERC - Explosive Review Committee. A laboratory committee that has final authority on 
many explosives safety issues within the Laboratory, including acceptance of explosives not 
on the "Approved Explosives" list. 
hISDS - Material Safety Data Sheet 
Explosives - Explosives are defined in the DOE Explosives Safe@ M m a l  as any chemical 
compound or mechanical mixture that will bum or explode if heated, exposed to impact, 
pinched between moving surfaces, or subjected to an electric discharge or strong shock. The 
term applies to materials that either detonate or deflagrate. Because explosives do not all 
behave in the same way, they are divided into classes. Those of most interest to DX Division 
are initiating, boostering, and bursting-charge (secondary) explosives, propellants, and some 
types of military ammunition. A list of approved explosives is given in Attachment 1. 
Explosives Allowed Area - Any area where explosives or explosive-containing components 
are stored, manipulated, prepared, or set up for firing. 
Explosives Excluded Area - An area where no explosive, explosive contamination, or 
operations with explosives are allowed. Generally, these are firing and diagnostic bunkers, 
offices, and buildings not specifically designated for explosives use or operations. 
Explosives Load Limit - The amount of explosives permitted in a magazine or preparation 
room, as posted on the building of each magazine or preparation room. 
HE - High Explosive 
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Incompatible materials - hlaterials that may produce unsafe conditions when in contact with 
explosives. Glues and solvents are commonly encountered incompatible materials. 
Knowledgeable Personnel: A knowledgeable person (includes "knowledgeable visitors") can 
only be designated by the DX-4 Group Leader or the DX-4 Deputy Group Leader. All other 
personnel are visitors. Knowledgeable persons have at least four months experience working 
in a firing area, as verified by the DX-4 Group Leader. They have met the training 
requirements stipulated by DX-4, and are judged competent to safely perform various 
assigned tasks. Knowledgeable Personnel are eligible for pictured exchange badges where 
they are required. All required reading, institutional training and OJT requirements must be 
completed before becoming a knowledgeable person or employee. These requirements are 
specified in Site Specific SOPs or the Authorizations and Assignments Document. They may 
escort visitors. 
Low Energy EEDs - Hot-wire initiators, squibs, blasting caps, etc. 
Magazine, Storage Magazine - A structure designed for long term storage of explosives. 
No operations may be carried out in magazines. 
Personnel Limit - The number of personnel allowed in a magazine or preparation room for 
either explosive operations or inspections. The personnel limit is posted on the door of each 
magazine. 
Preparation Areas - Rooms and buildings designated as explosive preparation and assembly 
areas. 
NOTE: Ifnecessary, the firing pads may be used as preparation areas for final assembly. If 
this is done, extra caution must be exercised since there are steel floors and uneven surfaces. 
Storage - Operations that involve storing explosives until time for its use. During storage, no 
operation may be done to the HE. 
Suitable Storage Container - A container for storing explosives that is constructed 
according to the DOE Explosives Safety Manual, 11.17.5 under "approved containers." 

5.1 Required Reading 
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5.1.1 Each employee who holds a key to, or uses explosives preparation rooms in DX 
Division must read this SOP yearly, and should suggest and review revisions to the 
SOP as required. 

Preparation Room Operations 

5.1.2 Line supervisors will be responsible for determining which SOPs are required 
for their employees. 
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5.2 Training 
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All training is to be in accordance with the DX Division Training and Qualifications Manual. 

5.2.1 Personnel Training Requirements. Personnel with less than four months' 
training with explosives at DX Division may work in a preparation room only under 



the direct supervision of a qualified group member who has been granted access to the 
preparation room. 
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The DX-4 Group Leader or Deputy Group Leader may waive this requirement for 
individuals with other pertinent experience and knowledge. 

5.2.2 The team leaders will determine, with input from the Group ES&H officer and 
the Division Training Generalist, what type of training is required for their team 
members. 

Preparation Room Operations 

5.2.3 Required reading is an important part of each employee's training and 
qualification. All employees shall be required to read and understand all the 
appropriate SOPS and other procedures for each assigned task and for each piece of 
equipment that they use. A required reading list will be maintained for each embloyee 
by the Group ES&H Officer and will be part of the employee's qualification, .if 
required. 

July 1996 

5.2.4 The line supervisors are responsible for on-the-job-training, detailed instruction, 
and monitoring of the operators' competence and adherence to instructions. 
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5.2.5 Documentation of on-the-job-training (OJT), and job-related or job-required 
training will be maintained by the Division Training Generalist in individual training 
files. 
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5.3 Waste Minimization 

5.3.1 Waste minimization will be handled according to the Waste Minimization section 
of the DX Division Operations Manual and the L A M  ES&H Manual, AR 10-8. 

5.3.2 Waste generated from Prep Room operations must be reduced as much as 
technically and economically feasible. To meet this objective, the waste minimization 
practices of frugality, material substitution, and hazard segregation must be incorporated 
into waste generating activities in Prep Rooms. All operators should make every practical 
effort to reduce the amount of waste produced. 

5.33 All waste will be handled according to the DX Division Waste Management SOP, 
DX Division SOP 6, Rad Con, DX Division SOP 1, Haz Waste, and the LAM, ES&H 
Manual, AR 10-3. 

6.0 PRECAUTIONS AND LIMITATIONS 

6.1 Hazards 

The principle hazards associated with explosive operations are blast, fragment production and .rrrr 
propulsion, and rapid deflagration (burning) of the explosive charge or assembly. Explosives can 



develop violent chemical reactions from such stimuli as being heated, burned, impacted, or 
dropped. Even small quantities may pose a life threatening hazard. 

Explosives will be protected fiom abnormal stimuli or environments, including: 
friction forces 
excessive pressures 
impact, shock, pinching 
deformation 
electrical sparks, abrasive or welding sparks, open flame 
contamination. 
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Explosives may be toxic, irritant, or provoke a skin rash or other physiological effects. In 
particular, propellants and materials containing nitroglycerine can have a physiological effect, and 
gloves should be worn when handling these materials. Personnel should contact their supervisor 
and ESH-2 should symptoms arise. Personnel shall wash their hands after handling explosives, 
especially before eating or smoking. In addition, when assembling and preparing explosive 
charges, the potential exists for exposure of personnel to solvents, glues, and other chemicals that 
may be irritating or harmful. Hazards from contact, ingestion, or inhalation are listed in MSDSs 
for the explosives and chemicals in question, which are available at the Preparation Rooms. 
Personnel should be familiar with the MSDSs for the explosives and chemicals they use. These 
chemicals are used in small quantities which normally do not require ventilation hoods. 

Preparation Room Operations 
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Personnel must ensure there is adequate ventilation when required. 

6.2 Handling of Explosives: General Precautions 

Handling of HE should be minimized. 
Explosives shall be kept in a stable position, away fiom the edges of workbenches, tables, and 
away from other objects which may tip or fall onto them. 
After an operation on an item has been completed, the item must be placed in a secure 
location and left in a stable configuration. When possible, items should be placed in suitably 
designed containers. An item must not be left in any position at any time where it can be 
easily toppled. . 
Special care shall be taken to prevent and protect explosives fiom dropping, bumping, or 
scraping. 
The distance that an item will fall if accidentally dropped must be minimized. 
Floor areas where the handling of HE items is most likely to occur should be covered with an 
approved tile to reduce the danger in the event of an accidental drop. FIoors must be kept 
clean, to prevent abrasion should a part be dropped. 
Hard surfaces cr sharp edges that could be struck by a bare piece of HE in the event of an 
accidental drop should be padded or otherwise protected. 



The sliding of bare HE on surfaces should be avoided because HE surfaces are relatively 
susceptible to marring by scratching or slipping. This is important from a quality as well as 
from a safety standpoint. 
The work area surrounding an HE item that is to be handled shall be kept clear of extraneous 
tools, components, fixtures, and the like that could interfere with handling operations. 
An explosive sign or placard shall be placed on or next to all unattended explosives. 
All explosives shall be transported in accordance with the DX Division Packaging and 
Transponation SOP. 

DX-4 : SOP 5 
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Limitations 

Mechanical force cannot be applied in such a manner that stress concentrations are developed 
in explosive parts, e.g. a sharp object in contact with the explosives. 
Mechanical clamps cannot be used in a manner that creates sufficient tensile stresses within 
the explosives to cause fracture. 
Abrasion of explosive charges by rough or sharp edges is not allowed. 
Hair felt material is not to be used with Detasheet because it builds static charges. 
Acetone is used directly only on particular explosives, and only with caution. In general, no 
solvents should ever be poured on explosives. 

Preparation Room Operations 
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6.3 Personnel and Explosives Load Limits 
4 

Each Explosives Preparation Room has a maximum limit on the amount of explosive that can be 
present during normal operations. The limits for DX Division Preparation Rooms are listed on 
the door of the Preparation Room. 
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Personnel limits are established to prevent crowding of the preparation room from causing an 
accident, and to limit casualties in case of an accident. 

The DX-4 Group Leader may approve a temporary change in occupancy limits. 

6.3.1 Personnel and Explosive Load Limits at TA-15 Preparation Room 

I . 
TA- 1 5- 242 I 4 I 200 1 
Building No. Person Limit 

operators/casuals 
Explosives (lbs) 
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- Limit 
slcasuals 

1 each room 1 I I 
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6.3.2 personnel and Explosive Load Limits at TA-36 Preparation Rooms 

Explosives (kg) 
-- 

Building NO. 

TA-36-4 
TA-36- 5 

TA-36- 7 
TA-36-11 
TA-36-82, 

If the weight of a single shot exceeds the specified limits or if a shipment must be received 
that exceeds the specified limits, the DX-4 Group Leader may approve an increase to 250 
kg in Buildings 4, 5,7,  and 1 1  for up to two weeks. These actions must be recorded in 
the Site Record Log Book. 

6.3.3 Personnel and Explosive Load Limits at TA-39 Preparation Rooms 

rerson 
operator 

4 
4 
4 

5 
5 

100 
100 
100 
100 
100 

6.3.4 Personnel and Explosive Load Limits TA-40 The personnel and explosive load 
limits for the Prep Room facilities used by DX-4 are listed below. 

Explosives 
( W  I Building 

Trim Shack 
TA-39-111 - 

Assembly Building 

Persons Limit 
operators~casuaIs 

9 1000 

Explosives (kg) 

2 
2 

Building No. 

TA-40-6 
TA-40- 1 1 
(room 106) 
TA-40- 14 
TA-40-4 1 

Person Limit 
operatorslcasuals 

5 
5 

4 

5 

25 
3 6 



6.3.5 Personnel and Explosive Load Limits TA-14 
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I room 104 I 1 I 
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TA- 14-23 

6.3.6 Detonators and Pellets 
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A limit of 1 SO approved detonators (see Attachment 1, "Allowable Explosives") and 
100 booster pellets may be kept in all charge preparation rooms for use in making up 
charges. Note: This is 6 trays. 
Detonators and pellets must not be stored in the same container. 
Each category must be stored in nonpropagating containers approved or supplied by 
DX- 1. These limits do not include detonators or pellets incorporated in charges 
delivered to the preparation rooms fiom a source outside DX Division. 
Detonators, pellets, and explosives consumed in shots must be documented on the 
shot sheet so that HE inventory is always current. 
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operators/casuals 

3 

6.4 Explosives Allowed in Charge Preparation Rooms 

Explosive Charge Handling and Assembly 

. . 

5 0 

No explosive powders or primary explosives will be handled by DX-4 without prior approval or 
appropriate SOPdSWPs. 

All explosives or explosive-containing devices that have been approved by the ERC or listed in 
(ESA) WX-3: SOP 1.1 .O, Tables 1 & 2 may be used at DX-4. See Attachment 1 for a list of 
Explosives routinely used at DX-4. 

Special allowable explosives that are specifically permitted in Attachment 1 under "Special 
Explosives Operations," may be kept and handled in the charge preparation rooms. 

6.5 Compatible Materials 

Compatibility rules must be observed when working with explosives. Substances incompatible 
with explosives can produce heat or a chemical reaction that leads to a more sensitive or less 
stable explosive. Only compatible materials can be used in contact with explosives. Gr 9up DX-2 
approves all materials for compatibility. 

6.5.1 Adhesives and Coatings 

Only approved adhesives and coatings, listed in Attachments 2 and 3, may be 
allowed in contact with explosives. Care must be taken in cleaning explosives with 4 
solvents, since many explosives will dissolve in common solvents such as acetone. 



6.5.2 Flammable solvents 

Use of flammable solvents in an explosives area considerably increases the explosive 
hazard because of the greater ease-of-ignition of the solvent may lead to a fire involving 
explosives. Therefore, solvent use and evaporation shall be kept to a minimum. Solvent 
use will take place in well-ventilated areas, or with proper personal protective equipment. 
Prudent practice dictates storase of no more than one day's supply of solvents and other 
flammables in a preparation room. 
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6.6 Storage of Explosives in Preparation Rooms 

Preparation Room Operations 
Explosive Charge Handling and Assembly 

Preparation areas are not normally used for the storage of explosives. However, prepared 
assemblies of explosive components and assemblies of explosives and inert materials may be left in 
preparation areas, provided this is necessary to avoid compromising the integrity of the assembly 
by moving it or storing it in a magazine. Only HE for the shots being assembled may be kept in 
the preparation room. Shots under construction or explosives otherwise in process may be kept 
in the preparation room. 

6.6.1 Temporarily Storing Assembled Charges 

a If charges are approved for storage in a Preparation room, either they must not 
interfere with other operations, or else operations will be suspended. 

a Every effort should be made to limit the amount of explosives in the Preparation 
Room to the minimum necessary for the experiment or test being assembled. 
If charges stored in the charge preparation room significantly reduce the available floor 
space, the DX-4 Group Leader or responsible Firing Leader shall reduce the 
occupancy limit until the charges are removed. Such explosives should be moved to a 
magazine, if possible, before this constraint is needed. 
If an experiment is canceled, the charge for that experiment will be disposed of or 
will be moved to an appropriate storage magazine before a new operation is started. 
Explosive assemblies not scheduled for firing within a reasonable length of time 
should be moved to an appropriate storage location. 

6.6.2 Emptied Containers 

Before reusable high explosive storage containers can be returned for reuse, the containers 
shall be inspected, to be sure they are empty. The inspection requires the removal of all 
inner liners and packing materials to ve* that all high explosives have been removed. An 
"empty" tag shall be affixed to the empty container after the inspection. 

Empty containers should not be stored in preparation areas. 



6.7 Safety Equipment (Personal Protective Equipment) 

6.7.1 Safety Glasses or Goggles 

Safety glasses or goggles (ANSI 287.1) are to be worn in accordance with DX-4 SOP, 
"General Safety," except when eye protection must be removed.for the use of optical 
and other inspection devices. 

6.7.2 Gloves 

Suitable gloves are recommended to be worn when working with solvents and adhesives, 
unless other means of preventing their contact with the skin are used. In cases where the 
gloves do not compromise the safety of the operation, surgeons gloves may be worn when 
handling small or precision pieces of explosive, primarily to keep the explosive free of skin 
oils, but also to protect the operator against skin rashes that may result from exposure to 
explosives. 

In particular, propellants and materials containing nitroglycerine can have a physiological 
effect, and gloves should be worn when handling these materials. 

6.7.3 Protective Clothing 

Flame-retardant or nonstatic clothing is not required for normal DX-4 operations. 
Personnel working with explosives should wear Laboratory-issued coveralls or 
laboratory coats, depending on the operation, to prevent contaminating personal 
apparel. 
Explosive-contaminated clothing shall not be removed from the Explosives Allowed 
Area except for cleaning or final disposal. 
If protective clothing has been contaminated, or if contamination is suspected, the 
clothing must be monitored for HE contamination, properly packaged, and delivered 
to ESA for cleaning. 
When working with DU, see SOP 2.14 DU Components. 

6.8 Approved ElectricaVElectronic Equipment 

6.8.1 Explosion-proof (EP) outlets and equipment will be used in environments that 
have an explosive atmosphere. 

6.8.2 Equipment using a 1 10 volt alternating current must be kept a minimum of one 
meter from exposed explosives, or else an SWP will be used. Appropriate measures 
shall be taken to prevent such equipment from any contact with explosives. An 
insulating barrier such as plexiglas between the 110V and the explosive allows closer 
proximity. 



6.8.3 Tools producing sparks or high velocity chips or tools with any potential 
for producing fragments (such as grinding wheels and high speed drill motors) shall 
not be used around explosives. 

6.8.4 Certain electrical equipment not rated NEC Class I or 11 is permitted for 
administratively controlled use within the Explosive Preparation Rooms. The equipment 
listed in Attachment 4 is approved as intrinsically safe when used under the restrictions 
noted. No electrical equipment may be used unless it is considered NEC Class I or I1 as 
modified by the DOE Explosives Safety Manual, or listed in Attachment 4. 
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6.8.5 Cellular phones and other FW Equipment 

#- 
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Handheld radios and mobile RF transmitters (e.g., cell phones) are generally allowed for 
use within the Explosives Firing Areas. However, in areas where low energy EEDs are 
stored or used in assemblies or test devices, special control must be exercised. 

Likely restricted areas include: 

TA-22-34, 
TA-22-93, 
TA-22-Magazines 
TA-40-5, 6, and 7, 
TA-36-11,12. 

6.8.5.1 Whenever low energy EEDs are present, it shall be the responsibility of 
the Firing Leader in the potentially restricted areas to inform the appropriate 
access control personnel that all RF transmitters in these areas are prohibited. This 
will be accomplished by informing access control personnel in the TA-22 (DX- 1) 
Group Ofice, the TA- 15- 183 Access Control Office, or the TA-39-2 
Administrative Office, who will then restrict visiting personnel from using RF 
transmitters. Further, operators will place signs on all routine entrances to these 
areas informing pe r so~e l  to turn off all RF transmitting devices before entering 
these areas. The Firing Leader will assure that all personnel within the restricted 
area are informed of the prohibitions. 

6.9 Spilled Explosives 

Spilled explosives shall be cleaned up immediately, then disposed of per the DX Division Waste 
Management SOP if necessary. 

6.10 Eating 

Personnel shall not consume any food or drink item in any Preparation Room. 



6.1 1 Operating Vehicles Near Charge Preparation Rooms 
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Do not drive private or government vehicles that do not have spark arrestors or catalytic 
converters closer than 25 ft. to any charge preparation building or a charge that is on a firing 
mound. Turn off the engine before opening any door to a charge preparation area. 

Vehicles authorized to carry explosives will comply with all the requirements of the DOE 
Explosives Safety Manual. 

Preparation Room Operations 

6.12 Working Alone 
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DX-4 employees with current safety training and who are experienced in explosive operations 
may work alone under appropriate circumstances, such as assembly, measurement, gluing, 
inspection, and clamping of certain consolidated explosives and explosive devices. 
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6.12.1 This working alone procedure authorizes personnel to work alone in DX 
Division HE Operations. When working alone with HE, employees will use a 
procedure appropriate for the particular work area. These procedures require 
Access Control, Local Access Office, or a coworker to have the following 
information. 

Who is working alone, 
Where they are located, 
How long they will be working alone (with a completion time). 

6.12.2 All operations shall be performed in accordance with existing SOPdSWPs. 
Personnel shall be assigned in a manner such that each worker's presence is 
frequently monitored, for example, via radio, or by a physical check. New, special, 
or nonroutine operations will require a separate assessment and an SWP before 
being performed by a person working alone. 

Explosive Charge Handling and Assembly 

6.13 Lightning 

All operations involving explosives in Preparation Rooms shall be suspended during 
electrical s t o m ,  as described in the DOE Explosive Safety Manual. 

7.0 PROCEDURAL STEPS 

7.1 Assembly Practices 

7.1.1 Permitted Operations in Charge Preparation Rooms 

Gluing of plastic, metal, and other approved materials to explosives is allc- - ed with 
approved adhesives listed in Attachment 2. Assembly may involve application of metal 
foils or pins to charges. 

4 



Mechanical fixtures used to hold parts together during the gluing process must be 
approved by the DX-4 Group Leader or a designee. This approval process may 
include review by the ERC for novel applications. 

Inclusion of explosive parts in a close tolerance mechanical assembly is allowed, as 
long as there is no mechanical force brought to bear on the .charge. 
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Inspection and measurement of explosive pieces and assemblies is permitted, using 
rulers, local or commercially manufactured micrometers, dial indicators, 
cathetometers, chemical balances, microscopes, height gauges, and similar 
measuring equipment. 

Preparation Room Operations 
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Equipment such as microscopes or electronic balances, and approved meters may be 
used if the electrical wiring is protected fiom contamination with explosive dust. 

A portable low-voltage (<I 2-V) flashlight may be used for local illumination dur in~  
assembly and measurement operations. 

Battery powered soldering pencils with momentary switches may be used, provided 
the HE is protected fiom hot solder or the hot iron. 

Working Comp C-4 or XTX by hand is allowed. 

Painting on or spraying on of coatings is allowed. Approved coatings are listed in 
Attachment 3. 

Cleaning inert portions of an assembly with alcohol or acetone is allowed. 

Cleaning explosives charges with water, alcohol, or a dry tissue is allowed. 
Acetone may be used if it doesn't dissolve explosive or binder. 

Detonators and boosters may be assembled to a charge in the Preparation Room or 
on the Fig Pad. It is good practice to attach detonators as late in an operation as 
possible. 

See Photo and Illumination SOP. 

7.1.2 Cutting and Boring Operations 

Cutting Primacord, Detasheet, and XTX-8003 with a razor blade or other sharp blade is 
allowed. Inspect the tooi for cleanliness and sharpness before cutting. Cut the Detasheet 
on a plastic or rubber suflace. 
Detasheet may also be cut with a cork-boring tooi. Use the cork-boring tool only for 
cutting Detasheet. 



Bending or shaping Detasheet is allowed with the following restrictions: 
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Curvature must be in one direction only. 
Bend or roll the detasheet to a radius of curvature not less than four times the 
sheet thickness, to prevent tearing. 
Grinding operations at TA-40-41 will be covered under a separate SOPISWP. 

7.1.3 Housekeeping 
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Prior to any HE operation, the operators must inspect the floor to ensure that it is free 
fiom debris such as coarse sand or larger particles. If the floor is dirty, it must be swept 
prior to beginning the explosive operation. 
Similarly, the benchtops, flats, and other work areas are to be kept free of grit and 
particles. 
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7.1.4 Handling Explosives 

Charges may be moved by hand within and between buildings in storage containers. 

One person can handle up to 25 kg. 
Two people can handle up to 50 kg. 
Good footing conditions must exist, with no snow, ice, or weeds on the pavement. 

7.2 Unapproved Adhesives 

To avoid mistakes, do not take unapproved glues into the charge preparation rooms, except for 
short times on occasions when they will be used. Store these adhesives outside the preparation 
rooms. 

Glues not approved for use on explosives may be used to assemble nonexplosive parts of charge 
assemblies when 

the glue will not be in contact with explosives, and 
if possible, the gluing should be done elsewhere than the charge preparation room. 

These glues must be cured before the assembly is combined with explosives parts. 

Tf a detonator assembly must be sealed so that it can be immersed in water or other liquid, use GE 
Silicone Rubber RTV 162,732, Barco Bond, Green Glue, urethane 7200, or Sylgard. 

The above materials fhnction with detonators. However, in general, if a liquid smells l i e  vinegar, 
do not use it on a detonator; there is evidence that acetic acid and other organic vapors may 
desensitize the PETN in detonators which could negatively affect detonator performance. 

Consult Group DX-1 for their recommendation about the suitabiiity of any other glue, even those 
allowable for HE, for use in assembling detonators. 



7.4 Allowable Mixtures with Nitromethane 

Nitromethane may be mixed with acetone or toluene, B K  particles, cabosil or diethylene triamine. 
Obtain approval from the Group Leader before using any other solvent. 
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7.5 Attaching Diagnostics to Charges 

Preparation Room Operations 

1. Attach metal foils or pins to charges with glue or tape. 

2. Pins may be inserted in Primacord, Detasheet, or plastic explosive. 

Original 

3 .  Attach "pin" circuits with clips or crimp connectors, or with a battery-powered 
soldering pencil with a momentary switch, and test the assembly with a battery- 
operated volt-ohmmeter certified for use in the charge preparation room by DX- I .  

- -c- 

7.6 Applying Protective Coatings 

Coat explosives when necessary to protect the surface, to reduce light, and for other purposes. 
Select coating fluid to be used in contact with explosives fiom the list in Attachment 3. Ifa 
coating fluid is not on the list, it must be approved by the DX-4 Group Leader before it is used. 

Explosive Charge Handling and Assembly 

7.7 Using Hand Tools 
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Tools producing high velocity chips or tools with any potential for producing fragments (such as 
grinding wheels and high speed drill motors) should not be used around explosives. 

Do not use tools that are designed to produce sparks, without an SWP. 
hfaintain and use hand tools as needed. 
Do not use tools directly on the explosive, except as explicitly described under "cutting and 
boring" in this procedure. 
Measuring tools such as micrometers may be used with care. 

7.8 Performing Continuity Checks 

Test the detonator before mounting on the main charge. 
Use a continuity meter supplied or approved by DX-1 to check continuity of detonators. 

7.9 Emergency Procedures 

7.9.1 In all emergencies, call 9 1 1 .  In the event of an emergency or incident, no* DX-4 
management as soon as possible. Follow the DX Division Operations Manual, Section 
10.3 to report any incidents or accidents. 

7.9.2 The BuildingISite Emergency Plan will be followed. It covers what to do, 
depending on the circumstance. 



7.9.3 If a spill occurs, the Buildingsite Emergency Plan will be followed, then the d 
Waste Management Coordinators shall be called. The DX Division Waste Handling and 
Management SOP shall be followed. 
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7.9.4 In the event of eye damage or suspected eye damage the injured person will be ' 
taken to the Occupational Medicine Group (ESH-2) for treatment. 

7.9.5 Any person receiving an electrical shock must report to the Occupational 
Medicine Group (ESH-2) for evaluation andlor treatment. 

Preparation Room Operations 

7.10 Fires 
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In the event of fire involving or imminently threatening explosives, 
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CLEAR THE AREA AND REPORT THE FIRE. 
DO NOT ATTEMPT TO FIGHT A n y  FIRE INVOLVING OR THREATENING 

EXPLOSIVES IN ANY DX DMSION EXPLOSIVE AREA. 

Explosive Charge Handling and Assembly 

7.10.1 There shall be no smoking at DX-4 Preparation Rooms. No matches, lighters, 
or other fire, flame, or spark-producing devices shall be taken into an Explosive 
Allowed Area, except with written authorization (SWP). 

8.0 REQUIRED RECORDS 

Site Record Log Book 
Hazardous Material Transfer form. 
Lists of Allowed Explosives and Adhesives 

9.0 REFERENCES 

DX-4 SOP General Safety 
DX-4 SOP, "HE Storage" 
SOP DX-4-1 .O, "General Access Control" 
DX Division SOP, " Disposal of Explosive Waste and Explosive Contaminated Waste" 
DX Division Training and Qualifications Manual 
DX Division Operations Manual 
DX Division SOP, "Shipping, Receiving, and Transporting Explosives" 
DOE Explosives Safty Manual 
LANL Environment, Safety and Health Manual, AR 6-6, "Explosives" and AR 12- 1, 

"Personnel Protective Equipment, and AR 10-3, "Chemical, Hazardous, and Mixed 
Waste DX- 1 1 SOP: 1 5- 1 1-4.5, "Loading and Reloading Ammunition" 
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Attachment 1 

List of Explosives routinely used at DX Division Firing Areas 
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- 
DX-4: SOP 5 
Attachments 

NORMAL EXPLOSNES 

Preparation Room Operations 
Explosive Charge Handling and Assembly 

This list contains the names and identification numbers of all explosives and 
detonators approved for normal explosives operations. Only explosives on this 
list may be received or handled by Group DX-4, unless a separate SWP or SOP 
exists covering the operations, or a request for limited tests is approved. 

Primary explosives - Explosives with a sensitivity greater than PETN (for 
example, lead azide, lead styphnate or mercury fulminate) that are not used by 
DX-4 except with specially approved procedures. 

SINGLE-COMPONENT EXPLOSIVES 

permitted explosives 

Storage 
Rev. 
Period 
20 years 
20 years 

20 years 
20 years 
2oYears 

Other Names, Composition, or Reference 

Ammonium nitrate 
d i i n o t r  initrobenzene 
Dinitroglycouril 
Di(nitroethy1) nitramine, dioxyethyl dinitrate 

10 years in 
55 gal drum 
20 years 

20 years 
2 years 

20 years 

20 years 
20 years 
20 years 
20 years 

- 
LAX-1 12 
NM 

NQ 
NTO 
PETN 
Picric Acid 

RDX 

TATB 
Tetryl* 
HNS 
TNT 

ethy lenedinitramine, Halite 
HMX 03NN cyclotetramethylenetetranivarnine, Octogen 

ESA-2 
Mat. 
Code 
130LN 
1201 

' 

* Tetryl has greater toxicity and greater sensitivity to electric spark than the other 

Explosives 

Aly 
DATB 
DINGU 
DINA 

07NN 

06NN 

02NN 

1701 
04NN 
3001 
OlON 

Nitromethane 

Nitroguanidine, Picrite 
1.2.4-nitro-tiazole-5-one 
pentaerythr itoltetranitrate 
1.3.5-trinitrophenol 
note: Picric acid forms impact-sensitive 
c~mpounds with metal ions. 
cyclo- 1,3,5-trimethylene-2,4,6-trinitramine; 
Hexogen, Cyclonite 
1,3,5-triamino-2,4,6-trinitrobemne 
2,4,5-triniuophenylmethylni~mine 
Hexanitrostilbene 
2,4,6-trinitrotoluene; Trotyl 
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LIQUID EXPLOSIVES 

MIXED EXPLOSIVES 
INCLUDING CAST AND PRESSED FORMULATIONS 

Explosive 

FEFO 

N itrome thane 

ESA-2 
Mat. 
Code 

Other Names, Composition, or Reference 

1.1 '-[methylene bis(oxy)Jbis[2-fluoro-2,2- 
dinitroethane] 
NM, see also under single-component 
explosives 

Explosives 

I I 1 talc1 1 2 wt % , microballoons, X-0533 1 1 

Storage 
Rev. 
Period 
90 days 

10 years in 
55 gal 

ANFO 
Boracitols 
Baratol 
Calcitol 

Plastic Bonded Explosives - Formed from one or more of the explosive 
compounds listed individually in "Single-component Explosives," above, mixed 

ESA-2 
Mat. 
Code 

with binders and, in some cases. n~nt&~losive ingredients. Production forms of 
plastic bonded explosives are identified in numbered series denoted by the letter 
"PBX-" (originated by Los Alamos); "LX-" (originated by Lawrence Livermore); 
"EDC-" (originated by the United Kingdom); and "PBXN-" (originated by the US 
Navy). Also permitted are experimental plastic bonded formulations originated at 
Los Alamos and identified by the prefm "X-" and a four-digit number. 

76NN 

Other Names, Composition, or Reference Storage 
Rev. 
Period 

Ammonium nitratelfuel oil 
60 wt % boric acid140 wt % TNT ' 
76 wt % barium nitrate124 wt % TNT 
40 wt % TNT155 60 wt % CaCOJO 2 wt % 

90 days 
20 years 
20 years 
90 days 

4 
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hlMED EXPLOSIVES 
INCLUDING CAST An?) PRESSED FORMULATIONS, Continued 

i 

20 years 

20 years 
20 years 
20 years 
20 years 

20 years 
20 years 
20 years 

20 years 

20 years 

10 years 

10 years 

20 sears 
20 years 

20 years 
20 years 
20 years 
20 years 

20 years 
20 years 
20 years 

97.5 wt% RDX11.5 wt% calcium stearatel0.5 
wt% polyisobutylenel0.5 wt % graphite 

9085, 91 wt% RDX19 wt% beeswax 
97 wt% RDXl3 wt% beeswax 
98.5 wt% RDXll.5 wt% beeswax 
64 wt % RDXl36 wt % TNT, Comp B, 
Hexolite, Hexotoi 
60 wt% RDX/40 wt % TNT 
9080, 88 wt% RDX/12 wt% wax 
9081, 91 wt% RDXl2.1 wt% 
polyisobutylenel 1.6 wt % motor oi115.3 wt % 
di(2-ethylhexyl) sebacate 
75 wt % RDXl25 wt % TNT 

70 wt % RDXl30 wt % TNT 

63 wt% PETN/8 wt% NCl29 wt % 
elastomeric binder 
75 wt% PETN125 wt% elastomeric binder 
NOTE: THIS MATERLAL IS USUALLY RED, BUT 
IT IS AN EXPLOSIVE, NOT AN INERT 
76.0 wt% PETNl24.0 wt% RTV Silicone 
94wt% RDX16 wt % FPC 46 1 

85wt% HMW15 wt% Viton A 

40 wt% RDXJ38 wt% TNTl17 wt% A114.5 
wt% waxIO.5 wt% CaClz 
85.5 wt% HMX/lS.O wt% Viton 
90 wt% HMX/10 wt% Viton 
95.0 wt% HMXl5.O wt% Viton A 

9085 

60NN 

60NN 
9080 
9081 

750N 

700N 

6300 

6301 

LX04 
LXO7 
LXlO 

r 

LX- 14 

MDF 

CH-6 

Comp. A 
Comp. A-2 
Comp. A-3 
Comp. A-4 
Comp. A-5 
Comp. B 

Comp. B-3 
Comp. C-3 
Comp. C-4 

Cyclotol 
75/25 
C yclotol 
70/30 
Detasheet C 

Detasheet D 

EDC-8 
EDC-28 

EDC-32 
EDC-37 
EDC-38 
HBX- 1 

LX-04 
LX-07 
LX- 1 0 

LX14 95.5 wt% HMX/4.5 wt% Estane 5702-F1 (X- 
0282) 
Mild Detonating Fuse 

20 years 

20 years 
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4 
None1 
Octogen 

Octol 
PBX 9001 

I I 1 2 wt% dioctyl phthalate (DOP) I I 

PBX 9007 

PBX 9010 
PBX 9011 
PBX 9205 

RDX lined metal tubing 
94.5 wt% HMX14.5 wt% wax11 wt% 

740N 
9001 

+ 
20 years 
20 years 

9007 

9010 
9011 
9205 

PBX 9206 
PBX 9404 

graphite 
75 wt% HMXl25 wt% TNT 
90 wt % RDXl8.5 wt% polystyrene (PS)/ 

PBX 9401 

20 years 
20 years 

1.5 wt% dioctyl phthalate (DOP) 
90 wt % RDW9.1 wt % polystyrene (PS)/ 
0.5 wt% dioctyl phthalate 10.4 wt % resin 
90 wt % RDXIIO wt % Kel-F 3700 
90 wt% HMX110 wt% Estane-5703 
92 wt% RDW6 wt % polystyrene (PS)/ 

9206 
9404 

PBX 9405 

20 years 

20 years 
20 years 
20 years 

9401 

PBX 9407 
PBX 9501 

92 wt % HMXI8 wt % Kel-F elastomer 
94 wt% HMXl3 wt% NCl3 wt% tris(b- 
chloroethy 1) phosphate (CEF) 
note: PBX-9404 is unusually sensitive to 
certain types of impact, in partucular, 
skidding. 
94.2 wt% RDX, 3.6 wt% polystyrene, 

9405 

PBX 9502 
PBX 9503 

20 years 
1st period- 
20 years, 10 
Years 
thereafter 

9407 
9501 

PBXN-5 
PBXN- 1 10 

PBXW- 1 13 
Primacord 

I See m - 8 0 0 4  l2ovears I 

2.2 wt% trioctyl phosphate 
93.7 wt% HMX, 3.15 wt% nitrocelulose, 

9502 
9503 

Pentolite 
, Tritonal 

1 X-0233 1 X-0233 1 5-40 wt% HMX; 40-95 wt% tungsten, 0-10 190da~s  I 

20 years f 
3.15 wt % tricloroethyl phosphate 
94 wt % RDXl6 wt % Exon-461 
95 wt % HMX12.5 wt% Estanel2.5 wt% 

wt% Kel-F, X-0351 
See LX-10 
88 wt % HMXl5.4 wt 4% polybutadienel5 wt % 
isodecyl pelargonate 
See PBX Nl 10 
Assorted PETN & RDX loaded commercial 

20 years 
20 years 

BDNPA or BDNPF, X-0242 
95 wt% TATBl5 wt% Kel-F 800, X-0290 
80 wt % TATB, superfine115 wt % HMW5 

20 years 
20 years 

20 years 

5001 

20 years 
20 years 

X-0242 
X-0282 
X-0290 

detonatinp "--- I I 
50 wt % PETNISO wt% TNT 

X-0282 
X-0290 

20 years 
80 wt% TNTI20 wt% aluminum powder 20 years . 

wt% polystyrene, 0-5 wt% plasti&zer 
See PBX 9501 
See LX- 14 
See PBX 9502 

20 years 
20 years 
20 years 
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I X-0309 I X-0309 1 75 % TNT, 19% aluminum powder, 5 % D-2 1 90 days I 

X-0407 1 69.8 wt% TATB. 25.0 wt :% PETN. 0.2 wt% 190da~s  1 
20 years X-035 1 

7 

wax. 1 % acetylene black (carbon) 
See PBX 9503 

1 XTX-8004 I 1 80 wt% RDXl20 wt% Sylgard 182, formerly 1 20 years I 

90 days 
90 days 

X-0533 
X-0534 

XTX-8003 

PROPELLANTS 

talc11 2 wt% microbalIoons 
80 - - wt% PETNl20 wt% Sylgard 182 20 years 

[ Explosives IESA-2 I Other Names, Composition, or Reference I Storage ~ e v ]  

X-0533 
X-0534 

dye. 5 wt% kel F800 
See Calcitol 
50 wt% TNTJ16 24 wt% CaC0$25 33 wt% 

Period 
20 years if 
unopened, 2 
years if 
opened 
2 years 
20 years if 
unopened, 2 
years if 
opened 
2 years 
2 years 

- 

Black 
powder 

Benite 
Commer-cia1 
sporting 

HARP- 1 ,-2 
HELP- 1, -2 

2 years Smokeless 
Powder 
Single, 
Double, or 
Triple Base 

UTP 25540 

Mat. Code 

composites 
Standard military grades. Single or multi-perforated 
grains of colioided NC. Stabilizers, plasticizers, 
inorganic nitrates, and other modifying agents may 
also be present. 
Military research explosives are specifically 
not included. 
HMX based High Energy Propellant 2 years 

Standard commercial and military grades only 

Black powder based mixture 
Any commercially available smokeless gun 
propellant for sport use is approved 

HARP propellants are AlIAPtHMX composites 
HELP propellants are NCINGIHMX 



DETONATORS 

DX-4: SOP 5 
Attachments 

The following high-energy detonators have been approved for Group DX-4 use in 
test devices. All listed detonators have a storage review period of 20 years. 

Preparation Room Operations JULY 1996 
Explosive Charge Handling and Assembly Page 6 of 11 I 

MUNITIONS 

1 E23 
1 E26 
1 E26B 
1 E27 
1 E29 
1 E30 
1 E3 1 
1 E33 
1 E34 
1 E36 
1 E38 
1E38 T.F. 

Military munitions are allowed if no further assembly or disassembly operations 
are involved. An adequate description should be in the DX-4 file. Internal 
devices that contain primary explosive are allowed if they are out-of-line and ar 
not used as the initial initiation point. The initiator must remain in a safe state 
until the first ignition source is activated following standard operating procedures 
Any configuration where the primary explosive unit is external or is to be used as 
the first initiation or ignition source becomes a special operation requiring a 
separate SOP or SWP. 

ER-2 13 
ER-235 
ER-3 12 
ER-3 12B 
ER-344 
ER-347 
ER-352 
ER-353 
ER-370 
ER-349 
ER-350 
ER-35 1 
ER-37 1 
ER-377 
ER-379 
ER-380 
ER-383 
ER-396A 
ER-396B 
ER-400 
ER-402 
ER-403 

EX-12 
EX- 12B 

MC1991 
MC2320 
MC2427 

MK13C 
MK20 
MK22A 

RL1 
RL2 

RP- 1 
RP1131 
RP-2 

R P - 8 0  
RP-83 
RP-84 
RP-87 

SE-1 
SE-1/31 

SC-101 



Some of the military munitions are listed as rejects or defective lots because they 
do not meet either physical specifications or performance testing specifications. 
There are no safety issues related to their rejection. Any arriving munitions 
marked as rejects will be treated as Storage Compatibility Gr0up.L until the 
reason for rejection is known. 

SPECIAL EXPLOSJYES 

JULY 1996 
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DX-4: SOP 5 
Attachments 

The use of these explosives is limited to the provisions of the indicated SOPS. 

Preparation Room Operations 
Explosive Charge Handling and Assembly 

I LGP 1846, TA-36-3 I I P. :pellant I 
Storage Rev. Period Explosive 

COMPOUNDS FOUND in TA-16 SOP 1.1.0, "Established Explosives at TA-16," 

but not listed in any DX Division list. 

Al-ANFO 

BDNPA 

BDNPF 

BTX ( 5,7-diniuo- 1 -picrylbenzotriazole) (transportation only) 

DNPA (2,2-diniuopropyl acrylate polymer) 

DNT 

HBX- 1 

Methanel Oxygen mixtures a 

Nitrocellulose (NC) 

PYX (2,6-Bis@icrylkaminoO-3,s-dinitropyridine 

STRATABLAST C (storage and transportation only) 

TAGN ( triamino guanadine nitrate) 

TAL- 1005E (storage and transportation only) 

TNS (Tr initrostilbene) 

TNTMC 

TPM (tripicryl melamine) 

Pertinent SOP References 

LcrP 1846 
3 E- 1 Detonator 

Liquid Gun 

3E-1 SWP 

DX-11 SOP: 15-1 1-4.20, 

20 years 

2 years 
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Adhesives, glues, and coatings routinely used at DX Division Firing Areas. 
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DX-4: SOP 5 
Attachments 

Methplmethacrylate/solvent glues (Duco, Testof s model cement, other 
proprietary materials of equivalent composition). 
3M Industrial Adhesive-226. 
CTA-2 linoleum cement for Detasheet only. 
Elvanol. 
CPR-1009-78 adhesive. 
Silastic TRV-140, -731, -732, -892, -3145 
Eastman 910, Perma Bond 910 adhesive, Loctite 495 adhesive, and other 
cyanoacrylate ester adhesives . 
3M Aerosol spray adhesive. 
Aralhex. 
GE Silicone Rubber RTV 162. 
Polad [lo wt% Polacure-740M diamine (Polaroid Corp.)/38 wt% 
Adiprene 5333/52 wt% acetone]. 
Polyurethane 7200, with sets A and B. 

- 

Preparation Room Operations 
Explosive Charge Handling and Assembly 

When necessary, the following chemicals and gases may be used for light intensification or 
quenching. 

Aluminum Fluorosilicate (This is a poison; wash hands after use.) 
Aluminum Oxide 
Butane 
Krylon Spray Paint 
Magnesium Oxide 
PETN paint 

Approved Glues and Adhesives 

An epoxy -polyamide adhesive know as "Green Glue" and formulated from Epon 828 
and Versamid 140 is approved for use in detonator and HE assemblies. This adhesive 
is covered under Mound Facility's Specification 1-9600. 



Cyanoacrylate adhesives such as Eastman 910 may not be used in direct contract with 
PETN. 

DX-4: SOP 5 
Attachments 

Devcon 5-minute epoxy is approved for permitted explosives, except TNT and 
explosive compositions containing TNT, and is permitted for assemblies which will 
hold liquid explosives after the adhesive is cured. 

Barco Bond 165 and 185 - The curing reaction for this material is exothermic: 
therefore, the thickness of the adhesive layers must not exceed 1.5mm (1116 in.). 

J" 

Preparation Room Operations 
Explosive Charge Handling and Assembly 

Sylgard 182, 184, and 186 

DC 93-119 

GE 630 

CPR-1009-78 + Component "T" 

JULY 1996 
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Adhesive Additive or Catalvst Remarks 

Aerobond 20 17 Trimethoxy-boroxine Compatible with HE. Exothermic 
reaction. Don't make more than 
SO g at a time. 

VEEP 1579 Versarnid 140 Not compatible with all HE. May be 
VEEP 1579T DMP-3 0 used on PBX 9502, TATB, an 

mixmres of TATB and inert 
materials. 

Tors Seal 

Polarnine 1000 

Polyamide Can be used on HE as described in 
report #250. Ideal for vacuum 
applications, sealing leaks. 

Compatible with HE. Slight foaming 
cured polyurethanes fiom moisture. 
Do not breathe vapors. 



Attachment 3 
LIST OF APPROVED COATING FLUIDS 

Coating fluids used in contact with explosives must be selected from the following list. 
I f  a coating fluid is not on this list, it must be approved by the Group Leader before it 
is used. 

JULY 1996 
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Attachments 

Microballoons in silicone, hydrocarbon grease, or in polyvinyl alcohol and water. 
Apiezon wax. 
Mineral oil. 
Petroleum greases and oils. 
Glazing compound, modeling clay, and putty. 
Krylon or other methylmethacrylate spray. 
Isopropyl alcohol or ethyl alcohol. 
Silicone grease. 
Water. 

Preparation Room Operations 
Explosive Charge Handling and Assembly 

Acetone. .. . 

Aluminized Mylar. 

When necessary, the following chemicals and gases may be used for light 
intensification or quenching. 

Aluminum Fluorosilicate (This is a poison; wash hands after use). 
Aluminum Oxide 
Butane 
Krylon Spray Paint 
Magnesium Oxide 
PETN paint 



APPROVED ELECTRICAL EQULPJlENT 
IN PREPARATION ROOMS 

Restrictions 
Bendix height gauge indicator model - BXT-1 
Chicago multi tester 
Fluke Multimeter, Model 8012AlAD 
Fowler 12 calipers 
Fowler depth gauge 
Hewlett Package calculator, model 55 
Laser HE-NE-AERO-Tech. model LSR2P 
Ledu Corp., portable lamp. model 060333 
Mettler Balance, model PE360 
Mettler Scale, model PM-400 
Minolta 35mm camera, model X700 
Minolta Elecuo Flash, model 280 PX 
Mitutoyo height gauge, model 5 19-106 
Mitutoyo height gauge, model 5 19-302 
Mitutoyo height gauge readout, model 122 
Mitutoyo height gauge readout, model 8943G 
Mitutoyo indicator, model ID-ISOE 
Nikon camera, model F 
Ohaus Balance 
Ohaus Scale, model T600S 
Polaroid camera, model Spectra System 
Polaroid camera, model SX70 
Sartorius Scale, model P6 
Sartorius Scale, model P600 
Sunpack Autoflash, model 30DX 
Texas Instruments TI 55111 calculator 
Triplet VOM Meor, model 630 
Uniuon inverted microscope with light source, model 7530 
WAHL Soldering Station, model 7500 
Weller Soldering Station, model WTCPN 

JULY 1996 
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(1) Balances will be inspected, cleaned, and calibrated biannually. 
(2) Not for use at work stations with loose powder. 
(3) Approved for use as a Detonator Circuit Ohmmeter (DCO). 
(4) Locate illuminator in ventilated enclosure. 
(5) For use in a work station with no HE present. 
(6) Not approved for DCO w. 

Attachment 4 

Preparation Room Operations 
Explosive Charge Haadline and Assembly 



September 1994 I FIRING OPERATIONS I SOP M-8-5 
Version F 

STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURE 

FOR 

FIRING OPERATIONS 

SOP M-8-5 

Because of the transition from M-4 and M-8 to DX-11, this SOP has been 
reviewed by DX-11 and ESH-5 personnel and is issued without changes 
for operations at TA-36. 

Next Review Date: m t  1995 

I 

Approved by: 
DX-DO 



Los Alamos Natiooal Laboratory 
Los Alamos. New Mexico 87545 

SPECIAL WORK PERMIT FOR 

POTENTIALLY HAZARDOUS ACTIVITIES 

I 

Dutiu I 

C I 
PERSONNEL ASSIGNED 

SOP. 

Name 

Name 

I 

SPECIAL CONTROLS 
Safety Measures, Pt.ecautions, Penood Protective Equipment F'rocsdures. etc. 

Dutiu 

Dutiu 



SOP M-8-5: Firing Opnarions 
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TOPIC: EXPLOSIVES 
Page 1 of 14 pagc(s) 
Next Review Date: August 1995 

STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURE 

FOR 

FIRING OPERATIONS 

Implementation: Date 

Thii SOP has been approved by M-8 and M-DO. While we await final approval from groups in 
HS or othu divbhs ,  we an ruing the SOP as a completely legithum insaamuu. If marc then 
30 days has elapsed without acricm by reviewing groups outside M Divisia, the SOP will be 
regarded by thc M-8 G a p  Office as having the full farce of capkte and unquaWd endorsement 
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1.0 INTRODUCTION 

None. 

2.0 PURPOSE 

Some SOPS involve specific operations, but this one describes the basic procedures and protocols by 

which a safe environment is ensured for all pasomel at TA-36 and TA-14 (Q-Site West) during prelimmiry 

prcpaxadons, circuit tesring, cltarenct, firing apaawns, and misfire proceduns. 

3.0 SCOPE 

This SOP pnscnu the pn>ctdue for conducting w t - f ' g  operations involving explosives at TA-36 

(Kappa Site) and TA-14 (Q-Site West). It coven these operations at the six firing sites, Bunkers TA-36-3 

(Eeait Site), TA-36-6 Wcnic Site), TA-36-8 (Mink Site), TA-36-12 (Lowa Slobbovia). TA-34-107 (U 

Point), TA-14-34 (Q-Site), and at their associated firing mounds. Some unique TA-14 (Q-Site West) opera- 

are coveFed in a scpmtc SOP, M-8-80. and bgment shots that nquire clearance a b g  Ridge Road arc dtsaibcd 

in SOP M-8-87. Ttst-firing operations involving the use of a rockt on the sled track at TA-34-12 arc c o v d  

in SOP M-8-92. 

4.0 DEFINITIONS 

4.1  R a b q q p d  vehicle: A govunment vehicle q\nppad with a two-way radio aured to the d t s i m  4 

M-8 fnquency. i 

4.2  Hand held: A two-way hand held radio. 

4.3 Knowkdgcabb V i t ~ :  A few Non-M-8 LANL anpkyees have wcxk duties that require fnqucnt visits 

within the M-8 firing arcas, and they art knowkdgeabk of M-8 safety pmcedraes. Only the Group Lcada or the 

Deputy Group Leader may &signarc a K~mwledgeable Visitor. After such designation. this penon need not log 

in or out with the M-8 Grwp Office to enter the firing arcas and may escort other visitors, just as M-8 

p a s o d  m y -  

5.0 FIRING-SITE SAFETY FEATURES AND PERSONNEL RESPONSIBILITIES 

The following fcamcs covcr the operations at all TA-36 sifes. 

5.1 Firing-Area Gate 

Access is conmlled to the M-8 firing sim by means of a radio-conorolled gate located 100 m west of the 

Group Office Building (TA-36-80). 
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5.2 Group Office Control of Access Through Firing-Area Gate 

M-8 personnel and knowledgeable visitors gain access to the fmng arcas by using ponable actuators to 

lift the gate barrier. All other individuals must clear through the Group Office before they will be allowed 

access to the firing a m .  Gmop O f '  personnel insauct visitors on the site harmrdr, bave than nad the 

Visitor Packu, and enter their names in a log. Group office personnel will con= the sites w h k  the visitor 

wants to go to aswe that conditions arc clear. Visitors contact the Group Office by speaker phones at thc 

appnwch to the gate, and the Group Offm raises the gate to allow visitors' vehicles to enter. As each visitor is 

leaving, hdshe will again contact the Group Office at the gate, and the time of dep~imrrt will be ncardad in the 

log. Non-M-8 pasannel accompanied at all times by an M-8 employee or a knowkdgeable visitor need not 

clear through the Group Office. 

5.3 Firing-Control Keys 

Each firing circuit is locked, and only authoriztd M-8 Firing-Site Supavisors have keys to these locks 

attached to their exchange badges. Spare keys arc locked in the Group Off= key box. Thc Group r, 
Deputy Group r r .  or Acting Group Leader can authaizc a site assistant to use a key tcmporanly when the 

Site supervisor is absent. Each unit can be ageratcd only with tht key. 

5.4 Firing-Circuit Test Mode 
I 

Before actual firing, but frequently after a charge has been assembled on the firing mound personnel may want 

to test various aspects of the firing-conuol circuits: this may include charging and triggering the CDU. A by-pass 

system is installed at each fving site except Q-Site. These bypasses. acmtcd by W n g  a fvingcircuit lock switch 

to the 'Test Mode," parnit the CDUs to be charged and trigga#l without the audible and visual warnings and 

without closing the interlock systans. Each bypass system is interlocked with a cable nap door, through which the 

detonaur cables must pss to be amncctcd to the CDU. Thus. cbnnecting a detonator cable to the CDU disables the 

"Test Mode" by-pass function, thereby preventing the firing of a shot when the warning system is not opcraung. 

Warning signals shauld generally not be sounded on the horn or siren when any of the firing 

equipant is being rnaintaimd adjusted, or apaated with any intention other than that of indicating 

thu a bard  exists, except that the warning signals may be tested to deEcnniac whetha they are in 

opaating condition. If a "nonhazard" test involves using the warning signals, this condition should 

fint be anmunad ova the radio. 

Various components of the firingconuol circuit arc modifreb and irnpaved at infrequent intervals. 

However, the design logic of the firing circuit shall always include a redundant system (two or more 

logic operations in series), which inhibits the connection of detonator firing cables or the high- 

voluge supply cable to the CDU or other fving system during the testing and maintenance phase. 
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5.4.3 Category I1 CDUs will follow a W m t  procedure than the one -bed above. Testing will aenr 

be conducted on the mound whik explosives are present and never conducted if the Categary II CDU 

is conn#xed to the duanator. Should testing of the firing circuit be rquixcd on the fuing momrd 

while expIosives are present or while the Categcmy II CDU is cwurecttd to the detonator, a speaal 

~ n ~ i t t o d e s c r i b e t h c p l m m u e w i l l b e ~ i r e d , d & o n ~ b e ~ t t d o n l y b ~ m ~  

Warning Lights 

Flashing red lights arc located at the entrance to each firing site except U Point and Q-Site. 'Ihcy aperatt 

automarically when the fmng circuit is unlocked. The firing conno1 system indicates that the light and ban 

dlFPitShavcbecnacnvatcd. Rwtinecleasan#watUPointqhthMthe-roadbtbbckedbya 

manned vehicle during firing opaations: thexefore, the alumate procedure dots rot compromise safe operatiom. 

The &block systun at Q-Site is described in SOP M-8-80. 

6.2 WarnLg Horns 

Ahoanso~mds~ywwhcnthefiringcircuitisrmlockcd Thehomisbudtnoughtobehtard 

auywhaewiknthcfiripaarca. H~gpasamrbouldbcwombyanypnmouoidcthe~mrda~m 

the horn because the noise level is above tbc rccommmded sbosr-term exposure limit 

Q-Site has only a siren, as described in SOP M-8-80. 
I 

6.3 Warning Signs 

A warning sign near the firing mound mads: 

DANGER 

EXPL0s1VES 

Rwrn to lighu if horn or siren is sounding. 
A warning sign is usdforblocking thC9~mIOgdg~ga~I#PBIK;CP#XdlllC~reads: 

DANGER 

KEEPOUT 

High-Explosive opaatiolls in Progress 

6.4 Radio Cornmanication Daring Tests 

Thneisfnechannelradioc~anm~amoagaUfuingbunloeff,the~~nrooms, 

vehicles used for clearance cpaations, the Group Omce, and sevaal o&cs of M-8 p u p  members whose 

cxpariseisoften~duringshotopaations. ~ g t h e t i m e t h t t h e f a i n e c i r c P i t i s ~ . t h c n d i ~  

shall be f t ~ ~ v e d  solely for cammunication the shot being fired and anagarcics. 
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6.5 Telephone Communication During Tests 

During the lime that the firing circuit is unlocked, the telephone line to the site shall be nsemd solely 

for calls concerning the shot being fired 

6.6 Firing-System Interlocks 

The firing-system i n ~ ~ l o c k  pnvcnts the ccxlnection of dcunra~m cable to the 2500-V CDU, low-voltage 
- 

@ropellant) firing systems, or the high-voltage supply to the short-fbgcabk CDU while electronic 

x x m i n m  and tests art being pcrfamcd. 

Eitha the detonator cabk or the high-voltage supply must be cormeaed manually from within the 

?he normal (25WV) ftring units and low-voltage @ropeUMt) firiae systans arc located inside 

the fraing bunker. The drlmarnr cables are dkawmd from the firing system afw each shot 

and are not nconncctcd for another shot until aU personnel are inside shelter, as specified in 

Secs. 7.2.1 and 7.2.2. 

For those shm in which the firing unit musf be bcated adjacent to the shot assembly. the high- 

voltage power supply shall be bcated within the firing bwrLa ad the high-voltage supply cable 

shall be disconnected from the firing unit within the building and not reconnected until everyone 

is pnder shelter, as specdied in Stcs. 72.1 and 722. 
i 

'Ihe fdg-bunker door is inotrlocked with the firing c h i t  and, except as provided in 

SOP M-8-14 (Special F f i g  Ibcedm). it mast remain seared tlarughart the firing seqwpx. 

Note: For a w l  discwsion ofthe operation o f t k  firing units, see Auachmenr A. 

6.7 Sequence Tima for Warnings and Circuit Charging 

The timing of warnings and firingcircuit charging is ccmmUed by the fke camol system. F w  minutes 

(during which the hqn  is sounding) are provided as a back-up clearance porn* A 30-second siren wanring is 

mmdc4 followed by a 3O-samd period without the siren somding. Afm the sirw sounds f a  45 stconds, the 

selected firing unit can be fired ?he siren continues o souad during this period. See Sec. 7.5 for the shutdown 

~ o f t h e s i r m .  - 3, 

6.8 A m  Switch . - 

A spring-1- "Ann Switch" controls the charging of dre CDU or rnnmg d the firing system. It 

enables the high-voltage pow supply that is attached to the capeciux bank in the CDU. Pushing the "Ann 

Switch* disconnects a shunt across the capacitor bank and connects the bank to the high-voltage supply. The 

high-voltage power supply is interiockcd so char pushing the arm switch enables output from the supply. 

CDUs without this ndundancy fcaave must be evaiuated by the M-8 insmmrentation ation and the M-8 safety 

commiuee, and thar appr,ved by the Group Leada. Thc "Arm Switch" also opaarw a relay enabling the 
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4 
low- volrage firing systems. These anntng relays an enagued by the operator actuating the "Arm Switchw as 

the final event in the timed sequarce. 

6.9 Camera Room Door 

The door to the camaa room will be closed whenever the rotating iq the smear camera is in 

opaaoon. No one is permitted in the camera room when the rotating mimrr is in opaation. 

. . - - . . - . - - . - . . . -. . - - - - . . .. . 

7.0 PROCEDURAL STEPS 

7.1  Preliminary Preparations 

7 1 1 If, in the opinion of the Firing-Site Supervisar, tbae is a probability that a fin will be started 

as a d t  of a planned shot, the Firing-Site Supervisu wil l  coatact the Group Office 24 hours 

in dvrnce of the scheduled shot time. The Group ORke wiU II&Y the M-Division Officc, 

which will amnr-t the Fii ikpmcnt On the actual shot day, a one-hour warning of the 

linng time wiU be called directly to the Fin Depamnat by the Frriag-Site Supavisor. If an 

eariia firing time is &sired the Firing-Site Supemisor must coll~pct tbe M-Division Offkc, and 

theDivisioaOBticcwiU~tWFe~to~,if~1e. TbcF~irt 

tk Sire Supervisor and the Fire Dcponmuu; otherwise, the &Division Ofice should make the 
f 

contact). nporcing standby requinmmts, the Firing-Site Supavisos s W  give the shot 

individual to handle the communications with the Division Offtce or Fi Deparrment Thc Fin 

aedcandfaeapy. 

7.1.2 Tbe Group Office should be ~~ prefaably 24 hnxs in cd- if an excepMnally Lsrge 

c h q c  (100 kg a wxe) is to be find The Oroup Office will notify the M-Divisiocl Office. 

7.1.3 If the fragment range is expected m include areas under the coslsrd of other groups (M4 or Md), 

theinvolvedgroupshall beconta~edttmwgh the M-8 GmupOfiicefaappovalatl~24 
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7.2 Clearance Procedure 

All or any c o r n b i i  of sites (one to six sites) may fire under the same clearance opaation if the site 

supervim detamine that no unusual hazards will be mated by mole than one firing opaation under a slngie 

d m .  

Under the carditions stated in Scc. 7.22, people who arc not knowledgeable about M-8 tiring pmcdms - - 

maybewithintheanticipatedbazardam. Thaefac.itisimperativerhatthe~zbnebecarcfullyclumd 

before any potentially hazarQus operation is initiated. Only M-8 pasannel or pa@e accompanied by an M-8 

employee will be allowed to remain within the hazard zone m a safe place. Pasons mnaining within the hazard 

zone must be in the firing bunker and not in either a day magazine or a charge peparation roan. General maps 

of the fuing sites are presented in Aoachment B of this SOP. Each firing site has a map of its immediate area 

with a scale of 

1 in. = 400 ft. 

In each case described below, raadblocks will be esrablished by parking a radiocquipped vehicle in thc 

center of the access road with an individual in radio contact with the fving bunka. The emergency waming 

#- lights on the vehicle will be operated throughout the clearance qcmkm. If anyom passes a blockade and enters 

a hazard zone. the h e l p  manning the roadblock shall immediately notify the Fig-Si te  Supervisor to "- 
the firing sequence. The employee manning the roadblock shall remain at his station and shall not attempt to 

I 
chase the pason or pasons who have passed the roadblock. The Firing-Site Sopavisor shall immediately 

discontinue the fving squcncc and confirm receipt of the message by. stating: 

"Theftringse~~cnahasbanstoppcdatBunkcr,~ 

The Firing-Site Supavisor should then take steps to clear the area again before restarting thc firing 

sequence. Depending on the xcai extent of the hazard zone. as detennimd by thc Firing-Site Supavrsor. one of 

the following two levels of clearance will be used. 

7.2.1 If the charge is bare [surrounded only by a lowaarsity material such as wood. foam. sand, or 

cardboard, or is covered only by very thin, lowdensity meml(2-mm aluminum)] and if the Site 

Slpavisaconductingthefiringaparrtion~drrtthcbrzardunreiswithinthc 

of the plrrticular site, only that firing site site be cleared. A Firing-Site L e a b  may 

decidetoclcartoalargcrhazardza#~ofofcandianditiona bccauseof alargcrmass 

a new enagetic compound, etc. This is accornplishtd by a helper who suuches the site in a 

-uippad vehicle and pacecds to a safe pwitian on the site entrance road. The vehicle ' 

should bc parked, or a sign placed, to physically block vehicular access to the fving mound. 

?be helps doing the cletring wiil then notify the Site Supervisar by mdio that the firing area is 
clear for fuing. The helper shall use the following format for this radio uansmission: 
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"Calling Mame of Bunker at from from Mame fuing area has 

bcen cleared to Ilacation)." 

'Ihe Site Supenrisar will then confi~m the vansnission as follows: 

'This is at B a t  w, cmfming rydblock at w." 
The manned roadblock will =main in place until the Site Supervisor norifles the helper that a 

safe condhn exists. 

7 2 2 When the bazard zone extends beyond the bormdaries of the site at whicb the shot is a be fired, 

thefo~ckamccpmcahrcwillbeused. 

'Ihe Fig-S i te  Supervisor will call the Group Office and obtain the number and location of 

visitors in tbe firing arras of TA-36 (Kappa Site). The Site Supavisa may then begin the 

clearance procedure, ensuring that all visitors have been cleared from tk hazard zone or m o d  to 

a safe location under the aegis of an M-8 employee. Employees and visitors remaining during a 

shot must stay in the f a g  chambers, not in a day magazine or a charge pnparation room. 

Becauseof the geographic difftnnces of the ftring sites. four clearance proceduns will be 

outlined. 

Bunker 12 (Lower Slobbwia) 

'Ihe Sitc Assistant will clear the ffing sitc in a ndpalui~ 'vehic1e  and proceed to a safe 

position on the sitc cnarncc road If the hazard zone uteads beyond the Main Magazine area 

(Bugs. TA-36-9, -10, and -83). the hgmmc-acca wamhg sign must be plsccd in the center 

of the site artmm road while the Main Magazme area is being cleared. Afta the hazard zone 

has been cleand the helper will park the vehicle to block the road and notify the Sitc 

Supervisor by radio (using the format specified pviously) that the Lower Slobbovia nna is 

clear for ftring. The Site Assistant will remain at his vehicle until he is notified by the Site 

Supavisol that a safe condirion exists. 

If it is necessary to frre a shot for which the hazard zone extends 500 m (1600 ft) north- 

Two rodiocqrupped vehicles will be rcqtmd. Tbe ciriva of m vehicle will proceed h m  

Mink Site and clear the Mini~Site ana While Minic Site is king cicarcd, the driver of the 

second vehidc will clear MecnieSite am. Afta Meenie S L  and Mink Sitc have been 
d 

cleand the vehiclts will mtct at tbe Porrillo Drive intersmian. The driven will then 
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proceed sqmnucly to the Main Magame and U-Point tunroffs. Eenie Site and Daisy Mae- 

Kup will be cleared by the pason going to U-Point turnoff. This may be done by placing 

the fragment warning sign in the centa of PotrilIo Dnve and searching the site. Eenie Site 

may also be cleared by contacting Ecnie-Site pasamel and asking them to clear the site. 

'Ihe pvson conducting the clearance must not Icavc rhc Eenie-Site cnaance until the sitc - _ 
persame1 have infarmed him that Etnic Siu is clear. When the clearance opaation has bcen 

completed, each opaator will park the vehicle or plaa a sign to block the road and thcn be 

will notify the F i g - S i t e  Supawsor that the a m  is clear for fuing. The same format is 

foUowd for radio transmission as gven pmiousiy. Each assistant will remain at his 

vehicle until he is notified by the Site Supavisar that a safe cardition exists. 

For shots that may produce even longer range fragments, the clearcmce area may include tht 

Bunker 107 (1J Point) area. In this case, the Ridge Road gate must be double-locked and the 

afca cleared as desaibed below rmder Bunlter 107 citarance. An PMitimal vehicle or sign 

mussbe used to block PatriUo Drive at the U turnoff while the U area is being cleand 

Bunker 6 (Mcmk) and Bunker 8 (Mink) 
I 

When Meenie-Site or Minie-Site pasonnel an firing a shot that might throw fragments to 

dre adjacent site but that would not thlOw them to any portion of Poaillo Drive, the 

c~apaPtimshouMfdlowthtartline~Ibove,botitneedexwdno~ 

than the Manic/Minie road intersectton with Pocrillo Drive. A driver in a single vehicle 

may clear with a sign on the rogd or mi10 communication 

Bunker 107 (U Point) 
- F h g  aperations will namally be limited to those shots whost nondirccuonal fragment 

ranges an less than 550 m (1800 ft), to reduce rn t t z fcc~#  with Group M4's opaauans. 

S O P M - 8 8 7 a d d r e Y e s t h e ~ i n w ~ b n g a f r a g m c a t r a n g e s a r e ~ ( p e c t c d d  

in which M4 firing sites must thas be c h d .  Ridge Road at the entrana to LI Point 

will be bbciGed with 8 sign or mur#d nhicle while the gatc is being locked to ensure 

tbunoonecanaltaUPointdrtringthistime. 
- fbe chain link gate be- TA-36 and TA-15 on Ridge Road will be locked with a 

chaiuandpdhckatthcsranofthecltawnce~. ?hekeyforthepadlockwilIbe 

retained by the U Fig-Point Supwvisorar his asisant during the fmng operation. 

The chain wiU be removed after the firing operation has been complettd or discosltinued 
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d - An M-8 employee in a vehicle quipped with a radio will clear the area adjacent to the 

fuhg mound and then poceed to a safe distance alang Ridge Roed toward the main M-8 

(TA-36) area The road will be physically Mocked to pmrent access to the U Point 

firing area 

- Fragment shots that rcquin cltarance along the U-PointM4 road bcy0nd the Ridge Road 

gate am covacd in SOP M-8-87. 

Q-Site West (TA- 14) 

- Clearance pmcdms for Q-Site are c o d  in SOP M-8-80. 

Outde of namal wodring hours. when thc W g  sim arc nonnally unoccupied, a madified 

clearanae pro#clure wiU be used. ?he Group Offkc will be informed bdae 4 a  pm rhat a 

fuing opcraaon will take place oufs~de of normal hours. The Group Office will mtify the 

M-Division Office about shots tired outside the parod 8m am to 5:OO pm on workdays, and at 

any time on w#kerds and holidays. For a law shot, the Group Office will leave the access gare 

in the closed position. A sign will be Left at the gate actuator located in the Group Office 

stating which site and site supemism is conducting a late firing. The site pcrsormel an 

responsible for leaving the access gate in the open (upright) position aftu the firing operatim - 
has b a n  completed. For shots u, be fired before normal working hours, the site personnel shall 

f 
c W  the hazml-masces gate bcforc starting the frring scquclyx. Group Office pasamel will 

notify the Security Communication Oflice (Starion 100) that a f m g  outside of regular hours is 

~ e d a a d ~ w i l l ~ ~ ~ r s d ~ p p r o x i m P t e ~ t h a S t h e s h o t w i l l b e f u e d .  For 

wedt#dandhdideyfigactivity,whmtheGroupOffrtisbmnrallynoropaating, thc 

Pig-Si te  Sqxmimr IS nqmsible a venfy that Station 100 has been properly notified. 
Haad zone within individual site bounbrries 

If the bazrod urne is within a site's bamdary, llren the pmdurc o u t l i  in Scc. 7.3.1 shall 

. befoUowadforshotsowideof ncmnalworkinghorrrs. 

~ ~ m e ~ b e y a n d t h c ~ f i r i n g - s i c ~  

Only ane Frring-Site AsJisrat is rcqPircd to c k  tbe hazard zone for shots fDed ourside of 

haurswhen~bazardnrneutceadtbcyondthefiriag-ritcboundary. Whenthesite 

Supavisar is ready to SUKK tho clcannce prPcedun, his sssisrant will proceed to L o w  

SbWwiainadmqqqxlvehicleoDdcleartheerPinareato U-hint Mnoff or beyond, 

whae a roadMack will be set up and mainrained until tk Site Supervisor notifies the - 

individual that the firing area is in a safe condition. Warning signs will be used to prevent 
4 
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access into the hazard zones that have been c l d ,  whenever the individual doing the 

~ m u s t l c a v e ~ r ) r i v e t o c l e a r u n o c c U p i c d a r e a s ,  

If clear radio contact cannot be maintainad hem the helper st@& at the roadblock and the 

Firing-Site Supervisor, a =lay may be set up though a tciephart or another radio, provided hat 

~haai0nhar:thepnarapgrovaloftheGratp~raArr~thethevidividualactingasthcnlay .. 

opesatol is familiar with the M-8 feld operatiars. 

To miwe the possibiiity of confusion or misintapntations of radio messages. the following arc 

=ggtsttd 
Rtsave the use of words such as "hold" and "stopn for emagarcy canmunicauons to have 

b site sapervisor immediately taminate the firing sequence until frmhcr notification. 

Use the name of the individual being conlacud by radio. in addition to the site &signanon, 

during any radio communications involving hazardous opaations. 

Refer to M-8 sites by these designations in radio tranmniSSions: 

BUNKER3(EakSb) -' 

BUNKER 6 (Meenie Site) 

BUNKER 8 (Mink S b )  

BUNKER 12 (Lower Slobbovia) 

BUNKER 107 (U Poiit) 

BUNKER 34 (Q-Site) 

During confirmation of the radio check a d  site clearanca pocad in sequence from Lomr 

SloWovia through to U-Point turnoff and Bldg. 80. 

Avoid and curtail noncmagency radio transmissions while any f i g  operalion is in 

pogrc~s. In an emergency situation reqoiring radio usc, all tiring apartions shaU be 

srspaded 

Firing Procedure 

7.3.1 When the F*-Site Supavisa ncdves notificatinnthatthehazadnmehasbetnclcaredhe 

will secure the firing-bunker dwr, uniock the firing circuit (thus awing it), and make ccrrain 

that the born is opaating. Although the fin coclml systan indiEaoes when power is applied to 

the horn and to thc siren, the Frring-Site Supavisor must confirm by listening that they an 

sounding. If the horn or siren fails to operate, he shall shut Qwn the firing operation without 

ruing. F i g  operations with a nonopaational horn or siren may be executed only with explicit 

Grwp-wvoval. 
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4 
7.3.2 He may connect the ~~LONIUT cable to the f i g  system and pro& with any 0th- preparatory 

activities requid while the nomral f i g  sequence progrtsscs. 

7.3.3 Just before actuatiag the "Arm Switch," the Firiag-Site Superviscw will contact the assistant at 

each roadblock by radio to ensure clear radio contacr The format of this transmission shall bc as 

follows: 
'This is a radio check from BUNKER W.)" 

After the Firing-Site Supervisor has assurcd himself that all radio checks have been received he 

may thcn proceed a, tin the shot at his dimction. If any non-shot-related radio transmission 

OCCUTS oa the M-8 net bctwtea the radio check and firing of the shot, the radio check shall bc 

7 . 4  Misfires, Abort Conditions, and Tandem Warhead Test 

7.4.1 If the Fig-Site Supavisor pushes the "FiRE* bumn and the shot fails to fire, he will W ,  

without sounding the "All Clear," to determine whether the fail- cnatw a potential hazard; in 

orha words, a "hangfin." Without terminating the firing squtncc, he will look for possible 4 

uiviai causes (such as an UIY:ONICC~~~ dctonaux cable). If a trivial cause is dttermincd, the Site 

Supervisor may attanpt to fue the shot a second time after aullfing that no diagnostics have 

been Jcopardizcd If the cause is not located or is not uivial, he will diswnnect the firing cables 

andwait6vcminutcc Aftcrrhkwaitingpenodanmotevisual~ w i l l b e ~ u m c d  

for any sign of mtioa (smoke, frrc, etc.), either through the camera puiscopc, or by the paJon 

blocking the road IE a low-vohge propellant initiation system is being used the Site 

Supavisor should wait 20 minutes. If no w i b c c  is noted the Site Supervisor will rhcn 

tamiwe the firing sequence, as indicated below. If thae are any unusual circumsm, 

condihs, or any indication of nacaon. the Group Leader a Group Safety O f k u  will be 

amt8cted f a  special insrmcam on twminating the firing sequence. Thc w m b g  sigds 

sboaldoot be contiaued for longer than ten minutes UnlessahatasQuscrnxtitloncxiststbat 

caunot be safely ranoval. Aftcr finding ck appannt cause of the mirfire (except for trivial 

causes) and befooe ananpting to fin the shot a secand time. tbe FPing-Site Slrpervisor will 

canract the Group Leader or amher Fi i -Si re  Supavisor and nview the opaation and the 

CQeCCtivemcrsrnrestaben. 
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7.4.3 For un&m warfKad shots, in which thae is a possibility that the first warhead deronares but the 

ss#mddasnotthe~supavisarwilldi.lmrumtbcfiringcablesandwritfivemina&s 

After the waiting period and a remote visual inspection, the Site Sup#visor or his designee will 

inspa3 the area f a  damaged explosive. 

7 5  Completion of Firing Operations 

The firing apaaaan is completed by discmna:ting the detonafa cables fran tbe bring rmit 

pamiaingthesiren to sormd for anadditional 6Oscconds toallow time fortheshraplel to fall. 

and then locking dre f i g  circuit An "All Clear" of two shon blasrs of rhe siren is then 

sxm&i. 

In an cmagcncy shutdown of the firing operaton &fat the charge is fired the 60-secand-- 

sounding of the siren may be omitted. 

Notice of ampMon or cancc1Iation of tbe f h g  opaatian must originarc with the Firing-Site 

Supervisar aad be transmirted to all involved pasonacl. The format for this CI8IUmiSSion shall 

be as foIIows: 

"IhesharntBUNI(ER~isAUICLEARanditisaowsefeu,eatu." 

No one is to leave shelta until h&e receives this notice. 
4 
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B. Specifcations of M-8 Frrhrg-Site Boundaries Oulaps) 

C. EvaluatianofFragmcntHatards 

D. Proceduns for Elimination of Unexploded Expbsivc on the Firing MoYnd 



ATTACHMENT A 

Description and Use of Firing Units 

Only exploding bridge-wirt damaaxs (EBW) and c k u i d l y  driven foil deOoaatos are allowed for 
initiating high explodvc during at M-8. lmu-vohgc iniriEtm arc used for propellant 

systems and experiments, such as the DDT tubes dcsnibed in SOP M-8-53. EBW deumators quire a high- 

voltage, high-enegy elccuical s- to react with suffrient violara to initiate duoaation in an acceptor 

explosive. The entrgy source routinely used is a capacitor dkdmqc Pnit (CDU). Only CDUs a p e d  by 

M-7 War tht Explosives Review Commirt# are allowed f a  hilhthg high cxpbsivts f a  

at M-8. 'Ihis appdix describes the two categories of CDUs in aannt use at M-8. Orbet 

at M-8 include the use of two diffaent low-voltage pmpdlant h i thas  This nnachmat also dcscribcs these 

two systems. Other systems may be used only after they arc applovtd in new SOB or SWPs. 

High-Voltage Detonator Systems for High Explosives 

Can?narvI 
'Xhis category is resuicttd to fuing units in which both the CDU and the high-voltage supply arc located 

inside the firing btmkcr. Gaaaally, they an designed to fin sevaal det011~tors on bng (>5 m) faing cables. 

'Ibestaadaod5o.pdntmtitisancxamplc. All f i r ingoniu incwent~e inth iswat ta~htoanexranal  

high-voltage supply. Detonator cable connecuons at the CDU are not made until afta the hazard ante has baen 

cleared and the firing quum has been suutcd. (See SOP nuin text. Sccs. 7.3.1 mi 7.3.2.) + 
GalaaYu 

i 

Certain detonator typcs and shot assemblies must be firrd with the CDU less than 2 m from the charge. In 

fning units allowed under this category, the CDU is locared on the firing mound and the high-voltage supply is 

inside the fmng bunker. The w n m l  circuit and triggering thyfilaon arc also bcated in the bunker. When 

Category-11 CDUs an in use. the detonator must be connected t6 the CDU bdcm the bazard area is cicafed of 

penanncl. Because tbis is inbptntly a more hezardws opmtba, the foS1owmg procedun shall be foUowed 

1. No detaraurr cable may be connected to a Category41 CDU unless the FiringSire Supervisor dinctly 

autharizts it. 

2. Before giving this authorizaaon. the Firing-Site Supavisor will emwe that 

the firing and test circuiu are off and lodred; 

tbe higb-voltage supply cable is dkamected at its iocalock box bcetsd on thc conml panel 

iDsidethefvingbmkcK 

the measured Ir_oiaanrr. across tht high-voltage axmccax on tk mmmWxcs houmg is 

5&10 and 

the high-voltage cable fmm the CDU to rhe mamd.mxss housing is connected. (This en- 

that the safety shunt circuit is m t e d  and opaapiatal.) 



A shoning plug should be connected (and then ~tm~vcd)  to the detonaux a d  of the detonator cable to drain 

any residual charge. If a shorting plug is not available, a shon piece of wire can be used or an approved volt- 

ohmmcter (VOM) can be used to probe for residual voltage. 

3. After these conditions have been met, the Fuing-Site Supavisor may amharize the connection of the 

detonator cable to the CDU. shoning the detonator conllcctor on the CDU before making the 
. 

connection, as a final check that the circuit is st&. 

4. A f t a t h e U a n a h a s k e n c l i P n d a n d d r e f i r i n g ~ ~ t b e h i g f i - v o l t n g e ~ ~ -  - 
connected to the CDU from within the firing bunker, as described in the main text (see Secs. 73.1 

and 732). 

No provisions are made in this procedure for firing units in which the CDU has an internal high-voltage supply. 

Until sucb provisions are made, this type of firing unit is not pennitred. 

Low-Voltage Initiator Systems for Propellants 

Type 1. This is a low-voltage (-SO-V) CDU system used primarily to initiate rounds in the 105mrn. 120mm. 

and 5-in. guns, the DDT txpMiments (SOP M-8-53) and rocket motors for sled w k  opaations (SOP 

M-8-92). This CDU has an internal supply; however, it is powend through relays controlled by the 

fving key, anning switch. and fving switch 

Type 2. This is an isolated 115-V ac and 300-V ac output supply used primrPily to apaaoe solmids that fire 

guns up to 7 in. The output is supplied by a relay conmiied by the fning key, arming switch. and 

firing switch. Thus p a  cannot unintentionally be applied at the omput of the CDU and aperation is 

identical to the high-voltage CDUs. 'Ihe 115-V ac and 300-V ac outlets use Reynolds 21 and 31 

connccuas, nspectively, so that they canrot be confused The supplies an interlocked so that voltage 

cannot be applied during test mode use. 

-- 



ATTACHMENT B 

Specificatiau of M-8 Fdg-Site ~ormdarics 

An apunart among the various M-Divisian firing groups defines the geogmpkal boundaries of thc 

land con- by each g m p .  'Iht asl#m~llf is tbat hgmwus produced by m gruup will rot encroach into 

the area controlled . . by aMtkr group without prior - notif~cation. - Sccaon 7.1 3 of. this SOP r q m s  that the .... -'. L .  - .  - - -  

affcctcdgmpbc givcn24hollrs' warning of thescbcduled~i f tht~arcaexteadsouts ide  the land 

eoonolledbyM-8. ?hertteched~mapsshowthebormdPries 
-a- - -... --. --. . - TA-36 - . - (M-8) .a. &. .. h TA-15 (M4). 'Ibis -- - - 

mris_sl;i@y-m~ tban 700 -.-- m from E d  Site (FiiB-1) awl 9QO m h m  Maaie Site (Fig. B-2). 'Ibe - -4- -.-.. .-- -3.. .... . JCL- -.-- 5 L  .. .--..- 
300-m radius and the ~ ~ ~ ~ l o p e  of the 6 t S  and 900-m radii ccntaed about tach site rm also h u m  an maps 

(Figs B-1 through B-6). Tbe Q-Site firing radius is 90 m. In eddidon, tach Jioc has a top- map, with 

there radii indicated at a scale of 1 in. o 400 ft. IJ Point is 600 m from PHERMEX and 620 m from Bl* .., . . 
R-280 (Fig. B-5). Two additional hazard zones of 1200 and 1500 rn are shown f a  U Point (Fig. B-5). . 

Pajanto Road lies within 600 m of b w c r  Slobbovia. Shots tbat could throw frorpnents to Pajarif0 Rod 

are not to be scheduled at Lowa Slobbovia without the prepamion of a special SOP. 

Within M-8, the individual Site Supmisws have access conad of the land immediarely swoltnding 

theirassipedfiring sitesand,as statedin this SOP. tbey w i l l c k a r d v r r e ~ o f ~ l ~ g e x p l o s i v e  

teat firings. Whea then is a possibility tbat fngmcllts from a shot might fan in an area unda the conuol of 

4noc&rM-8s i te ,anexreaded~~isrequired; i t i s lka i lrAinthemaintatof th i sSOP.  Each 
4 

Site Supavisol is nspaaslbk for the final evaluation of the hazard radii fa shotg fired lmder his wnml. 















ATTACHMENT C 

Evaluarion of hagmau Hetrrds 

The nspwsibilicy f a  enluaring the hazard radius for m explosive shot rests with the Site Sqcmbor. 

His evaluatiaa must be based on his pracucal wpcri~lce, but this attachment is io be used as a guide by faing- 

altitude when he is aying t6 hit the desired target Tk mathematics describing the b l b i c  trajectories is 

aramely annplcx and requins a campaa for the solution. 

At first thwg4 it might seem that gravity's effect on slowing davn a fragment would provide a 

m e u p ~ e r  esrimateof thchazardrangcandfIighttimcasgivtllby 
t = vv/g. (1) 

wben t is the time for the fragment vckity to dccmsc to zao. V, is the initial velocity in tbc vertical 
. . 

dhcfbn, and g is the gravitarional co~srant A typical frecsurkc velocity fa an M-8 shot might be 
1 5 ~ a n b g = 9 . 8 W s 2 , @ ~ a ~ D l i @ f i m c o f  153sandatotalfl/%htdirranceof IISkm!, 

Obviously immtctl ~farc,itis~~~fntialthatUeaaodynamic~beconsidend ~&tsfmmm 

explor i~~~babavempedi~trb le~di t i~ imposs ib~ct~pcbdic t tbt~wi thpec l s ioa  

A sufficiartly approximaton for our purposes has been given by W. C. Davis (in M-3-QR- 

784). He has Jhown that the critical parameter for Mimating the range is the characrnistic length L given 



TABLE C-I 

t'ERTICAL FLIGHT OF PROJECTILES FOR V.ARYISG I Y v  U COSIITIONS 

In evaiuaung the hazard riuj~us ior a snor tire Site Supervisor should use ulr: nsults presented h u t  ;is a 

guide. Barricades. such as sand-filled bxcs and bags, and water-tilled conramfs will substantially nducc the 

predicted range. Some metals tend to break into small h p m u  IDd)  and others tend to break into latgc 

hagmenrs (nickel). The previous analysis uses only the thickness as a measure of the flight distance. whereas, 

in actuality, fragrnenu tumble and largc fragments will fly fanher than small ones. We believe the range 4 
estimates pnsenred here ye a wnsavative basis for estimating hazard ranges. If mote detailed estimates of 

fragment range an! needed., both Jim Straight and Dave Fradkin have computer Codcs for range predictions. 

d 

30 1 0 0  la00 

Range (meters) 

Figure C-1 



ATTACHMENT D 

Pzocedun for Uiminnrinn of Unexpb&d Explosive on the Firing Mound 

Thac are instances in which unexpioded explosives remain on the firing mound after a nonal shot for 

example. as a result of the amrodanti-mor - effort at the Labor-. llh attachment describes the 

steps to be taken to arsun pmonncl safcty m rhese instances. 
Wbeaaobotk~9ptbat~hta~k~lodtdmPtCeLlmmCfrringw#ndtheF~Site 

Supavisor will povide fa a ranote visual surveillance of the firing m o d ,  as desaibed in Section 7.4 of this 

SOP. 'Ihe pcrson surveying the scene must be knowledgeable about this shot setup and familiar with the 

various wmponcno of the shot to be able to describe the situation acanately. Often. with this type of shot, thc 

UIIQ(PIo&d HE has bear sct afire, and the HE, as well as any flammable materials, such as wood smdbap, or 

Lcxan, may be smoldering or ablaze. 

If the knowkdgcable obsavurcports no visible frre or smoke, the Fuing-Site Suptrvisor will wait 

1.0 minutes and have a second visual check made of the scene. If thae is still no visible fue or smoke, then one 

pmon designated by the Site Supavis;or shall c a u t h d y  approach the frring m d  and reslpycy the sme If 

the pcmm is sure that m smoke or f a  is visible, then operations may proceed as us& except that a canfPl 

insptction must be mi& for unconsumed HE. 

If the obsaver indicates that he or she secs smoke or fa ,  then the Site Supuvhr. along with thc 

obsaver. shall dctaminc the extent of the problem. The Site Supervisor will tbpl notify tbe Group Leads, 

Depny Group Leader, Safety O f f i ,  or the designated chanisay and HE exput f a  the group,'about the 

~imrtioa. 'Ibis persan will then Eske action, as diuatcd bj the paniarlar circmnsrances, to d v e  

the problem. 

Additional infomation on how to handle damaged targets containing energetic material is given in SOP 

M-8-35. 
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